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This ailitary technical training course has been selected and adapted by

. The Center for Vocational,Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System

to Provide Military Curriculum Materfals for Use in Vocitional and Technical

Education," a project eppneored by the'Bureau of ClccUpational and Adult Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



The National Center
Mission Statement.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational peob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. .The National
Center fulfills its mission- by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing eglucational programs and
products ,

- Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes _

Installing educational programs and
products

OperatiN informsatiOn systems and
services'

Consluting leadership deveiopment and
'training programs

FdR FURTHER IRFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

_ WRITE OR CALL
. Program lnfärmation Office

The National Center for Research in Vccational
Education

The Ohio State University
1980 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848-4815 within thi continental U.S.
(except Ohio)

Military Curriculum
Materials for:

Vocational and
Technical Education

rI Field
Piv../jon
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . .

LIANfirwlaMMAANME.11W.41...W...

an activity to increase the -ac'oessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

.This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
fOrm from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, -Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
k provided through a "Mint Memorandum of
1 Understanding" between the U.S. Office of

Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vqcational and tech-
nical education are selected ,for dissemination,

The National Center for Research in
yocatidnal Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated repTesentative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

I.
Pràjecf Staff:

esley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
enter Clearinghouse

,ShirleY A: Chase, Plik.D.
Project Director

A
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What Materials How Can These
Are Available? Materials Be Obtained?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational

-Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

tlerical
Occupations

Communications
. Drafting

Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
.4 Management &
,-Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigatiob
Photography
Public Service

The numlibf of courses and the subject
repreiented.will expand as additional m
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified, and selected
for dissemination.

Contact the Curriculum goordinatior) Center
in your region for information on Obtaining
materials ;e.g., availaoility and cost). They
will respond zo your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CUilritULUM COOR.D1NATION CU..;

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
DTtectot
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/78: -0759 "

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director -

1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F.-Kelly, Ph.D.,
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Buildirig 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753,08.79

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Dirctor
Mississippi S..ate Univ4sity

DrawereDX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/326.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Avis.
Honolulu, Hi 96822'
808/948-7834
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MILITARX CURRICUI04 14A1ERIALS

The military-developed curricullan materials in this course
paricage were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculuni -Project for dissem--
ination to the six regional Curriculum Ccordination Centers and,
other instructional materials agencies. ,.The purpose of
disseminating these courses waf to make curriculum materials
ctveloped by the military mgret accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were aaquired,,evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, =I prepared for
dissemi.nation. Materials which were specific to the nilitary
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either anitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
durriculUm resource materials which can .4be 'adaptsd to support
vocational instruttion and curriculum develowent.



GEICRAL PURPOSE VEHICLE MECHANIC, BLOCKS I AND 11
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Ciurse Doseription,,

this_ Sect* On Ii the firit Of a it:Yogurt Course lowering germ* venfele meehehics. The entire cOorse 40eWS inepectmg, servicing. Mum adjusting, trouble-
Shooting, end repairing automotive general purpose vehicles; gaoling engine tune-up and repair; manual and automatic transmission replacement aril
adjustment; lubrication system servicing and wait; cooling systemsrvicing; Power 'rein Trak.; front end end steering system adjustment and repair;
braise system adjustment and repair; weenies, and IiPting SyStern repair; hydrauliC COntrOl reCleir: Ifir conditioning system servicing; corrosion Oontrol;
and PrealeratiOn of vehicles for climatic conditions and shipment. This section Of the course COntilins two blocks of inetruction coveting 89 hours.

Block I PUblicetions consists of hue lessons covaring 12 hours of instruction Three lessons were deleted because they discuss military forms
and organttetion. The lesson topics and respective hours follow:

Basic Meth (6-hours)
Hand, Special and Measuring Tools (6 hours)

Biotic II Enguss contains eight lessonssovecing 57 hours of instruction

Principles of Internal Combusbon Engines and Engine Oisulembly (6 hours) )
Engine' Oisessembly, Engine Components Inspection and Parts Servicing, Engine Reassembly, Operation and Valve Adjustment '8 hours)
Principles, Inspection, and Repair of Coming, Lubrication, and Crankcase Ventilating Systems,and the Use of Valve Reconditioning Equipment

(6 hours)
Basic Soldering, Cutt ng, Bending, and Flaring Copper Tubing (4 hours)
Climatic Techniques, Corrosion Control. and Storage (2 hours)
Gasoline Engine Fuel System and Emission Control Systems (5 hours)
Construction snd Operating Principles of Carburetors and Governors (7.5 hours)
Service, Repair. and Adiustment of Carburetors and Governors.(7.5 hours)

This section contains both teacher end student materials. Printed instructor materiels include lesson plans outlining the teaching steps and a plan of instruc-
tion detailing units of instruction, criterion objectives, duration of the lessons, Ind'support materials needed., Student Materials include three, handouts;
Aritanterive Terminology, A Glossary of Mechanical Terms, and A Bibliography. Eight programmed texts on fire safety, shop safety, basic mathematics.
automotive terminology and hardware, mechanics' handtoOls. ;Pedal tools. and measuring devices are also provided. The progrommed tests provide frame
b4 frame instruction for individualized study.

Several military manuals and commercially produced tests are referenced, but are not provided. Audlovisuals suggested for use with the entire course
include 53 transparencies, 10 films and 205 slides. This section ur d in coniunction with the remaining pre, section provides Comprehensive cOverage
Of vehicle inspection, maintenance and repair. Some documents can be used individually 3$ sub-units, remedial, or individualized study. 4nd the entiie
course can be used in a group instructional setting or adapted for- individual use.

1. 1
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LIST OF CURRENT PAGES

This P01 consists of 61 current pages issued as follows: ,..

Page No. Issue

Title . .. 0 0 Original
A Original
i Original
ii . . . 4. $ Original
1 thru 52 Original
A1-1 thru Al-S . Original

DISTRIBUTION: ATC/TTMS -1, AULD-1, TWS -100, TTOC -3, TTOT -1, TTOXW -1,
TTOR -1, TTE -1; CCAF/AY -2
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

BLOCK TITLE

Publications

Om S OF INS I WL,C TON AND ir INTL itION 031EC Ils

COURSE II TL
AIM

General Purpose Vehicle Repairman - Part.r....w...n.+=rmr.

111-T7 -1,144441apialibion, Basic Math, immil-iieever441.-

Orieltatibn

(f) School oil fht at ion conducted sin

acrordance with SR 50-18, AtLh "I outline.

1). Without reference, identify ha- c

We4rtilers and terms relating to career pro ession
in vehicle maintenance with io4 acc4,4y.

1 .

c. Without reference, id. ify examples

unclassified, or of possible ntelligence

of security information as_bei g classified,

value with one hundred per Ili accuracy.

d. Without rete oce, identify examples
of security informat n as being top secret,
secret, confidenti , or ior offii.ial use
rinly with one hu94red percent accuracy.

e. Wi
secure mod
informatf

out
of transmitting,classified

n. No error is permitted.

referenc, select the most

Without reference, identify security
pro duxes involved _n VoiCe Communications.

errors are permitted. 4

g. Without reference, identify basic
_facts and procedures concerning automotive
persorel and equipmiint :Atop safety. Seventy-
five percent of the facts and procedures must
be identified correctly.

PLAN Of MST Rik TiON No.

ATC FON.*
)0AN 7) 337

3AIIR47J30

I

OuRAIION
OMAJR$1

2

6
Day I

Column 1 Reierence
la()
lb

lc
Id
le
If
g

SUPPON I MAT t 141 At 5 Ant. ta AN,

STS Reference
None

2a

211 . .
2c
2d

, -V _ -4 - - - -
Li. ap It) GAits,

bdi,c4; t k).";(' re,
C.C_IIF

L.

Instructional Materials
3AllIt473:10-H0-100, Bibliography

3ABR47330-110-10l, Iritomotive Terminology

3ABR47330 -HO -101A, Glossary of Mechanical Terms-
42.041-54-4+T-iprudy-431ri-140
SISPT-PT -47 -i, Fire Safety

3A3R47330-PT-10lB, 'hop Safety

3ABR47330_PTlO11, grate. Math

-3A51644÷10"rWarr-reTreeT-P+140-411
301t47330-PT-l071, Automotive Terminology dud

Tralning_Methods
DiscussiodDemonstration (1 ht)
Self-Instruction (5 hrs)

Hattlw4re

Instructionaf Environment/Design
Classroom (6 broi)

Croup/Lock Step (NOTE': Croup)'tock Step 1. Applikable to All of blocks
I through VII.)

Instructional Guidance
-iiTe---PTs and necessary review of snbtects to accomplieh 'instruction.
Use Arch 3 to SR 50-18 as a guide iur orientation. Stress energy illpd
material conservation.

Viet lit Nye e wait, CAUSC,4. I it
s Ur() it/ - ti tiIty

OTL 2 January 75 SLOCKNO. ACA NO 1

(Filial Cps), - 54% I X UN F111 14460411181 ta Matilde Iltea dA.. ii Ms* bolsi 4



MMOIimIMMMI1111,MMM/MMI

owl IS OF INSTRUCT iON AND C klikitioN 05a Tovf s

Hand, Special, and Measuring Tools

Pe AM' OF 1NS1 RUCTION (Continued)

DURA1ION
.#4olOts. SUPP(,It m: t. A _ ) r A M t

a. Given picture* of vehicle maintenance
hand, special, mad measuring tools, identifythe name and/or function of each. Eighty
percent of the name and/or function must be
identified correctly.

Air Force Technical Orders and Commies
Publications

a. Without reference, id fy basic
facts relating to the scups application
of adeinistrative publi ons. Seventy
percent of the fact st be identified
correctly.

b. out reference, identify the
relat ip of basic facts concerning the
9 and apOlication of the Technical Ordei

6
Day 2

Column I Reference ST4 Reference
2a

9.

Instructional Materials

3A81147330-PT-1028, MechanL's Handt.Jolu
3A8947330-FT-103C, Specialjools'
3A1R47330-PT-18411, Measuring Devices

Audio Visual Aids
Filo: rTA 496A, Torquing Equipment and Usage

TrainintEquipment
Trainer*:

61-2825, Mandtool Display (10)
60-2'558, Mandrel Measure (1)
60-2521, Measure Block Steel Rule (10)

Training_liethods

Self-Instruction (6 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (6 hrs)

.

Instructional Guidance 1

Use PT. and necessary reviev.of subjectb to accomplish instruction.

9 Column 1 Reference
Day 3, 4 3a

-, 3h

3c '

3d

STS Reference
48
4b

4c
XX

Instructional Materials
341147330-PT-103, Air orce Technical
3A8R47130-14-105 r Force Technical
Publicatio

TO 00 , Vehicle and Rase Supt)ort
A strstion

raining File

Order System
Order Syatem and Commercial

.uld Maintenance System and Records

t PiAN Of INSTRUCTION NO 3mm4733)
OAT E

2 January 1975 BLOCK NO. PA:,E NO
..-.,

ATe
1.6

41.

ORM
ea R VI 3.11£

/81471,

AfityliaoS LOITUMS 0411UP-E TIEu S 1/)--otvol.,,yi (Fined Copy( '% 1 X.KWI)

. mg=1.. =.
Irslud PIAStiriirisartm ama *boos Wr% Assoc,
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tIlis material ±,:r inclusion in tne "Trial I:nniementatin -,f a

%litary Curriculum Materials ::or ',:se in I:ocational

'ant: aluca:ion.' Deleted material involves extensive 115e f).f.
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17OURSE T.71_

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
A

General Purpose Vehicle Repairman - Part I

Engines

1,W Ri 'ON AND 1. Olgt OBJEC T yf GURATION
riGu RS, SUPPOR t MAT E RIALS ANC+ CAPLAN

Principles of Internal Combustion Engineqt
and Engine Disassembly

a. Without reterences, identify basic
facts, principles of operation, function, and
relationship of engine system and components
with 702 accuracy.

PL AN : Pe:rieuk'. TION NJ 3ABR47330

6 ,
Day 6

f

-..../W1

Column 1 Reierence STS Reference
la Ila

Instructional Materials

3AER47330-SG-201, Principles of Internal Combustion Engines and Engine
Disassembly

3AER47330-WB-202,Ingine Disassembly, Engine Components Inspection and
Parts Servicing, Engine Reassembly, Operation, and Valve Adjustment

3ABR47330-WB-202A, Engines

Audio Visual Aids

-47..--re-11-3-44-ki-wh.er-bu454vb-11**14144

Teaining Equipment
Trainers:

60-2759, Engine Assembly IMC 6 Cyl (2)
66-3299, Engine Curaway (10)
60-2584, Four Stroke Cycle Principles (10)

Mechanic's Common Handtools (1)

Training MethOds

Discussion/Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)

Instructional GuldSfice

Diecuss publications-, handteols, special tools, and engine principles.
Assign two students to one engine trainer and supervise them clonaly
while they drain the oil and coolant, partially disassemble the engine,
And place components on display boards. Point out errors and correct
them on the spot. Stress energy and material conservation.

2 January 1975

ATC '1" 337

I
'

`.It : L f
4. 1..11 I, I I 'I 40 Ill (Finoi Copy - 114% - a x

at Of A HO. PAGE NU

I Inal tedur h c. v.1 .40 4.4... .a.

.
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e%PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cenne.:1), .
.

,

.
.. .....

um TS OF INSTRUCTION .,,ND CRI I I MON OBJEC TIVES 7. . e - tor
r:Jili

.

- ..----
.

.

SL,PF :A' 'Lela. . A.... r., .1 ',Amt.(
1

. Engine Disessonely, Engine Components'
Inspection and Parts Servicing, Engine
Reassembly, Operation, and Valve Adjustment

a. Given an engineArainer and tools,
practicing all safety precautions, dlaassemble
an engine following all the procedures outlined
in the student workbook.

..-,_ ,

b. Given engine trainer and components,
tools, equipment, and workbook; practicing all
safety precautions, inspect, repair, and/or
service engine components IAN procedures and
specifications 18 student workbook with
Instructor guidance na required on more
difficult tasks. .

1.

c. Given engine trainer, tools, and
_practicing all safety precautions, reassemble
engine trainer following all the procedures
outlined in student workbook.

d. Given engine trainsr, workbook, tools
and equipment, practicing automotive personnel
and equipment shop safety, "use visual, auditory,
operational means, sad test nquipsent to check
and adjust engine mechanical systems'IAM
procedures outlined in student workbook.

.

.

,

.

18

Day 7,8.9

.

(2)

.

(6)

(4)

,

-..

(6)

asa 1 2 j

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
ii--' . 3, 9, 1lb
2b, 2c 3, 9, 11c

.

24 3. 9, Ild

....
InntrUctionel Materials \-
3A11.147330 -SG -202, Engine'Disasseably, Engine Components Inspection and
earts Servicing, Engine Raassembly, Operation, and Valve Adjustment

I 104R4.73303 -Wli -202, &SOO, Disassembly, Engine Components, and Parts )4 .

'Servicing, Engine Resenembly. Operation, and Valve Adjustment 1
1

,
1 3014733044-202A, Engines

,

.
*

I Audio Visual Aids
Film: TV 77-661, Distributor Installation and Timins
Charts - Engine Components

Training Lguipmen .t
.

.

Trainer: 60-274, Engine Assembly rim 6 Cyl (2)
.

Mechanic's Coilmoe Mandtools (1)
Measuring Devices and Special Tools (1)
Spring Testers (5)

.

Tising.Lights (4)
.

Vacuum Pressure:Gauge (2)
Engine Tachomstem (2)
Compsession Gaup (2)
Rod Alignment Tbster (5)
Ranch Items: Miscallmnious Ragine Components

.

.
'

alkillailtrAdt
Dicnesi/osItenenetration (6 nle)

.-PE:nominee (12 bre)
,

. .

Instruc_tionplfavirenment/Desigin
,Classroom (6 Inv)

..

Laboratory (12 hrw)

,Instructional Guidance. -

Discuss parts, setvicing, reconditioning procedures, and techniqmes, and
proper use of lications. Include earvicia and reconditioning of

1975 . Kota 'dd. / / PAGE NO. 6 .
PL AN OF INII RUCTION NO. 3A1R47330

.
Foam 337A

NAM 711

,,
RACVIOUS EDITIONS WOOL EYE.
u5 NFO, 0FSPIPE403/111 Ce4
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UNITS Or lieSI MAO TON Am() T, MON CRiff

Principles, Inspection, and Repair of
Cooling, Lubrication, and Crankcase

. Ventilating Syslems, and the Use çt
Valve Reconditionieg Equipment

a. Without references, identify basic
facts and terms relative to the principles,
function, and relationship of cooling,
lubricating, and crankcase ventilating systems
with 702 accuracy.

h. Given engine trainer, tools, equipment
and practicing personnel and equippent shop

.

safety, repair or service lubricating, cooling,
and crankcase ventilating eystems following
procedures outlined in student study guide.

c. Given tOols, equipment, engine trainer
practice personnel and equipment shop safety,
repair or service valves and mechanisms IAM
manufacturer's manual. Instructor disisitance
required on more difficult taskA. 0

PLAN Of INITRUCTIce No.

P

337A

3ABR47330

NtYlime.twto.littar.0411t.
. a sr ri...r+CS 11$11 I S 44 40

'PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cagsuweill

DURATION
HOURS)

6'
Day 10

Su'PORI eiT ERIAL S AND GuIGAt4CE

engine compodents, final assembly of engine traifiers and inspections,
adjustment, minor tune-up ana perfora coapression test. Complete
training objective* using workboolt.and appticable publications. Point
out and correce"errors on the spot.

Column I Reference
33

3b

3c

STS Reference
lla

lla

37 4d, 9, 1lb, Ilc

instructional Materials
iiliRi-7330 -SG-203, Principles, Inspe4tion, and Repair of Cooling,
,Lubrication, and Crankcase Ventilating Systems, and the Use of
Valve Reconditioning Equipment

Commercial Publication; Valve Rfecer Instruction*

Audio Visual Aids
Charts - Engine Systems

TrainietE4uipment
Trainer: 60-2759; Engine Assembly 111C 6 Cyl (2)
Mechanic's Common Handtools (1)
Special Tools (1)
Measuring Tools and Devices (1)
Spring Testers (2)
Valve Reconditioning Equipment (5)
Thermostat Testers. (10)
Pressure Csp Testers (5)
Mu* Flushing Equipeent (5)
Ranch Items: Miscellaneous Engine Compoeents

TraininA Methods

DiscussioniDimme'straSion (3 hrs)
Performance (3thre)

Instructional Inviroument/Blele
Classroper (3 tiro)
Laboratory (3 hrs)

"It 2 .Jenuary 1975 et°""41- LI PAQf NO
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PL am or INSTRUCTION (CosInum.

DoOTIONUm IS CIF tor.' . &MD CRITERION OBILCTIVIF

Basic Soldering, Cutting, Bending, and
Flaring Copper Tubing

a. Given bench items, tools, equipment,
practicing all safety precnations, bend.and
flare copper cubing, and perform soldering
oaarcise IAN rT.

ONadi 337A
vas ysi

woC.4.4 OsTIOMI OIDSOLL TIL
0 GPO- 51711P1*-401/* it

4....4

I

$UPPORT mATENt...% Arr(AulliA04:-.E

..ml.w.r.
Lmstructional Guidance
Users parts servict=g, reconditirynIng procedures and techniques;
proper uire of valve reconditioning equipment; and include servicing
and reconditioning of engivaJcomponents. Point out and correct errors
on the spot.

4 Column I Reference. STS Reference
Day 11 4a 9

*Instructional Materials
10R473J1D-PT-204C, Soldering, Tube Cutting, Bending, and Flaring

TrainingLfouitment
Mechanic's Common Handtools (1)
Solder tquipment (1)
Flaring Tools (1)
Bench Items:
Copper Tubing
Fi(tinge and Connections
Rlictrical Wiring and Terminals

litiELMOYY-ink
-G-11-71iucr3o-n (1 hr)
Porformenco (3 lirs)

.11,1trtstjc *nal Environment IDeal

Classroom (1 br)
Laborstory.(3 hrs)

1!eligttlonol'44.-4M.
Reeraiglish imetrnetiom Ming programmed
while performing soldering tasks in the

iffieeiCepl - $ X RN)

r

1164
text. tibeerve eate ry pr caution's
lab.

Mate.m, .1=1

if oat feArtessos 4s10400 P41 Mee h
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PLAN OF INSTRUC (Continual

taNi TS OF Pu+. 1,0N *WA Pilf RION OBJEc OvEs buRATION
'HOURS,

1

Climatic Techniques, Corrosion Control,
and Storage

.1. Without reference, identify procedures
tor preparation of vehicles for winterization,
storage, and shipment, and Lorroeion control
with 10% accuracy*

. ,Gasoline Engine Fuel System Units and
Emission Control Systems

a. Without i'eference, identify basic
principles of operation, function, and
relationship of fuel pumps, inatruments,
lending units, lines, fittings, filters, and
manifold heat controls with Ma accuracy.

b. Given TO, engine trainer, and tools,
practice all safety precautions, and tst
fuel system IAW ro.

c. Without references, identify
prigeiples of operation, inspection, main-
tenance, end repair procedures of evaporative
emission control systems with 70% accuracy.

I Ao. OF INS? In% NG 3ABit47330

ATC "mil TVA4... 72
0.44Fvft.INS t t-Nt om'S t YE

e LI E.Pf, 9/I /ft 49.1.1 /10

..NIM..../-
PP'111 MA I E Rti AN(i

2 Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Day 11 5a 10a

Day 12

Instructional Materials

IABR47330-FT-2040, Vehicle Storage, Climatic Techniques, and Gorroston
Control

Training Methods
Self-Instruction (2 hrs./

Instructional
Classroom (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Accomplish instruction using programmed text to complete lesson objective$.

Column
ba

bb
b.!

1 Reference STS Reference
15a

3, 4d, 9, 15c
10c

Instructional Materials

3ABR47330-SG-206, Gasoline Engine Fuel Supply System Units
lAIIR47330-PT-2056, The Typical Vehicle Fuel System
TO 3306-3-4-1, UDT

Audio Visual Aids
Charts - Fuel System Components
Film: TF1-4045, Fuel Pump

Training giuirient
Trainer: 60,2750, Engine Assembly, IHC 6 Cyl (2)
Mechanic's Common Handtoola (I)
Vacuum Ps-Issues Gauge (2)
Bench Items:
Linea
Fittings
Filters

Single..444.4 Suml-Samp 41).
L January I97S 6LOt NO

.(rmel C.py - 84% - 8 X tot4
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WIC TS OF INSTRUCT ON ANC, cfell MON MEC TIvE S

. Construction and Operating Principles of
Carburetors and Governors

a. Without references, ideatify basic
facts and term relative to the principles of
operation, function, and relationship of
carburetors and governors with 70! Accuracy.

flil
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION ICoatime.4)

RATION
INOUR5

I 3

SUPPORT mA1ER.LS AND fri.11014((

i/
9 V Column 1 Reference

Day 1344-4 7a

TraininAlfiethods

Discussion/Demonstration (3 hrs)
Peiformance (3 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Clalaroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hra)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss principles of operation, service, and/or repair, and dhecking of
fuel system components such as fuel tanks, sending units, linee, filters,
instruments, fuel pumps, and.manifold heat control waves. Disassemble,
repair, or service and reassemble components. Perform training using
programmed text, bench items, sad folloWing safety rules!'

STS Reference

(9)

Instructional Materiels

3A8R47330 -SG-207, Construction and Operating Principles of Carburetors
and Governors

T0 3306-3-4-1

Audio Visual Aids
Charts - Carburetor and Governors
Film Strip: 70-8, Carburetors, Fundamentals; and Facts

Treinin& Equipment
Trainers:

60-2760, Regina Continental, 4 Cyl (10)
60-27,9, Paging Assoubly, DM 6 Cyl (2)

Mechanic's Common Handtoole (1)
Vacuum Pressure Gauge (1)
Tech-Dwll Tester (2)
Bench Items:

Carburetor (1)
Governor (1)

PLAN OF 104WaucTioN No. 3A1R47330

Poona
reR 337A PReviOuS gOttiONI 06%04- T
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DATE 2 January 1975
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PLAIN OF INSTRUCTION (Cootinoe4

UNITS Of INST RUC T ION AND (RI-al:HON osn c TI We. s
_

DURATION
fhouRs)

2

SUP POR 1 IAILERIAL S !AD EWIDANLE

. Service, Repair, and Adjustment uf
Carburetors and Governors

a. Given dyno trainer board,'bench items,
and tools, following all safety precautions,
service and repair carburetors and governors,
amd troubleshoot carburetors and governor
problims 1AW study guide.

b. Given TO, engine trainer, tools,
equipment, and practicing all safety
precautions, use visual, auditory, operational
mesas, and-test equipment to check carburetors
and governors IAW TO.

-

. .

-,.

7.5

Day 14,15

(3.5)

(4)

Training Methods

and operating
carburetors and

applicable manuals and

.

of Carburetors and

or:

4

.

,

)

.....

Discussion/Demonstration.(7 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (7 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)

Instructional Guillance
Discuse carburetor and governor purpose, construction,
principles. Disassemble, inspect, and reassemble
governors. Complete training objectives using
safety precautions.

Column I. Reference STS Reference
8a 4d, 15b
8b -3, 4d, 9, 15c,

Instructional Materials
3ABR47330-Ser--208, Service, Repair, and Adjustment
Governors

TO 33D6-3-4-1
TO 33D6-3-10-1, Clayton Chassis Dynamometer

Audio Visual Aids
Charts Carburetor Adjustments

Training Equipment
Trainers:

60-2760-, engine Continental, 4 Cyl (10)
-.$0-2759, Engine AssemblY, IBC 6 Cyl (2)

v!-2831, Dynamometer Inspection Record (147N
Mei_ .snic's Common Handtools (1)
Special Tools (1)

Vacuum Pressure Gauge (2)' .

Tach-Daell Tester (2)
Bench Items:
Carburetor (1)
Governor 1

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABk47330 DATE 2 January 1975 BLOCK NO. u PAGE N9 11

337A PRLV1011% fOTtONb OfiliOl IlL
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'*0" PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cooteiwed) .

s............--...------..............
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND Cfa T !RION OBJECTIVES DURATION

IHOURSs
a

SUPF.R" MATE MILS AND GUMAN( I
3

.
,

Related Training (identified in course chart),
,

. Measurement Test and Test Critique
_

I

,

20

1 5
Day 15

.p

Training Methods

Discusiion/Damonstration (1.5 hrs)
Performance (6 hrs)

,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1.5 tire)"

Laboratory (O. hrs),

Instructional Guidance

Disusemble, inspect, service, repair, and reassemble carburetors and
governors following safety practices. Record dynamometer readings,
isolate sal functions , and recommend -corrective act ion. Diagnose
hypothetical dynamometer test result problems. Complete training
ohjectives using study references.

-

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION so. 3Agg47330 am 2 Janusiy 1975 st.ocx fto, // Ft NO. 12
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LUSON PLAN ( Pat I. Goistal)
APPLAKPIAL OFFICE AND DATE IINETRUCTOR

15 4340 75 #7.01.00rro

BLOCK NUMBER

LESSON TITLE
Orientattonlaasic Math and Sealy

ral Pu o hi
LOCK TITLE
Publ cati ons

CLAmmloom /Laboratory

MD 1 hr SI S'hrs/None

I nur IA 11,

4. LESION DURATION
UASORATORY iCarptementary

None'

POI REFEREN,E

TOT AL

6 hrs

PAGE NumillEN

mass

STS'73X0

PAGE DATE)7,, ef oc*,<:,!' /

STSICT$ REPEININCe
ATE

PERVISOR APPROVAL

PARAGRAPH

SIGNATURE ATE SIDNATuRE DATE

EQuODNENT LOCATED
IN LAIDRATCHEY

411 None

PRECLASI PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL -101API0C AIOS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None None 1. 3ABR47330-H0-101
. 3ABR47330-H0101A
. 3A8R47330-PT-10113

4. 3A8R47330-PT-101C
. 3A6R47330-PT-101E

. . 3A8R47330-PT-101F
p. ATCP 52-11
18. 3A8R47330-H0-100

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. ientation: (1) School orientation conducted IAW with SR 50-18, atch

b. Aiitho reference identify basic facts and terms relating
in vehicle m stenance with 70% accuracy.

o

ne.

reer vogression

c. Without refere identify examples of s ty information as being classified,
unclassiffed, or of po ble intelligenc ue with one hundred percent accuracy.

d. Without reference, ident ples of serurity information as being too secret
secret,. confidential, or f I use only with one hundred percent accuracy.

'e. Without refere select the most seeurmode'of transmitting classified informa
tion. No error permitted:

f. With reerence, identify security procedures lved in voice communications.
No errs s are permitted..

ATC
AUD 72

*spa, ie7a,TTOsiliVa3

rj



LOOM PLAN (Pm t, 4=414 CONTINUATION *IV

CRITUION OlitCilYts AN6 TIACIONOISTIPS tcopoowits

,r* ;;=11-

sonnel ind equipment shop safety. Seventy-five percent of-the facts and Procedures

must be identified correctly.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part U.

.mATC '""ja 12 770A

36
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g., Administer the following programmed text:

(1) 3A8R473304T-1016..Shop SafetY

424--AZULT-14-41-1.113117-srm.r
444maionao4T4494$44~-41144-Pferrst+on-

AeRefeSe4T-'40teTleette44r-

(5). 3A8R47330-PT-101E, Basic. Meth
(6) CBOT PT 47-1 Fire Safety_
These are lessons to be completed in the study area or as home assign-
ment, time permitting. Tell the students they will be requtred to answer
questions on an appraisal with 80% accuracy the following day.

h. Review PT instruction and objective with students. Be sure he knows what
he is expected to do for each part. (From this point on the letters PT will
be used in place of Programmed Text).

i. Make it clear to the students that an instructor will he available at all
times to answer questions and provide assistance as needed.

. Administer PTs 3A6R47330-PT-1078, Automotive Terminology and Hardware,J

3A6R47330-H0-100 Bibliography, 3A8R47330-H0-101 Glossary of Mechanical Terms.,
Thee are for student information.



LISSOM PLAM ( Pat -Gowan
Appopvt4,. OFF.IGE AM* GATE

1)004, 15 Jim- 75

'3Ailit4#990 -12232.,
SLOCMMUMOVI

AlWie

t

General Popose Vehicle .2eae4mah
'LOOK TITLE
Publ i cations

LESSON TITLE

'eland Ipecial and Mtasurin Tools

LIMN L.URATICN

"A"°"/Laboratory
II 6 hrs/None
PAGE %UNSER

LARONATOR
Y/Complementary

Nana
001 0EPERINCE

TOTAL .

6 Itrt
PAGE GAYE PAP AGRAPP

tTS473X0

VWCTSRI INCE
0 Ta

3 Sep 1974

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SISNATURC DATE moNATun DATE

ECNOPMENTOCATV,
AEON AT GAY

4111. Irainer: 61-2825

2. Trainer: 60-2558
3. Trainer: 60-2521

PRECLASS PREPARATIOV

SOulONENT
FF1094 SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL DEAPNIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED NATESIAL

None None 1. 3A8R47330-PT-1028
2. 3A8R47330-PT-103C
3. 3A8R47330-PT-1048.
4. Fflm: FTA 496-A

CRITERION ORJECTIvEs AND TEACHING SYIPS

0, Given piclures of vehicle maintenance hand, special and measuring tools, identify
the name and/or function of each. Eighty percent of the name and/or function must be
identified correctly.

Teaching taps are Listed in Part II. .

. 41110,1iimirrimmiiiimamSlmmeNdiemMairililMIIIIMP-

Ain "*" 770
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tr PPM 111711 - DIP/ I



1. STUDY AMA INAZIPCZYR:

a. Rave the following study materials and training equipment in the
study area:'

(1) 2AIR47330-PT40211, Mechanic's Handtools

(2) 3ABR47330-PT-103C, Special Tools

(3) 3ABR47330-PT-1043, Measuring Devices

(4) Appraisal WS/Q/3ABR47330-1013-C-D-E-F-G

(5)81-2825 Hand Tool Display

(6) 60-2558 Mandrel Measure

(7) 0-2521 Measure Block Steel Rule

(8) Film FTA 496A Torquing Equipment and
Usage

b. Check PTs administered on previous day to

Remind students not to
mark in instructional
material
Conserve electricity,
heat, etc.

insure student made all the required resp ousels.

c. Administer appraisal WS/Q/3ABR47330-101B-C-DA-E-F-G. The student
must satisfactorily answer questions on appraisal WSW3ABR47330-
101B-C-D-E-F-G with 802 accuracy.

d. in case of unsatisfactory completion of the lesson appraisal, the
student will restudy PTs as needed.

e. After satisfactory completion of the lesson appraisal, administer
3A3R47330-PT-102B Mechanic's Handtools, 3ABR47330-PT-103C Special
Tools, 3A3R47330-PT-104B Measuring Tools.
These lessons are to be completed in the study area.

f. Review PT instruction and objective with students. Be sure he
knows what he is expected to do for each part.

g. Show film ?TA 496A Torquing Equipment and Usage. Quiz Film

h. Pass out tools to aid students with PT 3ABR47330-1048.

Trainers:

PM.

(1) Micrometer,

(2) Mendrel.Measurement

61-2825,
60-2558,
60-2521



Miatilat TEELSITREMIENTS

#2 #3 #4

1. .692 .952 1.196
2. .734 .984 1.234
3. .760 1:010 1.259
4. .765 1.016 1.264
5. .740 .986 1.241
6. .746 .996 1.246
7. .730 ' .980 1.230
8. .775 1.024 1.275
9. .769 1.006 1.268

10. .755 1.006 1.256

i. As each student completes PTs, check to see that he made all the
required responses.

After satisfactory completion of the PTs, administer appraisal
WS/Q/3A8R47330-102A-B-C.

k. In case of unsatisfactory completion of PT appraisal, the student
will restudy the parts as needed.
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
4 Chanute A78, Illinois

ufl TIMIUSOLOBT

,343147330-80-101
8 October 1970

This handout contains the definition and purpose of various tyies of
vehicles and other terminology associated with vehicle maintenance. An under-
standing of this terminology will aid you throughout this school and, in your
future job in the.automotive maintenance field. These terms are not listed in
alphabetical order, but are arranged in sequence for easier learning.

Motor Vehicle - Any item of equipment mounted on wheels or tracks which
derives motive power from a self-contained power unit, or is designed to be
used in' conjunction with such self-propelled equipment.

Commercial Design - A vehicle designed by the manufacturer as a production
model for commercial tale and usage.

Military Design - A vehicle designed in accordance with military specifica-
tions to meet a specific requirement.

General Purpose Vehicle - A vehicle designed for moving personnel or material,
and for towing trailers or semitrailers; a vehicle which will satisfy general
automotive transport needs.

Special Purpose Vehicle - A vehicle designed for a special requirement; this
includes specially designed items such as aircraft towing tractors, crash fire
and rescue trucks, aircraft refueling vehicles, etc.

Materials Handling Equipment - A self-propelled vehicle designed to handle
material. This includes forklifts, warehouse tractors, platform lift trucks,
aircraft cargo loaders, etc.

maintenance - All actions required to retain vehicle/equipment in a ser-
viceable condition or to restore it to a serviceable condition when .material
is economically repairable. The term Niaintenance" includes inspections,
testing, repair, overhaul, rebuilding, remanufacture, cannibalization and
reclamation.

Organizational Maintenance - (Operator Maintenance). Maintenance that is the
responsibility of, and performed bz the usina organisation on its assigned
equipment. This maintenance consists of daily cleaning, servicing and mainte-
nance discrepancies.

Intermediate Maintenance - Maintenance that is normally tha responsibility of,
and performed by designated maintenance activities for direct support of using
organizations. Its phases normally consist of calibrating, repairing or re-
placing damaged or unservicseble parts, componsats, or assemblies, modifying
material, emergency manufaolOing of unavailable parts, and providing
technical assistance to using organisations.

1
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Depot Maintenance - Maintenance that is, the responsibility of, and performed
by deeignated,maintenance activities to augment stocks of serviceable material,
rand to support organisational and intermediate maintenance activities. This
sintsosnes is accomplished by sore extensive shop facilities and equipment

sad personnel of higher technical skill than are normally available at lover
levels of maintenance.

Preventive Maintenance - The sistmeatic inspection, detection, aid correction
of failures, either before they occur or before they develop into major defects
to economically maintain quipmeniNand facilities in satisfactory and
dependable operating condition.

Recurring Maintenance - Repetitive maintenance required as result of in-
correct diagnosis, poor workmanship, design deficiency, operator abuse and/or
ineffective quality control, and material failure.

Scheduled Maintenance - Periodic prescribed iasp$cticn. and/or servicing of
equipment accomplished on a calendar, mileage or. re of operation basis.

Unscheduled Maintenance - Maintanance that.is not scheduled but is required
to correct deficiencies and restore vehicle/equipment to a serviceable
condition.

Cannibalization - The authorized removal of a specific component or assembly
from one item of equipsent for installation on another to meet a priority.
There is an obligation to replace the removed /tee.

Corrosion Control - That treatment required to prevent or correct corrosive
attion on vehicles/equipment.

End Item - A final combination of assemblies, component parts, and/or materials
which are ready for their intended use.

Gross Vehicle Weight - Weight of a vehicle including fuel, lubricants, coolant,
or vehicle material, cargo and operating personnel.

Limited Technical Inspection - An inspection performed to determine the
current condition of a vehicle/equipment using DD Form 1361 and AFTO Porm 91
when appropriate.

periodic Inspection - An inspection accomplished at regular intervals of
calendar time, miles or hours of *per-maim.

Ouality Control - Is the function of assuring that the quility of 'maintenance
performed is of an acceptable degree end provides necessary serviceability
and reliability most economically.

Reclamation - The dismantlement or disassembly.of an end item for the purpose
of converting serviceable components into the active inventory.

Vehicle Down for Maintenance - A vehicle placed in an out of commission tatus
due to nonavailability of parts.



General Veldt-Iv Mainlv6.1nvc Branch
Chanutv AFB, 11111102;
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3AIR47330-N0-100
13 November 1972

As time permits, stuy the.reference materials listed in.the

bibliography for the base library. After studying the materials

listed4'you will possess a 'much broader-knowledge of the coursi, than

could, be possible during normal classroom instruction.

Base Library

1. Adams, Orville L. Sr. Diesel Operation aud Maintenance. Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1946.

L2. Auto-Mechat:s (6 Vols.)(Rev.). Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co.;

1955.

3. Auto Service and_Repair. Ill: Goodheart-Willcox, 1964.

4. Automatic Transmissions. Philadelphia: Chilton book

5. Automobiles (5th Ed.). St. Louis: Webster

1965.

N"
6. Automotive Electrical Ecui ment: Construction

Maintenance (7th Ed.). New York:

Co., 1969.

Division, McGraw-Hill,

1

0 eration and
McGraw-Hill, 1971.

7. Automotive Engine Design. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970.

8. Automotive En ines: Construction 0 erational and Maintenance

(3rd Ed.). St. Louis: Webster Div., McGraw-hill, 1966.

Cooling Systems: Construction,

New,York: McGraw-Hill, 1971.
9. Automotive fuel, Lubricittinik and
Operation and Maintenance (4th Ed.).

10. Automotive Mechanics (3rd Ed.).

11. Automotive Mechanics (6th Ed.). St.

McGraw-Hill, 1970.

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956.

Louis: Webster Division,

12. Barnacle, H. E. Automobile Engineering. Oxford, N. Y.: Pergamon

Press, 1964.
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3. Warr ,11A*EctrpU sa
Enl. and Improved). 1 niladelphia, PA: Chilton, 1968.

14. BindMann, Dr. Wvrnot jictionary of Semi-Conductor Physics and

Electronics. New York: Perg...mon Press Inc.,'196,

15. Blanchard, Harold Frederick and Ralph Ritchen, Auto Engines and

Electrical Systems (3rd Ed.).- New Yurk: Motor, 1963.

16.- Bricker, Frederick E. Audels Automobile Guide (1st Ed.). tndianapolis,

Ind: Audel, 1966.

17. Care, Maintenance and Repair (6th &d.).
Bentley Inc., 1967.

Cambridge, Mass: Robert

18. Check-Chart Co-I . Tune-up Service. Chicago: 1969.

19. Chilton'4 to Air Co,litio!iing and Wiring Diagram Manual.

delphia, PA: chilton BOOK Ct., 1971.

20. Chilton's Automubile itesair Manual) 1940-1953. Phila., PA: Chilton

Bnok Co., 1971.

21. Chilton's Automobile Retair Manual, 1953. Phila., PA: Chilton

Book Co., 1953.

22. Chilton's Labor Guide aid Parts Manual (41st Ed.). Phila.., PA:

Chilton Book Co., 1970.

23. Crouse, William Harry. Automotive Mealanit:s (5th Ed.). St. Louis:

Webster Div., McGraw-Hill, 1965.

2. Crouse, William H;Irr:. Automotive Transmissions and Power Trains:
Construction, Operation and :Iaintenance (4th Ed.). New York: McGraw-

Hill, 1971.

Custer, James (Lditt,r). Automobile Industry and Trade

Automation. Phila, ,.Ali:ton Co., 1966.

Duncan, W. J. Mechani of Fluids. New York: American Elservier

Publishing Co., 19.

2-, Dyke, Andrew L. Autonobile and Engine Encyclopedia (22nd Ed.).
Chicago: Goodheart-Wilicux Lo., 1950.

s. Fitch, E. C. Jr. Fluid Power and Control Systems. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1966.

29. Frazee, frying Augustus. Walter Billiet and Phillip Eschelman.
Automotive Brakes and Power iransmission Systems. Chicago: American

Technical Sociky, 1956.

i0. Frazee, Irving A., Wm 1-!ogdun and Georg,: Hafferkamp. Automotive
SuspEnsion, Ateer1n6 And WIle,.1 Mignmunt.



11. (.:euripme, i:. N. (Editor).

New York DLit t 19 .

PplilopedIA.ilt American Automobilcts.
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GLOSSARY or mamma. TIMMS

1

-Using this "Glossary of Mechanical Terms," dhe student will be able to

define teris, idgntify individual pats and iomplote assemblies associated

with vehicle maintenance and operaticia. The student will-also be a)le to

. um. proper nomenclature for correspondent& and supply.purposei.

3,232410-101A

INTRODUCTION

A thorough knowledge of automotive terse, conditions, parts, and assemblies

is necessary for the technician to communicate with his assopiates, supply

personnel, and some concerned with the solution to automotive problems. Little

progress'would be -made in rebuilding or repaitl.ng a vehicle if no one understOod

each other. Therefore a Glossary of Terms is Very useful to vehicle maintenance

and support persohnel.

INFORMATION'

This glossary is arranged 4n alphabetical order to aid the student in

f...Ading the meaning to any teri. .

PROCEDURE

By referring to this glássary the student can find terms related to the

areas for which information is desired.

Example:, The word "horsepoweir" will be referred to under the letter '14".

Any information on horsepower, such as continuous horsepower, intermittent

horsepower, peak horsepower, etd., can be found under this.section.

GLOSSARY

A

Absolute Pressure: Total or true pressure. Gage pressure plus atmospheric

pressure.

'Absolute Temperature: Temperature in degrees Above absolute zero. Adding

4600 to Fahrenheit temperature converts it to Fahrenheit absolute.

Acceleration: Rate of thange of speed. If a truck reaches a speed of 50 mph

in 10 seconds from a standing start, its acceleration is 50/10 or mph per

second.'

Air Cleanr: Filter for removing unwanted solid impurities from intake air.

Ratio of the weight of air to the weight of fuel supplied

for combustion.

Supersedes 2ASR47250-H0-101,
3A3R47330 -HO -101A, 5 May 1972.

OPR: TWS
DISTRIBUTION: X

TWS - 400; TTVGC - 1
A
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Air Storting Valve: A valve which admits command sir to on *slime cykiekorN
-1Wkrointimrldropmmaimwatir

Alimnsont: A4t or state bf being in e-straight or true lino.

Alin: Mixture of tvo ot more different metals. Mast common metals, such as
iron and aluminum, can be impioved in physical dharacteristics by alloying
with other metals.

Aspirate,: Breathe.

Atmosphere: (a) The blanket of air surrounding-the earth. (b) A unit of
pressure equal to 14.7 lbs. per square inch at sea level, and less at higher
eleitations.

Attrition: Wearing dawn by rubbing or by friction; ibrasion.

Axis: The center line of a rotating part, a body of symmetrical cross-section,
or a circular bore.

Babbitt: White metal used for lining bearing. Consists of tin, antimony,
copper, and other metals.

Backlash: The lost motion between the teeth of owo gears before actual
driving contact begins

Sock Pressure: Pressure in an exhaust manifold. It is a disadvantage for an
engine to exhaust against a high back pressure.

Beartng Groove: Channel cut in bearing surface to distribute oil.

Bevel Gear: Gear having teeth cut along a conical surface.

Blow-by.: Cylinder gases escaping past pistons into the crankcase.

Bottom Dead Center (BDC): A pointin crankshaft rotation when the piston
is at the lower end of its stroke.

Brake Horsepower: The umeful power delivered at the main engine shaft.
This is done by measuring the, engine's ability to turn against the resistance

, of an external brake. Brake horsepower equals torque in foot-pounds times
inigine revolutions per minute divided by 5,252.

Toroue x rpm
114 5,252

Brake Mean Effective Pressure (beap): Hean effective pressure acting on the
piston which would, result in the given brake horsepcwor output, if there were
no losses due to friction and access&ries. Equal to mean indicated pressure
times mechanical efficiency.

Itritish Imperial Gallon (B.I._Gallon): 1. equal to 277.3 cubic inches.

2
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British lherim4 Un4t41.T.0.); approximate definition: Ihe amount of heat

required to raise 1 lb., of water one .degree F.

tact definition; 1/100 the mount of heat rsquirvito raise 1 16. of water

Bushing: A liner of,bparing material, insrted into a holt to insure a good

wearing surfaes.

C

Cam: Device for producing, controlled motion of any characteristiclrom a

shaft, for^example, which rotates at a uniform speed. Most COMM application
in diesel.work is for opening and closing valves at Proper.points in the. engine

cycle. (See camshaft.)

Cam Dwell: Portion of the csm holding the valve stationary in Goma particular

position for a time.,

Cam Follower: An intermediate part which is held in contact with the cam and

to which motion is imparted by the cam. Cam folloders are sometimes called

vallie lifters.

Cam Nose: Portion or dhe cam holdtng the valve in its widest open position.

Cam Rollter: One type of follower where a roller makes contact with the cam.

Camshaft: Shaft on which cams are a part or attached.

Carbon Dioxide: A colorless, odorless gas which results when carbon is

turned completely. Chemical formula; CO2.

Carbon Monoxide: A colorless, odorless, poisonous gas resulting from the

incomplete burning of carbon. Chemical formula; CO.

Centri rade: A thtrnometer scale upon which the freezing temperature of water

is 0 , and boiling temperature of water at atmospheric pressure is 1300.

Centrifugal: Tending to travel outwardly from the center and traveling in

a circle.

Centrifugal Blower: lamer which, by means of a rapidly rotating impeller,

displaces air or gas by centrifugal force.

Centrifugal Governor: Governor which employs varying force with dhange of

speed in order to control the amount of fuel supplied to the combustion

dhambers.

Centrifueal_Puno: A pump using the cenirifugal force produced by a rapidly

rotating impeller to displace liquid.

Cetane Valve: An Indication of the self-Ignition temperature of a fuel.

Circumference: The distance around a circle; hence, circuit around.

'Mr 1
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Chaska z er in whisk conbustion of 'fiat mainly secure,ti space awn dui 'piston pod beim the cylinder bud.

mnitiant Ignition of fuel by the temperature coupression alone.

Distheigse_bimpft: Prassuss in the combustion chamber at the end'of the
compression stroke, bpt without any fuel being burned.

Comyression Ratio: lise ratio of total volume in the cylinder when the piston
is at B.D.C. to volume rebaining when piston is at T.D.C.

Compression Release: Usually a device for preventing dur intake *elves from
completely closing, thereby, permitting the engine to be turned over without
compression.

Compression Ring: Piston ring designed to reduce gas leakage by the piston
WA-minimum.

Compression Stroke: That stroke of the operating cycle during whiCh air is
compressed into the space remaining Above the piston.

Connecting Rod: Rod connecting the piston with the crankshaft (also referred
to as a con rod). The con rod is the means by which the reciprocating motion
of the piston is Changed to rotating motion at the crankshaft.

Connecting Rod Bearing: The bearing surface for the end of dhe rod that is
connected to the crankshaft. This bearing, due to'physical characteristics,
is usually referred to as an insert or shell.

Cooiing System: Complete system for circulating water through the engine
jackets, through a medium to cool water (radiator), and returning it to the
engine.

Corrosion: An eating or gradual wearing away, as by the effect of chemical
action. Sonething produced by corroding.

Counterweight: A weight mounted on the crankshaft opposite each crank throw
to reduce vibration and also bearing loads due to inertia of moving parts.

Crankcase: The portion of the engine housing enclosing the crankshaft.

Crankpin: That part of crankshaft to which the connecting rods are attached.

Crankshaft: A rotating shaft which receives the power from engine pistons '
through the connecting rods.

Crealhrop: One crankpin with its two webs. The distance frost the center '
of the crankshaft to the center of the crankpin is'indicative of the engine'd
trOks.

Crank Web: That part of the crankshaft which lies between the crankpin and
IET11771-6earing tf the crankshaft.

Critical Compression Ratio: The lowest compression ratio at which any part:
icular fuel will ignite by compression %Eider irescribed test procedure. The
lower the critical compression ratio, the better ignition qualities of the fuel.

4 r
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Critical Slope *Peed a IIth this firekedne7phoerstitahmil syndreenissutils

tio-cralkihaft's nativist fregoiMet.oCtorsiesei vibratioe. Unless the oranik..

shrift Carrie...a 'torsional vibration damper, reining the engine at one of its

- critical arose for aiy.laugah of timis ix, result .in a broken oramkshaft.

go'

o valves to allow one valve rocker lever to operate both valves.

Slado.-Any lie:vies of events which continuously repeat, such ai, intake,

Aanpreisiah power, and exhaust; bendelodhe tarn four stroke cycle. Not to

ba confused With "circle". *Valois does aot nocesrazily have anything to do

with rotating parts.
)

Cylinder: The circular bare in which thedp9ston reciprocates. Also, the

casting (engines without cylinder lickers)4451 which this bore is machined;

hence, dhs term cylindsr block.

Cylinder Reach The pert ciciint the.end of the cylinder and containing thet

fuel injector, intake valvea,, Ind exhaust valves.

Cylinder 14mor: Inner-part of the cylinder; a sleeve forming dhe,cylinder

bore, which may be inserted or removed.

Dead Center: Either of the two- posimbons when the crank and connecting rod

are in a straight line at the end of ths stroke.

Deceleration: Implying the slowing down of a speed. The opposite of

acceleration. Atl.so called negative acceleration.

Detonation: Burning of a portion of the fuel in a combustion Chamber at a rate

faster dlan desired. Commonly results in audible knocking caused by the burning

fuel pressures opposing the upward uovemant'of the piston on the compression

troke.

Diaphragm:. A thin dividing membrane or partition.

Diesel Enginei Ag'internal combustion engine having a full injected into the

combustion chamber-and igniting this fuel solely by the heat of compression.

Dissipate: In the unit :material, this term is used with regards to the

dispersing or dispelling of heat.

Distillate: The liquid (fuel oil) that results from distillation.

Dowel: A metal pin attadhed to ono object which whim inserted into a hole in

another object insures proper alienment.

Drorforsing: A process of heating metal, placing it in a die, and shaping

it-by force from a drop hammer which operates on the principle_of a pile driver.

Duralumin: An aluminum alloy of great streugth and lightness. 'Is made up of

aluminum plus copper, magnesium, end manganese.

5



DynamOmeter: An instrument for measuring the power output of an engine. The
power output may be measured in terss of torque or horsepower.

Eccentrft: A disc whose axis is not in the center which results in its ability
to change circular motion to reciprocating (up and down) motion.

Efficiensy: The proporiion of energy going into an engine which comes out in
the desired form, or the proportion of the ideal which is realized.

Electrode: The poles or terminals of a battery. The positive pole is the
% cathode, while the negative pole is the anode.

_Electrolysis: When tom different metals, such as iron and copper are placed
in contact. with each other and immersed in water, electric currents flow
through the water from one metal to the other in exactly the same manner as in
a battery, and a corrosive action called electrolysis takss place. Although
these currents are very weak, over a period of rime they cause localized
corrosion that weakens, pits, and sometimes eats completely through the metal.

Iltamly_st: A liquid conducting medium such as dhe acid-water combination
in a storage battery.

EllkEtical: Oval or oblong figure with a regular curved boundary.

Emulsion: A combtnation or mixture of liquids having one suspended in the
other and not soluble. Such a mixture is usually milky or thick as a result
of minute gldbules in suspension (water in oil).

Engine Piston Dicplacement: The total volume the pistons of an engine
displace as they move from bottom dead center to top dead center. The
displacement of one piston can be,found by figuring the area of dhe bore
arm multiplying by the stroke (144 x stroke or 1r2 x stroke).

4

This product times the number of cylinders gives the total engine displacement.

Exhaust Manifold: The exhaust header with branches leading from each cylinder.

EAhaust Valve: Valve, located in the head, which, when opened, permits exhaust
gas to flow from the cylinder.

Fahrenheit: A thermometer scale in which the freezing point of water is
-32° while the boiling point of water is 212°.

Ferrule: A flared or thickened ring used to insure a tight joint (tubing).

Fillet: Concave molding which fills in the sharp corner formed by nio parts
lying at an angle to each other.

Firing Order: The order in which the cylinders, beginning with No. 1 cylinder,
deliver their power strokes.

6



Flish Point: The temperature at which an oil will give off inflammable

vapors ditder prescribed conditions.

Flywheel: Device for storing energy in order to carry piston over compression

And minimise cyclical speed variations.

Foot-Pound: A unit of work. the amount of work xpended in lifting a weight

of one pound a vertical distance of one foot.

Four-Stroke Cycle: Cycle of events which is completed in four strokes of the

piston, 4r WO crankshaft revolutions.

Fulcrum: The support for 4 lever,

f1,11,122111m_Eissen_ELE: Piston pin free to turn in the piston bosses and

01 the connecting rod eye.

Furol: The Saybolt Furol Viscosimeter is ueed to test fuel and road oils,

while the Saybolt Universal Viscosiseter is used to test lubricating oils.

Gallery: Passageday inside a wall or casting. Me main oil gallery within

the block supplies lubrication to all parts of the engine.

Gasket: Layer of material used berween machined surfaces in order to seal

them against leakage.

Gear Pump,: Pump using the spaces between the adjacent teeth of gears for

moving liquid.

Glow Plug: Heater plug, used in the cold starting aid, having a coil df

resistance wire heated by a lad voltage current, to ignite fuel sprayed

into intake manifold.

Governor: levice used in the PT fuel system of controlling the speed of the

engine.

Graphite: An iron-grey colored form of natural catbon. It is soft and is

used as a lubricant.

Grommet: An endless ring.

Helix: A spiral formed on a circular object such as the thread on a screw.

Hexagon: A figure having six sides and six corresponding angles.

Homogenous: Having identical structure dmroughout. One portion of a substance

having the same chemical make-up as another portion of the same substance.

Horsepower: The pader necessary to raise 33,000 pcounds one foot in one minute.

7



Continuous Horsepower: The horsepower an engine is capable of iarrying
at the corresponding stated speed for continuous full-load operation of
more than 24 hone.

Intermittept Horsepower: The power au engine will develop at the stated
speed and with good operating conditions. The engine must be capable of
carrying this load for periods not exceeding 33 minutes if immediately
followed by loads not exceeding the conthmuous horsepower rating, and the
latter decreased load should exist for at least two times the period of
the intermittent load.

Peak Horsepower: The maximum horsepower which the engine will develop
and maintain without drop in speed for at least 1 minute,- with a reasonably
clean'exhaust when the engine is in proper adjustment.

Horsepower-Hour: Unit
applied for one liour.

Hydraulic: The use of

of energy equivalent to that expended in one horsepower
fiqual to 2545 B.T.U. (approximately).

liquids as a means of operation.

Hydrocarbon: A compound of hydrogen and carbon. Examples: benzines,
paraffins, acetylenes, etc.

Ignition Time Lag: Time between start of injection and ignition.

Impeller: The blade or disc in a centrifugal pump.

Impinging: To physically strike or dash.

ImpreKnated: Saturated or permeated with another substance.

Indicated Horsepower: The,actual power produced within the cylindo- of an
engine without taking into account any frictional loss.

'Inertia: Matter that remains at rest or at uniform motion unless some outside
force changes that state.

Injection System: Apparatus for delivering the correct quantity of fuel to the
combpstion dhamber at the correct time and in the condition for efficient

burning.

/njector: Device for introducing fuel into the combustion dhamber. In the

PT fuel system it meters and injects fuel.

,Indector Cup: Part containing several orifices through which fuel is injected
into the coMbustion dhamber.

Intake Valve: Valve which admits fresh air to the combustion chamber of ehe
engine.

Internal Combustion Engine: Heat engine using the- products of conbustion to
produce power within the engine.

8
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Journal: The portion of shaft, crank,

4.

etc., whiCh turns in a bearing.

1

tatc -s,
Centilgcokes: An alternate method of messring tele vistosity of

an oil.

. .

Kinetic Energy: The stored energy of a moving body as developed through its

momentum.

Knurl: A series of ridges milled on the outer circumference of a piston or

nut.

Lobe: The projecting part, such as the camshaft lobe.

Lubrication: The interposition of a low friction film between bearing surfaces.

Main Beartng: A bearing supporting the crankshaft.

Malleable:

4
Manometer:

The quality of being easily hanmered or rolled out without breaking.

An instrument for measuring the elastic pressure of gases.

Mean: Similar in meaning to "average". To illustrate

"mean" and "average", suppose an engine is called upon

only one minute, after which it delivers 50 bhp for 59

bhp is half way between the minimum power, or 75 bhp .

into consideraticm the time etch pcwer was delivered:

1 x 100 100

59 x 50 2950
/3050 - 60 0 50.8 bhp

Mean Effective Pressure: The average useful pressure

of a four-cycle engine piston.

the difference between
to deliver 130 bhp for

minutes. The average
The mean bhp takes

during four strokes

Molecule: The smallest part of a substance that can exist

Muffler: Device for reducing noise of the exhaust.

Muriatic Acid: Hydrochloric acid.

separately.

Neck: That portion which is turned dawn to smaller diameter than the main

shaft of which it is part.

Neoprene: A synthetic rubber that is not affected by various chemicals

harmful to natural rubber.

9
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latina leta indimatiow of the- -444-kaock proporties-of Thi
rating usually coincides with the amount of Ethil fluid added to the regular
gasoline.

Odometer: An instrument which when attadhed to a wheel of a vehicle, measures
the distance traveled.

Ohmmeter: An instrument used to measure the number of dhms resistance in a
circuit.

Oil Control Rin Piston ring designed to keep excess oil off dhe cylinder

walls.

Oil Cooler: A heat exchanger for lowering the temperature of oil.

Oil Filter: Filter intended to remove impurities from oil.

Oscillating_Motion: To move back and forth as the swinging of a pendulum.

Otto Cycle: The four stroke cycle commonly used in internal combustion engines

Overspeed Governor: A governor shutting off the fuel or stopping the engine

only when excessive speed is reached.

Oxalic Acid: A white crystalline compound used in solution vith other compounds
as a cleaner to remove heavy minval deposits in an engine.

Pawl: A hinged piece made to engage with ratchet teeth to prevent revers-

motion.

Peen: To mushroom or spread the end of a pin or rivet.

Penetrometer: An instrument used to measure the consistency of greases.

Piston Crown: Top of the piston.

Piston Pin: The cross pin which links the piston to the connecting rod.

Piston Skirt: That part of the piston below the piston pin hole.

Pitch Diameter: (Gear) is equal to 3.1416 divided by the pitch circle. The

pitch circle is the circumference measured along the pitch points (one-half
the worktng depth of each "tooth).

"(
Poppet Valve: A valve having it mushroom shaped h ad.

Pour Point: The lowest temperature at which an oil will flow.

Projected Area (Hain Bearing): That part of the bearing which coues in
actual contact with the shaft journal.

10
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Prussian Blue: A blue pigment, useful in de.terainiag area id contact !penmen

two surfaces.

Push Rod: Rod used for transmatting cam motion to a valve or injector.

emote : A gauge used to measure vary hisb temperatures accuratelY.

Radiator: A heat exchanger in which cooling water gives up heat to the

air without coming into direct contact with it.

Rebore: Bore out a cylinder slighti,ylarger than original size.

Rheostat: An instrument which periáits manually varying the amount of electric

current.

Ring Groove: Groove machined in piston to receive piston ring.

Roots Blower: An air pump or blader similar in principle to a gear type

pump (superdharger).

Saybolt Viscosity: The number of secondi necessary for 60 milliliters of

liquid to pass through the outlet tube of a Saybolt, Viscosimeter under

standard test conditions.

Scavenginx: The displacement of exhaust gas from the combustion chamber by

fresh air.

Serrated: Notched or having teeth like a saw.

Solenoid: A coil of wire usually wound in the form of a helix used in

conjunction with an electro-magnet.

1° Specific Gravity: The ratio.of the weight of a body or substance to that of an

equal volume of a known or standard substance. When measuring liquids, water

is the standard for measure. When measuring gasses, air or hydrogen is the

standard use.

Speed Droop: The percentage of speed reduction which occurs when the load on

an engine is changed from zero to full load.

Spherical: In the shape of a sphere or ball.

Splined Shaft: A grooved Shaft which will alias, movement with a mating splined

surface which it is engaged with while rotating.

Spur Gear: Gear having teeth cut on outer circumference, parallel with tNe

axis.

Stellite: An alloy of cobalt, chiomium, and tungsten and contains no iron.

Stress: The cohesive force within a material to resist strain or deformation.

11



Stroboscope: An instrument which, with the aid of abeam of light, can enable
_ A L I M i t e s t o o u s t = a rdst oft npidly revolving body. Mit light boas /a----=-Igklar-oomovvps- or tiro roveliptirirport,--tho

part seem to stand still (synchronized).
4

Siew A receptacle into which liquid drains, suCh as dbe portion of dhe
engine crankcase which carries the lUbricating oil.

Supercharger: An air blower used to fill engine cylinders at a higher
pressure dban atmospheric.

Swept Volume: The volume above the piston after it has reached the top
of its stroke.

Symmetrical: Equally balanced or evenly proportioned.

.Tachometer: An indicator which shads the speed of rotation.

Terplate: A pattern.

Tensile: The resist4nce of a material to be pulled apart in dhe direction
of its grain.

Ihrottling: Restricting the flay; of a liquid, usually by cutting down dhe
free area of passage.

Thrust Bearing: A bearing which restrains 'end-wise motion of a turning shaft,
or withstands axial loads instead of radial loads as does a common bearing
such as the connecting rod bearing.

Timing Gear: The gear by which the camshaft is driven from the crankshaft.

Tocco Hardlning: A process of hardening steel parts by first electrically
heating and then quenching in water.

Torque: The turning effort applied to a shaft. Measured in foot-pounds
(the distance out from the centeraxis in feet times dhe number of pouncW
of odisting effort).

Tungsten: A heavy metallic element of steel grey color.

Turbochargel: Centrifugal air pump or blader driven by exhaust gas turbine.
It fills engine cylinders with fresh air at a higher pressure Chan atmospheric.

Turbulence: A state of being in violent motion and agitation.

V

Vacuum: Absence of pressure. Pressure less than atmospheric.

Valve-In-Head: Valves seating in c114inder head and opening dvanward into
combustion chamber.

yeloaty.: Rate Of motion.
12
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Viscosity,: 14OiStaAce tO

Viscosity Index: An arbitrary number irhiCh, when applied to a lubricating
oil, indicates the rate at which its viscosity changes with increased or
decreased temperature.

latiii The te to imweemeistate.

volumetric Efficiency: lbe ratio of the weight of air actually found in
a cylinder when operating as compared to the weight of air which would be
found in the same volume under static conditions under normal atmospherid
pressure.

wet Liner: A liner which comes in direct contact with cooling water.

Work: A form of energy. Product of force times distance.

v-
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Upon completion of this program you win be able to:

1. List thi three steps in the procedure for reporting fires.

2. List the three elements that must be present to produce a fire.

3. List the three general classes of fires.

4. List the type of fuel that supports esch of the three classes of
fires.

5. List the type of extinguisher to use for different classes of fires.

6. List the methods of combating the different classes of fires.

VALIDATION

This programmed text was developed for use in 3ASR47330, Automotive
Repairman's course. .0f 100 students from this course who, were used in the
validation exercise, 94-echieved the objectives as stated. This programmed
text hag been used to train more than 20,000 studnts in the 31, 42, 44, and
47 career field.

INSTRUCTIONS

Thix program presents information in small steps. each pegs or "frame"
contains an information panel and/or questions pertaining to information
contained in the last information pasel. Read the information presented within
the solid-line box then select the correct statement in response to the
questions asked in the question-mark outlined box. Zsad the questioning
statement and then make your response after the ppropriate question number
on the answer sheet provided. MARI NO MARKS IN TNIS PROGRAM. The small
step size of the information panel makes selection of the correct response
an easy matter, and in most cases you won't hsve to be told the correct
response. However, the last page of this program contains a complete list
of the correct response letters listed by question numbers. Feel free to
consult this list at any time you are in doubt as to the correctness of any
of your response choices.

40'
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r2lossb3s Uquiids also oontribeto to mamas of
fires. The should te wry coareitl apt o KAU
flarob3a aka& becalm Ow argots higiar me-
baatibla yaws lido* an owatly Wad.

Question 2.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

7 Which of then statennts is amongst?

a. Gasoline should be used for *boning
parts.

7

b. Cara Games of fire are poor bons .
beeping and unless use of flisssable
liquids.

0. &Westing Pealinn dim 2°6 "111-
Mints a fin hauled. 7

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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lreeb and tumbu mAkside obsoll be WO is
alasod ana oosteissee.

Qmestios 3.

?????????????????????????
? Whit* of those statewide is wrest?

t a. 013, rem rdlottarab .s stored is ?

dosed metal

b. ;WU, almatas solwates and pants
lama be WO la olosed anal amp 7

taisore

oe Trash is sot namable.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



??????r????.??????????????.? °

*lab et tbsee.stetamembe is owner' -7

a. nalelible 1Sgidd lupsys us met *W.* I
iptted.

b. Oasellsa way 'be used as elasidag
I. solvent.

1 o. The nest ommosi oases et firwere
peer beimibeepime int swollen Ise ot

t flammable liquids. ?

7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? I ? ? ? 1 ? 1 ? ? ? i ? ? ? ? ?

???????????t????1? t?-??????
? IMAM of these statements is serreet?

? a. Flammehae liquids, Oasis, 'nib, amd
pasta should be kept im eloped
me tal oonteimere

? b. Flammable liquids do mot oomstitute
tin issard.

o. Flaissabla. liquids, nee, finds,
toesb, emd points should be bept
in the *bop Ware thny ere used&

? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? I ? ? ? ? ?



Oiled. On thi,

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? t ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ithish of thus stataikente is oorrsott

a. Caging a fire Wes the emanation
temperature will net extinguish it.

1),, Without sufficient temperature, miry
or fuel a fire be extinguished. ?

o. cutting tom 027111s from a firs
not extinguish it.

? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



There are three genera Glasses of times
Clam Alp Claes 19 est Class C. Beebe these
is olmesicied asserding to the trpe ot tool
sWarttni the tire.

(lasstios 7.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? t

Whisk of these stator:ft is oorzoot?

?

7

a.

b.

?
o.

?

? ? ? ? ?

These ars four general *lassos of ?
fires.

?
The elan of flre Le deternized tir
the fesitioa temperature of the ?
!tel. 1 .....%/ ? .4..i
The Glasses of fires are 4 14 aad C.

?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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wood, no, pow or Wass Illiutaa

?????????????????????????,
? Mob of U timitunds SI. sor4ost?

? S. andas imetapaper la a Olise A, fin. ?

? b. ihridai issoliar is a Moo A tine. i
I e Ilerming pain is a Caus A fin. ?
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Trash, wood, ant paper (Glaae A) fins oam be
effectimely and satiar eatingaiehed by goenchlang
or cooling with water or solutions oomtmg
otter.

Olostice 9.

? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ?

Which of trees rbatements ia correct?

? a. Water eolationa eatimgaieh fixes by ?
cutting oft the foal supply.

b. Water la a suitable extinguishing
ageat for ens as Claw A fine.

7 0. Wator arbingaialue Mau A fine by ?
liminating the air 'apply to Wm.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 1 ? ? ? 1 ?



TM method of oanhatiog Class A fins is oil-
nar137 to nein ths tonparatura of Us fuel 7

balm the burning poi:lb. An conpla of this is
using water bons on a busing

Question 10.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ?

? Which of these statorisubs is correct?

? a, Class A fins ars soot effective:1r ?

extinguished by (waling.

b. A burning airaraft is a Class A
tire. 7

e. Water will apread a Class A fire.

? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ?



Frans 10.

U.
?????????????????771 ttt 74?

iniush of Vim atalmoste is comet?

a. Collin a fire iS21 apt estingalae U. I

? b. Cutting off tin air sapp37 to a fire
nth. sob aftingaish

o. Claim fires moist of bumble.
? rubbish, mood, paper, or rim

? 1 ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? 1 7 ? 1 ?

Claes B fires ars those that oansiat at flaw.
nable liquid fires.

Question 12.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? tintwal of those stemmata is =meat?

? 44. A forest, firs is a Clams 8 fires

14 Burning Ukiah eirags are Claas B
fires.

o. Swaim paint, berossne, or gasoline
esestitate Maas 8 fires.

? 7 7 ? ? 1 7 1 ? 2 7 1 1 7 7 1 7 1 2 7 7 1 7 1 7 1
Ongs.
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Twat iielvarby and oil fine (Clan 1) an
beet extinguished 1gi (mothering with agents
Amok se tone.

1111irrorri

Quairtion 13.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Wbioh of these etatsseenta is oornot?

? a. Foam ommot extinguish paint and ?
grease fins.

? ?
b. Pam is a euitabils extinguishisg

? agent ter we on Mame 3 Mee. ?

o. Yam extinguishes fixes by cutting
off the fuel supply.

? ? 7 ? 7 1 ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7



The method of oonboting Claw B fins is pri-
narilr to mother thin without spreading thew
An ozniopia of tido la spraying tom on an air-
*raft mak,

Gnestion 314.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Whioh of tam otatananto is =moot?

? a. Toon Gown the top of baraAng ?

Liquid and oats off the air to
? tho flio. ?

? b. .11. burning house is Clan 3 firs. ?

? a. Water vill float on Mass B fires ?
and extinguish then.

? ? ? ? ? ? I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

3.
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nme 3h.

Itlaetriaal eqatgamb flaw (Clame 0) slab be
eatimpialed gin a arwearkiablas enetbrivi
agent nob es elgerebrametbeva (03)

dliorre

Question 314)

I I I ? 1 1.? 1 ? ? ? ? 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? ? I. ? ?

? bade& of times statements la earreet?

a. %tater. Le a suitable ezblagaiakdag
agent for 03aaa 0 fine.

b. C3 viLl test seether a Class C tire.
,

?
a. CH oat be oefd ea electrieal equip-

aeon fires because it dam mot
eaodoet

? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 1 1 1 ? 7 1 ? 7 ? ?

.dmirob,
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tioastias 3A.

? ? ? ? ? 1 ? .? 1, ? 1 ? ? 7 1 ? ? 1 .1

? Which at them atatamats ii corraot?

? a. Claw C tins amo bast aallagaiahad ?
tr webbing ott Ws air to thew

b. Maier will mei= a Clam C firs
witivsat 4finger.

a. There la ao dewy oaulastod with ?
aambatiag Clam 0 tiros.

..

T 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Ciaositd 1.

??????????????????????'??
I Adak of tiaso rterbembe la orsoot?

? a Ors 0 Moo oasis* of Wilda.
Wash.

b. JUAN, 0 tiros owlet of basin
namable Ueda.

? o. Masa 0 firm ossatot ot bandag
olootirlosi orylposti

?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Obloreboomilbsee also be used to soetbue
Mass 1 Moe. Ikawiaos. tin drawl wit
oes be aped ea bebb 01mo 0 NA 11 titres. (011

ma 11.)

ensiles SO.

???????????????!??????????
Mob of these dobeimbo Ia arreot?

ern OR est be wed ea as oil or pow-
ober flay.

b. OD &mid be mei to soblegulab
Clem A fine.

? S. Botb VI aid abe above ere cornet. ?

??????????????????????????



Carbon dlaxida. (042) la another aztlagaiablag
Gout that out be mod on Mos #11 aid C Moo.
?Ida agog* la as Wort gas Viet dlaplasoa the air
onmending tie flgb. It la a3ao a aomposeligtor
of olaotrloity.

Qustion 21.

? 7 ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? 7 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Widob of thus otatoorata la oorrpot?

? so Carbon dioxliio bo24 be used on
Clam awl 3 fires.

b. Carbon &amide aid R aro imitable
gado to oas ca Olaaa 3 Mos.

1 o. Cartes MAW* la till oa3r wit- ?
We ostlainiatdag agent to son

? ea Ciaas 43 gimp. I
? 1 ? 1 I 1 1 ? ? 1 ? ? ? 1 ? 1 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?` ?
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Qoastina 22,

7/1?????1171????11t???11???
? Ito Iwo at calguisiabiag wain recommended ?

fer um an aim fins ara
1

a letter or adatiana actobninthe attar,

b. Oa and far.

ao caftan Maid& and water.

? ? 1 ? 1 ? ? ? ? 1 7 7 1 ? 7 1 7 1 ? ? ? 1 1 ?

Cionatiat 23.

? 7 ? ? 7 ? t ? ? ? ? ? 1 11 ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Vs iffas é faxidagaiabiag seam recommended ?
tar us at daaas B fins ara

el,

IA water sad CB.

41/1 th, fans, carbon dioxide, and Cii.

so antra amide and water.

? I ? ?
gamed= a.

/ ? 1

? ? 1 1 1 1 ? ? 1 1 1 ? 7 IA ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 /

? ? ? 1 1 1 ? 1 1 1 1 ? 1 ? ? ? ? 1 1 ? ? ?

? Tbs types of amtlagalakbar 1110116*4 recommended ?
for us CM Maas 0 Sim aze

a. mina &act& and voter.

b. carbon &aria and OB.

C. fon and CB.

? I ? ? ? 7 / 17 ? ? 17 1 1 1 ? 1 7 ? ? ? ? ?

S.1



To be sort effective, fire sactInguisidng agate
mast be directad to the part of the fire rime Us
b'iab3 x vith air and igatte This is
just at the mean of the fuel where the flame
originate.

Question 25.

? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Urtdch of these itatements is oorrect?

a. Ititingaishing agents are more affeo. ?

time if applied abore the flames.

b, Tau should direct watar to the base
of a elan 0 fin.

7 43. To be nowt etteatile, eztingnistdng ?
agents should be directed at the

-bass of a firs.

7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

411Eir
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cknettaa 27.

???ttittttttttttttttlttattt
? Vah of time siolsrsta. 1
I a. To ettastiagr anbingatak Mb, .1

tan eablavadaidag Goat ainald be
diseated at the base of the fire.

b. Pim anklaediddirs agents nee
mot anastive idna digested at
tin essibar et tin firs etrim

a. Both Rie ant °V alms are ear.
root raspanna.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? t? ? ? ? ?

5.
6.
7'
a.
9.

10.
U.

liagaan Caatiznatiaa Pasal

Cornet Qoeetios Correct
Astowere Nam her Ammo

a. 3.5. b.
b. 16. b.
b. 17. e.
e. IL a.
a. 3.9.
b. 20, a.
e. 21. be
a. 22. a.
b. 2,.. b.
a. b.
$11. 25. .
a. 26. oe
b. 27. a.
a.
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FOCWORD

This programmed text was validated on students enrolled in the 3ABR47330

Course in 1964. It has proved to be successful since that time.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text you will be able to select from a

list of shop safety precautions those that pertain to the following items

with 100% accuracy.

1. Fire

2. Welding and body shop

3. Battery shop

4. Lmproper tool usage and storage

5. Lifting and hoisting

6. Good housekeeping

7. Electrical equipment



41MWMPERIMP

The personnel in a shop are con-
tinually exposed tc numerous hazards. Some activi-

ties are extremily hazardous; others which are non-
hazardous can become hazardous due to carelssness,
overconfidence, etc. Inexperienced personnel can
sometimes create hazardous situatione. Hazards are
present during all normal activities, but their ex-
istence doesn't mean that an accident must occur.
Oar job is to prevent accidents, even under hazardous

situations.

QUESTION 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Which of the statements below is most true?

a. Personnel are subject to hazards in the
maintenance shop only When they become

careless.

b. Personnel are subject to hazards in a
maintenance ihop during all normal activ-

? ities.

9 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9



Inefficiency, personal injury, awl property dam-
sae are the results of accidents in the mainte.-
nance shop. In order to reduce thls waste of time
and money, prescribed safety standards must be ob-
served by all personnel at all times.

QUESTICN 2.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To promote efficiency and reduce the possibili- ?

ties of personal injury and property damage, all
? personnel must

a. prevent accidents in the maintenanc,e
shop.

b. reduce waste in time and maney.

c. observe prescribed safety standards.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ?



Some operations inamaizammenne shop are
hazardous to other operatiOns within the ihop. For
instance, open meldimg Goad clause severe eye burn
to personnel who look at the welding arc. Or, en
explosion could occur if an acetylene torch is used
where fuel vapors or paint fumes are.present. For
this reason painting, welding, and battery work will
be accomplished in overate-parts of,the shop that
are isolated from each other. ,

QUESTIONS 3 through 5.

? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Painting, welding, and battery work are isola7?
ted !roe each other in order to

a. Prevent one operation
vas to another.

b. eliminate the hazards
operation.

from being hazard-

involied in each

4. To prevent one operation from being hazardous
to another the painting, welding, and battery ?
work will be performed in

a. the same shop.

b. separate parts of the Shop.

5. The painting, welding, and battery ahope
should be

a. kept close together to minimize equip-
ment duplication.

b. isolated.fram.each other.

? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?

9

7



Frezas iti

A major hazard in the maintenance shop is the
possibility of fire due to the constant axpogure of
flammable hulls, lubricants, and other compounds.
Also," parts, tools, work benches, and floors often
became saturated with these flammable materials.
Extreme ears must be taken at all times to prevent
shop fires from occurring under the conditions which
always exist in any shop.

QUESTION 6.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To prevent fireei in the shop we see to it that

? ?

a. no flammable materials are exposed in the
? *hop area. ?

i
,

? b. Parts, tools, work benches, a4sh floors ?

don't become saturated with flammable
? materials. ?

? c. extreme care is exercised at all times. 7

? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ?



Frei* 5.

p#escribed safety standards whih must be
observed for the prevention of shop fires are:

a. Only explosion-proof electrical equipment
and fixtures will be used in the paint shop

b. Use of flame-producing equipment will not
be permitted in tha 'hop except in speci-
fied areas such as the welding Shop, where
the requir:d safety controls exist.

c. Smoking will be permitted in designated
smoking areas oily.

JJESTION5 7 through 9.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?f?

Ind:ate whether the following statements are ?

TRUE or FALSE.

7. Electrical equipment and fixtures in the
paint shop must b flame-producing.

a . TRUE

b. FAISE

8. The use of flame-producirg equipment is per-
mitted only in areas where the required ?

safety controls exist.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

9. Smoking is not allowed except in designated ?

smoking areas.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



If a fire should occur in your shop, be sure that
a valid alarm is turned in. A valid alarm is one
which tells responsible people, equipped to fight
fires, the location of the fire and the name df the
person turning in the alarm. Don't fail to turn in
an alarm because you think the fire is too small.
After the alarm has been turnod in, use your beat
judgement to decide on whether to clear the building
or attempt to extinguish the fire.

QUESTION IG.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? In case of fire in the shop. you should

a. clear the building of as much equipment as
possible.

b. yell "FIRE" and make sure that everyone is
cut.

C. turn in an alarm.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

9
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The importance of fire extinguishers being kept
in good working order and being conveniently locatd
throughout the maintenance ihop cannot be over-
stressed. Their location will be clearly marked and
kept free of obstructions at all times. They must
be placed where they can be easily reached but Where
they cannot be accidentally bumped by personnel or
equipment.

QUESTIONS 11 and 12.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

11. Where will fire extinguishers be located?

a. Anywhere handy.

b. Away from personnel and equipment.

c. Where they can be easily reached but
not in the way of personnel and/or
equipment.

12. How will fire extinguisher locations be kept?

a. No special way as long as they aan be
seen.

b. Clearly marked and free of olostruc-
tions.

c. Clean and free of grease and oil.

9 9 ? 99 9? /99 9 9 99 ? 9?9 919991191

Frame 7.



Now, we are going to see how much you have learned so far about
Shop Safety. Indicate whether esah of the 10 following statements (on
this and the next page) are either TNNE or FALSE.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

13. The normal activities of a repair ahop
present numerous hazards to maintenance
personnel.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

14. Prescribed safety standards must be observed
by 0.1 personnel in order to promote effic-
iency and reduce the possibility of personal
injury and property damage.

TINE

b. FALSE

15. Painting, melding, and battery work is scam-
plished in separate parts of the shop to pre-?
vent ane operation fram being hazardous to
another.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

16. Fire hazarda exist in a shop due to the
exposure of flammable materials and me sat-
uration of parts, tools, work benches, and
floors with flammable materials.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

17. The electrical equipment and fixtures used in
Air Force paint shops must be explosion- ?
proof.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

18. Flame7prodncing egiipment must be used only
in 'pacified armee, each es the welding shop,

7
where required safety controls'exist.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

7 -

7

- 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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?a? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?.? ? 7
_

9. 16i In the ihop Is Autidden axe
in designated areas.

? 20.

? 21.

? 22.

a. VOW
.b. FALSE 7

Never attempt to extinguish a firs without /
turning in an alarm first.

a. TEUE

b. FALSE '?

Fire extinguisher locatiods will be clesay ?

migked-snd kept free of Obstructions.

a. TRITE

b. FALSE ?

Fire extinguishers will be placed, where the,' ?

cah be sae..ly reached, but cannot be acciden-

? tally bump3d by personnel or. equipment.

TWE
b. FALSE

? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7 ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? 7 7?

From 9.
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Anc4er dangerous and often unnecessary fire

hazard is created by the fueling of equipment inside

the.shop. Ae an added precaution against fire,
equipment wil" not be fueled inside the shop as a

routine practi.-. They may be fueled inside,- how-

ever, under controlled conditions but than only

when approved by the Installations Fire Marshall.

QUESTION 23.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

When may equipment be fueled inside the mainte- ?

nance shape?

a. Anytime, unless a directive from the

Installations Fire Marshall prohibits it. ?

? b. .Only under controlled conditions and then

only on approval of the Installations

Fire Marshall.

c. Wbsnever necessary as a routine practice.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?s? ?

1*

4
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Working an fUel tanks is alwAys a hazardous task.
Explosipdi from fuel vapors can =Mr very seet4.
Before melding or other heat-producing work is don.
on gas tanks and other.fuol cpntainers, they should
be drained, flushed out with.waterrand, when prac- --
ticable, tillaCWith water. Fining with water
will elisinfte the danger of exPlosion and fire
-from fuel' vipor inside the tank.

QUES:TION 24.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ?

? Before welding a fuel tank of any kind, it must ?

be

d?
a:, filled with water.

b. drained, fluahed and, when practicable,
filled -gith water.

d ... c

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?.? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ?

0

,o
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\Another fire hazard which mat be avoidod is the.

ane cieated when used oil, fuel, or other flammable
liquids are poured into floor drains. An explosion

hazard from vapors is created not just in your own

building but in,all other bdildings through which

the drain system runs. To prevent this hazard,
flammable liqdids will be put in metal containers

which, when full, will be carried to some rmmote

area and dumped.

QUESTION 25.

? The proper disposal of used flammable liquids is ?

accomplished by

a. flushing them down the floor drain syetem.

b. carrying them to a remogarea to.be

dumped.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

'
1 I
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General.ethaust ventilation should be provided

and used to-prevent any-accumulation oecarbon
Monoxide gas inside the shop. These accumulations

could come from engine exhaut manifold leaks, de-

leetive mufflers, or. vehicles entering and lea;sing

the shop.

QUESTION 30.

Frame 1,5.

? ? ? 9999999 ? 9 99? ? ?t??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? General exhaust ventilation will be provided and ?

used in the maintenance ahop in order to

a. prevent carbon monoxide from any source
from accumulating in the dhop.

b. allow the running of engines without direc- ? .34j

ting the fumes outside the shop.

Remember, safety depend, on you. If you know the

safe proae4res but do not practiOe them, you sre at

fault. On the othqr. hand, you cannot practice
'safety if you don't 'blow What the prescribed safety

standards are. Our job is to teach you these stan-

dards. The rest ts UP to you.

( L.

7p.

^
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Let's stop again and review some of the things"welve covered so far.
Indicate Whether each, of the 6 following statemmuts are TRUE or FALSE. .

QUISTIONS 31 through*36.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
. 31. The most common personnel hazard in the main-?

tenance shop is fire.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

32. -Before velding an a gas tank it must be
drainód and flushed..

a. TRUE

b. FAISE

33. Vehicles may be fueled inside Lae shop under
controlled conditions unless a directive from

the Installation FIRE MARSHALL prohibits

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

?

34. Flammable liquids should never be drained
into floor drains.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

35. Battery rooms, painting booths, and confined
welding areas will be provided with special ?

exhaust ventilation.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

?
36. Flexible tubing must be attached to-the 7 .

vehicle's exhaust whenever the equipment's
engine il runInside the shop.

? ?

a.
? ?

b; FALSE

? ?

? c\i ? ? ? ? ? ?.? ? ? ? ?- ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



,Clood housekeeping is essential to the saiety and

efficiency-of shop operatiOns. Imagine a shop Sith

nothing in its right place, floors clUttered with

junk, and oil snd'grease slilled all over thi plade.

You wouldmot get Mach work dune because of all the
triPping and'alipping you-would be ddihg, and the

U
chances are 71t 704 would wind up in thehospitai

with a serio in:ury.

QUESTION 37.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ?' ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Safe shop operation 'depends on

a. using personal protective equipment.

? h. good housekeeping.

? c. applying 'only those shop safety practices -? t

necessary to keep the inspectors off your;

? back. ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ?

4

4
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Shop floors will bekept clean and free of oil,'

grease, gasoline, water, and Other haaardous or slip-

pery material. Boxes'of sand or other suitable ab-

scirbent materials will be. provided to use on spill-

ed grease and oil. After the absorberr, material

has been applied to spills, the floor will be

thoroughly cleaned.

AIMIMMOWMINInammionn=1====bompOOMMINIMIIMIII1=10.111111MMIIIIMPI106

QUESTION 38.

? ? ? ? ? ? ?`? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To clean up a grease or oil spill, you use ?

a. sand or other absorbent material.

b. a rag dipped in solvent.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ?

.00
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-There are amagrhazardous operations 'which vast be

performed aontimally in the.maIntenense Shop. To'

make these operations less has*dous, the Air Tome
provides the best personal protective equipment

available. You are responsible fOr.using this

equipment. Personal protective equipment includes

such items as face shields, impact goggles, rubber

and aghast*: glover, chemical'goggles, :siding

helmets, aprona, etc. This equipment mill be kept

in good conditice and %dill be conveniently located

for immediate use. *

N .

QUESTION 39.

? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ?

? The Air Force provides personal protective *quip- ?

milt in the maintenance shop to

1. OIL...nate the possibility of an accident

while performing hazardcus operations.

p. make operations less hitardous.

? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? .? ? ? ? ?

Rn.
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When working witi batterifs in the battery shop,
personnel must bevcareful to wear the prescribed
personal protective equipment. 'Battery acid, spill-
ed an your clothing will ',sat" holes im than and, if
splashed in your eyes, could blindsyou permanently.

QUESTION O.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? To protect your oyes and clothing while working ?

'with batteries, you must wear

a. impact goggles, steel-toed shoes, and
asbestos gloves.

b. chemical goggles, rubber gloves, and a rub- ?
ber apron.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?,? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

o
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Your eyes are your most valuable *stet and tiny

must be constantly protected against injury while

working fr the maintenanc Shop. *musing *
grinding wheel or cutting wheel which priOnces fly-

ing chips.or dust, impact goggles ar a fide 'shield

must be worn. You also need protection from dirt

entering your eyes while working on your back under

equipment.

molMMI1=11010

WESTION 41.

? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 7 ? ? ?

You must rear goggles or a face shield to protect

your eyes when

a. using a grinding wheel or cutting device

whichtproduces dhips or dust.

? b. -working under equipment. ?.

? c. both "a" and "b" above.

? d. neither "a" nor "b" above.

? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ?



Tim Wags we have covered so tar have been in a
variety of areas but, then, shop safety is a big
order and includes several areas we cannot even
cover ia this program. Safety is a continuoustbirg.

You may get by for a while neglecting the rules for
safety, but sooner or later-it can happen - serious
wilry or even death.

N111m

QUESTION 42.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Safety in the maintenance shop is depeadeat on ?

? a. good common sense.
9

? b. constant obedience to prescribed safety ?

standards.

c. good housekeeping.

d. sal of the above.

?, ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

G4
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Let's move tnto the aiea of personal clothing.
The type of clothing you wear ad the job is vow
important. 'Your clothes should bo of a good com-

fortable fit tut not too loose. Louse clothing is

eaaily ca6fht an machinery and may csuse serious in-

jury. Neckties, rings, and other jewelry will not
be worn for the same reasons. Clothing which has

become saturated wtth flammable substances will,not

be worn or stored in lockers-as this constitutes a

fire hazard. The job itself will deteimine how

often you should change. Here again, good common

sense must be used.

QUESTION 43.

Why must loose dlothing, rings, or other jewelry
not be worn while working on or around equipment?

a. They can be eisily caught on madhinery and
other equipment causing serious injury.

b. To keep from damaging machinery, and equip-
ment.

? ? ?//9 9 9 9/9-'9 9 919 ??9 9 99/9 7 /



Shop tadkinellrwhich performs operations under

power can be dangerous, Tb, point of operation

whore the machine does its work, as well as gear

%mime, shafts, belts, drives, chain and sprocket

driver Must all be guarded according to standards

set forth in.the Ground SafietylUmmal. Machine

guards are put in place tor your protection. They"

will not be rezoved or blocked out of the way under

any circumstance.

4VESTIONS 44 and 45.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

44. Machine guards mai be removed or blocked ?

a. whenever necessary to get. maximum

utilization of the-machine.

only on approval of the maintenary...e

officer for specific jobs.

c. never during operation.

45. What is the reason for having machine guards

on machinery in the maintenance shops?

a. To prevent damage to the machine.

b. To protect personnel from injury.

q. Both "a" and "b" above.

d. Neither "a" nor "b."

7 ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Hit
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A very important piece .of. equipient used in the

maintenance Shop is the equipment lift or hoist.

Ita purpos is to raise.the equipment so.that

personnel can work underneath. Needless to sin all
such lifts must be equipped with a safetr device to

prevent unintentional or accidental loweiing.

lihere are two types of lifts comtonly used. One

is the roll-on or drive-on type; the other is the

frame contact or Chassis-lift type. All foll-on

type lifts 1/113. be equipped with stop shocks, pre-

ferably automatic, which spring iao place when the

equipment enters the-lift.

QUESTIONS 46 and 47.

9 9 9 9 9

46. What safety feature must all equipment lifts ?

be equipped with?
9

a. Stop chocks which prevent the equipment'
from moving while on the lift.

b. A device which prevents armidental
lowering of the line

47. What additional safetifeatures must all

roll-on type lifts be equipped with?

a. Non-ski4 paint.

b. Side rails.

c. Stop chocks.,

d. Safety leg.



ts

No person mill be permitted to remain with the

equipment on the lift, when it is an a lift that is

moving or is elevated.

QUESTION 48.

? When mill persons be permitted to remain with the ?

equipmetn on moving or elevated lifte.

a. Only when the engine is running.

b. Only if the engine is not running.

c. During brake bleeding operations.

d. Not under any circumstance;
'?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? .? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

la
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You must inspect a lift for priper operation and
coAdttLon-prior to raisingequipment; that is, de-
termine if all safety devices are working properly.

However, when using a jack for 1 fting equipment

there are still more safety precautions that must

be Observed.

1



When using a jack you must be sure that it has a
rated capacity Sufficient to lift emd sustain tbs.

load. That is, make sure that the jack is t too

smell for the job. All jacks., 6600t tho.tjappli.d
by the Manufacturer as standard equipment, Ail be
stamped with their rated capacity in a prominent
location onthe jack, Once.the equipment has been
raised,by a jack the equipment liot be'seourely
blocked up with "jadk stands"..to prevent its Failing.

Even after the equipment is jacked up and securely
blocked, irou will not place any part of your body
directly under the wheels of the equiPment.



Frame 29.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ndicate Whethilr.each of'the 4 falowine state- 2

ments.is TRUE or FALSE. .

?

49. Afl. jacks except standard-equipment jacks

must bo.stamped with their rated capacity. ?

a. TRUE

b, FALSE

50. The rated capacity of a ja4N4 is the amount ?

of weight it will lift and sustain Way.
? )

a. TRUE
?

b. FALSE

51. If the jack is rated to sustain the weight

of equipaent safely there is no need of ? °

securely blocking up the equipment after

it ha been jacked.

a. TRUE

, b. FALSE. 7

You mill not place any.part of your body

directly under the wheels of securely

blocked equipment. .

7

7

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

7

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

.
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joad-WiNkaeillmris miiintLa
to safe shoii operations. Answer these questions.

QUEsTIoNs1 53 through 58.
.

7,? 2 2 7 2-4 7 2 2 2 ?.? 2.7 2 2 2.7 2 2 2 2 2 T

53. How Should spilled grease or oil an ,the shoi
floor be taken care or?

a. Apply absorbent material to the spill
and clean it up thoroughly.

b. Wipe it up with a,salvent-soaked rag.

c. Flu& it down the floor drain.

54.

.'

Impact goggles should be warn when

a. working underequipment.

b. doing engine tune-up operations.

c. working in the battery roam.

d. sharpening a chisel on a grinder.

? 55. You must remove all ringi and other jewelry ,?

when working an any equipment in the mainte-
? nance Shop. 2

? a. TRUE

b. FALSE

56. +bine guards may.be removed or blocked out
tof_the way when they prevent using the
machine for special operations.

P

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

-4 1 57. All Sacks must be equipped with

a. stop chocks. /

b. 4 safety leg or/other 4evice ?hich will,
prevent accidental lowering.

'?

c. side rails.
, ,

7 .58.. The rated capacitx 4 a: jack is , 7

rsa*
.---1 a. ihe amount of weight the jack will lift?

. and sustain safely.
.... .

b. always stamped prominently-on _the jack ?

- except for jacks which,come'as stand-
ard.equipment,.

-
. ?

e. 15oth "a" and 'lb" above. ,

\er
?

d. neither "a" nor "b." .

7 7 7 ? ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 7

...S.
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ma modern Air Force maintenance shop is equip-

pod with many kinds a power tools to make your-Job

faster and easier. ,To use these tools require* mane

knowledge abou) their safe operation. Fore:maple,

when' using eyetrical power-tools, Aiwa make.sulie

that they aro grounded. Serious electrical shook-

Caitld result from using any ungrounded-electrically-

operated togls.

QUESTION 59.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Electrical power tools must be

a. equipped with insulated handles.

b. of the same voltage as the equipment being ?

worked on.

c. grounded.
'?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

a

1
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Whoi using partible iiictrical tools, it is some-
tiies'necestary to use =tension cords or cables.
Drop lights are often used. in areas which mid addi-
tianal light. in exempts of this wOuld be when you

were working Undernsatal equipment. The mechanic
Using portable electrical tools and lights will not

string cords or cables carelesily across the Shop
flOor. Serious tripping accidents can result.

by,

, QUESTION 60.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? 71 ? ? 61 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? .? ? ? ?

? When using electrical tools und equipment, you

must

a. be sure that they are grounded.

b. not create a hazard with electric cables
and cords ,carelessly*strung acroes- e 7

shop.

c. bothl"a" and "to" above.

d. neither "a" nor "b."

7 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 7 1 ? 2 7 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?.? 7 7 2 ? 7 1



Some power tools used in the maintenance shop,

such as impact wreathes and air drills, are operated

by cmpressed air. kir may also be used for clekn-

ing debris fram.a repair spraying, and'.

airing up tirois. Compressed r is dangerous mad

east be used with caution at all times. It will

never be directed at a fellow workr.

/11

QUESTION 61.

? ? T ? ? ? ? ?.? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Compressed air win never be used for

a. cleaning parts.

-? b. horseplay.

c. both "a" and T.above. ?

? d. neither "a" nor "b."

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7'?.? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ?

4
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Each mechanic in a maintenance shop mill be
issued a tool kit for his omm perional use. It

will be his resppasibility to look aft...r these.toola

and keep.thea in top shape: Tool kits mill be in-
spected periodically and any defective tools vill be'
ritopliced immediately. &defective tool could cause

serious injury. The Air-Force is apre than ;lad to
replace your defectiv tools if dqgng so mill pre-
vent any lost time or injury.

4



cowman 62 through 65.

6

62. In the interests of swifeAr, tool kits 4.1l be?

a. tturned in for inspeetiaa once a samth..?

b. inspected and defective tooli repaired

once alms*.

c. inspected periodically and defective ?

tools replaced immediately.
,

?

63. .All elestrically.98wered'equipment iind tools

iust to effectively grounded to prevent elec..?

trical Shock to tbe operator.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

64. Extension cords or cables mill not be used

with portable electric tools because they are2

a tripping hazard.

a. TRUE

b. FALSE

65. Defective tcols Ida be replaced immediately.?

?

a. RUE

b. FALSE

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Irmo 35..



Frame 36.

One more thing! The maintenance shop is a, busy
place. rquipment is ccustantly ad the Rove. AP,
personnel 'are moving about in the course of ths.:..r
normal &ties. To protect personnel, a maktomva
speed limit of 5 MPH will be enforced in andl around
the shop. All vshidles entering or leaving the .

shop All signal idth their horn to warn personnel
of cc-coming traffic.

Iji=1MiNirgmmimiii. mnEmmimmimmi..mft,

MTISTIONS 66 and 67.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? 66. The ak.d.'raum .speed limit in and around the ?
maintenance shop is

a'. 3 KPH.

15. 5 MPH.

c. 10 KPII.

? 67. When enteAng or leaving the maintenance
shop, vehi,cle operators must

I

a. look fakd)prooed with caution. ;

b. sound horn and proceed with cautithi.
c. maipiain a speed of at least 5 MPH.

? 7 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ?

./
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RENDOMM Ws not enough to just larn the pre-
scribed safety standard', you mnst .

also practice them constantly.

If you turned here, looking for the list of cor-

rect answers, you will find them printed on the

iixt (last) page.

rrame 37:



Frame 38.

Question Correct
Number Answers

1. b.

2. c.
5.

3. a.
4. b.

S. b.

6. C.

7. b.

8. a.

9. a.

0. C.

U. C.

12. b.

13. a.

14. a.

15. a.

16. a.

17. a.

18. a.

19. a.

20. a.

21. a.

22. a.

23. b.

24. b.

25- b.

26. C.

27; C.

28. b.

29. d.

30. a.

31. b.

32. a.

33. -b.

a.

Question
NUmber

35.

36.

37.
38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.
144.

45.

146.

47.

48.
49.

50.

1.
52.

53.

54.
55.
56.

57.
58.

59.

60.

61.
62.

63.

64.
65.

66.

67.

Correct
Amevers

a.

a.

b.

a.

b.

b.

C.

d.

a.

C.

b;

b.

C.

d.
a.
a.
b.

a.
a.
d.

a.
b.

b.

C.
C.
C.
b.

C.
a.

,t.

b.

b.
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tion" If you are in error, go over your work until you find.why you
wore wrong, before proceeding to the next frame.

Supersedes 3A3R47330-PT-101E, 3ABR47231-PT-204, 31-July 1970.

OPR: TWS
DISTRIBUTION: X
TWS - 4001 TTVOC - 1
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We will begin with some simple problems in addition. Add the

collmss of figures below and record your answers in the proper spates

on your worksheet.

1. 1234 2. 4536

4321 2188

6789 7976

9876 3142

777 211

3. 8865
1066
1492
1312
1945

L. 1914
1625
3432

9981
8005

2.5.. .....44 .2299. ....8.-1°
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Answers tolorobiems 1 through 8:

1. 23502 2. 18757 3. 25179

5. 753081: 6. 16950 7. 3158128

4. 25760

8. 71177

If you missed ANT of these problems, go back over them until you

find your mistake.

Let's try a few multiplication problems, now. dater your answers

in the proper :maces on the worksheet. DO MOT work in this program.

9. 35791 10. 24680 11. 1776 12. .1492 13. 9722

x2432. _r.1275. x1065 .411 gbh

14. 77990
x1025

2

oom'eN
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t
Answers to problems 9 through 19:

9. 87,043.712 15. 21.

10. 48,743,000 - 16. 66.

U. 1,893.216 17. 42.

12. 41472,604 18. 477
13. 5,266,768 19. 203

14. 79,939,750
I= WM I I I 1MIN

The problems which you have just completed working were somewhat
long, but they should not have given you any trouble. Even the divi-

,sion problems had answers in whole numbers. Fractions may prove a
bit more-difficalt, if you have been oat of school for a very long
time or have forgotten about them. Actually, the same basic arith-
motizalfunctions which apply to whole numbers also apply to frac-
tions, but there are some extra steps to tak. We will give the rale
for performing each ft:notion, then work a few problems for praztice.

A fraction of something is a part of it. If a pie is cut into two
equal parts, each of these parts'is a fraction of the whole, or in
this case, half of it. One half is also written 1/2. Likewise, if

the pie were cut into six qual parts, each of the parts vou be a

fraction of the whole, or one-sixth, aiso written as 1/6.
raana, the number smitten above the line is called the N'IMEOR.
The number below the line is called the DENOMINATOR. This hads true
regardless of the size of either number.

PROBLEMS 20 through 22.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 1 7 9 1 7 9 9 9 9 1

? Write your answers In the proper spaces on your worksheet.

20. What As the number written above the line in a fraction lolled??

21. What is number written below the line called?

22. If the denominator is twelve and the numerator is five, lam
would the fraction be witten?

? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ?

3



Answers to problems ?I through 22:

20. numerator

a

21. denominator 22. 5/12

In any fraction. Ue? ler.:14;.nator Cnamber below the line) indicates

how many equal parts the whole has been divided into. The numerator

indicates how many of these parts are expressed in the fraction. For

example, in the fraction 2/5, we knov that the whole is divided into

5 parts and 2 of these 5 parts are expressed in the fraction. This

rule holds true as long am it is a "propero fraction, that is. a frac-

tion in Which the numerator is a smaller number than the denominator.

QUESTIONS 23 througn 25.

? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ?

23. Define a proper fraction.

? 214. Define an improper fraction.

? 25. When do you think we would have an improper fraction.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?,? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

1 3 '



Answers to question* 23, 24, end 25:

c

23. A proper fraction is one in'which the numerator is a intiler

nuMber than the7denominator.

24. . An improper fraction is one in which the numerator is larger

than the denominator (naturally).

25. This is MOST likely to occur as the prodhct of an addition or

multiplication exercise.

If you do not have these exact words in your answers but the mean-

ing in clear, take credit for correct answers and proceed.

The first function we will take up is addition. In all arithmeti-

cal functions with fractions, the first'rule to remember is: "The de-

nominators of all fractions to be added, subtracted, multiplied, or

divided must be the same." For instance, to add 1/2, 3/4, 5/8, and %

3/16, we must first change all the fractions so that they have the

same denominator. This is called the "common denominator," since the

Ione number is common to all.

9 9 7 9 / ? ? 9 9 9 / 7 9 9 9 9 9. '7 9 9 '7 9 9 ? 9 9 '7

A common denominator is one into which all of the other numbers 7

will fit without any numbers left over. The first step is to take

? the largest number in the.problem and try to fit all the others into

it.

QUESTION 26. What is the common denominator fh the above problem;

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 6.

Answer to question 26: 16. This lumber will contain sac* of the
manor 'numbers in the problem (the
denominatori of each of the frac-.
time). Another may of saying It is
that .16 is "divisible" by each of k

th smaller numbers. .

V

It would be tnaccurate to change all orthe denominators of the

.-ractions without also changing the air mill

now be to add 8/16,-12/16, 10/16, and 3/16. gince the denominator

will be the same, we haVe merely to add the digits in the numerators

of the fractices. Such a procedure will give us 33/16. This is an

improper fraction, so we will convert it to a proper one by dividing

'the numerator by the denominator. This gives us a final sum of a umd.

1/16.

QUESTION 27.
4

7 7 7 ? 7'7

Nr.
Using the systemshown above:. 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6.

'Remember, you must first find a commOn denomthator. Enter your

answer in the proper space on the worksheet.)

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? ?.? 7 ? ? ?
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Answer to question '47: 2 sad 9112 or more prworly, 2 end 34.
This demonstrates the eggetnalWhick
governs the porfonwineons 'with
Irections. This rule ism "Always reduce

fractions tottheir loinit terms by dividing

both the numerator and denadnator by the

smite inabsr."

c

a

This should be a sufficient refresher an the addition of fractions.

Next, we will take up the subtracticss of fractions. The method of

subtracting fractions is quite stailar to the method for addition. It

is simpler, however, because there can be only two fractions involved

in a agile problem. The rale for subtracting fractions is: "If the

denominators are the esme,-timply subtract the numerator arid reduce

the resulting frattion to its lowest terms. If the denominators sr*

not the same, find the lowest common denominator and then subtract

W. numerator and reduce to the lowest terms.

EXAMPLE: 9/16 - 5/16 . 4/16, or reduced to lowest terms, 1/4.

9/16 - 3/8 9/16 - 6/16 3/16 (cannot be reduced).

f===EmMEMOIffnINIMINIMMI

-.Emma

PROBLEMS 28 through 32.

i? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Using the information above, work the following problems and enter

your answers in the proper spaces an the worksheet.

28. 3/4 29. 5/6 110. 5/6 31. 7/8 32. 7/8

? -1/4 -1/6 :la -23/32, -11/64

? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ?

0
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Answers to problems 28 through 32: ,

28. 1/2 29. 2/3 30. 1/2 ..11: 5/32 32. 45/64

% You will note that all of the answers have teem reduced to their

lowest terms.

A mixed number is composed of both a Whole number and a fraction,

such 4s-2 di1/3. At times, there is an advantage to converting -

, mixed number to an improper_freotion, to facilitate addition, subtrac-

tion multiplication, or division of fractions. This is accomplished

by simply multiplyinuthe whole number by the denominator of the frac-

tion, adding the numerator to this.produat, and entering the swab'

these two numbers abov the &nominator. Forint:ample: to convert

5 3/8 to an improper fraction, we multiply 5 x 8 40, 3 43/5

Thus, if we were, to add 5 3/8, 2 1/4, and 6 1/2, the problem would

look like this: 5 3/8 + 2 1/4 +6 1/2 0 43/8 + 9/4 + 13/2. Sines

we must find the lowest common denominator and convert all elements

of the problem, At would now be 43/8 +18/8 + 52/8. 144 now add the

numerators, and the answer becomes 113/8. When we reconvrt to a

mixed number, we:divide the numerator by the denominator. or

114

/ 113
8 Since there is 1 left over. we

33 say that the answer is 14 1/8.

PROBLEM 33.

? ?_? ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ?

Add the falowing mixed numbers, as shown above, and enter your

answer in the proper space on, your worksheet.:

3 1/8 + 4 3/4 2 1/2 6 3/16

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

I 4

8
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The answer to problem 33 is: 16 9/16. (9/16 cannot be reduced)

Since this Frograwie designed as a refreshert.rather, ihan as a les

$on *Leh primate a lot of newt material, we will not dwell at great

length on the practicing or repetition of bech?segment. If you firs'

any portion to be,difficult, repeat that portion until you are sure

of yourself before.going on to the next frame. We have covered the

addition end sdbtraction of fractions, and the conversics of fractions

to idxed numbers and vice-versa. lex; me will.take up multiplication

of fractions. .1Mmritrit rule of multiplication of fractions is: "Any

number maltiplied by, a-proper fractionwill yield a mailer number

than the orkinal." For instance, 1/2 of 100 is 50; 9/10 of 100 is 90.

Multiplicatioi of fractions is relatively simple. The numerators ire

multiplied, end the product is entered above the the line as a whole

number. Thad the dominators are mnitiplied and the prcduct is

entered below the line as a Whole number. For example: 1/4 x 2/3 w

2/12 (or, rtoed 116). Likewise, 1/3 15 m 1/15.

PKIBLEMS 34 through 39.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? di ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ?

7, 34. 35 $5. 3/4 36. 3/8

. x JI.L. x.g. 2 x-Ell
7

7 39. 1/6
x.,241

?

7 7 1 ? ? ? 1 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 ? ? 7

9

?

7

7 ?

37.

7 ?

? ? ?

15
x 1/4

? e ? 7 7 ? 7

38. 25
x 1/4

9

9

/

9

/

9

7

9

9 9

?

.,,

?

7

9797 ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? 7

r.
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Correct answers for problems 34 through 39 arm

34,. 3/15 (1/5)

37. 1/20

lg. 3/12 (1/4) 36. 6/24 (1/4)

38. 1110 39. 1/9

rolImiisoMmNRIBINMONnatM/MINOMPIPPII0

The prOcdure for multiplying imprOper fraction or mixed numbers

is the some, xcept that in the case of mixed numbers they must first

he changed to improper fractions before multiplying. For 'wimple:

to mnitiply 2 1/3 x 3 1/4, You would write the problem:

7/3 x 13/4 91/12, or 7 7%12. ,.

PROBLEMS 40 through 44.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Using the information above, mlltiply the following mixed numbers ?

and enter the answers in the proper spaces an your worksheet.

40. 3 1/4 41. 4 1/3 42. 6 1/2 43. 5 3/8 44. 7 2/3

? x 2 1/3 x 3 3/5 x 2 1/3 x 2 1/2 x 3 ,1/4

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
°

;

f t

10

a
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The cormnt answers for problems 40 thiough 14 1 are:

40. 7 7/12 41. 15 3/5 42. 15 1/6 43. 13 7/16 44. 24 11/12

The multiplication problems we have worked have had only two frac-

tions in each problem. However, Iny, number of fractions may be multi-

plied at the same time-. Simply ipIy t1ie nanerators together and

the denominators togetter, dhanging mixed numbers to improper frac-

tions when necessaiiy. dhole mambers are shown as improper fractions

with a denominator of 1. The last arithmetic exercise with fractions

which we will take up is di-l.sion. This is quite simple to accom-

plish. since the only difference between division and multiplication

is that we invert the divisor. For example: if we want to divide
1/5 by 1/3, we simply invert the divisor, 1/3. and multiply:

1/5 1/3 w 1/5 x 3/1 r 3/5,

PROBLEMS 45 through L.
7 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 ,.7 nnn nnn n nnn

? Using the information alpove, work,the following problems in division?
and record your answers in the proper spaces cn your worksheet.

45. 3/8 3/4 46. 1/3 2/3 47. 23 4- 3/4

43. 3 5/8 1 2.73

/ / / 0 ":1 "2 n / 9 / ;)
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The correct answers for problems 45 through 48 are:

45. 1/2 46. 3 1/2 47. 8/9 48. 2 7/40

.11MIM1101m.....rmralMONNE.+Miamrimrmar=V

ANIMIN

This Should be sufficient review in all arithmetic tanctions of

fractions. We will now take up the wTiting of decimals from narrative

descriptions. To understand decimals, we must first realise that the

entire system consists of multiples of ten. Whole numbers are always

shown to the left-of the period or decimal point. Parts of numbers

are shown to the right of the decimal point. The first place after

the decimal is occupied by tenths. The first multiple of ten is one-

hundred, or hundredth. The second place after the decimal is thus

occupied by hundredths. The next multiple of ten is thousandths, and

this occupies the third place after the decimal. In like manner, the

fourth place is occupied by ten-thousandths, the fifth place by

handred-thousandths, and the sixth place by millionths, since a mil-

lion is 1,000 times 1,000. Therefore, a narrative description which

reads "six and seven-tenths" would appear as 6.7, and a temprature

reading of ninety-eight and six-tenths would be 98.6.

PRORLEMS 49 through 52.

.7 .1 '7 "7 '7 '7 7 ? ? / 7 7 '7 "7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? '7 "7 ? ? 7

Using the information above, convert the following narrative des-

criptions to decimal figures and enter the answers in the proper

spaces on your worksheet.

'?

'?

49. "The outside temperature is ninety-one and seven-tenths degrees."?

50. "The barameter indicates twenty-nine and thirty-nine hundredths.",

51. -"The clearance is seven-thoasandths of an indh."
'?

52. "The tolerance is plus or minus fifteen-thousandths."

'7 9 9 9 9 7'7 7



Frame 13. 1 altj-

91.7 50. 29.39 I. .007 51. .0. .015

Since you will be working primarily with clearances, tolerances.

etc. . you will find most values expressed in thousandths, since the

thictness or "feeler° gauge, micrometer, and all other accurate in-

struments are graduated in thousandths. Thus, .0015 is fifteen

ten-thousandths, but mechanics often express it as "one and one-half

thousandths.
Alwriwrorrolkir 4116

....z......

The writing of decimals becomes automatic IF we ust remember that

the decimals are the multiples of tea. We viir convert some decimals

to fractions next, then convert soMe fractions to dectals. A deci-

onmal is really a fracti except that only the numerat r is shown.

following a pericd, or "decimal point. The denominator of the frac-

tion is determined-by how many places are shown in the decimal. For

instance, we already ltarned that the first paace to the right of

the decimal point is for tenths, the second for hundredths. the third

Tor thousandths, etc.. Thus, .7 would be seven-tenths, or 7/10, but

the exact same value, if written .700, would nlad seven hundred

thousandths, oi. 700/1,000. Even though the zeros do not change the

Ivalue, most of your work will be expressed in,this manner.

PROBLEMS 53 through P.

/////

Using the information above. convert the following decimals to

fractions and enter your answers in the proper spaces on the worksheet.
0

5 .. .700 54. .0015 55. .090 56. .:1005

57. 3.014

9 9 / "/ / 9 7 / 9

1 3

1, I I I I 1 0,
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correct answers for problems $3 through $7 are:

$3. 700/1,000 $4. 1$/10,000 $5. 90/1,000

$6. 5/10,000

$7. 3 14/1,000

Converting a fraction to a decimal is accomplished by simply divid-
ing the numerator of the fraction by the denominator. One of the
things to remember is that in a proper fraction -(ane in which the
numerator is smaller than the denominator), the answer, or "quotient",
will be less than 1. In other words, the complete answer will be to
the right of the decimal point. Because we are nearly always dialing
in thousandths, we will automatically carry the answer to three
places. For example: 1/2 inch is converted as follows:

inch 3/4 becomes 4150, The-extra sere is added
2 / / 3.1000 in order to give the

2 8 required three decimal
20 places in the answer.
20

PROBLEMS $ 8 through 63.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

?

Using the information above, convert the following fractions to
decimals, and enter your answers in the proper waces an your
worksheet.

$ 8. $/8 $9. 2/3 60. 3/16 61. $/32 62. 2/5

63. 7/16

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?"? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ?

1 4



Anemia to problem 58 through 63 are:

58. .625 59. .666 6" .1875 61. .156 62. .400

7
63. .4375

The instructions said: "Carry the quotient three places only.

When the fourth place has a number tip or below. the three places do

11.)1t Change. When-the fourth place is larger than "5," one number is

added to the figure which occupies the third place. ,Thus. problem

59 would be more accurately answered as .667.

You have now completed the "Igath Refresher Program." As um stated,

no attempt was med. to present new material, but only to review. If

you were hasy in any of the areas, it will be helpful for you to take

few minutes right now and go over these areas again. On the other

hend, if you feal that you are properly "refreshed," notify your

instructor.

1

1 5
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2/64
int
3/6k
1/16

5/616

3/32
t 7/6k

2/8

9/64
5/32
11/64
3/16

13/64
7/32
15/64

2/4

17/64

9/32
19/64
5/16

204
12/32
23/6k

3/8

i5/64
13/32
27/64
7/16

29/64
25/32
31/64
2/2

.015625

43225
.046875
.0625

.078225

.09375

.109375

.125

440625
.15625
.171875
.1875

.203125

.21875

.234375

.250

.265625

.28125

.296875

.3225

.328125

.34375

.359375

.375

.390625

.40625

.422875

.4375

.453125

.46875

.484375

.5°0

Prast1 Deotial

33/6k .515665
17/32 .53225
35/64 .546875
9/16 .5625

37/64 .578225
29/32 .59375
39/64 .609375
5/6 .625

41/64 .640625
21/32 .65625
43/64 .672875
22/16 .6875

45/64 .703225

23/32 .71875
47/64 .734375

3/4 .75o

49/64 .765625
25/32 .70125
51/64 .796875
13/16 .8125

53/64 .828225
27/32 .84375
55/64 .859375
7/8 .875

57/64 .890625

29/32 .90625

59/64 .922875
25/16 .9375

604 .953225
31/32 .96075
63/614 .984375

16
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FOREWOR.D

v-vitislik--3ABR4T33IV-4ttiOnietilts--
Repairman' course by the Instructional Systems Development Team. The
text was validated in 1964, using 100 students from the subject course. At
least 90% of the students achieved the objectives as stated. This' text has
been used to train at least 3, 000 students, and is considered valid.

OBJECTIVES

When you have completed this text, you will be able to:

I. Define an internal combustion.engine.
2. Identify the major components of an automotive vehicle, with 70%

accuracy.
.3. State the purpose of the components of the major systems'of a vehicle,

with 70% accuracy.
4. Identify the types of hardware used in automotive vehicles, with 70%

accuracy.
5. Identify the tool used to measure the threads of fastening devices.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program presents information in small steps called "frames." After
each step (frame) you are asked to select a correct statement. Use a pie^e
of paper or card as a mask over the material. Slide this mask down the 1..age
until you expose the top of a short line of slashes (///i1//////.////). Read
the material presented and mark your choice of statements by circling the
appropriate letter or number in the frame. For matching type questions or
for statements, the answer will be written in the space provided in the frame.
After you have marked your answer, slide the mask down until the answer
space is exposed. Check your answer against the correct one given. If you
are correct, go on to the next frame.. If you are incorrect, read the frame
again and reason out the correct statement or answer.

There is :to time limit on thii program. Take your time and follow the
instructions in each frame carefully.



Wawa eallbustlaw 01141104 aro thoso whioll bows foal bolds thonMilvoS

to produse mar. %toll of tho following poor pleats would be an Wilma
aastartiom type/

b. 3tosa

13aotr11o.motor.

d. Notor-gsneratca%

ifillfill/M/HUMM/M
a.

Auteembilaa have a power ildanb.desigood for

a. internal eambustica.

b. external combustion.

a. staam power.

d. electric power.

HM/11/11/11/11///M/M/ll
a.

You, as a motor vehicle mechanic, will be concerned with several types
and makes of engines. Ono of the things you will be concerned with is the
fact that autmaebile engines male 14 strokes to complete one cycle. The type
power plant that you will be repairing will be an

a. Internal combustion 1 wtroks eycla engine.

b. internal combustion 14 stroke cycle engine.

e. external oombustiam 1 ea oks eyela engin*.

d. external emanation 14 stroke cYcl* engLne-

MM/MH/MMUMM/IN
b.

1

2.
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g The diarist was is tint ot a lebrioation systmes Note 1 tba,diagram
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aileron oerefelly.

.
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OIL Foressufte
REGULATOR OR
*ELI f VALVE

MAIN SEARING RI
SUPPORT

LAMOlh

PISTON
PIN

OIL
SPRAY

OIL PRESSURE GAGE

RING
GROOVES

OIL FILM

CONNECTING ROO

OIL PIPE

C RA NIC SHAFT DRILLED
FROM MAIN SEARING
TO CONNECTING ROO

JOURNAL

MAIN
EARING

FILM Mi MIL

8

I
It

OIL FILM

CIRCUL A NO
SEARING

SCREWS / NECTINS
_1101LIBILL*8

A
OIL

.
SUMP

DRAIN PLUG

IIMM/11//////ffiffill/Hll

NO response vas called for.

Go to the next frame.

5.
MmIMEM1

ARROWS
INDI CATE
DIRECTION
Of CIL FLOW

The system that provides lubrication, aids in cooling engine parts, and

haps to prevent friction is the

a. cooling sytten.

b. ignition system.

c. lubrication system.

d. fuel errtem.
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As wo bavo proviovar disowned. all listeilbal oanbustIon outlaw burn
Dal inside Aboasolvoi to proctors, poser. Mein the fool epitome diagram Want

oak tram Us rout* **oh the Ala trawls*

Gasoline raink-2.111011b
Gage

Air Cleaner

e Carborotor

To combustion
chamber

Carburou.
SuPP17

Gasoline )
tank

Gasoline Tank to Filter Gasoline
Amy, Me Poop

a. The fusl stops at the oarhuretor. .

b. The fuel is communed in the combuStion chambers.

c. The fuel pump does not allow Anil to go to the carburet6r.

d. The air cleaner filters the fuel.

//////////////////////////////

b.

The actin responsOle for delivering fuel to the anginas combustion

chamber is the

a. fuel/air mixture system.

b. oarburstion systau

a. fUel system'.

d. ftel/air filtering system.

11/7/11/MH/M/NMilll
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Thi diagram below shove fuel being ignited in
result of the operation .of ,itomplsts system. The

._-fflaskioled bus
--Ctimirte---1Werons mous&

the combustion alliky.sas a
curront for this igni.tion is

fuel. Start with the and trace the wiri_ng
Then, sisWE the *wrest

GillOur+0

the

to the corbastion chembkr.

The system that ignites the fuel/air mixture in the combustion chamber is

a. ignition system.

b. electrical system.

c. spark plug system.

d, ignition coil system.

//////////////////////////////

a.

9.

Igniting the ftel/air mixture at a pre-determined time with a pre-deter-
mined, amount of voltage is tbe function of the

a. alternating current system.

b. direct current system.

c. ignition system.

4. electrical erotism.



INtsbeitagrais below, note how the vets*, whieh tit represented.ty-ths
arrant simulates throughout the 'Intim engine siitsek The purpose of this
*Ms Ls to keep an engine operating at its nest efficient telemeters under
all load mentions.

sadit

ftiale mans

-4.0111N1 hag

II ft III_ 11117B-Tra-A-P
4100

Tbia gystem is called the engine

a. beating system.

b. cooling system.

c. water pump system,

de radiator system.

HIIMMUMM/H/Mllfill
b.

The purpose of tbe engine cooling syrtem is to

a. alley tbr engine to operste at its most efficient temperature under

all lord oonditionr.

b. keep tbs engins,from ever getting aim

t. keep the emilme from gaining tob 0014, . .

cl4 cool the engine may when it is under a great load in extremely hot

weather.

U.



paw laseist sed, small The

to-the oosbnation alseeher of laid 14 MD at a prodetersimed
Wm with the reclaimed awes* tat voltam% properly oil all the moving parts
of the engine,,and keep tkw eagise at its nest snide* temperstere easierall
loot conditioni. These tour system are comonly Wowed to as the

a, ignition, fuel, lubrication, and brake entems.

b. ignItion, foal, labrioation, and cooling systems.

a. ignition, fuel, electrical, and cooling eyetame.(

d. ignition, electrical, i4sparattnie, and tue.,Heir system,

/MH/////MMIIM/MM/

b.

1341'

Tha ignition, fuel, lubrication, end cooling systems are the basic ayete
of Ms vehicle

a. paw train.
b. operating eystare.

c. power plant.

de power system.

C.

e0Utialls. 011 nett cage.



11Pro 1 (below) is a partial cutaway of a typical V4 engine mg:

with As basic system. Figure 2 is a picture of a 6 oylindet ealitir7W.,
a which you will-be frequently required to perfarnindntenanoe

gr
.

pictures so you will booms familiar with these typss of engines*

Figure 1-

1111111110104011...---
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OIL 'NAAR TUDIC
.411"14.4......._4-

_
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CANISNAFT

401:
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NNVIIST

Mffifillillillillifilliffill
GO on to the tram.
No response requirad
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The fraie of a vehicle is construct/ad af channel or shaped steel that

mat be strong enough to suppmrt all the vehicle ocnponents. Which of the

diagrams below is that of a vehicle frams?

a, .1010

N Meal

LPow OM
saw OMW*****ft

Osttatiottal,
44404*

*O&M 11110.88

111err Web* 4111***
POMO

111111tetefoo.
911, WU Os

1060110.4m
It,

fell **My
guAl *Ilona

0. 01

4.

////1/////////////p/H/H///'
0,



Beaanee a vehicle is eub!ected to twisting, vibrations, and road shooks,

the frame met be very strong. Ftemee are norma11 r constructed of

--gt

b. spring type steel.

c. channel or mall shaped steel...,

d. cast iron.

//////////////////////////////
a.

Vehicle frames dre constructed of channel or "U" shaped steel and while

supporting the weight of the vehicle they are designed to

a. absorb road shodc and withstand vibration and twisting.

b. enclose the passenger and cargo compartments.

c. create vehicle design and styling.

d. provide a rigid, non-flexible platfonn for the vehicle components.

a.

In the diagram below, note the engine 'supports and how the channel or

°U" shaped frame material is reeponsible for supporting the engine weight.

Go to the next frame.
No response required. here.



10.

'44

A vehicle's suspension system has apriap which an of either the coil
loaf tsp.. A coil spring fa spiral stmilmd and ogastmted af Prixig

which are bolted or clamped together. Place a chick by the diagrams
bola/ which illustratAi coil or Ise springs.

b.
=WINNE,

a. MplEl

cl.

//////////////////////////////

1

a/Min

--_



Rego lating *Wag rebound and oonpression le the, 'feat:Lon of 4 shook

absorbers which ii a put of the vehicle enspeneion *yeti.. Munk absorbers

are generally cylindrical, and are equIpped with an aseanbly of valves

springs, and plungers. Identify the shook absorber ih the dia an be3.:44

a.
21.

Stabilizer bars, which keep a vehicle from swaying, are connected to

the front wheel suspension assembly and the front of the vehicle frame, In `

the diagram below, identify the wtabilizer bar,

//////////////////////////////

d

1



22.

The vehicle suspension syetst consists of

b. prings, steering apparatus, frame, and torsion bar.

0. sway bar, torsion bars frame, and stabiliser.

d, springs, shook absorbers, and stabiliser bar.

23.

Springs help support the weight of a vehicle, shock absorbers regulate

the spring rebound and compression, and stabilizer bars keep the vehicle from

swaying excessively. These components make up the suspension system of a

vehicle and collectively are designed to

a. connect the front wheels to the frame.

b. permit the/operlator to have directional control of the vehicle.

c. stabilize the vehicle and aid in steering.

d. keep the vehicle in.level position regardless of load condition.

C.

214.

In order for a vehicle operator to have directional control over a

vehicle it is necessary to have

a. steering system.

b. suspension system.

c. power train.

d. well41igned fruits.

a.

Wir
.413



Shown in tbr aosoMPERViag diAgren

is another 'War of a vehicle. This

system is called the

a. driving system.

steering syitem.

C. turning system.

do operating system.

b.

26.

The operator must have directional control over his vehicle et all times.

The system which permits this directional control is the

a, suspension system.

b. power system.

C. steering system.

d. lighting elitism.

ll/M/M/M/MM/M/ll

C.



A

The pU'ipose of the vehicle steering system is to

'--psattAgis-epozitov irfabiUmiagt-exerca-

stabilise the vehicle under varying load canditi-ons.

c. punnit the whicle to adapt tb road oanditions.

d4 permit tbe operator to have directional oontrol aver the vehicle

//////////////////////////////

4.

28.

The diagram below depicts still another system of a vehicle. iirldalh

vehicle weer' does it Show?

NNW Al ORION

AR 1111rON .106_

a. Staving system.

b. Brake system.

c. Suspension system.

d. Drive spites.

/118/1111/M/H/M/Mall/

b.
1 5 3



So that ths vehicle operator say have rostra over the slowing or stoppi,ng

at a ehicles it is *quipped with a

a.. suspension system,

C. englns eystens
d. bras system.

/11/MIIMIIMM/M/H/ll
d.

Although there are many types, all brake syrtems are designed to

a. elm or stop a moving vehic3a.

b. help steer a vehic3a.

0. aid in vehicle suspension.

d. stabilize a vshicae in motion.

//////////////////////////////
a.

30,

To aoqmeint you with tin major comments of a power train, stuck's the

diagram below to see hoir all comments fit together. Notice particulari4,
how all the components are conrected in series from the engine all the way

to the driving axles.

6.

I.--
_ ...I

ropeller

Differential Shaft

31.

/11/M/M/M/M/M/ll
Oo to the next fro*.

No response zrequrjd pm.



the olutth in a vehicles power train is a friction type connection

between the engine and tle transmission. The purpose of the clutch is to

connect

be the propeller shaft to or trom_tia differmntiele

cc, or disconnect the tranotission to or frau the Altferenttal.

d, or disoonnict the engine to ar frna the treassiewica.

//////#////////a/M//////

d.

33.

Since the clutch in a /vehicles power train Le used to connect and dis.

connect tbe engine frmm the transmission, tb nust be located between tbe

ae transmission and differential,

be engine a4d transmission,

oe tranemission and propeller shaft,

U. propeller shaft and tile differential,

///////////WWWWWW/

b.

34.

Tbe part of the vehicle's power train that is designed to connect ar

disconnect the transmission from the engine is the

a. differential.

b. transmission,

ce clutch.

d, propeller "haft.

a.

35.
When the clutch is engaged by the vehicle operator a oambinatien of

gears are set Sanction. These gears are called the

I. transmission.

be differential,

.o. gear reduction unit.

do spider gears.

'

////////////////////////////f/
a.



*sit tLs *hie]. °putter desires awe galling gmw with less speeds

,

ar vary libtla powerwith high speed, it is neassamioaeleet the proper

transmission leer. T. gear selection le=plished by shilling the trans-

mission gear lever to a desired setting. fat the statements below define

the purpose of * seilsetivs gear asahmicaltrawiastrad
.

a. The transmission otd. of-gur ratty st-thit

diffrential.

b. The transmission provides a mass for ocemeating and disocamoting

the engine fria ar to the diffusible)...

a. The transmlipion provides a ammo ott eamorting or dieconnecting the

propeller shaft to or frmn the differential.

d. The transmission provides fora variety of speed and power :elections.

//////////////////////////////

dip

37.

Selective gear mechanioal transmissions have to be shifted My the vehicle

operator. In vehicles *quipped with automatic transmissions this shifting im

done automatioally and requires thet the operator do nothing except place the

selector lever in a forward or reverse position. In aw case, all transmissionc

are designed to provide a

a. variety of speed and power ratios.

b. variety of differential ratios.

a. connecting and disconnecting point between the transmission and

differential.

d. connecting and disconnecting point between the differential and the

driving axles.

HIIMPH/N/M/H/MM
a.

The driving axles of a vehicle rely on the differential for their source

of power, The differential, then, is designed to

a. deliver power to the driving axles.

b. deliver power to the transmission.

a. deliver power to the propellor shaft.

44 deliver power to the dead =las.

MIIMM/MHUM/M/M/

a.

38.



Study Um diagram below of differential earieftlly, then answer r
wastian'stated balm that diagram.

aummn_

cm%

k

MUM SIMON Wefts, WAIL
WM MOO

CM MIMI NO

allsealmOs
tuisei

SISP,
MOS *Same

Tbe differential in a vabicleta power train is desigemi to

a. connect and dieconnact tbe propellor abaft.

b. =mot or disconnect ths transmission.

a. trannmit power through 900 to the.driving axles.

d. transmit power through 90° to the proreller shaft.

a.

140.

The hood, grille, and inside fender panels of a vehicle body are designed

to house the

a. passenger compartmenb.

b. cargo compartment.

a. power train.

d. ngin.

//////////////////////////////
d.

Mbst vehicles are equipped with plaie to store items 'Maar. not
mormalir carried ia the passenger aonpartairst. This area is enclondbytto

rear.deok lid, inner walla a tbe rear fenders, and contains a spars tire and

'mountings. This area is called ths

a. passenger cemparteant.
b. .engine aospartment.

o. oargo compartmant.

do operator compartment.
MiiiiWWWWW/////////



The winolo of a imblio2a haw a.tiondosy-to plait Atli ricks and other

naterialo from Us rostra": To pingo* idamo'notoriala tan betibutlieauft late

olnaltorlo.lino at vinton and to keip Um Ana bolas Urea at pawing

notoriotop tin vehicle la equipped vith

misdOvs

b
oo

do fenders.

d

Tbe part of a "Phials vbioh has a hoed, grills, doors, windcvs, instrumsmt

panel, vehicle controls, rear dedk lid, spare tire and mountings, ,and fenders

is the

a. passenger compartment.

b. vehicle body.

co cargo cc.tptrtxmnt.

do engine compartment.

,////// ///
b.

/.1.141.11MMIIINMO

Wt.

Anything installed on a vehicle far mere comfort rather than being essea.

tie; to the operation of the vehicle is called an "accessory." Select the

statement below which defines accessariee.

a. Accessories are items such as headlights, tail lights, horns, and

windshield vipers.

b. Accessories are each items as tires, batteries, and fenders.

co Accessories are such items as ashtrars, cigarette lighters, radios,

and heaters.

do Accessories are such items as instruments, gtar shift levers, and

turn signals.

/IIHM/M/H/M////11/////

ao



45
Throughout the satire automotive industry oarbala taw and phrase. have

boss acoliPtOd. Far example: If yoi saythat a pistaa in an swans lue .004

OrieVisok Cloonan IR t aylitudert Use this usamiresist Immo "that faWspeeritiestCaudasimi-Amellisokbast
a. Statements describing general facts or oonditions.

b. Manuals describing general repair instructions.

e. Manuals describing general overhaul instructions.

d. Precise measurementa wades guides to make adjustments.

d.

46.

When you read a repair manual or shop tanual that tells you that the

breaker points in a distributor are set.at .030 of in inch, and tbet spark

plugs are gapped to 028 of an ineh, theme measurements are referred to as

a. specifications.

b. measurements in general.

C. settings in general.

d. calibrations in general.

//////////////////////////////

a,

47.

Specifications are defined as

a. measurements in general.

b. precise and exact measurements used as guides.

c. repair or shop manuals that tell the gap setting for spark plugs,

d. statements describing general conditions and facts about the

vehicle.

b.

Sines beginning this program, you have been devoting most of your tins ana

efforts to learning some of the terminology associated with automobiles in

general. For the next series of frames, you will learn a few of tile items whi

healp,hold this automobile togithir. As you-probabl,ykeow, automotive parts are

sese0amlwith some sort of fastener. There are sifiXfferent types sod
designs of fasteners, so begin by studying same of ;

Go to frame



A stud la a typo of fastener defined as a *Imam thank vith throada
each ezet.* In tha figums show balms identify the stud.

p.

4.010.01. o.

///////////////////////////////
0.

4.

A headless shank with threads an each end is a

a. hex bolt.

b. cap screw.

c. machine screw.

d. stud.

4.

Bolts are rods having a head an one end and threads on the otter end;

nuts are perforated blocks with internal threads. Nuts are designsd to be

screwed onto bolts. Identity the nut and bolt assembly in tta figures below.

a.

COstv E
b. 0.

///////////////////////////////

I

a.

51.



-52.

A rod having a bead an one end aid threads oaths other eml is a

a. stud,

b. some.

c. bolt,

d. rivat.

C.

53.

A perforated blodkwith internal threada is a

a. nat.

b. lookwasher.

c. snap ring.

d. cotter pine.

/////////8/M/////////// //a
a.

54.

A screw is a cylindrical rod having a continuous helical rib. It ia
similar to a bolt except that ths threaded end Ls tapered to fit a tapped
hole. The screw does not require a nut. Screws are used to fasten such
items as

a. engine heads to blocks.

b. sheet metal together.

c. shoes to brake drums.

d, transmission housings.

b.

55.

no diagrams below show some of the types of screws you as.a mechanic
ilmq, be requirmi to use. Stu4y the diagrams carefully so you can readi4
recognize.different types of sorews and screw heads.

Round Bud

te:(1:-.1010.

Socket Bead Pilllater Binding Cross
Bead Bead Bead

1 1';)

//////////////////////////////

Go to next trim.
Is response required here.



tre

Wuhan are menittectured in Various sloes sod shapei. Two of the most

Memnon types *finishers are plain washers and lock washers. Plain washers

Are a solid ring of metal which fozme a seat forth* head of a bolt or mt.

Look mashers ars either a said or broken ring id**, When compressed, prevents

a bolt or mut frma looming, lack washers areAssigned to

Imemint

b. prevent a cotterpin flm slipping.

c. be used the same way as a snap ring.

do do the same job as a stud.

/11/11/M/M/fifillffill/8/

a.

57.

These three types of lockweehers are the met cannon tyTes in use in the

automotive industry. Look at the pictures and familiarise yourself with these

different types of lockwashers.

Types of Lockwsshers

Go on to the next frame.
No response required here.

58.

The diagram below shows a rivet before use and after tt has been used.

Study the diagram carefully and then =ewer the question stated below.

IP I NI
INA VIAMINIA

Which of theses rtatementa is true?

a. -Rivets are a headed shank with threads that must be pressed or beat

into a permanent adherenoy.

b. Rivets are a beaded shank with no threads that are beat or pressed

to farm another permanent head.

c. Rivets are headless shanks which are beaten or pressed into place

and are temporary in nature.

d. Rivets are not strong enough to hold two or more pieces of

material together.

//////////////////////////////

b.



59.

Same 'hafts are mannfiatured with a grooms out around thse6 After all

necessary gears and collars breve been installed an the shaft, a ssepring 111

juperbed in tilsAiroola te imp the eallmr er per in place. Sop we eau say

-thgt'Abs purpose csepts 44-previiik

a. endwise movement of a gear or collar OR a shaft:

b. a shaft from turning after tbe gears have been installed.

c. the gear or collar fron turning after it hes been installed4

d. ndwise movement of a skaft after isurtallation of gears or collars.

/IIMM/HM/MM/Milll
a.

60.

Figure A below shows the Wo tons of snap rliags (external and internal).
Figure B shows an internal snap ring (component #1) which fits into an
internal groove machined Isk one of the other components. An external snap-
ring would fit into a groove on the exterior surface of a component.

radernal Informal

Figure A. Figure B

The purpose of external or internal anaprings is to

a. prevent a shaft or other ccmponent from having endwise movemmt.

b. prevent a shaft or c ollar from turning.

c. prevent a gear !mu taming on a shaft.

d. prevent a shaft or collar frcm moving in any direction.

lliffillill/MM//7/11/11/11

a.



Gotter piss are #7;et of fasteners also, A oottar gala a 'split*

Natal pia which is lasafted in a bola sad them spread apsit, oas bat each

wray. What is the purpose of the (totter pig in the figure ahovn below,

a. To hold the bolt in place.

To_lowiLithLamt tram l000ssizg.

0. To keep the nut from damaging the

bolt threads.

d. To keep the nut fram wobbling and

thereby rainizg the not threads.

Hfillffillffiffill/llfillall

b.,....11=m1.0.1

Metal pine which are inserted in a hole and spread two ways to loselp nuta

from loosening are called

a. snaprings.

b. rivets.

C. eituds.

d. cotter pins.

Threads are measured by their diameter, with the number of threade per

inch determining the thread pitch. The relationship of a bolt or stud ttread

to its counterparts, the nut or tapped hole, refers to ita fit. The three

things that should be known about threads are

a. circumference, angle, and fit.

b. diameter, circumference, andoangle.

c. diameter, fit, and pitch.

d. angle, pitch, and fit.

////////18///////////////////

C.



614.

Whom determining the diameter of a bolt or screw thread, you should
remmiber that you are conommedidtalthe largest part of the threaded area.

,.,?41.81_meesstohat.,threactiteasuregasnteivaboull_be_nadeatthe

a. headless end,

b. first turn of the thread nearest the headless end.

c* last thread nearest the headed end.

d. middle ofthe bolt or screw.

0.

65.

The number of threads per inch of a bolt is determined by use of a screw
pitch gauge. Number of threads per inch refers to the

a, length,

b, diameter.

C. coarseness.

d. pitch.

//////////// //////////////// //
4.

66.

Look at the diagram of the screw pitch gauge as shown below.
blade of the screw pitch gauge fits the
threads of a screw you have determined
the

a. width of threads.

b. coarseness of threads.

c. threads per inch.

d. length of screw.

When the

O.

5,



No,

The batmen:It 'need to check the amber of threads per blob is

a. & ores pitob niometsr.

1101110, _Pita .1111.0

c. an outside caliper.

d. an inside caliper.

//k/////11/1111/11////////ll

b.

"Fit," pertaining to a bolt and nut, simply-suns that the

a. nut and, bolt hove different types of threads.

b. nut and, bolt have tle same size and kind of threads.

0. nut has larger threads than the bolt.

d, bolt has larger threads than the nnt.

//1///////////////////////////

b.

The relationship of the bolt three& to thm nut or tapped holm threads

is the

pitch.

b. fit.

c. diameter.

d. size.

//////////////////////////////

I

b.

68.

69.



70.

Kepi are used to lock gears, pulleys, and collars to shafts. Figure A

a iiwocctruali key. The helfisees ships of the WOedrutf key fits into a

se elettextve AW1- poaftiva -coikollfimAiewssi4
The gear or pulley has a groove wtich fits this exposed portion to keep tbe

keyed components turning together. Study figure Et then Amer the question

telow.

Figure A.

KEY

_
ammi.ok

1
NUT
\ MALEY

0 ARMATURE
SOCKWASMER

Figure B.

In figure 92 when the unit is assembled, which component will be keyed

on the armature shaft?

a. Nat.

b. Lock wager.

c* Pulley.

d* None of the components.

C.

Keys are designed to

a. force a pulley, collar, or gear to turn, with the shaft.

b. force a pulley, collar, or gear to turn independently of the shaft.

c. force a shaft to turn independently of the gear, collar, or pulley.

d bold a shaft in a stationary position.

Hil/W/MWM/HUffillill

&

ZND OF PRCORAM. Consult, your instructor for further instructions.
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Ada programmed text was designed for use in 3ABR47330, Auto-
motive Repairman course. The text was validated in 1964, using 30
students from the subject course. At least 902 of the students used
in lite validation exercise achieved the objectives as stated. The
text. ham been used in several other AOR courses, and has trained
approximately 5,000 students. It is considered to be still valid.
Satisfactory performance is demonstrated by achievement of 852
on a written test.

OBJECTIVES

After completion of this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. Select thi correct name of each type of hammer shown.

2. State the correct use of each type of hammer shown.

3. Identify each type of screwdriver shown.

4 .?.rom a list, select the correct use for each type of
pliers.

5. Match a list of names of wrenches to the wrenches.

6. Identify the names of files.

7. Select the correct use for each type of chisel shown.

8. Select the proper hacksaw blade for any given task.

INSTRUCTIONS

This program presents information in small steps called "frames."
After each step you are asked to select the statemmnt, match items,
or otherwise make some sort of disc,rimination. Use a piece of paper
or a card as a mask to cover the printed material. Slide this
mask down the page until you expose the top of a short row of
slashes (//////////). One small step or "frame" is now exposed.
Read the material presented and make your response as directed by
the instructions. Slide the mask down and compare your answer
with the correct one. If your answer is correct ip on to the
next frame; if you are wrong, read the frame again.

(-0
r.
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Frame 1

Hammon' are tools comaistina.of a head and a handle. Each

Ymwmerr -eint sopoiasit-4N0-4:---1110---mon4 asuehasie ivritrus---Ccrigetettt--

lhe vemrevi hammer for the particular work at hand.

FIASTIC c
OAK

7

Match the hammer shown above the nomenclatures below:

Sledge, hand, double face, 5 lbs.

Hammer, hand, machinist, ball peen, 1 lb.

Hammer, hand, face diameter 1 1/2 inch, screw-in inserted face,

--plastic, 1 1/4 lb.

////////////////////

A

..1.11Emhrm., ,41.
Frame 2

Hammers are generally classified as "hard face" hammers and

"soft face" hammers. Hard face hammers are made of steel. Soft

face hammers have a face made of material softer than steel, for

example:)lead, plastic, and rubber.

Hammers ere further classified according to the weight of the

head (without the handle) and they range from 4 ounces to 20

pounds in size.

Answer eseh of the following statements as either true (T) or

false (F).

Hammer size is determined by the weight of the himmer heed.

Soft faced,hammers are made of steel.
rft

Hard facsd hammers are made of such materials as lead, plastic,

or rubber.

////////////////////



Frame 3

, 131.71.410fituiriitwimunik,..mkgenbcasipatiotiamitiaatilltont
hammers. Read eachltatement and then answer the matChing problem.

1. One of the best general purpose hammers is the ball peen
hammer. The rounded end is known as the "peening end" and is used
by auto mechanics to form gaskets.

2. The soft faced hammers are used where steel hammers might
mar or injure the work.

3. Sledge hammers are used only whore heavy blows are
necessary.

Match each of the hammers in column B with the proper use in
column A.

Column A Column B

Used where heavy blows are required. A. Ball peen hammer.

Used where steel hammers may mar the B. Plastic face hammer.
work.

C. Sledge hammer.
Used for forming gaskets and other
light work.

////////////////////
a
A

Frame 4

Scre4drivers are classified by the types of points they have.
The screwdrivers points are: common, crosspoint, and clutchhead.
Study the illustrations below of the four screwdrivers and then
answer the matching question at the top of the next page using the
letter coded illuatrations below.

G
® all=11;;;=======3

The offset screwdriver has a
sharp band at each end. It
has flat tips.

Everyone is familiar with the
common screwdriver - it has a
flat tip.

The clutchhead screwdriver stands
alone in that it doesn't resemble
any other type.

The crosspoint screwdriver family
includes both the Phillips, and
the Reed 6 Prince types.

////////////////////
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Frame 5

MatCh the items shown in frame 4 rith the nomenchature below:

Vervikftiver-; tip, 114*--tfuth-wraki t1114 4-inth Dan bUdiaT!

Screwdriver, crosspotnt, 6-inch long blade.

Screwdriver, flat tip, offset, 4,1/2 inch long.

Screwdriver, clutChhead, 6-inch long blade.

A

Frame 6

.111MaddWMIIPMEMI.M.Mm.MINNI.11.

A screwdriver is similar to a knife in construcrion in that it
consists of a blade and a handle. Study the drawing below of the

screwdriver and answer the matching question below.

Match the items lettered in the drawing above with the state-
ments listed below:

Tip.

Handle.

Blade.

Dimension used to determine the specified length of a screwdriver.

////////////////////

A



Frame 7

Study the drawings below' and then answer each of the following
statements es---baing-either truar4TY 01-1411e- '

TOO
NAROOW

TOO THIN

///////1/Pag

THICK
ENOUGH

Correct amount of
pressure must be
applied.

/// mfifill

Damage to screwheads and screwdrivers is reduced when the
proper sized screwdriver is used.

It is important that the correct amount of pressure be applied
to the screwdriver when installing or removing screws.

An offset scrcwdriver can be used to remove screws that cannot
be reached by other screwdrivers.

An offset screwdriver has a tip:like any common screwdriver,
except that it has a sharp bend at each end; this is why it
is called "offset" (not in line).

////////////////////
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Frame 8

Match each screwdrLver mimed in Column a wi.th the, prbper item

n-VA4Amen-41,4

Column A

Used in tight qusKters where
other screwdrivers cannot get
at the screw head to be turned.

////////////////////
3

A

Column B

A. Offset screwdriver.

B. Crosspoint screwdriver.

C. Common screwdriver.

D. Clutchhead screwdriver.

Frame 9

Select the correct answer:

The l'emgth of a common screwdriver is determined by the

a. length of the blade.

b. overall length of the screwdriver.

c. length of the handle.

a.

5

P.



Frame 10

Pliers are available in various types and size$ in the mechanic's
tool *3x. 11.11eY -are TO-mart ly- en-eKtens-ton to- the hand and are- Allied-to
hold a material which the hand is not strong enough to grasp tightly.
Pliers are not intended to be used as replacements for wrenches.

The adjustable pliers include: slip-joint pliers, water pump
pliers, and vise gripe.

A. Slip-joint pliers are the
most common type of pliers -
known and used by all.

B. Water pump pliers are the
largest of this group, both
in size and in jaw capacity.

C. Vise grips are technically
referred to as a _form of
wronch.

!(.1(Ch (hC (149/1ri AhOVC with Ow ItomvuclAturc hclow:

rticrs, comlaaaLton slip joinL, 7-inch.

1.4rench, plier, straight jaw, 8-inch.

Pliers, waterpump packing, 10-inch.

MUMMUMM/
A

Frame 11

Water pump pliers were originally designed to tighten water pump
packing gland nuts on cars in the 1920's. They are no longer needed
for that purpose, however, they are very effective as a "large
capacity" holding tool.

Vise grip pliers have a locking device on one jaw. Once adjusted
and "locked on" it's like putting an object in a small vise. (Hence,
the name of vise grip.) This leaves your hands free for other work.

The most commonly used pliers are the slip-joint pliers. They
also serve as a holding implement.

Match the most suitable type pliers to use for each of the
following:

A. Slip-joint pliers.

B. Water pump p7iers.

C. Vise grip pliers.

For general purpse use such as
----Mending, holding, or twisting

wire or metal.

To lock two pieces of sheet metal
together in preparation for
drilling.

For holding large objects like
pi7es.

1'1
A C

,e



Frame 12

Non-adjustable jaw pliers include:
long-nose plieri, and round jaw pliers.

4CArlittioams00;i:

A.

B.

C.

diagonal cutting pliers,
These pliers are all about

As the name implies, the long
nose pliers (sometimes called
needle nose), has the longest
jaws of' the group.

The diagonal cutting pliers have the
shortest jaws (also the sharpest)
of the group.

The round jaw pliers have neither
longest nor the shortest jaws of
this group. However, they do have
the "roundest" jaws - that's right,
just like two of your fingers
side-by-side. NO FLATS at all.

Match the items above with the nomenclature below:

Pliers, diagonal cutting, short nose type, 6-inch.

Pliers, straight needle nose, 6 1/2-inch.

Pliers, round nose, round jaws, 6-inch.

////////////////////

A

Frame 13

rhere is a certain amount of overlap in the uses of some types

of pliers, however, these are designed for specific uses.

1. Pliers with sharp cutting jaws are designed for c.!tting

wire, cotter pins, etc.

2. Pliers w'th long slender jaws are designed to reach into tight

places where the fine:irs cannot be used.

3. Pliers with round jaws are designed

in wire, metal, etc.

Mat.A1 the type pliers most suitable to use with each of the

following:

A. Diagonal cutting pliers.

for forming round designs,

B. Round jaw pliers.

C. Long nose pliers,

To form a small loop on the end
of an electrical wire to place on
a terminal.

To reach into a confined place to
make an Adjustment.

To cut a piece of wire.

////////////////////

A
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Frame 14

The- Aliforeet-usew .for .giera are Iisted-limiColumet:*;ithei.typta-

of pliers are listed in Column B. Match the pliers in Column B with
the correct use in Column A.

Column A

Used for forming small loops in
wire.

Used for
confined
delicate

Used for
remdving

Used for
twisting
(general

holding object* in
places or making
adjustments.

cutting wire and
cotter pins.

bending, holding, Or
metal or wire
purpose uses).

Originally designed for tightening
water pump packings on early auto-
mobiles. Used as a general purpose
holding tool.

Used as a locking device while
working on an object with other
tools.

Column B

A. Slip-joint pliers,

B. Diagonal cutting pliers.

'14

C. Long nose pliers.

D. Water.pump pliers.

E. Round jaw pliers.

F. Vise grips.

////////////////////

A

Continue to next page immediately.

4
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Vrame 15

Wrenches are tools used for tightening or loosening nuts and

bolts,

Included in the classincotion of wrenches are :. open end
wrenches, box end wrenches, adjustAhle jaw wrenches, and the socket

srew wrenches.

Open end wrenches are solid,
nonadjustable wrenches with
open, parallel jaws.

Box end wrenches are solid, non-
adjustable wrenches with the ends
enclosed or boxed in.

Adjustable jaw wrenches are similar
in shape to one end of a regular open
end wTench except that it has
one moveable jaw.

Socket screw wrenches are L-shaped
six sided rods, sometimes referred
to as "Ikeys."

Match the wrenches above with the nomenclature below:

Key, socket head, hexagon, L type handle, 1/4-inch.

W ench, box, angular offset, double head type, 12 point,
7/16 X 1/2-inch.

Wrench, open end, fixed double head, 15 degree angle, 9/16 x 5/8-inch.

Wrench, open end, adjustable jaw, single head, 6 inches long.

A

4



Frame 16

111* CmiTIMPAM ltyps *tof ilatiMsdi should always blec:.used Ass-
tightening or loosening nuts and bolts.

The box end wrenches are well suited for use in close quarters
because their heads are small.

The open end wrenches are used when a box end wrench cannot be
used.

The adjustable jaw wrenches are useful for odd six* nuts. Be-
cause they are weaker than other wrenches they should only be used
where the required torque is not too great.

Internal wrenching bolts and nuts require the use of a socket
screw wrench.

Match the proper wrench to the following uses:

To loosen an internal wrenching set screw. A. Adjustable jaw.

To tighten a nut on an oil line fitting. B. Box end.

To turn a nut in a hard-to-reach place. C. Open end.

Where other available wrenches do not fit D. Socket screw.
the nut to be removed.

////////////////////

A
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Frame 17

Study the sizes of the wrenches shown above: THEN select the

proper wrench to be used for each nut or bolt shown below.

1.

2.

3/4"

3.

////////////////////

1. D
2. B

3. A
4. C

5. D

11



110-14.- of-irrenchee- Wm* IS* VIP/1w ago- histod
in Column B. Match each wrench in Column B with its proper use in
Column A.

Column A

Used on internal wrenching hexagon A.
bolts, plugs, and set screws.

Must be used on gas and oil line
fittings.

Used in hard'to reach'places. It.

completely surrounds the bolt head
or nut to be turned.

Will fit any bolt or nut within its
range and works satisfactorily for
adjustments, or where the turning
effort (torque) is not too great.

C A D

B.

C.

Column B

Open end wrench.

Adjustable jaw wrench.

Socket screw wrench.'

D. Box end wrench.

Frame 19

Match the pliers in Column B with its proper use in Column A.

Column A

Originally designed for tightening A.

water pump packings on cars and used
as a general purpose holding tool. B.

General purpose uses (bending, C.
twisting, or holding metal'or wire.

Cutting wire and removing cotter
pins. E.

D.

A locking device while working on an F.

object with other tools.

Forming small loops in wire.

Holding objects in confined places
or making delicate adjustments.

D, 8, A, E, F,

12

Column B

Diagonal cutting.

Slip joint.

Long nose.

Water pump.

Vise grip.

Round jaw.



Frame 20

Socket wrenrhes are made up of different combinations of parts.

-prodwt- is- -the- rim thb fits- ow the- nut -or---Itott -head,

:itlekOlS AFC detaehablo from the :toeket handlcs by snapntur, them

ON or 011: the handle driven.

trab--04

(not shown in seals)

The ratchet handle has a small
lever on the ratchet handle head
used to slect tho direction
of drive.

The hinge handle has a hinge between
the handle and the socket drive.

The 'T -handle resembles the letter

mr." (A bit on the short and
broad side.)

The speed handle resembles a
crank.

Match the handles illustrated above with the nomenclature below:

Handle, socket wrench, ratchet, 3/8-inch drive.

Handle, socket wrench, sliding T, 3/8-inch drive.

Handle, socket wrench, hinged, 3/8-inch drive, 8-inch 0/a length.

Handle, socket wrench, speeder, 3/8-inch drive.

A



Frame 21

additIva to the tkeekat-hasaini time, ars: socketsi exteustans,
and adapters made in many different sizes to fit specific types of
work.

A.

1/4" Drive
Female End

E.

C .

D .

{TWELVE
GRIPPING
POINTS

Adapters provide the
means for dhanging drive
size 1/4" to 3/8" to
13/8" Drive /2", etc.

Male End

An extension is a bar that extends
the drive length. They come in
many lengths.

The sparkplug holding socket has six
points that fit the sparkplug closely
so that the socket cannot "cock" and
break the porcelain on the spark plug.

Universal joints permit work where a
straight wrench cannot be used.

The socket is what fits on the nut or
bolt. They come in marg, sizes.

Match the items above with the nomenclature below.

Universal joint, socket wrench, 3/8-inch drive.

Socket, socket wrench, 12 point, sparkplug holding, 1/2-inch drive.

Socket, socket wrench, 12 point, 5/8-inch size, 3/8-inch drive.

Adapter, socket wrench, male 3/8-inch square drive, female 1/4-inch
square drive.

Extension, socket wrench, square shape end, 3/8-inch size, 4 inches
long.

C

A

14



Frame 22'

Note: This socket'haa a holdius
device built Leto it.

Ina um

® c/o

Match the items illustrated above with the statements listed

below:

Sparkplug holding socket.

Six point socket.

12 point socket.

Male drive end.

Female drive end.

Extension length.

Standard socket.

Deep socket.

1/2" square drive socket, 3/4" size.

3/8" square drive socket, 3/4" size.

114" square-drive socket, 1/2" size,

The socket required to turn a 3/4"
nut with a 3/8" male drive handle.

////////////////////

A, B, or F

A
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Frame 23

Ammar wick ot-tbaw-lokiwing stexemUketa as eltimir true (T) or
false (F).

The size of socket drives are determined by the dimension of the
square end of the drive and the square hole in the socket.

Due to the various choices of handles, and the variety of drives
and adapters the socket wrench can be used for many different
jobs.

The sparkplug holding socket has a holding device built into it
to grip and hold the sparkplug in the socket so that it will not,
fall out during removal or installation.

The purposa of a wrench is to tighten and loosen nuts and bolts.

The types of sockets are: standard, deep, sparkplug holding and
impact.

////////////////////
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Frame 24

Since 4ockets are detachable from the handles, a variety of handles

aft

The hinge handle is the strongest handle in the tool box and

because of this it is used to break loose stubborn bolts and nuts.

To loosen a nut the handle can be used at right angles to the socket

for a straight pull, as shown in the figure above. If this is not

possible an angled pull may be used. After the nut is loosened the

handle can be moved on its hinge to the vertical position and twisted

by the fingers to remove the nut.

Answer each of the following statements as either true (T) or

false (F).

The hinge handle can be used for a straight (90 degree) pull

if desired.

The hinge handle will provide any angle of pull desired.

Tight or "stubborn" nuts or bolts should be loosened with a

hinge handle.

//WM/WM/MI

101
17 -a-



Frame 25

SOCICET

Figure 1. Use of the Ratchet Handle.

A pawl in the ratchet handle head engages into ratchet teeth.
Pulling on the handle in one direction causes the pull to hold or
to lock the ratchet teeth and turn the socket. Moving theihandle
in the opposite direction causes the pawl to ratchet (slip) and
the handle will back up without turning the socket. Because of this

action the handle can be worked rapidly and the socket doss not have

to be raised off the nut to get another "bite" (see figure 1 above).

LEVER

Figure 2. Ratchet Handle Head.

The handle ratchets in one direction when loosening a nut and in
the other direction when tightening a nut. Ther.4 is a lever on the

ratchet handle head that is used to change the direction of the
ratchet action (see figure 2 above).

i/

Answer the following statements as either true (T) or false (F).

The ratchet handle drives in one direction and slips in the other.

When you can't get a straight pull on a nut, the ratchet handle
will permit an angled pull.

The ratchet handle can be operated without having to raise the
socket off the nut for another "bite."

////////////////////
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Frame 26

,7144_2handla ls shother of the veriout handles use"d fir driving
socke ts . 'The 4744F 'Arrangement maim if ws sib le o apfsly -Finpulforre
with both hands because the drive is in the center. -Another advAtntage
is that tho turning radius required is smaller than that needed with
other hnndles, as shown in the illustration to the left. "R" repre-

sents the radius for the T-handle. "X" represents the radius needed

for another type of handle.

X

_old\\NA\ NNN\\
1 \\\\\\ '

.41-01aummw \
\\
\

-41100CIT
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\-\NNNNN NN'c \ N \NW\ "s. Nr---I
,
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In work areas where there is ro sRace limitation io prevent
the speed handle from being turned a full 40 degrees, it affords

a rapid means for turning a socket, that is, it takes a lot of room

to turn a crank-like tool without skinning your knuckles.

Answer the follorving statemeucs as either true (T) .or false (F).

The speed handle is used where the turning radius is limited-

,
The T-handle is used where the siiimiarc it' not limited.

The hinge handle is used to break bolts and nuts loose.

ratchet handle,drives in ane direction and slips in the

other.

///////1////////////
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MA tthettooll---in--0034111011-1--teth4V-Velic'Ax-Cat A.

Column A
Column B

Used if the socket handle drive isn't A. Socket.
long enough or if the working area
restricts the movement bf tocds. B. Extension.

Used between the socket and the C. Universal joint.
socket handle to reach nuts and bolts
'at various angles.

D. Adapter.

Used to permit the use of a 1/2-inch
drive socket with a 3/8-inch drive
handle.

Used in the required size to fit
directly on the nut or bolt to be
returned.

////////////////////

BCD A
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Frame 28

Match each handle in Col4mn B with the proper use in Column A.

Column A
Column B

When the fast removal or replacement A. T-handle.
of nuts and bolts is required, and
the swing arc is not limited. B. Ratchet handle.

For breaking nuts and bolts loose C. Speed handle.
and permit the freedom of any
angle of pull desired. D. Hinge handle.

To tighten or loosen a nut, without
----having to remove and reposition

the socket on the nut, when dhe
swing arc is limited;

When .the ;timing radius is small or
when a nut or bolt must.be reached
chrough a bulkhead.

////////////////////

.-CDB A
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Frame 29

Match the pliers listed in Column B to the-proper use Xisted

S.

44

Column A Column 3

__ _Used for general purpose uolding, A. Round jaw loners._
behiling,or rwiating.of metal or

-wire. S. Slip-joint pliers.

Used to form small lociis in wire. C. Water pump pliers.

Used for working in confined
places and for making delicate
adjustment,.

D. Long nose pliers:

Used as a general purpose holding
tool for large objects.

////////////////////

B ,A D C

Frame 30

Files are toolb used for cutting, smoothing, or removing small
amounts of metal. They vary in length, shape, and cut of the _teeth.

Match the items illustrated aboveyith the nomenclature given
below:

File, hand, round, bastard, 8-in,:h (rattail file).

File, hand, hall round,.bastard, 8-inch.

File, hand, flat, double cut, coarse, 10.-inch-

t File,Urnd, trianguldr,.single clt, 8-inch.

/!//////////////////

B D A
21
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Frame 31

-====,..ANUMUL11040- A-411107are7W004 iri-the-laustrattana-biaarf -study,
these drawings and then answer the matchidg problem stated below.
Note the wooden handle .6n the file shown on th'e left. Never use a
file without a handle as the tang could be driven intolyour hand.

4..1 I'. /

ft
41.

Match the lettered items in the drawings above with the statements
)3elow:

File length.

File point.

File tang (goes into the
handle).

File edge.

File face.

File heel.

111111111/11111/11/1
X

A B.

Frame 32

File cuts
and then match
description in-

are
sfhirst:d:4:ritUrniolnthe 12% WithStthey ptrIZecrirafwil:gs

Column A.

-Column-A

NNW -

A file with the teeth .g.u.4. deep and A.

far apart.

00UOLE-0117-
,

Column

Coarse grade.file.

B. " SMoOth grade file.
A file with the teeth cut shallow
and close together. C. Single cut file..

A file With two series of.cuts D.. Double cUt
across the face, in two dif-
ferent directions.

A file with only one eriea of cuts
across the face with all cuts parallel
to each other.

11111111;1111/111111

A -B D. C

22
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Frame 33*

Ths following is a list pf general mast for the selection of

laiiitSlawilf-tat-faur-46necia-naiAraltd-thall-anabiztailftr-
question below.

1. Use a coarsetfile for sofi' material.

2. Use a smooth file for-hard material,.

3. Use a found file for enlarging rodhd holes.

4. Use a flat file for a flat surface.

Match the correct use of each file in Column B to the file in
Column A.

Column A

Triangular file,

Flat file.

Column B-
.

A. For generai purpose filing of a
large flat surface.

B. For filing or emlarging a large
Rattail file, round opening. -

Half round file. C. For enlarging small round openings,.

D. For filing small notches ane
straightening burred or damaged
ehreads.

f///////////////////

D A C ,B

Frame 34

The procedure for using a file varies with the work to be accom-
plished and the type of file to be used. However, the general procedure
is as follows: Use a smooa, firm forward stroke to "cut" the material
being filed. Use only enough pressure to keep the file cutting. DO NOT
drag the file during the return stroke or the teeth may be dulled.

Indicate whether each of the following statements are true (T)
or false (F).

The procedure for using a file is the same_for ev'ety job.

The teeth of a file cam be dulled if the file is used improperly.

The procedure for using a file is not the same for everyjob.

In order for the file to cut the material, a lot of pressure must
be applied.

, F T T F

,23
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'- Frame 35

4

_ _41mitifilidiestlmemrstivem theforward !Trfe- win dause the fiie
teeth to slip over the work, resulting id dulled file teeth. Excessive
pressure will overload the file teeth, causing the cut to be lrregulir.

Matth the improper use of a ftle (Column A) to the condition it
will cause (Column B).

Column A

A. Insufficient pressure.

B. Excessive pressure.

COlumn B

pulled -teeth.

Irregular cut.

////////////////////

A B

Frame 36

When a file is used on soft metal, such as lead, the file should
be dragged on the regurn stroke, as this tends to help clean the teeth.
Normally a file card is used to clean the, file as illustrated below.

MUM/WM/MI
No response was required,
Proceed to the next frame.

24



Frame 37

ch tht itiaskin Calms* B with the 4orrihet.Aitte in Calton A.

CoitunA A

Used to turn a socket when the
.turning radius is small.

/Used when a,socket drive is not
long enough.

Used between a 3/8-inch socket
drive handlt and a 1/2-4.nch
drive socket.

Used in the socket drive to
roach nuts and bolts at angles.

column

A. "Universal. joint.

B. T -handle.

C. Extension,

D. Adapter.

B C D'A

Frame 38

P

Select the correct answer to the following:

Socket drive size refers tothe

A. length of the handle.

B. diameter of the sockets.

C. dimension of the equrre hole in the socket and the
square end of the drive.

////////////////////

Frame 39

Select chlk correct anwwer to the following:

The kinds of sockets are called

A. standard, deep, sparkplug holding, and impact.

B. shallow standard, and sparkplug holdiag.

C. box, open end, and adjus.tible jaw.

////////////////////

A
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Frans 40
A I

Thercoldhchlsel, derivei Its name trom the fact fhat it can be used
To cut "cold" metal (without first softening the me91,-by heating).
CAisels Ale made in,a variety of shapes, suited foedifferent types of
work. The figure below illustrates three types of aisels. Match the
itdms below with the correct nomenclature.

3"A

4:11:4;MIEWEMOND

(i)

,Chisel, cold, hand, 3/4-inch wide cut, 7 inches long.

Chisel, cape, hand, 3/8-inch wide cut.

Chisel, diamond point, hand.

////////////////////

,C A

Frame 41

Match each chisel in

Column A

11.=1,

0.111111

To cut narrow
grooves in natal.

To cut "V"
grooves in
metal.

To cut the-
heads off
rivet's.

Column B with the

011111,

correct use in Column A.

Column-B

cip Cape chisel.

SI,



Frail* .42

The chisel at th,elieftiscbadlymushroome$
The one is the rester is shghtly mush-
roomed Both chisels phould be dressed
untiI tn- the condition shown at the right

Hammering OR 4 chisel causes

-1.-IWAlkid=taiteg
figure to the left). A chisel in
thin cnnditinn should not be used
becnuse the bentover 'dotes are
likely to 'reak off and injure
someone.

1--

Answer the following statement as
being either true (T) or false (F)

A chiser-with a mushroomed
°head should be dressed an a
grinding uheel to remove all
cracks and rolled over edges.

////////////////////

Frame 43

,N,wwWmpl

Match each chisel in Column B with the correct use in Columm A,

Column A

Used to cut off rivet heads; cut
sheet metal, and to split.nuts.

Used for cutting narrow grooves
in metal.

Column B

A. Flat chisel.

B. Cape chisel.

C. Diamond point chisel.

Used for cutting "V" grooves
and .squaring corners in metal.

/////////////;//////

A B

PROCEED TO NEXT FRAME IMMEDLATtl..
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Frame 44

?undue are mid* of _Ow easte_vater.14.1-414---resteireTtiwitepticer*---tk)- tour . wOfk-tor Which thay are best suited depends
upon their shape. The illustrations below and the descriptions show
three types of punches.

Clic venter pnneh (las a

AhArp "potnted" end.

A.

The pin punvh lum a

MIA-MO!. point.
drlii plinth hiss a

. tapered point.

sbi t

March the items illustrated above with the nomenclature listed below:

Punch, center, solid, .3/8-inch diameter:

Punch, drive pin, straight point 1 1/2-inch ling, 5/32-inch diameter.

Punch, drive pin, taper 1 1/2-inch long.

A

Frame 45
....1101

Match each pounch listed in Column B with the correct use shown
in Column A.

Column A

Aligning parts for assembly.

Driving rivets or bolts out
of holes.

To mark the locations of holes
to be drilled.

////////////////////
A

28

Column B

A. Pin punch

B. Drift punch

C. Center punch



Prams 46

Match each pudch listed in Column A with the correct ufie listed

a

Column A dolumn B

Used to align the bolt holes of A. Center punch.
parti for assembly.

B. Drift punch.
Used to mark the location of
holes to be drilled. C. Pin punch.

Used to drive out bolts or'
rivets from holes.

/;//////////////////
B and/or C A C

Frame 47

Match each tool in Column A with the proper use in Column A.

Column A Column A

For driving bolts or rivets out A. Pin punch.
of hales,

B. Flat chisel.
FoF markihs the location of

-----holes to be dr4lltd in metal. C. Drift punch.

To align bolt holes of parts D. Diamond point chisel.
for assembly.

E. Center punch.
For cutting "V" grooves in

F. Cape chisel.metql.

For cutting narrow grooves in
vocal.

For cutting the heads off rivets'
ani for splitting nuts.

C and/or A D F

29



Frame 48

Select the correct answer:

Chisels and punches that have become mushroomed should be

A. used.

B. thrown away.

C. dressed on a grinding wheel.

////////////////////

Frame 49'

.60,

Match the items in Column B with the nomenclature listed in Colunn A.

Column A

Shears, metal.cutting, hand,
straight, 12 1/2-inch o/a.'

Frame, hand, hacksaw, adjust-
able, 3 5/8-inch throat, 8,
10, 12 inch blade capacity.

A.

B.

Column

////////////////////
-B

'Frame 50'

....M.,=4.111.044.1.1.

Match the items lettered in the drawing on the right with the

(1)
parts of the hacksaw as listed on the left.

Frame.

Handle...

Blade.

III11111111111111111

a

$

1.
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Frame 51

RAcksaw blades_are replaceable-in the saw
tram imit-tte, frants_ars adjustablit to take,

-viretilthr-Irilarliptetru' AllivaTivtrvirto-the
right illustrates the correct way to mount
a blade in the frame.

When using the hacksaw, pressure should always be applied on the
forward stroke. This is necesgary because the cutting teeth of the
hacksaw blade point forward. The teeth do not cut on the back stroke,
therefore pressure should not be applied during the back 'stroke.

Answer efeh of the following statements as either true (T) or
false (F).

When using a hacksaw, pressure is applied to the saw on the forward
stroke only.

Hicksaw blades are replaceable.

A itacksaw frame Ls adjustable for different blade lengths.

Hacksaw blades Are installed in the frame with the teeth pointing
backward (toward the handle).

////////////////////TTTF
Frame 52

/mar

The drawings below illustrate the principles involved in selecting
hacksaw blades that are the most suitable for a job. Study the drawings
carefully and then answer each of the following statements as being
either true (T) or false (F).

-Mir NO' "'lir
TEETH TOO SMALL TEETH

NO CHIP To0 COARSE
CLEARANCE STRADDLES
TEETH CLOS WORK

WRONS

COARSE TEETH TWO OR MORE
AMPLE CHIP TEETH ON
CLEARANCE METAL

RISHT

Hacksaw blades are available with different numbers of teeth per
inch. '

When cutting thin materialsswith 4 hacksaw a large,toothed hacksaw
blade should be used.

When cutting large stock with a hacksaw a small toothed.hacksaw
--blade Should be used.

////////////////////

'F F
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Frame 53 .

Mblifeh the Items listed in Column B with thuuscs listed in Column A.

Column AI

Used for sawing metal.

Used for cutting sheet metal
ind similar materials.

////////////////////

1 41I ... M=
Frame 54

Column P

A. Tin snips.

B. Hacksaw.

A

Answer each of the following statements as "being either true (T)
.or false tr.'

When cutting a piece of tubing with a hacksaw you should use a
mall toothed blade.

When cutting a large bolt with a hacksaw you should use a large
toothed blade.

Hacksaw blades should be installed in the saw frame with the teeth
pointing toward the handle.

Hacksaw blades are available with different numbers of teeth per
inch.

Frame 55

Answer each of the following statements as either true (T) or
false (F).

Tools should be kept clean and in good state of repair.

Moving parts .of tools should be oiled periodically.

Always select the right tool for the job. 0

Tools should be wiped clean with a rag when you are through
using them.

T T T T
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Study Guidei and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC)
for student us* in ATC courses.

6

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit of instruction or
makes assignments for you to rent in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achieve the learning
objectives of the unit of instruction. Knowledge acquirkit from using the study.guide will help you perform
the missions or exercises, solve the problems, or aneiver questions presented in the workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) cor.Lains both SG and WB material under one cover.
The two training publications may be combined when the loVB is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for training
purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications.

FOREWORD

This program was validated in 1964 by 30 students enrolled in the
3ABR47330 course at Chanute AFB. The text has trained approximately
3,000 students since 1964 and is considered to be valid.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this programmed text you will be able to accorplish
the following objectives with 80% accuracy.

1. Name the tools used to cilt-threads in a drilled hole.

2. Name the tool used to cut threads on round metal stock.

3. Name and describe the tool used to install and remo4e studs.

4. State the purpose of an impact wrench.

5. Name three types of torque wrenches.

6. Name the main parts of an electric drill.
e_

7. Name the main parts of a bench grinder.

0) ;
4.4
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Frame 1.

4 I
"Coarse " "fine," and "extra fins" are descriptive terms that tell

the mechanic which bolt"-to order for a specific,job. Another descrip-

tive phrase is "number of threads per inch." The number of threads

per inch an a 'bolt varies with the purpose of the bolt.

QUESTION 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?,? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Circle the letter below whic# identifies a true statement in the ?

list given

a. The number of threads per inch is determir d by the diameter
of the bolt.

b. The purpose for which the bolt is eo be used determdnes the ?

number of threads per inch.

c. The length of the bolt determines the number of thread.s per

inch.

r) 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 9 7 9 9 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? ?

NOTE: IF TOU ARE LOOKING FOR THE CONFIRMATION, IT WILL BE FOUND AT THE
TOP OF THE NEXT FRAME ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SHEET.

The figure below illustrates three bolts of the same diameter.
One has coarse threads, one has fine threads, and one has extra fine
threads. In the spaces providedwrite in the words which describe
each of the bolts.

a.

N/0.0e.. b.

golimply

C.

:2



Frame 2.

f

/,
swers for Frame 1:

'Question 1. b.

a. coarse b. fine c. ertra fine

AMINMP

...EMI..PININmomm11

The tool used to cat threads'on round metal stock is called a
"die." Since each size and type df thread requires the use of a
specific die, they are made with a Standard outside.dimension in order
to fit into ane common handle. There are four cutting edges on the
inside which cut the threads. Most dies are made with a split side
and an adjusting screw which compensates for wear.on the cutting
edges.

In the accompanying figure, identify the
split side, the adjusting screw, and the
cutting edges. Write in the correct names
in the spaces provided.



Answers for Frime 2:

a. cutting edges.

b. -"split side .

c. adjusting screw.

11111=11=1.01,1416.111

Frame 3.

.1.1=111PINIMINOMMEMIMININIMMIIMPIIMMINIMEMI

We have said that dies are made with a standard outside diameter eo
that they may be used with a common handle. This handle is called a -
"die stock." It is constructed Ath a round center portion to receive
the die, and a thUmb screw is threaded into this portion to mate. with
a recess in the die to prevent the die from turning in the stock.
There are two handles with knurled grips to turn the die on the round
metal stock to be threaded. In the illustration below, note the
variout features just described.

7

Just-as dies are used to cut threads an the outside of a bolt, so
must some means.be proVided for cutting threads inside a drilled hole.
The tool used for this purpose is called a "tap.7--Tgre are three
types of taps: the tapered tap, the plug tap, and the bottoming tap.



? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? / ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ?

? Circle the letter below that identifies the true statement.

a. Tapered taps are used for cutting threads in tapered holes.

b. If the drilled hole is too small; a tapered tap will enlearge

it.

c. Tapered taps are used for starting the threads in a drilled ?

hole.
'?

? ? 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 /

In the accompanying figure, the three 7tywilles of taps are pictured.

Note that the tapered tap has a very gradual taper for cutting threads
by removing small bits of metal with
each cutting surface. The plug tap
has a very abrupt taper. It is de-
signed to follow the tapered tap
and thus will find the threads
already partially cut. The bot-

toming tap is designed to cut
threads all of the way to the bot- RUG TAP

tom of a blind hole so it has no
taper at all.

Amp

TAPER TAP

111111111 I I

BOTTOMING TAP

QUESTION 3.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Which tap is used to start the threads in a drilled hole?

? ANSWER:

7 ? 7 7 ? 7 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 91/-9 9 9 9,47/1

9 9 17 9 9 9 9

?



knswere to irevious questions:

2. c. (Tapered taps are used for starting threads.

3. taper tap.

14eV
--Frame 5.

Sometimes it is necessary to cut threads inside a "blind hole" (One

that is drilled into an otherwise Solid piece of metal but does'not go
all of the way through it) . In such cases, after starting the threade

with tkie tap, we use a "plug" tap to cut all.but the

last few threads in the blind2hole.

QUESTION, 4.

? ? 9 '7 / 7,9 7 '7 / 9 9999? 999 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Circle the letter in front the true statement.

a. Taps are used to cut threads inside a drilled hole.

b. Taper taps are used for'starting the threads inside a drilled ?

hole.

c. Piug taps are used for cutting 411 but the last fewAhreadS
in a blind hole.'

d. All of the above statements are correct.
, ?

? '7 9 9 '7 '7 '7 7 '7 9 9 9 7 9 9 '7 / / '7 '7 ? 9 9 ? '1 '7 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Prase 6.
.

Answers for Frame 5:

tapered

Question 4. d. (All the statements are tr(ie)

Since the,iise of taps may be new to you, perhaps it would be help-
'ful to perform an additional exercise on the use of them. Fill in the
blanks below.

a. Taper taps are used to

b. Plug taps dm used to

c. Bottoming taps are used to

4

IP



Answers for Frame 6:

a. Taper tcps are used the start the threads in a hole.

b. Plug ts are used to cut ail but the last few threads in a
b 1ind b.ól..

(/

c. Bottoijng taie are used to cut threads to the bottom of a

blind hole .

NE111..1.11.1WmWM=MMIii,

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 1 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?

SW TEST

As a review, answer the following questions, then ckeck with the

answers given an the top of the next frame. If you did not answer all?

of the questions correctly, go back to that part of the prqgram where

the material was covered, review .tbe material, correct your mistake, ?

awl slit then proceed with the program.

QUESTION 5.

QUESTION 6.

QUESTION 7.

QTESTION 8.

The number of threads per inch on a bolt varies

with .

The tool used to cut threads inside a drilled hole is ?

called a

The tool used to start the threads inside a drilled
hole is a

The tool which cut threads to the bottom of blind hole ?

is a

WESTION 9. The tool which cuts threada on the outside of a bolt

is a

QUESTION 10. The handle for the tool in Question # 5 is called a
4

. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 ? I 9-1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9



Tram 8.

JL

Answers to $ELF UST:

5. purposs of the bolt.
6. tap.

7. taper tap.
8. bottoming tap.
9. die.

10. die stock.

In addition to knowing the type of tap to be Used in a given sit-
uation, it is also necessary to know the correct size. Taps are sized
according to the size of the bolt that will screw into the finished
threaded hole. This bolt size, then, is determined by the diameter
of the bolt and the number of threads per inch.

QUESTION 11.

9 ? ? 9 ? ? 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 ? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ?. ? ? ? ? ? ?

Circle the correct statement below.

a. Taps are sized according to the size of the drilled hole.

b. Taps are sized according to diameter and length of the
threaded part.

c. Taps arksized according to the length and number of threads
per inch.

d. Taps are sized according to diameter and number of threads
per inch.

? ? ? ? ?. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Answer to Question 11: d.

QUESTION 12.

AnowlIIMMiro10,0011ml

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Once mere! How is the size of the tap determined? (Write your

answer in the blank spaces provided below.)

=100111111116MINIIMM
IMEM~MWM.111M,'

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Sometimes the threads an a stud or bolt become partially damaged

and a replacement is not readily available. To repair the threads, so

that a nut may be installed, a tool called ths "thread restorer° is

used. This tool is dhaped very much like a file but the teeth are

spaced to correspond with the threads on a bolt or stud. The extent

of damagb, amount of torque an the bolt, and whether or not it is a

critical. Installation are ill determining factors on whether to use

the thread restorer or replace the bolt.

QUESTION 13.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? / 9 9 / 7 7 *7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?

Circle the letter in front of the correct statement below.

? a. Slightly tdamaged threads may be repaired with a file.

b. Slightly damwd threads may be repaired with a thread
restorer.

? c. Slightly damaged threads alms require replacement of the

bolt.

d. A threa4Trestorer 3hould never' be used.

? ? ? ? ?'? ? ? //? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7
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Frame 10.

Answers to previous questions:

12. The site of a tap is determined by the'diameter and the
number of threads per inch.

13. b. (Slightly damaged threads may be repaired with a
thread restorer.)

A stud is a bolt with threads an both ends. It has no head, there-
fore it requires-a special tool to remove or install it. As you will
note from the accompanying illustration, a
typical stud has an unthreaded portien in
the center. Thii unthreaded portion is the
area used4ohen installing or removing a
stud. Thestool which is used for installing
and removing studs will be shown in the next frame of this program.

'41
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Frame

Studs are bolts with threads on both ends.. They are often used in
various parts of automobiles. Because they have no head they are
more difficult to install or remove than are bolts with heads. A

special tool, celled a stud
wrench, hss been devised to
install or remove studs with
minimum damage to the stud. 0
The stud wlench is designed
to fit most common sizes of a
studs.

Irrn.

a,.

4

In the figure shown above, identify the eccentric-mounted gripping
cam, the drive adapter, and the stud receiver. Label the parts of
the drawing in the spaces provided below.

a.

b.

C.



Frame 12.

Answers to Frame 11:'

a. gripping cam.

b. drive adapter.

c. stud receiver.

Many parts of automobiles
and trucks, as well as other
mechanical devices, are secured
with nuts and bolts which are tight-
ened to a very high torque value. Since
these parte have to be removed occasionally,
a tool which multiplies the strength of the
mechanic was required. One such tool is the
immact wrench. It is a great time-and-labor
saver when used to remove a series of nuts and
bolts. The accompanying figure depicts a typical
impact wrench.

110

QUESTION 14.

? Circle the correct statement belaw.

a. The impact wrench is used solely for hammering.

b. The impact wrench multiplies the strength of the mechanic.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ?'? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? ?-? ? 7 7 ?'? 7 7 7 ? 7 7 ? ? 7 7 ?
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Answer to Question l4: b was the correct choice.

The impact wrench may be used in many applications with any of the
'drives, extensions, or fittings used with the socket set. Probably
the most common use of the impact wrench is for removing and instal-
ling aato and truck wheel lug nuts. The wrench can be used for either
left-hand or right-hand operatign,by merely turning a switch or /ever.
The impact wrench also incorporates an'adjustable torque-setting fit-
ting to prevent over-torquing the nut or bolt being installed.

QUESTION 15.

? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 ? '7 '7 ? ? ? ? ? '7 '7 ")

? Which of the following statements are correct?

a. Impact wrenches are for right-hand use only.

b. Impact wrenches may be used in either right or left hand
operation.

c. There is a torque-setting adjustment an impact wrenches.

d. The operator must be careful not to over-torque a nut or bolt.



Frame

w.

Answers to Question 15: b and c are both correct statements.

Impact wrenches may be driven be either air pressure or electric-

ity. Because of the extreme.pressures that can be applied with the

impact wrench, it is advisable to use heavy-duty, -thick-wailyd, six-

point sockets with them. The ordinary twylve-point 'Sockets are

easily split by the heavy vibration of the impact wrench. Special

impact wrench sockets are avglIable and'can also be used.

QUESTION 16.

9 9 ? 1 9 ? / '7\ ? 9 9 9 '7 4747 9 9 9 '7 '? "7 ? ? ? 9 ? 9 9 '7 9 9 9 / 9 /

? Which of the following statements is.correct?

a. Impact wrenches are operated by air pressure and hydraulic

pressure.

b. Vacuum pressure and electricity are used to operate the impact

wrench.

c. Electricity and air rressure are the two methods of operation.?

d. Electricity and hydraulic pressure are used to aperate the

impact wrench.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

rl ,
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Answer to Question 16: c. was the only correct statement.

.=,..mmislwa.11.11.=111.1111.40.=1.=11..M

QUESTION 17.

9 9 "7 9 ? 9 ? ? ? 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? 9 '7 ? 9 '7 9 ? ? ? ? 9 9 /

? The correct sockets to be used with the impact wrench are the

a. four-point socket or a special socket.

b. six-point socket or a special socket.

c. eight-point socket or a special socket.

d. twelve-point socket or a special socket.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

..4.4444404

Whenever two pieces of metal are bolted together, a specified

amount of "torque" or twisting force is designated for the bolts.

This "torque" is measured in inch-pounds if the force is light or if

the bolts are of small diameter. To que is measured in foot-pounds if

the force is great or if the bolts ar- of large diameter.

qUESTION 18.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9

Which of the following statements,are correct?

a. Torque is measured in pounds per square inch.

b. The hyphenated word "inch-pounds" is uied to

c. When torque is large, the proper designation

d. Torque is measured in pounds per square foot.

'7

designate torque.

is foot-pounds. ?

? ? ? ? ? ? 99 9 9 ? ? 9 99 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 16.

Answers to previous questions: '

17. b.

18. b. and c. are both correct statements.
=Mb

Early attempts to measure the torque being applied to a bolt in-
cluded the use of a spring-type scale attached to a handle of pre-
determined length, such as 12 inches. Since this was a cumbersome
device, a special wrench utilizing a socket drive, a handle with
predictable bend characteristics, a pointer, and a gradiated scale
was devised.

.=1

In the figure below, a torque wrench of the type described above
is illustrated. In the spaces pi4ovided below, identify the handle,
socket drive, pointer, and graduated scale.

#a.

c.

b.

4



Frame 17.

Answers to Frame 16:

a. socket Idrive.

b. pointer. '

c. graduated scale.

Another design used in earlier torque wrenches is that shown in the
figure below. This design Incorporated a dial tadicator calibrated in
inch-pounds or foot-pounds of torque. This design protected the
vital parts from damage, but it was no more satisfactory than the
simpler type because the enclosed linkage became loosened through
constant usage and was inaccurate.

b.

ac$

Using the figure above, identify the socket drive, the dial indi-
cator, and the handle.

a. mmanallIOMW1.11.41111110..1114MMIMMIN11IM

b.

C.



Frame 18.

MM.

Answers to Frame 17:

a. socket driv4.

b. dial indicator.

c. handle.

Both of the torque wrenches mentioned previously must be read While
the socket or.adapter islDeing turned. This is often unhandy because
of the location of the bolt being tightened, poor lighting, etc. For
this reason, as well as the fact that constant use caused the earlier'
types to become erratic, a new type of wrench was developed. This
type is called a "breakaway" torque wrench. One model of the break-
away torque wrench is shown in the figure below.

AN,



The breakaway torque wrench is so named because it gives a slight
"break" or slip when the preset torque value is reached. This feature
allows for use of the wrench in any position or under.any lighting
corldition and it insures accurate torque application. The wrendh
does not actually "break alimy" from the nut or but; rather, it slips
just enough to allow the operator to feel and hear a "click."

QUESTION 19.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? ?

? Circle the letter in front of the true statement below.

a.- All torque wrenches are easy to use.

b. The dial-indicating torque wrench is the most accurate.

c. The breakaway type torque wrench can be used in,any position. ?

d. The pointer-graduated scale type torque wrench is the most ?

accurate.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



frame 20.

Answer to Question 19: C.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?

SELPITEST

The following questions are designed to kelp you review the infor-
/ mation giren up to this point concerning torque wrenches. Write your
answers in the spaces provided.

20.

21.

22.

23.

? 24.

?

How is torque measured?

?

What three types of torque wrenches have been mentioned?

AND

What is one advantage of the later tyjoe torque wrenches? ?

'?What parts are common to all torque wrenches?

'?

Why must torque wrenches be used?

N

? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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Frame 21.

Answers to-SELF TEST questions:

20. Torque is measured in dinfch-pounds or foot-pounds.

21. Pointer and graduate4 scale, dial indicating, and breakaway.

22. It can be used IA any position andin any light.

1,23. Socket drive, indicator, and handle.

1.24. To insure that the corripct mount of force is applied to
EACH nut or bolt.

41.0.1011."

The_ older types of torqup wrenches, such as the pointer-and-seale
and the dial-indicating,are atill.in use In some shops. However, the
Air Force has declared them to be obsolete for aircraft use so it is
safe to assume that theiwill be discarded by other activities as well.
On the other hand, the breakaway type'torque igrench has received
almost universal acceptance because of its accuracy and reliability.

QUESTION 2

? ? ? 9 9

Circle the letter in front of the correct statements below.

kll types of torque wrenches are accept3ble for Air Force use.
?

a.

b.

?

c.

7

d.
?

? ? ? ? ?

V

?
Only the breakaway type torque wrench has universal

acceptance. N .

?

The breakaway torcrie wrench is more accurate and reliiTe
,,.

than the others. ?

The dial-indicating type torque wrench is less susceptible to
damage. ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

r)



Frain 22.

Answers to Question 25: b. and c. are the cbrrect statements.

Since the breakaway torque wrench is the one most commonly used. we
will concentrate an learning more about it. Unlike the pointer-and-
scale, or the the dial-indicating torque wrenches, which mist be read
while in use,'the breakaway type wrench is preset to the desired torque
to be applied. In the illustration below, note the various parts
which, along with the socket drive, make up the wrench.

LOCK

SHAFT

"a I

GRIP

111

QUESTION 26.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? There are two scales which must be used to set the torque on the
wrench. One scale is located on the shaft and the other scale is an

? the

? ?

a
? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 9



IPESTION 27:

By refErence
on the shaft is

? pounds if eit is

a. 25.
b. 50.
c. 75.
d. 100.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ? ? ?

to the figure in Frame 22,
stamped in increments of
a heavy-duty wrench).

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

you can see that the
inch-pounds (or

scale ?
foot,

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?- ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

QUWTION 28 .

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? By reference to the figure in frame 22, you can see that the scale ?
an the grip is stamped around the grip and reads from 0 to 49. One

? full turn of the grip would give an increase (or decrease) of ?

inch-pounds (or foot-pounds).
? ?

a. 25.

? b. 50.

C. 75.
d. 100.

'?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

)

".



Frame 214.

kmawers to previous questions:

27. b.

28. b.

The breakaway type
to insure accuracy in
dwri:e, which an some
grip and in others is
the shaft. In either
the wrench is in use.

torque wrench incorporates an additional feature
applying torque to a bolt. This is a locking
wrenches is turned to affect the loak on the
slid along the grip to engage a pawl or slot in
case, the grip is prevented fran turning while

QUESTION 29.

? 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Circle the letter in front of the correct statements below.

a. All torque wrenches contain a locking device.

'?

b. All types of torque wrenches are acceptable for Air Force use.?

c. Only the breakaway types of torque wrenches have a locking
feature.

d. The pointer-and-acale and the dial-indicating types
'obsolete for aircraft use.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

are



Answers to Question 29: c. and d. are the correct statements

Torque wrenches are handled like precision instruments in the Air

Force. This includas storage in a separate container and regular,

frequent calibration. Torque wrenches which are used on aircraft, and
other critical equipment, are calibrated every )D days. At the time

of calibration a dated date is fastened to the torque wrench to remind

the mechanic of the next due date for calibration. In the drawing

below, note the placement of the dated tape.

\--DATED TAPE

QUESTIOV 30.

p.

7

Circle the letter in front the the correct statements below.

a. Torque wrenches may be handled like other tools. ?

b. Torque wrenches are date-taped to insure calibration at the

proper time.
?

c. The dated tape on a torque wrench tells when it was purchased.,

d. Torque wrenches must be treated like precision instruments.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9 9 9 17 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 ? ?



Frame 26.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
SELF TEST

? Answer the following questions an torque wrenches then check your 9
responses with those given on the next page. Careful, now, no fair .

npeekinn 1

'?

? 31. Why are torque wrenches used?

?

32. Which torque wrenches are considered obsolete?

'?

? 33. How is torque measured?

314. How much is the torque increased by turning the grip one complete
turn?

35. What feature prevents the torqae value of the wrench from
changing?

'?

36. Why is a dated tape attached to a torque wrench?

44,

? 37 Where are torque wrenches kept?

38 . Haw often are torque wrenches calibrated?

39. How does the operator know when the proper torque is reached
when using the breakaway-type torque wrench?

9 140. Name two parts common to all torque wrenches?
'?

/
/ I

-,



Frame 27.

i6;4ers to SELF TEST questions:

51. Torque wrenches are used to insure-the application of an
exact force.

32. The pointer-and-scale and the dial-indicating types are
considered to be obsolete.

33. Torque is measured in inch-pounds or foot-pounds:

14. One complete turn of the grip increases (or decreases) the
torque 50 inch-pounds.

0,
35. The breakaway torque wrench has a lock which prevents the

torque from obanging.

36. To indicate when the wrench was last
mind the operator when it is due.

37. Torque wrenches are kept in separate

damage.

38. Torque wrenches are calibrated every 30 days.

calibrated and to re-

containers to prevent

39. When using the breakaway torque wrench, a "click" will be
felt and heard.

40. The two parts which are common to all torque wrenches are
the socket drive and the handle or the grip.

If your answers do not agree dith these in fact (your wording may
be slightly different), review the portion of this program whidh covers
the questions you missed before proceeding with the next portion of the
program.



Frame 28.

N

One of the most usefal tools available to the mechanic is the elec-
tric drill. Theprincipal use of the electric drill is for boring or
drilling holes in metal. Drills commpnly used in the shop are of the
1/4 tnch, 3/8 inch, or 1/2 inch capacity It is never advisable to
exceed the rated capacity of an electric drill. Such a practice
usually results in burning up the drill motor. For ihop use, harden-
ed steel drill bits are used with the electric drill. As you'can see
from the picture below, the main psrts of the portable electric drill
are the motor, chuck, handle, trigger, trigger lock, and chuck key

QUESTION 41.

? Circle the letter before the correct statement below.

a. The best tool for drilling holes in metal is the electric drill?

b. The capacity of an electric drill should never be exceeded.

c. Hardened steel drill bits are best for use with the electric
drill.

d. All of the above statements a-e true.

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 '7 9 ? 9 9 ? 9 '7 ? ? '7 9 9 9 ?



Answer to Question 41: d. was the beat choice of answers.

Another power tool found in most shops is the bench grinder. A
typical bench grinder is shown in the illustration below. Note that
the main parts of the bench grinder are the stand, motor, grinding
wheels, work rest, mid eye shield. The grinding wheels should always
be checked for cracks before starting the motor.

EYE SHIELD

MEDIUM WHEEL

WORK REST

FINE WHEEL



Frame yo.

catiar
The bench grinder operates most efficiently at maximum RPM. Ex-

cessive pressure an the grinding wheel causes the motor to overheat
and the metal being sharpened to burn. The grinding action is the
result of friction-between the wheel and the metal;'so the faster the
rotation of the grinding wheel, the greater the friction.

QUESTION 42.

99 999 99999 99 /99 99 99999 9 ?911119119 999
? Circle the letter in front of the correct statement below.

9
a. Pressing hard on the grinding wheel increases its efficiency. ?

b. Too much pressure an the wheel will cause the metal to ',urn. 1

c. If the motor turns too fast, it will overheat.

d. Friction helps cool the metal.

99979 /999 9 979 9 99999 99999 99999999999

knswers to Question 43: b., 2., and d. are all correct statenents



The bench 'grinder uSually has two stones or wheels; one made of

fine grit and the other of coarse grit, which grit is held together

by a strong adhesive. An electric motor (usually rated at 1/2 horse-

power) tufts the stones at a high rate of speed. The material to be

sharpened, smoothed, or reduced in size is held on the tool rest and

pressed wgainst the rotating stone.

QUESTION 43.

7 7 9 1 ? 9 9 9 9 9 a, 9 1 9 7 9 9 ? 9 IT a, 1 '7 9 1 / 1 9 9 9 9

Circle the letter in front of the correct statement(s) below.

a. Grinding wheels are cut out of solid stone.

b. Bench grinders are used to dharpen chisels, punches. and drill

bits.

9, .

c. The material to be "ground" is pressed against the rotating ?

wheel.

d. The stones are turned at a high rate of speed
'?

Note: Refer to the bottom-of Frame 30 to find the answer(s) to the

question lbove.
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1. Match a,list of measuring tools with a list of their proper uses.

2. Identify the unit of measurement for each of a list of gages.

3.- Match a list of decimals with a list of words which describe the
numbers.

4. From a list, identify the partivof a micrometer.

5. Record the correct measurements shown on a drawing of two steel
rules.

6. Match a list of measuring tools with a list of correct names.

7. Record the correct readings of four micrometers, from drawings.
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V

The five parts common to all outside micrometers are: frame; awril;

barrel; spindle; and thiable. '

The half-moan shaped part_q, the micrometer is the frame.

The non-movable measurinCsurface is the anvil.

The extension connected to the opposite end of the frame from the

anvil is the 'barrel.

The movable measuring surface prOtruding from the barrel is the

The adjusting device surrounding the barrel is the thimble.

Correctly label the five parts of the micrometer indicated on the

illustration below.

4-



Frame 2.

1.

Answers for Frame 1:

1. Thimble
2. Barrel
3. Spindle
4. Anvil
5. Frame

yolk

The outside micrometer is used to measure the diameter and round-
ness of objects.

6. Circle the letter next to the diagram below that shows the
micrometer in %Ise.

C.

T T FrilrETIIITPTifIli:Ilpjf

4 -



Answer for Frams"2: B. shoved the micrometer in use.

QUESTION '7.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Circle the letterythat identifies the corrrect answer below.

The outside micrometer is used to measure

a. small linear distances.

b. the clearance between tiro objects.

c. end play, back laah, and alignment.

d. the diameter and roundness of objects.

? ? ? -7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Place the letter which identifies each part of the micrometer Lnto

the space provided beside the name of the part.

8. SpiM.e

9. Thimble ON.MONIM

10. Frame

11. Barrel

.11.11

A. .141111.Ii!wril=d

12. Anvil
B.1Milm

C.

IS%

61
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Answers for Fram 3:

Question 7. d.

8. C

9.

10. E

11.

12. Dta111=mftiagalM=MIM/I1
AP'

The outside micrometer has two scales called the barrel and thimble
scales.

The barrel scale has line running lengthwise on the barrel.
The division marks are spaced horizontally along this line.

The thimble scale has divisions spaced vertically (around the
thimble.

411.1=amEr

Label the two micrometer scales shown on the diagram below.

4.,

;

A



molt

Ask your instructor for an outside micramiter. Note the thimble

snd.barrel scale construction. The barrel scale indicates measore-
moots to the nearest twenty-five thousandths (0.025) a an inch.
Observe in the diagrea below that each mark om the barrel scale equals
0.025 indh. The Oeasurement is read where the thimble scale meets
the barrel scale.L This measurement is 0.425 inch.

5

0 .100 2 3
.050

.025 .°75

Barrel Scale

Thimble
Scale'

Using the micrometer given to you, set the barrel scale of the
micrometer to 0.500 inch. After setting your micrometer, compare
your setting with that shown for number 15 on the top of the next

page.

Set your micrometer barrel scale to 0.375, 0.250, and 0.125. After
Betting the micrometer on each setting, compare your work with that
shown for numbers 16, 17, anl, 18, respectively, on the top of the
next page.



Frau 6.
te

1

Solutions for Frame 5:
.

15.

17.

16.

18.

One full tarn of the thimble scale (zero to zero, for
example) will expose or cover 0.025 of an inch of the
barrel scale. The thimble scale indicates meagarements
to tha nearest ane-thousandth (0.001) of an inch.
Observe an the figure to the right that satth mark on
the thimble scale equals 0.001 inch.
The measurement is read where the 0
thimble scale meets the horizontal
line on the barrel scale. The
thimble scale shown has bean
stretched out so as to Show the
entire scale.

In order to obtain*the complete measurement of the
barrel mond thimble scales, these readings must be
added together. The barrel scale reading Shown is
equal to 0.125 inch. The thimble scale reading shown
is 0.023 inch. The sum of 0.125 + 0.023 is 0.148 inch;
therefore, the measurement Shown an the diagram to the
right is 0.148 inch.

.) 4



Set your micrmaeter to 0.159. After that, compare your micrometer
setting to the figure shown an the top of the next frame after the
number 19.

111.1

Set your micrometer to 0.342, 0.393, and 0.871. Compare each of
your micrometer settings to those Shown at the top of the next frame
after numbers 20, 21, and 22 respectively.

Record the micrometer readings shown on the illustrations below,
o the nearest 0.001 inch, in the space provided below. each figure.

Return your micrvmeter to the instructor after successfully
completing this part of the exercise.



Frame 8 .

Ap

Thickness gauge Spark plug gauge

The thickness gauge is Used to measure the clearance between objects

The spark plug gauge is used to measare and adjust the spark plug
electrode gap.

)
I



QUESTION 26-

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Circle the letter which identifies the correct answer to the state-
ment given below.

Either'a thickness gauge or a spark plug gauge may be used to

a. measure spark plug electrode clearance.

b. measure valve stem to rocker arm clearance.

c. adjust kpark plug electroderelearancag

d. adjust valve stem to rocker arm clearance.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

QUESTIONS 27 through 29.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Match the measuring tools to their uses by recording the letter that?
identifies each use in the space provided beside the name of each

? measuring tool.

27. Outside micrometer a. Used to measure and adjust ?

spark plug electrode gap.

? 28. Spark plug gauge
b. Used to measure the diameter

? 29. Thickness gauge and raundness of objects. ` ?

c. Uaed to measure the clearance ?
l'Aween two objects.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



Frame 10.

=0.r.MM=MIMII=p0OMIMPPIPMW

Answers to previous questions:

26. a.

27. b.

28. a.

29. c

The thicknese gauge consists of a number of leaves, each having a
different thickness.

Each leaf of a thickness gauge is stamped with a number to indi-
cate its thickness in terme of thousandths of an indh.

The !park plug gauge consists of several:wires having varibus
diameters.

.Numbers are stamped on the spark plug gauge to indicate the dia-
meter of each wire.

Each number stamped on the thickness gauge and on the spark plug
gauge consists of three numbers preceedel by a decimal point.

To read the numbers stamped an thickness and spark plug gauges,
read the namber as it appears without the decimal and then add the
Words "thousandths of an inch."

QUESTIONS 33 through 33.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Match the numbers to the word desdriptions by recording the letter ?
that identifies each word description in the space provided beside
each number. .

)0.

31.
7

32.

733.

0.035

0.021'

0.900

0.009

a. Twenty-one thousandths.

b. Nims thousandths.

c. Thirty-five thousandths.

d. Nine hundred thousandth-

? 7 1 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2 7 2 7 7 2 2 7,2 7 2 2 2 2 7 7 2 2 2 2 2 2

"0"tos

-111tL...=_..



Answers to Questions 30 thrOugh 33:

30. c.

31. a.

32. d.

33. b.

QUIVERS'S 314 through 37.

IIIM1.11=11.,11.

7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Record the letter that identifies each decimal<giumber in the space ?

provided beside the words which describe that number.

34. Twenty thousandths. a. 0.012.

35. Two hundred thousandths. b. 0.002.

36. Tito thousandths. c. 0.020.

37. Twelve thousandths. d. 0.200.

7 7 7 ? ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ?

MY.



!Prase 12.

The vacuum gauge is used to measure
the amount of vacuum created by the
engine or the fuel pump.

Vacuum and fuel pump tester shows
overall engine performance and fuel
pump pressure under true operating
conditions. This taster shows fuel
pump conetion and gives vacuum and
pressure readings. The scale is
calibrated 0-30 inches of vacuum and
0-15 lbs pressure.

Pressure gauges are used to
measure the amount of preasure created
in air and hydraulic brake systems,
fuel pumps, cooling systems, and
automatic transmissions.

The compression gauge is used to
measure the amount of pressure created
in the cylinders of an engine. A

Compression tester. Insert the head in the spark plug opening and
automatically seals itself when the engine is cranked.

it



The dial. indicator is used to
measure end play, backlash taper or

atpzient, -MA- of roundness
in thousandths of an inch.

T a.' AAlik

rating flywheel runout

'toot'

Frans 1.3

401T11111.

-AL

MAW dee kolas riusout Checking value guide wear
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QUESTIOM 38 through 41.

1 11122222_1222111172 1?2?227277277721.?-2-tt
Match the gauges to their uses below by recording the letter that?

?identifies each gauge in the space provided beside the appropriate ueo.
?

E?
38. 'Used to measure the amount of a. Vacuum gauge.?

?pressure created in air brake
? systems, hydraulic brake ystems, b. Dial indicator. ?

fuel pumps, cooling systems, and
?

?automatic transmissions. ..- c. Compression gauge...,.
?

?

?
39 Used to measure the amount of d; Pressure gauge.

,. ?vacuum created by the engine
? and fuel pump. . ?----

40. Used to measure end play,
? backlash,,taper or wear, ?

alignment, and out of
?

7roundness in thousandths of
? an inch. ?

41. Used to measure the amount of
pressure in the cylinders of
an engine.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

)



Atmoipbetio pressure, the air around us, exerts a pressure of 14.7
pounds per square inch (PSI) at sea level.

A vacuum is a space where the pressure is less than atmospheric
pressure.

One PSI exerted on tube containing a column of mercury one inch
in diameter, will raise the coluan of mercury 2.0369,inches; there-
fore, one PSI is equal to 2.0369 inches of mercury.

The unit of measurement of a vacuum gauge is inches of mercury.

The unit'of measurement of compreesion and pressure gauges is
pounds per square inch (PSI).

The unit of measurement of a dial indicator is thousandths of an
inch.

QUESTIONS 42 through 44.

? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 I 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 ? 7 ? ?

? Match the measuring tools to their typical units of measurement by
recording the letter that identifite ch tool in the space provided

? beside the appropriate unit of measurement below.

42. 15 inches. a. Compression and pressure gauges.

43. 130 PSI.

44. 0.010.

b. Dial indicator.

c. Vacuum gauge.

? 7 ? ? I 7 ? 7 ? 7 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7

4.



Prams 16.

Answers to Questions 42 through 44.

42. c.

,1111111...

QUESTIONS 45 through 47.

7 7 7 7 7

? Record the letter that identifies each gauge in the space provided ?
beside the appropriate unit of measurement below.

45. Unit of measurement is a. Preseure and compression
thousandths of an inch. gauges. 7

7 46. Unit of measurement is) b. Vacuum gauges. 7
inches of mercury.

?
c. Dial indicator. ?

47. Unit of measurement is
7 pounds per square inch.

?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

42.
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Pram

QUESTIONS 48 through 51.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ?

7 Matth the measuring tools to their uses by recording the letter ?

which identifies each use in the appropriate space provided beside
? the name of each measuring tool.

? 48.

? 49.

? 50.

51. Pressure gauge.

Vacuum gauge.

Compression gauge.

Dial indicator.

mommn

annErnWIft

im..I=rd

a-

b.

Used to measure end play, back-?
lash, taper or wear, alignment.
and out of roundness in thou- ?

samdths of an inch.

Ueed to measure the amount of
pressure in brake systems, fuel?
pumps, cooling systems, and
automatic transmiseions.

c. Used to measure the amount of ?

pressure created in the cylin-
ders of an engine.

d. Used to measure the amount of
vacuum created by the engine or
fuel pump.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



rnese 18.

The steel rale is used to meavare small line;Nistarc.es.

QUESTION 52.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Circle the letter which identifies the correct answer below:

? Ths steel rale can be used to measare the

a. circumference of the crankshaft.

7 b. length of bolts and screws.

c. diameter of a cranksharft.

d. clearance between valves and rocker arms.

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 t ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

_

,00'N



Firms 19.

Answer to Question 52: b. (length of bolts And screws).

The six-inch steel rale has four scales, two on each side..

The four scales an a steel rule are: 1/6", 1/16", 1/32", and 1/64".

Each inch on the 118 inch scale is divided into 8 parts.

Each inch an the 1/16 inch scale is divided into 16 parts.

Each inch on the 1/32 inch scale is divided into 32 parts.

Each tach on the 1/64 inch scale is divided tato 64 parts.

The numerator is the top part of a fraction.

The denominator is the bottom part of a fraction.

When readirz a measurement on a steel rule, count the number of

full inches and write down that number. Count the number of marks

past the last Pull inch and write that number as your numerator,

then determine which scale you are using and wr:!.te that number as

your denominator.



Frame 20.

QUETTICOS 53 through 56.

--1_-.2?-/--????ty??????????????? 7 7 7 ?????
The measurement shwa on the l/16 inch scale below is
The measurement Sh01111 an the 1/8 inoh soil. bslow is

If ritirrrirpirirrtn-pirp-TTIT)ITlivt)110
1 2 3

11111

7 7

7

7Ti9iirirrrmilirritivrplippiv1T11pirti1TT!1
es es os 94 is 11,

ipill911119
I IR IPS 111 11,

1111111 gippprig
08 Oa 01 IN 6 è o

ac64I is iS n 414 45 VI 4 111 it 40 all 114 I 4 iS 31 40 41 $5

55. The measurement shown on the 1/32 inch scale above is

56. The measurement shown on the 1/64 inch scale above is

7

? ? . ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

0.°'`N



Answers to Questions 53 through 56:

53. 1 5/16

54. 2 7/8

55. 2 25/32

56. 1 3/64

QuEsrIms 57 thromgh 64.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ?

? Record the letter that identifies each measuring tool in the right ?

column in the space provided beside its use in the left column.

57. Used to measure the amount of a. Spark plug gauge.

pressure created in the
cylinders of an engine. b. Pressure gauge.

58. Used to measure the diameter c. Thickness gauge.

and roundness of objects.
d. Vacumm gauge.

59. Used to measure end play, back-
lash, taper or wear, alignment, e. Micrometer.

and out of roundness in
thousandths of an inch. f. Compression gauge.

60. Used to measure and adjust g Dial indicator:

spark plug electrode gap.
h. Steel rale.

61. Used to measure the clearance
=01W011y

between two objects.

7

62. Used to measure small linear
distances.

63. Used to measure the amount of pressure created in air ?

brake systems, hydraulic brake systems, fuel systems,

cooling systems, and automatic transmissions.

64. Used to measure the amount of vadumm created in the engine?

or fuel pump.

7 7 ? 7 7 ? 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? 7 7 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? 7 7 ?



Frame 22.

Answers for Questions 57 through 64.

57. f. 58. e. 59. I. 60. a.

61. c. 62. h. 63. b. 64. d.

=mous 65 through 68.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? 65.

'?

7

3

Record measurement "A".

IPIIITITIVITIT1TIVIIIIPPfilitlII119111PVITPIPPIT111911/11/11/PI9OPi 101 al IP Sa IPS 08 is MI Si 08 1M I

1 2 ac
64
io so SI 40 40 SS 141 34 St 410 44 $11 le 34 St 40 mil 411

141111111MINMIY.MMINIP B.

66. Record measurement "EM.

67. Record measurement

101111-- c.

11 Co.

1 3iLlitti

? 68. Recca'id measurement "Dn.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?



From 23.

QUESTIONS 69 through 7.3.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Record the letter that identifiee each measuring tool in the space ?

provided beside the name of the appropriate tool.

69. Micrometer fmMMIIINVII

70. Thickness gauge

71. Spark plug gauge

72. Dial indicator

73. Steel rule

1.1111.1

1PAO

IT-Emi;m1-11 --111=k41

A.

B.

+0.0012 lIt

0.756
MASTER

C. "1 141

ITPIIIT1 rj1117TTITTTriri

i.u141+1

PITTIFTTITTITTIT jTE1 I" rl

t

OANINA.

? rtrIt`'
D.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ?

G) Int
4..

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
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CRITERION CNUECTIVES AND TEACNIMO STEPS

Without references, identify basic facts, principles of operation,

function and relationship of engine system and components with
70% accuracy.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part U.
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INTRODUCTION Approx 16 Min

tentiolh find itiottvettem Gain' 'taloa* atteitimiAly
their experience with engines. Relate the importance of vehicle support to

overall defense efforts.

Review: Briefly review the use of the technical order system as it relates

to vehicle maintenance.

3. Overview & Tie-in: Participles, and classification, using applicable technical

orders and commercial publications, and be able to answer written and/or oral

questions with at least 70% accuracy.

PRESENTATION: Ref part 1 para a

1. Guide a discussion on terminolosy,

the relationships involved, and how they apply to

automotive engines

a. Terminolosy

(1) Mfg specs and their importance

BODY Approx 5 Hrs

(2)

(3)

(4)

Vacuum

Atmospheric pressure

Pressure differentials

b. Four stroke cycle

(1) Intake

(2) Compression

(3) Power

(a) Heat

(b) Pressure

(4) Exhaust

Show film, FLC 21-55A WHERE

MILAGE BEGINS

Summarize here
60-2584, 4-stroke cycle trainer



(a) Pressure

(b) Valve overlap and its
purpose

c. Operating theory and terms

(1) T.D.0 (Top Dead Center)

(2) B.D.C. (Bottom Dead Center)

(3) B.T.D.C. (Before Top Dead Center)

(4) A.T.D.C. (After Top Dead Center)

(5) Power overlap

(6) Volumetric efficiency and how
it is affected by speed and
throttle opening

(7) Compression ratios (volume
relationkhips)

'(8) Compression pressures and how
they vary with speed and
throttle opening

(9) Piston displacement

(a) Bore

(b) Stroke

(10) Inertia (resistance to a
change of speed or motion
as related to the pistons
and flywheel)

(11) Torque (twisting force)

d. Two stroke cycle

(1) Compression and power strokes
only

(2) Intake and exhaust between
strokes

(2)

Summarize here

Sumarize here



. Engine classifications

(1) CTock design

(a) In-line

(b) V-blrock

(c) Horizontal opposed

(2) Valve arrangement

(a) I-head (both valves in head)

(b) I-head (both valves in block)

(c) F-head (exhiust valve in
block, intake valve in head)

(3) Cooling system

(a) Liquid

(b) Air

(4) Fuel

(a) Gasoline

(b) Diesel

APPLICATION: Ref part 1 para a

1. Using tools, equipment, and applicable
publications, the student will perform
tasks assigned. All safety precautions
will be observed and adhered to.

a. Remove and/or disconnect the follow-
ing engine components and accessories
from engine trainer as directed

il) Electrical system units

(2) Fuel system units

(3)

61-2802 Chin, Engine Cutawo 103'

Summarize here

Sumari ze here

Use 3ABR47330-0-202
Use 3ABR47330-4-202A

Trainer 60-2759, International
engine assemblies
Mechanic's Common handtools



(3 ) Exhaust systes units

(4) Cooling system units

EVALUAIWN:

1. How are vacuum atmospheric pressure,
and pressure differential related?

2. List in order the strokes of the four
stroke cycle engine.

ans: Intake, compression, power and
exhaust.

How are engines classified?

ans. Block design, valve arrangement,
cooling system and fuel

4 How does the I-head differ from the
L-head?

ans: I-head has both valves in the head,

5 How do different speeds and throttle
openings affect compression pressure?

ans: As throttle opening increases,
there is a larger volume of
air/fuel mixture to be-compressed
into the same space,:thus creating
greater compression pressures.

6 How is volumetric efficiency related to
comp Oession pressure?

ans: As volumetric efficiency goes
down, there is a smaller amount
of air/fuel mixture in the cyl-
inder, therefore when it is com-
pressed pressure in the cylinder,
therefore when it is compressed
in the cylinder will be lower.

7. How does a two stroke cycle engine differ
froq a four stroke cycle engine?

ans: Every stroke of a two stroke cycle
engine is either compression or
Hower, while intake and exhaust
are accomplished between strpkes.

8. Ili , J timer imPulse
transmitted to the flywheel?



22-
ans: Through the piston, wrist pin, con-

necting rod, end crankshaft.

9. What is the purpose of the crankshaft?

ans: To change reciprocating motion to
rotary motion.

10. How is valve movement related to piston
position?

ans: The valves must open and close at
the proper time in order that the
air/fuel mixture is let into the
cylinder on the intake stroke and
so that both valves are closed on
the compression and power stroke.

11. Hot, is the correct relationship between
val'.,e position and piston position
maintained?

ans iiming gears or chains

Explain the operation of the valve mechanism?

ans; fhe camshaft changes rotary motion
into reciprocating motion, which is
then transferred to the valve through
a mechanical linkage and opens the
valve. The parts that transfer the
motion are; the lifters, pushrods,
and rocker arms. The valve is then
closed by spring tension from the
valve springs.

CONCLUSION Approx 15 Min

SUMMARY AdD REMOTIVATION:

1. Review the major areas of today's lesson to be sure the students have become
familiar with the objectives and key points as stated on L/P covered sheet.
Rewotivate student by emphasizing why he needs to remember the objectives
taujht.

ASSIGNMEN) AND CLOSURE:

1. 'Stud- Methods: Using SQ3R METHOD Study and answer questions at the end of the

chapter or programmed text. Use study guide 3ABR47310-5G-202.

Arap.qp: fhis concludes the subject, but the information learned here will be

applied as the student continues in the course. Review of this study guide and

inf,,,mation is recommended throughout the course.

1 (5)
&AI
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PAGE DATE
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Special Tools
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202A
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cRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

.
Given an engine trainer and tools, practicing all safety precautions
disassemble an eingine, following all the procedures outlined in the
student workbook.

Given engine trailer and components,
Aools, equipment and workbook, practicing all safety precautions, in
spect, repair, and/or service engine components 1AW procedures and
specifications in student workbook, with instructor guidance as
required, -on more difficult tasks.

Given engine trainer, tools and practicing all safety precautions,
reassemble engine trainer following all the procedures outlined in
student workbook.

Given engine trainer, workbook, tools and equipment, practicing
automotive personnel and equipment shop safety, use visual, auditory
operational means and test equipment to check and adjust engine
mechanical s stems I W

ATC "" nvAUG 72
*Sm. *ta TTe.ss/ss



CRITER:ION OBJECTXVE AND TEACHING STZPS

TuLching Steps are Listed in Part 11

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

6. Engine Tachomometer
7. Compression Gauge
8. Rod Alignment Tester

1 9. Mechanic's Hand Toolsicefrfftw,
10. Miscellaneous Engine Components

GRAPHIC AIDS &
UNCLASSIFIED MAIERIAL

5. Charts CAPT 65-183



INTRODUCTION Approx 30 Min

Attention & Motivation: Ask Questions about Or pollution devices. wee

personal experience of cooling and lubricating systems problems & relate

to the student hwthis knowledge can help the repairman. Tell bow these

systems help engine operate smoother and last longer.

2. Review: Relate to previous lessons on engines & review Questions at the

end of Chapter 202 of the Student Study Guide,

3. Overview and TIE IN: At the end of today's lesson, students will describe

the operation, inspection and repair of cooling, lubrication and crank-

case ventilating systems and camponeets.

PRESENTATION/Application

1. Guide a discussion on the operating

principles, inspection and repair
of cooling, lubrication and crank-

case ventilating systems and,their

components. Reference Part I

Para III Lib

a. Cooling systems

BODY Approx 5 Mrs ,

(1) Purpose - dissipate exces-
sive heat

(2) Types

(a) Liquid

(b) Air

(3) Components and servicing of

a liquid cooling system

00 Pressure radiator cap

1 Seals system to prevent
loss of coolant through
overflow pipe under
normal conditions

2 Raises boiling point of
coolant for higher
temperature operation

3 Check: 4

a Proper pressure
operation

Use special cap tester
Use chart CAFB 65-183
"Pressure Radiator Cap"



b Operation of vacuum Summarize here.
valve

(b) Radiator

1 Heat exchanger

2, Check:

a Flow test

b Cold spots

c Air suction

d Pressure test

e Leaks - scale or
water marks

f Anti-freeze solution

(c) Hoses

1 Transfer coolant

2 Check: Show radiator hoses

Use pressure cap tester

For cracks and leaks

b For inside deteriora-
tion

For spongy feeling Summarize here.

(d) Water jackets

1 Check core hole plugs
for leaks

2 Exhaust gas leakage

(e) Thermostat

1 Control operating
temperature of engine

2 Check for opening
temperature

Use thermostat tester land
thermostats

(f) Water pump Show water pump
. )-.

)

1 Circulate coolant

(2)



2 Check for:

a Leaks

b Bearing wear

c Operation by feeling
surge in top radiator
hose

(g) Fan and belt SuMmarize here.

1 To draw air through
radiator

2 To drive water pump

3 Check:

a Loose fan

b Bent fan blades

c Belt condition and
proper tension

(h) Coolant

1 Check:

a Rust and scale

(i) Accessories

1 Temperature sending unit

2 Temperature gauge

(j) Clean cooling system

1 Use cleaning compound

2 Flush yldiator and
engine

-44

3 Back flush if necessary

(4) Components of air'cooling systems Summarize here.

(a) Head and barrel design (finned)

(b) Air deflectors, shrouds or
baffles

;2(.31



_ .

. . (c) Fans

(d) Oil cooler

b. Lubricating system

(1) Purpose

(a) Reduce friction

(b) Assist in cooling

(c) Clean engine parts

(d) Seal piston rings and
cylinder walls to
prevent blow-by

(e) Absorbs shock

(2) Engine oil

(a) Clatsified according to
its resistance to flow

4 (%-fscosity)

(b) Graded by a series of SAE
numbers (SAE1OW, 20 20W, etc)

(c) Service rating (SE, SO, SC,
SB, SA: CD, CC, CB, and CA)

(d) Check engine oil level

(3) Types of lubricating systems

(a) Splash (obsolete)

(b) Splash and force feed

(c) Force

(d) Full force feed or full
pressure

(4) Components

(a) Oil pan

1 Oil reservoir

2 Check for:

Dents

3 Leaks (4)

Sumner i ze here .

Use chart CAFB 65-182
"Lubrication system, In-line

and V-type engines"

Summarize here

;



t Sludge accumulation

(b) Oil strainer (pick-up)

1 Hinged to oil pump

2 Floats on surface of oil

3 Check:

a Freedom of movement

b Intake screen

(c) Oil pump

1 Provides oil under
pressure to all moving
parts

Use chart CAFB 63-241
"Oil pumps"

2 Types of pumps Use oil puMps

a Gear

b Rotor

c Vane

Pressure relief valve

a Controls maximum
pressure

4 Check pump for:

a Gear backlash

b Shaft clearance

c Gear and housing

clearance

d Cracks, etc

(d) Oil galleries

1 .Drilled passages in block

2 Clean with compressed air

(e) Oil filter

1 Types of oil filters

(5)

251'



%moo,

a full flow

b Partial flow

2 Removes dirt

Replace oil filter as
necessary

(f) Sending unit and gauge

c. Crankcase ventilation

(1) Purpose ,

(a) Reduce air pollution

(b) Reduce oil dilution and
engine sludge formation

1 Removes gasoline vapors

2 Removes water vapors

(2) Types

(a) Draft tube (non-positive)

1 On most cars built
prior to 1963

2 Not very effective at
speeds less than 20 mph

3 Air velocity causes vapors
to be drawn out of crank-

, case

(b) Positive crankcase ventila-
tion (PCV)

1 Open system

a Same basic operating
principle as road
draft tube

b Use manifold vacuum
for source of draft

Requires PCV valve

Vapors are mixed with

air/fuel mixture and
burned (6)

Use oil filters

Suninarize here.

Use chart CAFB 66-73
"Non-positive crankcase

ventilation"

Use chart CAFB 59-3332
"Positive.crankcase

ventilation"

4



2 Closed system

a More effective

b All outlets sealed

c Vapors enter air
cleaner

d Mixed with fresh air
entering carburetor

e Rerouted (via intake
manifold) to combustion
chambers.to be reOurned Summarize here.

d. Valve reconditioning Ref. Part I Para. 3c

(1) Purpose

(a) To help maintain proper corn- Use valve reconditioning
pression equipment

(2) Use of refacing equipment

(a) Check abrasive wheel for Use valve refacer instructions
cracks

(b) Check coolant and oil levels

(c) Dress abrasive wheel with
a diamond dresser

(d) Set workhead to desired
angle

(e) Position valve in workhead

(f) Grind valves to specifa-
dons

(g) Dress recessed abrasive wheel

(h) Grind valve stem end and Summarize here.
rocker arm

(3) Valves

(a) Inspection

1 Burned

Warped

3 Margin width (7r

Usi valves & valve springs

2(01.



(b) Cleaning

(c) Reconditioning

1 Angle of face

2 Interference angle

(4) Valve seat reconditioning

(a) Inspection

I Cracks

2 Pits

(b) Cleaning

(c) Reconditioning

I Seat angle

2 Seat width

3 Narrowing seat

(5) Demonstrate the use of valve and
valve seat reconditioning equip-
ment, stressing safe use of the
equipment.

EVALUATION:

I. What is a thermostat tested for?

Ans: Opening temperature.

why should a radiator be flow tested?

Ans: To see if it is clogged.

3. How is a cooling system checked for
exhaust gas leakage?

Ans: Operate engine with fan belt
removed, observe coolant in
radiator.

4. Why is lubrication necessary?

Ans: Reduce friction, seals, cools
and cleans.

(8)

Use drill and wire brush

Common hana tools, spring testers,
and International cylinder heads

Summarize here.



-What- does- tits lens- sorvict rating moan?

Ans: Rating of oil for the type of
service it is best suited.

6. What are the two most common.types of
oil pumps?

Ans: Gear and rotor.

7. What could cause low oil pressure?

Ans: Bad rod, main, or cam bearing,
or a defective relief valve spring.

8. Why iS crankcase ventilation necessary?

Ans; To reduce air pollution and to
remove harmful vapors and con-
densation from engine lubrica-
tion oils.

9. What determines the amount a valve can
be ground?

Ans: The margin.

How is a valve seat narrowed?

Ans: By grinding the top or inside
edges.

1.1.. Is it always necessary to dress a valve
grinding stone before use? Why?

Ans: Yes. To achieve a proper grinding
result.

12. What are tow things to check on a valve
grinder before using it?

Ans: Coolant and oil level.

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY & REMOTIVATION

1. 'Review key poinLs of cooling, lubrication,
valve grinding and key points as stated on

2. Remotivate students by emphasizing need to

(9)

Approx 30 Min

crankcase ventilating systems and
L/P cover sheet.

remember objectives taught.

2fp



ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE:

2(,

1. SSG Chapter 203 and today's notes.

2. Study methods: Using the SCI3R study methods, study and answer the questions
at the end of the chapter or programmed text.

3. Wrap-up: This will conclude this subject. The information learned here will be
applied as the student continues in the course. Review of _this study
guide and information is recommended throughout the course.

(10)

_.$
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sv- CRITERION 013JECTIVES AND TEACHiNG STEPS, Over
. Without references identify baslc facts and terms relative to the

principles, function and relationship of cooling, lubricating and
crankcase ventilating systems, with 70% accuracy.

. Given engine trainer, tools, equipment and practicing personnel and
equipment shop safety, repair or service lubricating, cooling and
crankcase ventilating systems tollowing procedures outlined in
student study guide,

. Given tools, equipment, eneine,trainer, practice personnel and
equipment shop safety, repair or service valves and mechanisms IAW
manufacturer's manual. Instructor assistance required on more
difficult tasks.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part 11
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INTRODUCTION &porta 30-Min

1, Attention & Motivation: Ask questions about air pollution devices, use per-
sonal experience of co-ling and lubricating systems problems & relate to the
student how this knowledge can help the repairman. Tell how these systems help
engine operate smoother and last longer.

2. Review: Relate to previous lessons on engines & review questions at the end
of Chapter 202 of the Student Study Guide.

3. Overview and TIE-IN: At the end of today's lesson, students will describe
the operation, inspection and repair of cooling, lubrication and crankcase
ventilating systems and components.

BODY Approx 5 Firs

PRESENTATION/APPLICATION

1. Guide a discussion on the operating
principles, inspection and repair
of cooling, lubrication and crank-
case ventilating systems and their
components. Ref part 1 para a & b

a. Cooling systems

(1) Purpose - dissipate exces-
sive heat

(2) Types

(a) Liquid

(b) Air

3) Components and servicing of
a liquid cooling system

(a) Pressure radiator cap

Seals system to prevent
loss of coolant through
overflow pipe under
normal conditions

Raises boiling point of
coolant for higher
temperature operation

3 Check:

a Proper pressure
operation

'ic

Use special cap tester
Use chart CAFB 65-183
"Pressure Radiator Cap"



Operation of-vacuum
valve

(b) Radiator

1 Heat exchanger

2 Check:

a Flow test

b Cold spots

c Air suction

d Pressure test

e Leaks - scale or
water marks

f Anti-freeze solution

(c) Hoses

1 Transfer coolant

2 Check:

a For cracks and leaks

For inside deterioration

For spongy feeling Summarize here

Summarize here

Use pressure cap tester

Show radiator hoses

(d) Water jackets

I Check core hole plugs
for leaks

2 Exhaust gas leakage

(e) Thermostat

I Control operating Use thermostat tester and
temperature of engine thermstats

2 Check for opening
temperature

(f) Water pump Show water pump

1 Circulate coolant

(2)
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2 Check for:

a teaks

b Bearing wear

c Operation by feeling
surge in top radiator
hose

(g) Fan and belt

1 To draw air through
radiator

2 To drive water pump

3 Check:

a Loose fan

b Bent fan blades

Belt condition and
proper tension

(h) Coolant

1 Check:

a Rust and scale

(i) Accessories

1 Temperature sending unit

2 Temperature gauge

Clean cooling system

1 Use cleaning compound

2 Flush radiator and engine

3 Back flush if necessary

Summarize here

(4) Components of air cooling systems Summarize here

la) Read and barrel design (finned)

(b) Air derkptors, shrouds or
baffles -`a-!

) Fans

( 3)
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(d) Oil cooler

b. Lubricating iystem

(1) Purpose

(a) Reduce friction

(b) Assist in tooling

(c) Clean engine parts

(d) Seal piston rings and
cylinder walls tO
prevent blow-by

(e) Absorbs shock

(2) Engine oil.

(a) Classified according to
its resistance to flow
(viscosity)

(b) Graded by a series of SAE
numbers (SAE1OW, 20 20W, etc)

(c) Service rating (SE, SD, SC,
SB. SA: CD, CC, CB, and CA)

(d) Check engine oil level

(3) Types of lubriciting systems

(a) Splash (obsolete)

(b) Splash and force feed

(c) Force

(d) Full force feed or full
pressure

(4) Compbnents

(a) Oil pan

1 Oil reservoir

2 Check for:

a Dents

b Leaks

Summarize here

Use chart CAFB 65-182
"Lubrication system, IN-LINE
and V-type engines"

Summarize here

f



c Sludge accumulation

b) Ofl strainer (pick-up)

I Hinged to oil pump

2 Floats on surface of Oil

3 %eck;

a Freedom of movement

Intake screen

(c) Oil pump

1 Provides oil under
1,pressure to all moving

parts

Use chart CAFB 63-241
"Oil pumps"

Types of pumps Use oil pumps

a Gear

b Rotor

c Vane

3 Pressure relief valve

a Controls maximum
pressure

4 Check pump for:

a Gear backlash

b Shaft clearance

c Gear and housing
clearance

d Cracks, etc

t(d) Oil galleries

1 Drilled passages in block

'2 Clean with compressed air

(e) Oil filter

1 Types of oil filters

(5)



Full nom a Use oil filters

b Partial flow

2 Removes dirt

Replace oil filter as
necessary

(f) Sending unit and gauge Summarize here

Crankcase ventiliaticin

(1) Purpose.

(a) Reduce air pollution

(b) Reduce oil dilution and
engine sludge formation

1 Removes gasoline vapors

2 Remove water vapors

(2) Types

(a) Draft tube (non-positive)
1

1 On most cars built
prior to 1963

2 Not very effective at
speeds less than 20 mph

3 Air velocity causes vapors
to be drawn out of crank-
case

Use chart CAFB 66-73

"Non-positive crankcase
ventilation"

(b) Positive crankcase ventilation Use chart CAFB 59-3332
(PCV)

"Positive crankcase
Ventilation:

I Open system

a Same basic operating
principles as road
draft tube

Use manifold vacuum
for source of draft

Requires PCV valve

d Vapors are mixed with

air/fuel mixture and
burned , (6)

2? I
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Closed, system

More effectivea

b 11 outlets sealed

c V entor air
cl ners

Mixed with fresh air
entering carburetor

Rerouted (via intake
manifold) to combustion'
chamirrs to be reburned

Valve reconditioning Ref part 1 para c

Suninerize here

(1) Purpose

(a) To help maintain proper com- Use valve reconditioning.
pression equipment

(2) Use of refacing equipment
#

(a) Check abrasive wheel for Use valve refacer instructions
cracks

(b) Check coolant and oil levels

(c) Dreis abrasive wheel with
a diamond dresser

(d) Set workhead to desired
angle

(e) Position valve in workhead

(f) Grind valves to specifications

(g) Dress reessed abrasive wheel

(h) Grind,valve stem-end and ; Summarize here
rocker arm

'(3) Valves-

(a) Inspection

1 Burned

2 Warped

3 Margin width

(7)

Use valves & valve springs



Cleaning

tc) Riaondiiioning

I Angle of face

2 Interference angle

(4) Valve seat reconditioning

"(a) Inspection

1 Cracks

2 Pit?

(b) Cleaning

(c) Reconditiobing

1 Seat angle

2 Seat width

3 Narrowing seat

(5) Demonstrate the use of valve and
valve seat reconditioning equip.
ment, stressing safe use of the
equipment

EVALUATION:

1. What is a thermostat tested for?

a. Opening temperature

Why should a radiator be flow tested?

a. To see if it is clogged

How is a cooling system checked for
exhaust gas leakage?

a. Operate engine with fan belt
removed, observe coolant in
radiator

Why is lubrication necessary?

a. Reduce friction, seals cools
and cleans

What does the term service rating mean?

a. Rating of oil for the type of
service it is best suited (8)

_

Use drill and wire brush

Common heldtools, spring testers,
and International cylinder heads

4

Summarize here
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6. What are the trio most'common types of oil
-pumps?

7. What could tause low oil.pressure?

a. Bad rod, main, or tam bearing,
or a defective relief valve spring

8. Why is crankcase ventilation necessary?

i. To reduce air pollution and to
remove harmful vapors and con-
densatfon from engine lubrica-

. tion oils .

9 What.determines the amount a valve can
be ground?

a: 'The margin

10. How is a valVe seat narrowed?

a. By grinding the top or inside
edges

Is it always necessary to dress a valve
grinding stone before use? Why?

a. Yes. To achieve a proper grinding
result

12. what are two things to check on a valve
grinder before using it?

a. 'Coolant and oil level

CONCLUSION

SUMMARY Alp REMOTIVATION:

1. Review kerpoints.if cooling, lubrication,
valve grinding and key points as stated op

2. Remotiviite students'by emphasizing-need to

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSURE:

/1 SSG Chapter 203 and today's notes.

Appros 30 Min

crankcase ventilating systems and
L/P cover sheet.

remember 'objectives, taught.

2. &tidy methods: Usitithe SQ3R methods, study and answer the questions at the
crd of the ahapter or programmed text On tablet.paper. .

'';irap-up: This will conclude thisqubject. The information learned here,will be
applied as the student continues in the course. Review of-this study guide an4
information is recommended throughout the =rig.

(g) 291
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AUTOMOTIVE TERM/NOLOGY, DEFINITION AND PURPOSE ,

OF ENGINE COMPONENTS

-

Listing oa r.he followLei Peril tooled* the termAnDlosy, definitim
ill'iiogitsi,_-,414egmaiaativv-mmilimmw*EWtg----ffiject._______-

matdrial will aid you throughout the instructional period on engines.

Automotive Terminology

ATDC - After top dead center.

Atmospheric pressure - At sea level.and an average te::0,.,rature, air
weighs about_ 0.08 of a pound per cubic foot. The weight of air
that surrounds the Earth pushes down on us with a pressure of
14.7 pounds per square inch at sea level, this is atpospheric
pressure.

BDC - Bottom dead.center
f
when the piston is at the bottom of its

stroke.

Bore - The diameter of a cylinder.

3TDC - Before top dead center.

Compression Pressure - Amount of pressure developed in a cylinder
on the compressit stroke, measured in pounds per square inch
or psi.

Compression Ratio - The ratio of the volume of a cylinder when the
piston is at BDC to the volume when the piston is at TDC.

Cycle - The completion of a series of events.

Friction - Resistance to motion.

'Heat - Rapid motion of atoms.

Inertia - Resistance to a change of speed or direction. For example,
if an automobile is sitting still on flat ground, it won't move
unless some force is applied to it. Also, if an automobile was
rolling at a given speed and in a given direction, it would
continue to travel at that speed and in that direction forever
unless friction, or some other outside force stopped it or changed
its direction.

Piston Displacement - The volume of air a piston displaces aa it moves
from BDC to TDC.

Reciprocating Motion - Motion of a piston in a cylinder.

Specifications - Mangtcturers exeact measurements.

Stroke - The distance a piston travels from TDC-to BDC.

Torque - Torque is a twisting force. This is the same type of force
used to tighten a nut or bolt.



TDC - Top dead cepter, when the piston is at the top -of its stroke.
Vacuum - When air is removed from a given space then air

within that space is less than atmospheric pressure.
pressure area is then called a vacuum.

Viscosity - The tendency of oil to resist flowing.

pressure
This low

2 71

lolumetric Edficiency - How efficiently an engine fills up its
cylinders with air and fuel, and how efficiently it gets rid of
the exhaust gases after combustion. For example; if the cylinder
of a one cylinder engine.could hold a cubic foot of air, but for
some reason it would only fill up half a cubic foot of air, then
it would only be 50% efficient.

Engine Parts and Their Purposes

Camshaft - Syncronizes valve opening with piston movement, drives the
distributor and/or the oil pump and fuel pump. This shaft is
supported in one piece bushing type bearings that are inserted tato
the block.

Connecting Rod - Transmits the force receive4 by the piston to the
crankshaft; the lower end is split to permit clamping around the
crankshaft.

Connecting Rod Bearing - These pieces allow the rod to rotate around
the crankshaft journal. They are of the two piece Insert type.

Crankcase - This is usually the lower half of the engine block. The
crankcase provides a solid support for the crank !haft and is
removable on some engines.

Crankshaft - Changes the reciprocating motion of the pistons into more
useful rotary motion.

Cylinder Block - The block contains the cylinders and the passages for
the-cril and coolant.

Cylinder Head - The cylinder head closes off the top of the cylinder,
contains the combustion chamber, the passages for oil amd coolant
as well as the valve.guides and the valve seats.

Heat Control Valve - Aids fuel vaporization during engine waimup by
circulating warm gasses around the base of the carburetor.

Main Bearings - These pieces give the crankshaft a smooth surface to turn
in. They are of the two piece insert type and one or more of them

4 is used to control crankshaft end;.play; it is known as the main
thrust bearing.

Manifolds, Intake and Exhaust - These parts are actually fuel passages
into and out of the combustion chamber. The exhaust manifold
contains a valve known as the heat control valve or.the heat riser.

#1 0
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Pistons - Racalvos as force of combustion and transmits it to obi
crankshaft throughLthe connecting rod.

Piston Pin - Connects the piston to the connectimg rad.

-11ArraPirn 4-1110-twilht-sela-Alemul-tht-and
cylinier :wall, assists in cooling,the Tiston, end controls cylinder
wall lubrication.

Pushrod - Transfers motion from the valve lifter to' the rocker arm.

Rocker Arm - Picks up motion from the pUrsh rod, rotates a fry degrees
and unseats the valve.

Rocker Arm Shaft - Provides a pivot point for rocker arm.

Timing Gears or Chain - Connects the caishaft and-the crankshaft
together so the valves and pistons are timed correctly to each
other.

Valve - Intake valve permits fuel mixture to enter cylinder, usually
made of nickle chromium alloy. Exhaust valve allows burned gasses
to es,.ape and is usually made of a silichrome alloy and may contain
sodium.

Valve Lifter (tappet or cam followers) - These may be either solid or
hydraulic. They transmit motion from the camshaft to the push rod.

Valve Springs (reseats valves) - Pushes rocker arm back up in readiness
for the next valve operation.

Vibration Damper - Also called the harmonic balancer, it reduces
torsional vibrations that occur in the crankshaft.

Components of Vehicle Cooling Systems

Liquid Cooling Systems

Accessories - Temperature sending and receiving units, indicate the
temperature of the coolant or warn operator of an overheat
condition.

Fan and Belt - Circulates air through the radiator.

Hoses - Transmit coolant from the engine to the radiator and back.

Pressure Radiator Cap - he cap seals the coolant into the system and
raises rhe boiling point of the coolant for higher temperature
operation

Radiator -Acts as a heat exchanger to remove excess heat.

Thermostat - Controls the temperature of the coolant.

Water Jackets - These are the passages:1n the block where coolant
circulates.

.



Water Pump - Circulates the coolant throughout.the engine.-

--ATC001-inq SySterns

Mr Deflektors, Shrouds, and Baffles - These parts are vanes or fins
that are designed to direct the flow of air 4:c. the hot engine
parts.

Fans - The fan circulates air over che entire engine.

Read and Barrel Design (finned) - This design allows for maximum
, circulation of air around each individual cylindei.

'oil cooler - A small oil radiator to assist in cooling the motor oil.

Components of Lubrication Systems

Oil filter - The oil filter removes dirt and impurities from the oil.

Oil Galleries - Drilled passages in the block to transfer oil through
the system.

Oil Fan - The engines oil resevoir. *

Oil Pump (positive displacement) - The pump circulates oil throughout
the system and maintains oil pressure.

Oil Strainer - The oil pickup, its hinged and flats on the surface of
the oil.

Sending Unit and Gauge - Indicates the amount of oil pressure or
warns the operator when the oil ptessure is too low.,

.00/0,..
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

3A-3R4330-11C-201

PRINCIPLES OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES,
AND.ENGINE DISASSEMBLY

After completing this st.Jdy guide and your classroom instruction,
you will be able to explain the principles of an internal combustion
engine and relate the functions of its various parts to etigine
oneration..

INTRODUCTION

Today's automotive engine is a precision piece of equipment;
and it requires a great amount of skill.and knowledge to perform
the maintenance necessary to-keep these engines operating properly.

INFORMATION

BASIC OPERATION

To begin with, two tin cans will be used as a simplified example
of an automotive engine. This example will then be expanded until
a c=plete automotive engine is described.

When choosing these cans, make sure one of them is slightly
smaller than the other. 'The first step will be to cut one end
out of each can, and then fill the larger can with a vaporized mixture
of air and gasoline.

The next_step will be to put the smaller can, closed end first,
into the larger can and push it as far into the large can as possible.
This second step will squeeze or compress the air-fuel mixture
trapped between the two cans. At this point, if the air-fuel mixture
could be set on fire, it would produce a large amount of heat,
cause the air to expand rapidly, and thereby create sufficient pressure
to drive the small can out of the larger one with a powerful thrust.
Finally, the burned gasses would have toile removed.from the large
can and then the process or cycle could be started over again for
another power stroke. In its simplest form, this is what happens
inside a gasoline engine. Fuel, air, and fire were used to produce
the power, and the two cans trapped the power so that it could
have been used for a purpose. From this point On, the large can
will be referred to as a cylinder, and the small one as a piston.

The next step is to create a series of mechanical links that
will accomplish two things; first, it is necessaf2 to Change the
up and down, or reciprocating, motion of the piston into a more
uSeful rotary motion, second, the power produced in the combustion
chamber must be transferred to the rear of the engine in order to

1
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uperate the transmission and drive line. Refer to figure 1 and
study the relationship of the parts shown. The parts pictured in
figure I are the mechanical links used to transfer the power produced
in the combustion chamber,to the rear of the engine. The piston
pin may also be referred to as a wrist pin, and the crankpin is usually
called a crankshaft journal. Figure 2 illustrates three different
mounting arrangements for piston pins.

RZND

F-Igure L.

SliAIKOATP40

Piuton Pin Arrangements.
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CIA NIK SHAFT

CONNEC1NG 100

Feiationship of Piston,. Connecting Rod, and Crank on
:pari<shaft as Crankshaft Turns One Revolution.

RAPP 15377$

Refer next to figure 3 and take note of the relationship between
the connecting rod and the crankshaft. The connecting rod is mounted
off center from the centerline of the crankshaft. By mounting the
connecting rod in this manner, the crankshaft changes the reciprocating
motion of the piston into rotary motion. The crankshaft supports
hold a two-piece bearing insert. The insert is called, a main bearing.
One .)f the inserts has a flange on it that controls the back and
forth movement of the crankshaft or, crankshaft end-play. This
bearing is referred to as the main thrust bearing. A two-piece bearing
insert is also used inside the connecting rod where it clamps onto
the cranicshaft. These bearings provide a smooth sliding surface
so that the crankshaft mid connecting rod can turn freely. The
connecting rod beiring is pictured in figure 4. Also illustrated
in figure 4 are piston rings. The rings have been added to the
top of the piston to seal in the air-fuel mixture while it is being
compressed. They also seal in the power of combustion, keep lubricating
oils out of the top of the cylinder, or more accurately, the combustion
chamber, and help transfer heat from the head of the piston. All
the parts previously discussed and most of those'that follow, go
inside a block of cast metal. The upper part of this casting is
referred to as the cylinder block, -while the lower section that
houses the crankshaft is called the crankcase. Finally, the top
of-the cylinder has been made so that it is removesblel and it is
termed the cylinder head. It also contains the combustion chamber.

3
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'7:.g:tre 4. Rings, connecting
_zrj :onnectl:rg Rod 3earings.

In otler fo( an engine to run continuously, some method of getting
an air-fuel mixtare into the cylinder, and getting the burned gases
out is needed. This is the function of the valves and valve operating
mechanism. Two valves are used for each cylinder. One is called
an intake valve and it admits the air fuel mixture into the cylinder;
the other is called an exhaust valve and it allows the burned gasses
to escape after combustion has taken place. Both valves must be
tightly closed when the air fuel mixture is compressed, and during
combustioll, so that power is sealed into the cylinder. The valves
are held closed by stiff coil springs referred to as valve springs.
The valve itself sits in a circular opening called a valve seat.
Figure 5 illustrates a typical automotive valve and the names of
the different areas of the valve. In order to open the valves
at the correct time a camshaft is used. This shaft has small lobes
on it and.as it rotates, the lobes lift the valve open through
a series of mechanical linkages. Figure 6 illustrates the valve
lifter or tappet (which may be either the solid or hydraulic type).
On some engines these linkages may include push rods and rocker arms,
fiUure 7. The operation of the valves must be synchronized with
piston movement so that, (1) the air-fuel mixture is let into the
cylinder at the right time, (2) the valves remain closed for compression
and power, and (3) the extulust gasses are let out of the cylinder
after the power stroke. This is accomplished by putting gears on
the camshaft and crankshaft. These gears are either meshed directly
or through a timing chain. Each timing gear haa a reference mark

4
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Figure 5.
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on it that must be aligned when the shafts are installed. The cam-
shaft gear is twice as large as the crankshaft gear. This 2 to 1
gear ratio enables the camshaft to turn at half the'speed of the
crankshaft so that the valves will remain closed during the com-
pression and power strokes.

The engine that has been built up from the two tin cans in
:he beginning example is illustrated in figure 6. There is however,
one more thing to consider. What actually makes the air-fuel
mixture move into the cylkider, and what makes the exhaust gasses
move ott? A simple example will answer both these questions.
When a toy balloon is blown up, a high pressure area is created
inside the balloon. That is, the air pressure inside the balloon
is higher Chan air pressure outside the balloon. Now, if the
balloon is released, the high pressure area inside the balloon
forces itself out into the lower pressure outside the balloon.
This difference in pressure is called a pressure differential,
and remember, the high pressure area moves to the lower pressure
area. In an engine this same principle works as follows: gie

a piston goes down in the cylinder it makes room for more air
to come into the cylinder, or in other words, it creates a low
pressure area or partial vacuum. Normal air or atmospheric pressure
is 14.7 pounds per square inch (PSI). This pressure is higher
than it is in the cylinder, therefore, air rushes into the cylinder
through the carburetor, and intake manifold. At this point the
valves close and the piston moves up and compresses the air and
fuel, then withithe piston near the top of the cylinder, the
ignition system seta the mixture on fire. The heat of combustion

5
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Single-CyZinder, 4-Stroke Cycie,
InternaZ :cmtustion, Gasoline Engine.

causes the gasses in the cylinder to expand and create a vecy,
high pressure that drives the piston dawn. Just before the piston
reaches the bottom of its stroke, the exhaust valve opens and
the high pressure gasses force th,dir way out through the exhaust
manifold and exhaust system, and as the piston onmes up on the
exhaust stroke it helps to clear out the cylinder by pushing the
burned gasses out.
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The previous paragraph describes a four stroke cycle engine.
The four strokes, (1) intake, (2) compression, (3) power, (4) exhaust,
occur over and over again in the same order. Each time these four
strokes occur they produce one power impulse. The four strokes
taken together equal one cycle. In order to store up enough momentum
to keep the engine turning between power strokes, a large heavy
disc is bolted to the rear end of the crankshaft. This disc
is called a_flywheel. Refer to figure 8 for an illustration of
the four stroke cycle and the flywheel.

Each time a power impulse is produced, a sharp snapping action
-is transmitted to the crankshaft. These.sudden power impulses
applied to 'the crankshaft set up a twisting vibration which is
called "torsional vibration." In order to lessen the effects of
-torsional vibration, a harmOnic balancer or vibration damper is
placed on the front of the Crankshaft. This unit is not common
to small engines but is usually a part of larger, multi-cylinder
automotive engines. Refer tO figure 9.

4

There is also a two stroke cycle engine that works as follows:
Intake and exhaust ports are cut into the cylinder wall, and as

ri aa
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Figure 20. _Events in a 2-Stroke-Cote; Internal Combustion Engine.

the piston moms down on its power stroke, it first uncovers
the exhaust port to allow burned gasses to escape. It then uncovers
che intakeiport to allow a new air-fuel mixture to enter the

.combustiod chamber. On the upward stroke, the piston covers both
ports and, at the same time, compresses the nrw mixture in preparation
for ignition and another power stroke. Refer to figure 10.

This chapter has dealt with and built up a one cylinder,
four stroke cycle engine. However, automotive engines are multi-
cylinder engines. Extra cylinders are added to produce a greater
amount of, and a smoother flow of power. A four cylinder engine
would produce a relatively smooth flow of power, but there is
no power overlap (one cylinder beginning a power stroke before
another one has finished). However the more cylinders added,
the greater the power overlap and the smoother the power flow.

Multi-cylinder automotive engines come in many different ,

arrangements of parts, so it is necessary to classify these engines
into catttories.

1. By Cooling System

a. Air coaled engines

b. Liquid cooled engines

3 6,
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2. By Cylinder Arrangemeat

a. jtUARL: aylititiarsaraitied_th_a_straight--0M/bovIs a -essnau-erealtaltaft-which ts lurt bàTOthiiffnder,.

b. ,V-Type,: In the V-type engines, Dio""blanks" of
to line cylinders are mounted in a V-shape above a common crankshaft.
The angle of the V is usually 90 degrees for an eight cylinder
engine.

c. Horizontal Opposed: This engine has its cylinders
laid on their sides in MO rows with the crankshaft in the center.

3. By Valve Arrangement (Refer to Figure 11)

1.44A0
24NIAD

Figure 22. Valve Arrangement.

MUM

a. L-Head: Both valves are placed in the cylinder
block on the same side of the cylinder. This is more commonly
called a flathead engine.

valve

above

b. I-Head:
engines, because
the piston.

Commonly called valve in head or overhead
the valves are mounted in the cylinder head

c. F-Head: This arrangement is common to
type jeeps. The intake valve is in the hapd and the
is in the block.

4. By Type of Fuel

a. Gasoline engines.

b. Diesel engines.

10
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Sy Nuiber of Strokes in a Cycie

a. Two Stroke cycle.

.11)0 Four Stroke cycle.

SURIARY

PIMIN At 10C

ON AT IOC

AA PO 1113711

Figure 22. Compression Ratio is Ratio
Between "A" and "B."

This chapter has,covered the areas of basic engine operation,
principles of construction, and the-function that each part or
group of parts has in relation to engine operation. It is important
to remember the theory behind the four-stroke cycle engine. This
theory, plus a knowledge of terms such as volumetric efficiency,
compression ratio, figure 12, pressure differentials, etc., are
extremely significant and handy vrls when a mechanic has to troubleshoot
an engine malfunction.

QUESTIONS

1.. Explain the relationship of vacuum, atmospheric pressure,
and pressure differentials.

2. Explain the operation of a four strokq cycle engine.

3. How is valve operatiol related to piston movement?

4. How is valve timing accomplished?

5. What is the purpose of the crankshaft?

6. What is the purpose of the flywheel?

13.
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-* . 7. What is the differenc between a four stroke'cycle engOe

and a two stroke cycle engine?

. -What is the purpose ot connecting rad -and crankshaft
bearings?

9. What is crankshaft end-play and how is it controlled?

10. What is "torsional vibration" and how is it controlled?

11. List the major classifications of internal combustion
gasoline engines.

31
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

ENGINE DISASSEMBLY . ENGINE COVONENTS

I.

3A3R47334-SG-202

INSPECTION AND PARTS SERVICING.Diant-REMEMALtopfttrUXuAirr
OBJECTIVES

c, After completion of this unit of instruction you will be able to
inspect engine components and aetermine their serviceability by
comparision of inspection results with manufacturer's specifications.

INTRODUCTION

In this student Study guide, a general outline for inspection
and servicing of engin; parts will be discussed. For specifications
and, specific methods of accomplIsiting the procedures that follow,
it will be 'necessary to refer to eit, appropriate technical order
or commercial manual.

INFORMATION

Safety precautions must come first at all times when working
in maintenance shops and this school. Your instructor will be
loo;.ing for such things as follows: proper use of tcols; water
or o)1 on the floor; removal of jewelry in lab &reap; proper use
of battery chargers; and care of all equipment.

CLEANING AND PAITS INSPECTION

Upon engine disassembly all parts should be cleaned and visually
inspected for obvious defects such as: scratches, burning, scrapes,
and breakage. Since such defective parts must be replaced, it
won't be necessary to measure them for wear. Any special cleaning
procedure will be discussed when the appropriate parts are mentioned.

13
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Figure 13. Clinder Bore
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Figure'14. Checking Oylirlder Böre With
fv;ae and OutaidoMic;ometer.

Cylinder Blocks and Heads
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CYL ION 10311.A

Figure 15. Checking GWindir Bore
Out-Of-Round.

The cylinder block and' head should be carefully.inspected
for a-buildup of rust and scale into coolant passages, or blocked
oil passageways. The next step is to measurd the cylinder itself
to determine the following: (1) correct size (diameter), (2) cylin-
der tapered from the top to the bottom, and (3) cylinder ou.t of
round. These measurements are taken with a cylinder gauge and
outside micrometers, or with a telescoping gauge and odtside micro-
meters, and are illustrated in figures 13, 14 and 15. If the
cylinders aro slightly .out oC shim. they can be corrected by using

14



Figure 26. Ctilinder Hone.

Figure 28. Crosshatch Pattern On
Prcperly Honed Cylinder Wall.

Figure 1?. Boring a Cylinder.

r
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Figure 19. Cylinder Head Flatness.

a cylinder hone, figure 16. If, however, the ci.inders become worn
too much, it will be necessary to have them bored out as illus.:rated
in figure 17. After the cylinder is bored, it must then be honed
slightly to produce the correct finish on the cylinder walls, as
shown in figure 18. Finally, the flatness of the top of the block
should be checked. Figure 19 shows the flatness of a cylinder head.
The same method of using a straightedge and feeler gauge would
be applied to the cylinder block.

Pistons, Piston Rings and Connecting Rods

Pistams must be cleaned with an approved solvent and dried
with compressed air. Do not scrape then with a putty knife or
wire brush. The ring grooves of a piston are cleaned with a ring
groove cleaner, as illustrated in figure 20. The next step is
to measure the outside diameter of the piston to determine ho4

15



Figure 20. j:eaning Ring Grooves.
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Figure 21. Measuring Piston
with Micrometer.

much it is worn. This is done with an outside micrometer, as indicated
in figure 21.

When both the cylinder diameter and the piston diameter are
known, the clearance between them can be determined by subtracting
the two measurements. Far example:

Cylinder Bore = 4.000 inches

Piston Diameter 3.994 inches

Difference so 0.006 inches

Clearance - .003 inches (three thousandths on each side)

Another way to check piston fit is with a ribbon and spring tension
scale. Here you measure how many pounds of pull are required to
pull the feeler ribbon out of the cylinder a§ illustrated in figure 22.
The last thing to measure is the fit between the piston pin and
the piston boss. This is accomplished by micing (using micrometer)
op check the outside diameter of the piston pin and the inside diameAr
of the piston.boss. Tbe clearance is then determined in the same way

.16
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Figure 22. Checking Piston Fit
to Winder Bore.
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Figure 23. Honing Piston Pin Bosses.

as it was for piston fit. If the piston pin fit is in6rrect, the
piston must be replaced, or the piston bosses must be honed out
so that a larger pin may be installed, figure 23.

Thfnext group of ports to be inspected are the piston rings.
The following items should be checked: (1) end-gap or the distance
between the ends of the ring when it is at the bottom of ring travel,
(2) side clearance, and (3) sake sure the ring4i free to turn
in its groove on the piston. End-gap and side clearance are shown
in figures 24 and 25. If there is too little end-gap, it can
be increased by filing the ends of the ring. If there is too-
much end-gap, a larger ring will have to be ins,talled. If too

17
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Figure 24. Checking Ring-to-Groove Side
C:ccatince with FeeLer Gauge.
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Figure 25. Checking Ring Gap
with Feeler Gauge.

much side clearance is detected be sure to inspect both the ring
and the ring groove or ring bands of the piston. It's possible
for the ring groove to become enlarged causing a sloppy fit even
with a good ring.

Finally, it will be necessary to check the condition of the
connecting rod. The first item to check is the piston pin fit;
It may be measured in tkm.same manner as it was when checking its
fit in the piston. The next thing to inspect is the rod for a bent
or twisted condition. Many different types of rod alignment devices
are available. One such tool and its use are illustrated in
figute 26.

Crankshaft and Bearings

To begin with, place the crankshaft in avset of V blocks
so that the end main bearing journals rest in the V's. If the'shaft

18
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Figwre 26 . Rod Alignffent Tool.
is bent or warped, the main bearing journals will not rotate ina true circle. This warpage can be detected by placing a dial
indicator against the main bearing journals and rotating the shaft
in the V blocks. This measurement is called crankshaft runout.

79:2MPIP

DIAL INDICATOR

Figure 27. DiaL Indicator.

The next item to check is crankshaft end-play. This is done
by moving the shaft as far to the rear of the engine as possible
(crankshaft installed in the cylinder block). Then set up a dial
indicator as shown in figure 27. Finally, move the shaft all
the way forward and read end-play on the dial indicator.

After end-play has been checked, .the flywheel mounting surface
of the crankshaft, and the face of the flywheel should be checked
for runout. This is accomplished with a dial indicator as shown
in figures 249 and 29.

When these measurements are completed it will be time to measure
each and every crankshaft journal for the following: (1) diameter,

19
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Figum 28. Cheaking Flywheel
Mounting Surface Runout.
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Figure 29. Typical Flywheel Face Runout.

(2) taper, (3) out of round. These measurements are taken with
an outside micrometer. After diameter has been ghecked at one
point, rotate the micrometer around the shaft 90 and check it
again. If there is a difference in the two measurements, the
journal is out of round the Amount of that difference. The diameter
of the journal is also checked on both ends in order to determine
the amount of taper. If any of tho above measurements are out
of specifications, the crankshaft will have to be taken to a machine
shop and be corrected or be replaced.

The last item to be inspected in regards to the crankshaft
are main and connecting rod bearings. Since the same procedures
apply to both, no distinction vill be Made between them. Study
figure 30 to become familiar with common bearing failures.

Two things must be checked before installing a set of bearing
inserts. First, tha.bearing spread or distance between the ends

20



Figure 30. TVpical Bearing Failures.
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Figurg 31. Bearing Spread Aogjustment.

of the bearing, and bearing clearance (the space between the bearing
and the crankshaft journal where oil circulates). Tbe method of
adjusting bearing spread is illustrated in figure 31. To measure
bearing clearance, a small rod of soft plastic (Plastigage) is
used. A piece of plastigage is placed across and just a little off

21
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Figwre 32. Checking Bearing Clearance.

canter on the bearing.
. Then install the bearing and bearing capin the engine and torque the bolts down to specifications. Do notturn the crankshaft with the plastigage installed. Next; removethe bearing cap and check the width of the flattened plastigage

with the scale provided ea shown in figure 32. The scale reads
bearing clearance directly in thousandths of an inch.

Figure 33. :hecking Camshaft Runout with
rndidatdr and V-Btocke.

0:

f :41
. 4.

Figur' 34. Checking Camshaft De Play.
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Camshaft and Bearings
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gum 35. Cheaking Can Lob. Lift.

' Checking a camshaft is very similar to checking a crankshaft.
The bearing journal, camshaft runout, and end-play are checked in
exactly the same manner as the crankshaft. Runout and end-play
are pictured in figures 33 and 34.

In addition to these measurements, the amount of cam lobe
lift must also be checked. This can be done with the shaft in
V Blocks and a dial indicator mounted against the lobe, or by using
the dial indicator on the end of a pushrod, as shown in figure 35.

Finally, the bearing clearance is measured by using an outside
micrometer to measure the bearing journal and inside micrometers
to measure the bearing. Review the subject of measuring the clearance
of the piston to the cylinder wall for details.

--.
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Figure 36. Chocking Amount of Slack
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Figure 37. Diat-Indioator.

Timing Gears and Chains

DIAL INDICATOR

If the timing gears are connected with a chain, it will be
necessary to measure the amount of slack in the chain with a steel.
rule. One manufacturer's method of doing this is shown in figure 36.
If the gears are meshed together directly, the amount of play
berween the teeth, or backlash, is checked by iftserting a feeler
gauge between the teeth or by using a dial indicator as illustrated
in figure 37.

&Thi)
a

fi.

Figure 38. Checking Valve Meaeuremente.
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Valves awl Valve Mechanisms
-4-

In order to clean valves, a wire brush on a bench grinder is
normally used. The valves should then be vieuelly isspetted for

evidence of bornint- *VIM checked for -scuffs, worm keeper grooves

:7

".

iiasurements should be accomplished: (1) diameter of the valve
stem with outside micrometers, (2) thickness of the margin on the
valve head with a steel rule, and (3) the runout of the valve
face as illustrated in figure 38. (A dial indicator can also be
used.)

N=MIlmm.

.. ..,..-.. .

.*

:arrilmearriarad

Figure 39. Valve Seat Runout.

The valve seats are the next itaus to be checked. Visually
inspect the seats to see if they.ara battered, cracked, or pitted.
If no defects are found then install a dial indicator and check
the tunout of the valve seat as shown in figure 39.

The valve guides may either be replaceible inserts Or merely
bored holes in the head. If the guides are bored holes in the
head, and become worn, they must be rebored and valves with larger
stems installed. Before inspecting the wave guides they should
be cleaned with a special butish attached to a 1/4 inch drill as
shown in figure 40.

The next step is to measure the guide bore for wear. This
can be accomplished by'using inside calipers and an outside micrometer
or a special gauge as illustrated by figure 41.

25
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Figure 40. Meaning Vat* Guide Bores.
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Figure 42. Checking Valve Guide Bore
Using Gauge SE-1826.

After cleaning and measuring the guide bore, it will be necessary
to check the clearance between the valve stem and the guide bore.
The best way to make this check is by installing the valve in tho
valve guide and setting a dial indicator against the valve stem
as pictured in figure 42. Then by moving the valve stem back
and forth; the clearance can be determined from the dial Indicator.
An example of a worn guide and its results are shown in figure 43.

Checking the valve springs is the next item to consider.
-lhe springs should be straight and the coils not pulled out of shape.
The ends of the springs should be square snd flat. And finally,
each spring should produce a specified amount of tension or pressure
at a given height. This last item is checked with a valve spring
tester as illustrated in figure 44.

Inspection of the parts that make up the valve operating mechanism
is the final job to be performed. On vehicles with the rocker
arms set up to operate on a shaft, two things must be checked.
First, inspect the rocker arm shaft to see if it is warped, and

26
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42. Typical Valve Stem Clearance.

Figure 43. Meats of Worn Valve Guides.

second, measure the clearance between the rocker arm bushings and
the rocker arm shaft. These checks can be made with a dial indicator
and micrometers, and are performed in the/same manner as they were
when the camshaft was measured. If the engine in question does
not use a rocker arm shaft, it will be necessary to inspect the
individual studs that serve as a mount for each rockorwarm, Mak .
suie they aren't bent, partially pulled out of the cylinder head,
or have damaged threads. When these iteme art completed, each-.
rocker arm is inspected to make sure the part that contacts the'
valve stem is not marred and that the adjusting screws are not

27
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Figure 44. Cheaking Valve Spring Tension.
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Figure 4S. Exploded View of Value Lifter.

damaged or have worn or stripped threads. The next items on tha
list are the pushrods. Chock each one for battered or broken ends,
and check each one to make sure it isn't bent. The last items
on the list are the valve lifters. If the engine has solid lifters,
visually inspect each one for damage and measure its running clearance
in the cylinder black with micrometers and telescoping gauge. If
the engine in question has hydraulic lifters, they should be dis-
assembled, aleaned, and their leak dawn rate tested. These rrotedures
are in addition to the ones mentioned for solid lifters. When
cleaning hydraulic lifters, ireat care must be taken to insure that
the parts of one lifter are not installed in any lifter body other
than the one they were taken from. These parts are matched at the
factory and are not interchangeable. A typical hydraulic lifter
is shown in figure 45.

The leak down rate is tested by putting the hydraulic lifter
in a spucial tester as shown in figure 46. The lifter is then
puiped up with oil and the amount of,time it takes for the lifter
to leak down is measured in seconds.

28's (1r)(
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Figure 46. Testing Leak-h7c2n Rate.

Seals and Gaskets

When repairing an engine there is only one ruleffto follow
in regard to seals and gaskets, replace the old ones with new.
ones. Never reuse a gasket or seal.

When installing gaskets and seals, take great care to insure
tnat they are put on the correct way"and with the correct side
facing up or out. Always consult the manufacturers manual, or
the instructions that are included with the gaskets or seals.

SUMMARY

This chapter has dealt with the inspection of engine parts
during overhaul or the repair of any given set.of component parts.
After reading and studying this chapter, review the inspection
procedures and note the similarities of the different measurements
involved.

QUESTIONS

1. Describe the procedures used to determine the serviceability
cylinder blocks and bores.

rings?
2. What are three things to check when installing piston

3. Why must rod alignment be checked?

4. What items are inspected to insure the serviceability
of a crankshaft?

29



S. How is a camshaft checked?

6. What are ywo ways to measure timing gear backlash?

7. How would you check a crankshaft, camshaft, rocker arm
shaft and puahrod to see if they were bent or warped?

8. Why ahould the ring bands or ring groove of a piston be
visually inspected if too much piston ring side clearance is detected?

9. How would the clearance between a rocker arm and rocker
arm shaft be maasured?

10. What checks are performed on hydraulic valve lifters?

30
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3ABR47330SG-203

PRINCIPLES, INSPECTION & REPAIR OF COOLING, LUBRICATION, & CRANKCASE
VENTILATING SYSTEMS, & THE USE OF VALVE RECONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

OBJECTIVES

After completing this unit of instruction you will be able
to explain the operation of cooling, lubricating, and crankcase
ventilating,tystems and how to repair the common malfunctions
of these systems.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the cooling system is to keep an engine
at its most efficient operating temperature by removing the
excess heat of combustion.

The lubricating system is primarily designed to supply a suf-
ficient volume of oil under pressure to all moving engine parts.
However, this system also cleans the engine internally, aids the
cooling system by absorbing heat, and it makes a good seal between
the piston rings and cylinder wall possible.

The engine's crankcase ventilating(system has the job of
removing harmful gasoline and water vapors from the Lubricating
oil in the crankcase.

COOLING SYSTEMS

Liquid Cooling Systems

The liquid coolant is circulated through the engine by a
water pump, as shown in figure 47. While the coolant is moving
through the engine's water jackets and passages it absorbs excess
heat and retains it until it reaches the radiator. When the coolant
reaches the radiator it flows through thin metal water tubes as
illustrated in figure 48. These water tubas are spaced so that
air can circulate around them and cool the liquid inside. During
highway operation, air is forced through the radiator by the vehicle's
forward motion. However, around town and when the vehicle is
not moving, a fan attached to the water pump pulls air through
the radiator to cool the liquid inside. Aftei the temperature
of the coolant is reduced in the radiator, it then returns to
the water pump and into the engine. A typical water pump is
illustrated in figure 49. When installed, this pump is driven
by means of a pulley and fan belt attached to the fan hub. A
constant coolant temperature is maintained by cOntrolling the
amount of coolant that circulates between the engine and radiator.
This is accomplished by,dsing a heat sensitive valve called a thermo-
stat. When the engine Is too cool, the valve closes and restricts
the amount of coolant going to the radiator; and when.the etWne
is too warm, it opens wider to allow more coolant to circulate
through the radiator. This operation is shown in figures 50
and 51.

)
;
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Figure 50. Therncstat Closed.

Notice that when the engine is cold and the thermostat isclosed, figure 50, that the coolant is still allowed to circulatethrough the engine and water pump by means of a water pump bypass.This circulation prevents hot spots from developing where the coolantis close to the combustion chambers and exhaust valves. The nextitem to consider is the pressure radiator cap. Generally, the boilingpoint of the coolant is too close to the most efficient engineoperating temperature. However, for every 1 pound of pressureapplied to the coolant, its boiling point will be raised approximately30 . Thefefore cooling systems are designed to operate underpressure so that the engine can operate at its most efficient
temperature without fear of the coolant boiling. The radiatorpressure cap is designed so that any excess pressure will be allowedto escape through a radiator overflow pipe. The cap also containsa vacuum valve. This valve is necessary because the coolant contracted(shrinks) as it cools down after the engine is shut off. Thiscontraction creates a vacuum inside the sYstom and if air wasnot allowied to enter and relieve the vacuum, the hoses and even thetop radiator tank might collapse. The most available coolant isof course water. Roomer water alone will create rust and scaledeposits that can block coolant circulation and cause an overheatcopdition. Therefore if water is all that is used in a cooling
systei, make sure a rust inhibitor and water pump lubricant are

34
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Figure 51. Thermostat Open.

added. Winter operation requires the use of an antifreeze solution.
(Eythelene glycol is the chemical used.) Most commerical anti-
freeze already contains rust inhibitors and water pump lubricants
and they tend to have higher.boiling points than water so they
are usually recommended for summer use also. On 1969 and later
models, most manufacturers recommend that cooling systems be
protected with antifreeze (eythelene glycol) to at least 0° F to
provide adequate corrosion protection and proper operation of the
temperature indicating light. Coolants that,do not meet this
requirement will boil at lower temperature than the setting for
the indicating light.

Malfunctions and Repair

One of the most common causes of improper cooling system
operation is a loss of coolant due to leaks. Leaks that occur
dua to a bad radiator cap, poor hose connection, or defective
core hole plugs are repaired by replacing the defective part.
Leaks are also caused by defective gaskets at the water pump,
thermostat housing, or the head gasket. When replacing those
gaskets, be sure and check the mating surfaces for warpage. Radiator
leaks can usually be repaired by removing the radiator and soldering ,

the leaks shut: If, however a leak occurs due to a cracked head
or block, the defective part must be replaced. Examples of a
cracked head or block are shown in figures 52 and 53.

3 2
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Figure 52. Cracked Cylinder Head.

Rust.accomulation deposits

-figure 54. Cross Section of Engine
Shcwing ,Tooling System Neglect.
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CRACKED BLOCK

Figure 53. 'Cracked Cylinder Block.
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55. Inside Deterioration and
ogging of Rubber Rose.

Another type of problem that can devel4in a liquid cooling
system is blockage. When coolant passagewaysbecome blocked,
the liquid can't circulate through the system and reach the radiator
to be cooled. Thereby', an overheat condition may be eiperienced.
This condition can be caused by a thermostat that does not open
properly, but more often than not, is caused by cooling system
neglect. That is, the system isn't drained and flushed periodically,
hoses aren't inspected, or plain water is used for coolant without
the addition of rust inhibitors and water pump lubricants. The
results of such neglect are pictured in figures 54 and 55. If
a defective thermostat is suspected, simply remove it from the
engin. and place it in a container of hot water with a thermometer.
The thermostat should start to open when the water reaches the
temperature rating of the thermostat being tested. This procedure
is illustrated in figure 56.

37
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Figure 58. Simple Shop Test for
Checking Z4rmostat Operation.
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Figure 57. Aditating Fan Belt Tension.

a

Figure 58. Checking Drive Belt Tension.

Finally, improper operation may result from a defective
or improperly adjusted fan belt. If a fan belt is cracked, it
may break during engine operation. If the sides of the belt
are glazed or polished, it will slip in the pulley and not turn
the cooling fan properly, the same as it would if the belt were
too loose. On,the other handOf the belt is too tight it will
wear out the bearings in the water pump and alternator. Correct
belt tension can be achieved by measuring belt deflection as
shown in figure 57. Always consult the manufacturer's manual
for the exact amount of deflection. A special belt tension gig.
as illuitrated in figure 58 is the best method to achieve proper
belt tension.

Air Cooled Systems

In an air-cooled engine no liquid _coolant is used. The
engine is cooled by circulating air from a cooling fan and the
air blast created from the movement of the vahicle. Baffles
or air deflectors and a fen shroud are used td direct the air-
flow to tbe engine. The air cooled engine is also constructed
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differently than a liquid cooled engine. Each cylindei has fins
on it and is bolted to the crankcase separately. Therefore, more
surface area is exposed to the circulating air in the engine compart-
ment. In addition to this, a small radiator called an oil cooler
is used to help tool the engine' lubeis Mc mot tmportmitt

properly adjusted, and that the engine is kept clean and free
of foreign materials that would cut dawn on heat transfer to the
aii.

LUBRICATING SYSTEMS

The lubricating system of an engine is &signed to supply
oil to the moving parts of an engine so that those parts are not
damaged by friction. This is accomplished by using a pump to circulate
oil frowthe oil pan, to the various engine parts through drilled
passageways in the engine.

-

The lubricating oil used in an engine serves several purposes.
By occupying the small space between moving parts, oil keeps them
from touching and allows them to slide aver each other. This greatly
reduces friction. Second, since motor oil is in direct contact
with hot engine parts it absorbs heat and carries it back to the
oil pan whore cooling takes place as air flows over the pan. Third,
a gas tight seal between the piston rings and cylinder wall would
te impossiblefif it were not for the sealing action of oil. Finally,
with the uso of detergent oils, the engine can be kept clean internally.
Motor oils are graded in four classifications which establish
specific performance levels. Tte first level is recognized by
the initials SD. This oil provides the greatest protection against
high and low temperatures, corrosion, rust, and wear. The next
lower grade is marked SC. Oils bearing this grade marking protect
against the same things as SD oils, however, they do not protect
as well. Oils marked as SH are for use in engines operated under
mild conditions that need only the minimum protection. The last
classification is designated as SA. This oil is not suited for
use in automotive engines. Another characteristic of oils is
how easily they pour. Some oils are quite thin and pour much
like water, while othet oils are much thicker and pour more like
molasses. Oils are rated on this characteristic which is known
as viscosity. For engines the viscosity rating normally ranges
from 10W oils to 40W oils, lOW being the thinner. Some oils have
a multiple viscosity rating such as 10W-30W. These oils are designed
to cover a wide range of operating temperatures. The next item
to consider is how the oil is circulated from the oil pan to the
engine parts and back to the pan.

Oil travels from the oil pan to the intake side of an oil
pump through an oil pick-up or strainer. A wire screen COTPITS
this inlet to keep out particles of carbon, metal or other foreign
material. The oil is then pumped through an oil filter and into
drilled passageways in the crankshaft to lubricate the main and
connecting rod bearings. Oil passageways called galleries are also
provided ia the block to lubricate the camshaft bearing and valve
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Figure 59. Full Force-Feed
Lubrication System.

Figure 60. Force=Feed
Lubrication System.

operating mechanimm. The oil is then returned to the oil pan
by means of drain-back holes in the engine. In addition to this,
some engines have a hole drilled through the length of the connecting
rod so that the piston pins can be lubricated under pressure.
If such a hole is uswd, the system is termed full pressure or
full force feed, if not it is called a force feed system. In
either case the cylinder walls and piston are lubricated by oil
thrown .off of other movtng parts or by splash end an oil spit
hole in the crankshaft end of the connecting rod. These two oiling
systems ars illustrated in figures Y) and 60. The oil pumps used
are either a gear type pump as shown in figure 61, or a rotor
pump as shown in figure 62. both types of pumps incorporate an
oil pressure relief valve as shown in the illustrations. If the
pressure in the lubricating system becomes higher then a predetermined
ipecification, the spring loaded valve is forced off its seat
and the excessive pressure is relieved by allowing some oil to
by-pass the engine and be pumped directly back to the oil pan.
By operating in this manner, the oil pressure relief valve controls
the maximum pressure developed within the system. The oil filters
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Figure 61. Gear-Type Oil Pump.
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Figure 62. Rotor-TO.; Oil hop.

used on today's vehicles, filter all the oil from the pail before
it goes to the engine. Therefore, if the filter becomes clogged,
no oil would roach the engine. To compensate for this, a by-
pass valve is used in the filter. Then if the filter becomes
clogged with dirt, the bypass valve is forced open by the oil
from the pump and oil then goes directly to the angina without
being filtered.
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Figure 63. Aealk Sear to Cover Clearance.

re 64. Checking ,3ear to Body Clearance.
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Figure 65. :necking C7earance Between Outer Rotor and Body.
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Figure 66. Measuring Clearance Between Rotor Lobes.
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Figure 63. necking Cil Pump Shaft End Play.

One problem that can occur in a lubricating gystem is a blocked
oil gallery. If this does occur, the parts oiled from that passagewaywill fail. The damaged parts must then be replaced and the galleries
cleaned to prevent further engine damage. Another malfunction is
low oil pressure which will cause improper lubrication and premature
engine failure. The problem here is to find out if the original
malfunction was caused by a parts failure in the lubricating system
or by some other problem. For example, if the fuel system supplies
extessive amounts of gasoline to the engine's cylinders, much
of the excess fuel will go past the piston rings and wash the
oil off the cylinder walls. The excess fuel will then mix with
the oil in the oil pan and thin it out. The resIlts could be scored
cylinder walls end damaged crankshaft and bearings. Another problem
could result if the cooling system allowed the engine to run too
hot. The excess heat would cause the oil to become too thin
to maintain proper oil pressuris and again, the engine would be
damaged. rinally, if the oil isn't changed often enough it will
become contaminated and not lubricate properly. This in turn
will cause the engine bearings to wear excessively, and once the
bearings are worn, low oil pressure will result. In this case
however, low oil pressure wasn't the cause of the failure, just
a symptomatic result. Within the lubricating system itself, low
oil pressure could be caused by a lead oil pressure relief valve.
ruptured *gaskets in the oil pump, improper oil level in the
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crankcase. impioper 4-tare:wee within the workini parts of the
pump. or &sheared pin on the oil pump drive gear. (Refer to
figure 62.) Figures 63 thru 68 illustrate the checks made on the
working clearances of a gear and rotor type pump.

CRANKCASE VENTIUMON

More recently this subject may be referred to as control'of
crankcase emissions. The following operating characteristics of
engines have made this system necessary: '(l) during warmup periods
when the carburetors choke is in use, excess fuel will get past
the piston rings and dilute the oil, (2) condensation of water
in the crankcase mixes with sulphur compounds in engine oils and
causes the formation of sulphuric acid, (3) blow-by of combustion
gasses during engine operation causes sludge formation and oil
dilution. These foreign materials exist in the form .of vapors
when the'engine oil is at normal operating temperature, and it
is the job of the crankcase ventilating system to remove them
from the engine.

Non-Positive or Draft Tube Ventilation

COAONATION OIL MP CAP
wpm) YENntATION AIR INIAT

amegla Nessi iii
' CRANKCASE OASIS
xa MEW AER PLUS

CRANKCASE GAMS

MI fitOw PAST RASE
CA MAO MAR Tulle

Figure 69. Road craft TzZe System.

Most vehicles built before 1963 used this system. On this
set-up a vent or draft tube was installed in the engine above
the oil level of the crankcase. When the vehicle was in motion,
air rushing past the open end of the tube created a partial vacuum
r_hat pulled fresh air into the engine through the oil filler cap,
engine and out the draft tube. The LW pressure air stream caused
crankcase vapors to rise from the oil pan, enter the air stream
and be discharged through the draft tube. (Refer to figure 69%)

Positive Crankcase Ventilation (Open Type)

On this system the draft tube was replaced with a hose connected
to the intake manifold. This manifold vacuum was used to cause
air circulation through the engine, and the crankcase. Vapors
are carried into the combustion chambers by way of the intake
manifold and burned with the fuel mixture. A valve called the
P.C.V. valve is used to control the amount of crankcase vapors
entering the combustion chambers so that the air-fuel ratio isn't
upset.
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Figure 71. Closed System.

Positive Crankcase Ventilation (Closed Type)

After 1968, all production cars used the closed system. This
set.7up is the same as the open system Jith the exception of the
air inlet. Instead of air entering the engine through the oil
filler cap, it enters on the clean air side of the carburetor
air filter and is piped into the engine as shown in figure 71.
The advantage of the closed system is apparent if there is ever
a build up of crankcase pressure. In the open system blow-by gasses
could be forced into the atmosphere through the oil filler cap.
However, in the closed system blow-by gasses would be forced into
the air cleaner, mixed with the air fuel mixture and burned, not
discharged into the air.

VALVE RECONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

Due to the many'varying types of valve reconditioning equipment,
the use of the particular equipment on hand will be taught by your -
instructor and the applicable technical publication.

SUMMARY

This chapter has dealt with cooling, lubricating, and crankcase
ventilating systems. As a special point of review note the inter-
lationships of dhe various systems and how a malfunction in one
system can cause trouble in another different system.
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QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of a cooling system?

2. When inspecting a liquid cooling system, what do you
loOk for? _

it do?
3. How does,the pressure radiator cap work and what does

4. Explain the differences in operation of a liquid and
an air cooling system.

5. List five specific liquid cooling system malfunctions
and explain how Oey are corrected.

6. List the purposes of the lubricating system.

7. Explain how a lubricating system works.

8. What are somi causes of low oil pressure? (At least
three.)

9. What is the difference between oil'viscosity ratings
and service classifications?

10. colain how cooling sad lubricating systems can affect
each other:9r

11. What is the purpose of a crankcase ventilating system?

12. Explain the differences between the three types of crankcase
ventilating systems.
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GASOLINE ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM UNITS

At the conclusion of this lesson you will be able to explain
the operation, function, and relationship of gasoline fuel-air
system components.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the fuel system is to supply a proper mixture
of air and fuel to the vehicle's engine for all ranges of engine
operation. This chapter will deal with the fuel tank, lines, filter,
and pump. The carburetor will be discussed in a separate chapter
due to its complexity. The subject of electric fuel pumps will
not be included because of their extremely limited use on general
purpose vehicles.

Figure 72. Typical Gasoline Fuel System.
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Figure 73. Front of Engine with Timing
Chain Cover Removed.

INFORMATION

la

OPERATION

Figlaw 74. Fuel PUmp.

A common gasoline engine fuel system is pictured in figure 72.The fuel pump is driven by the eccentric lobe of the engines cam-shaft or by an eccentric bolted to the camshaft gear an shown in
figure 73. Figures 74 said 75 illustrate a mechanically operated
diaphram type'pump in common use today. As the pump is operated
by the fuel pump eccentric a flexible diaphram alternately produces
a partial vacuum and then pressure inside the pump.

On the vacuum or intake stroke the camshaft eccentric pushes
against the fuel pump rocker arm, figure 74(B), and the rocker
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Figum 7$. Awl Pump - Exploded View.

arm pulls down the flexible diaphragm and compresses the diaphragm
spring, figure 74(A). The downward movement of the diaphragm creates
a low pressure area inside the pump. Atmospheric pressure enters
a vent in the fuel tank and forces fuel into the low pressure
area inside the pump. As the camshaft eccentric rotates further
it releases the pressure on the rocker arm and the diaphragm spring
expands forcing fuel to the carburetor. This is the discharge
stroke. A one way flow of fuel is maintained1 through the_pump
by means of two poppet valves, figure 75. Wtn the carburetor
has a sufficient supply of fuel, a valve (wHlch will be discussed
later) closes and shuts off the fuel from the discharge side of
the pump. The fuel pump rocker arm will continue to be operated
by the camshaft eccentric, but the pressure created by the fuel
trapped in the closed line will keep the diaphragm from moving.
Therefore no more fuel will be delivered to the carburetor until
the valve opens and allOws fuel to enter the carburetor again.

A pump that operates in this manner is called a non-posiitive
pump. On vehicles equipped with air-conditioning or those that
have high temperatures under the hood, the above fuel system causes
a problem. When the engine is shut off, the temperature in the
engine compartment rises. This causes the gasoline trapped in .

the fuel line between the pump and carburetor to expand and force
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Figure . Fuel. Lines.

its way past the closed carbufetor valve. As a result the carburetor
floods and the engine is bard to start when hot. To correct this
problem a by-pass line is installed somewhere between the dischargeside of the fuel pump and the carburetor, the other end of the
Line goes to the intake side of the pump or back to the fuel tank.
A small opening called an orifice controls the amount of fuel
Chat flmws through this by-pass. This orific, is small enough
so that fUel pump operation will not be affected during normal
engine operation, however, when the engine is shut off, pressure
from the discharge side of the fuel pump is relieved. The results
are that engines start easier when they are hot due to less flooding
and reduced vapor locks (gasoline boiling in the lines). Referto figure 76.

Fuel lines

The fuel line from the tank to the engine compartment is usually
Lead-coated steel. Steel line is necessary due to the vibrations
mid rocks that are likely to hit a fuel line located underneath
the vehicle. A flexible hose (usually neoprene) connects the
line mentioned above to the fuel pump. This flexible line allows
for the movement of the engine on its mounts. If a rigid line
was used at Cas point it would soon break frost- constant flexing
action. From the fuel putv to the carburetor, either type of line
may be used, however the steel line is preferred.

fuel Gauges

There art two basic types of fuel gauges,-the "balancing
coil" and the "thermostatic." Each type uses a sending unit in
the tank and a dash unit, figures 77 atO 78.
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The tank unit of the balancing coil type has sliding contact
that slides back and forth on a resistance strip as the float

__Aneveg up mod _dove La _the- fuel teak. MU 10.11 thee the-mown
_

diat rags end the sliding contact Roves to reduce the resistance
The dash unit contains two coils. When the ignition switch is turned
on, currant flows through the two coils producing a usenet that
acts on a pointer. When resistance in the tank unit is high (tank
illed), the current flowing through the "empty" coil also flows
through the "full" coil. When this occurs the pointer is pulled
to the right so that the pointer indicates FULL. When the tank
begins to empty, the resistance of the tank unit drags. Thus,
more of the current that would have gone through the full Coil,
now flows through the tank unit and the "empty" coil pulls the
needle forward to tem Some units of this type use only one
coil balanced against a spring hooked to the pointer.

The thermostatic gauge has a pair of bi -metal strips that bend
when they are heated. Each strip is wrapped with a heater wire
connected to the battery through the ignition switch. These coils
carry the same amount of current and heat both bi -metal strips
the same amount. When the tank is full, the cam moves a contact
button and distorts the tank unit bi-metal strip. Therefore, the
blade must heat considerably before it bends enough to move away
from the contact button. While this blade is heating, the blade
in the dash unit is also heating and the pointer is pulled toward
FULL. After the tank blade heats enough to break the electrical
circuit it cools and moves back to the contact button, thus a
vibrating action takes place. As the tank empties, less heating
is required to keep the tank unit at the vibrating point due to less
pressure applied to the contacts by the cam. Therefore the dash
unit heats less, the blade bends less and the pointer moves
toward DIPTY.

MALFUNCTION AND REPAIR

The fuel tank, tank mounts, amd lines will deteriorate from
corrosion and rocks thrown from the vehicle's tires. When this
happens, the.defective units should be replaced. If a new fuel
tank is unavailable the old one can be brazed or welded. However,
if this action is taken, it must be done in accordance with existing
safety regulations and procedures. Another cause of fuel tank
failure is a plugged vent or improper tank cap. In either case,
the tank will be subject to a vacuum build up and will collapse.
The fuel filter should be changed at time intervals specified by
the manufacturer. If it becomes clogged before it is due to be
changed, replace it and inspect the rest of the system for excess
deposits,of dirt or debris. Should the pump become defective-
it_must also be replaced. Fuel pumps on new vehicles are not tit-
pairable, see figure 79. For older vehicles which have repairable
pumps, a repair kit is seldom available so they too must be replaced.

To determine fuel pump serviceability three tests are per-
formed: (1) a volume test on the carburetor side of the pump,
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Figum 79. A44.1 Pump (Non-Servicsabla).

(2) a pressure test on the carburetor side of the pump, and (3) a
vacuum test on the tank side of the pump. The volume test is performed
by inserting the discharge fuel line from the pump into a pint
measuring bottle. The engine is operated at idle speed and on the
average, it should take 20 to 30 seconds to fill the cnntainer.
(Check manufacturer's specifications.) Insufficient volume is usually
caused by a pinched fuel line, worn cam-shaft eccentric or fuel
pump rocker arm, dirty fuel filter, or air leaks on the intake
side of the pump. To test for air leaks a vacuum test is performed
on the intake side of the system, first at the pump and then at
the fuel line where it enters the tank. Use a vacuum gauge and
operate the engine according to the manufacturer's test procedures.
If the reading at the pump is low then the pump is defective. If
the pump reading is alright but the reading at the tank is low,
then there is an air leak between the tank and the pump. Check
the lines for holes, loose connections, poor hose clamps and so
on. The final test is the pressure test. The fuel line is removed
at the carburetor and connected to a pressure gauge. The engine
is operated according to the manufacturer's testing instructions
and the pressure noted. If the pressure is low the cause could
be as follows: (1) worn camshaft eccentric or fuel pump rocker
arm, (2) hole in the diaphragm accompanied by gasoline spurting
from the fuel pump vent hole or Urge amounts of fuel in the crank-
case, or (3) dirty or gummy check valves from using a poor grade
of gasoline. When the engine is shut off the gauge should still
indicate pressure in the line unless; (1) the intake and discharge
chock valves Lsek or (2), the fuel system is the by-pass type-
previously described. Low pressure could also be caused by a weak
diaphram spring. If the pressure is too high then look for the
following; (1) tight diaphrigm-(2) fuel between the layers of
the dieihragm material, (3) diaphragm spring too strong, or (4) fuel
pump link frozen to the rocker arm. To troubleshoot fuel systes
gauges and sending units it will be necessary to refer to the

Loo)
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specific manual of the vehicle In question, due to the differencesin electrical systems among various manufacturers.

---mtuane-ausuovamverime-
Ps previously mentioned, the fuel tank is vtnted in orderfor atmospheric pressure to enter th system and push fuel fromthe tank to the fuel pump. Tbis vent also allows for expansion4 of tho fuel when the tank and its contents get warm. Before 1971,(except in California), this venting was accomplished by means ofan open pipe in the fuel tank, or by means of a vented gas cap.However, this method of venting fuel tanks allowed raw fuel andfumes to iscepe into the air and increase pollution. Therefore,a cldsed venting system is now required on all vehicles. In thissystem a pressure/vacuum

relief gas cap is used to protect thefuel tank from excess pressure differentials. The fuel vaporsare now vented into the vehicle's P.C.V. system and burned in theengine's combustion chambers. ilbst overflow of liquid fuel causedby heat during summer operation is either trapped in an expansiontank or taken care of by some form of liquid vapor separator andthen returned to the fuel tank. The various methods used tp accomplish
,

the above will be studied in greater detail in a later blsik ofinstruction.

SUMMARY

This dhapter has covered the purpose, operation, malfunctionsand repair of fuel system components excludiag carburetors. It hasalso covered the basic function of the closed venting system usedto control evaporative missions. The malfunctions that can developin a fuel system are many and varied. Sometimes a combinationof two or more problems may exist at the same time. Therefore,it is important to check and isolate any malfunctions by logicalmeans; proven test procedures recommended by the manufacturer. Usethe book and do not depend on memory, it will save time in thelong run.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the three fuel pump tests?

2. Describe the basic procedures used to perform these tests.
3. For each test, list some of the possible results andwhat they mean.

4. Describe how the fuel system supplies fuel from the tankto the carburetor.

5. In am evaporative emission control fuel system, whatprotects the fuel tank from excess pressure or vacuum?
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
Clanute AF#, Illinois

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF
CARBURETORS AND GOVERNORS

_mamas_

After completing this unit of instruction you will be able
to explain the principles of operation, function, and relationship
of gasoline engine fuel-air system components.

30147-33044-207

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of a carburetor is to supply a proper air fuel
mixture for all ranges of engine operation. A mixture that is too
rich may damage the engine by thinning the oil. A lean mixture
results in loss of power and possible engine damage through excessive
Meat.

INFORMATION

An air fuel mixture or ratio is expressed by two numbers such
as 15 to 1. The first number refers to the amount of air, the
3econd to fuel. Therefore, a mixture Of 15 to 1 means 15 parts
of air to one part of fuel, and the measure is by weight. A mixture
with more air for the 1 part of fuel (such as 18 to 1) would be
leaner than 15 to 1, and a mixture with less air (12 to 1) would
be richer than 15 to 1. Air fuel ratios have received a lot of
attention recently in connection with exhaust emission controls
designed to reduce air pollurion. The pollutants in automobile
exnausts include many differnt types of chemicals Chat are divided
into three basic chemical groups. These are: (1) hydrocarbons
or (HC), the basic compounds of gasolines, (2) carbon monoxide
or (CO), which is a deadly gas resulting from the burning of fuel,
and (3) nitric oxides (Mx) or lead compounds. Much of this
pollution is caused by incomplete combustion of the air-fuel mixture.
In order to correct these problems, automobile manufacturers have,
and are continuing to develop different systems to control air
pollution. The study of these individual systems will be accomplished
later in this course, however, one thing should be noted now;
air-fuel ratios aie leaner now than they were in previous years.
The reason for this is that leaner mixtures burn cleaner and thereby
reduce pollution. Some general examples will illustrate the differences
in the air-fuel ratios of newer versus older vehicles (note following
examples). These figures are general ranges only.

2.4als_a_2221alea

Idle Speed

to peed Cruising

Hi Speed Cruising

Old AJF Ratio

12.3 to 1

13.5 to 1

15 to I.

a

New A/F Ratios

14.4 to 1 or leaner

14.4 to 1 or leaner

16 to 1 or leaner

In previous years, the test equipment used to adjust and trouble-
shoot fuel-air systems meaaured the air-fuel ratio. This test
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Figure :60. Test EquIpment for Measuring Amounts

;44..rocarbon and carbon Monoxide.

equipment did not have the capability of actually measuring
the pollutants present in exhaust gasses. Through increased
technology and stricter federal laws, test equipment has been
developed to directly measure the amount of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide present in exhaust gasses. One such tester is
illustrated in figure 80. This type of equipment will be necessary
in order to meet new federal requirements and will reprace A/F
ratio gauges for the purposes of tune-up and troubleshooting
AYF systene. The federal laws in 1968 set pollution standards
at 275 parts per million for (275 parts hydrocarbon to 1,000,000
parts of exhaust gas) hydrocarbons and 1.5 percent for carbon
monoxide. In 1970 they were changed to a grams per mile basis
and 11-lited to 2.2 grams per mile for hydrocarbons and 23 grams
per mile for carbon monoxide. The 1975 standards will require
even more effective control of HC, 00, and will also include control
of NOx.

THE BASIC FACTS AND PRINCIPLES OF CARBURETION

As a Matter of Fact

The carburetor must supply the engine with the correct mixture
of4fuel and air to insure good combustion. Because mixture require-
ments very with temperature, speed and load on the engine, it
is very difficult to provide'perfect carburetion for all operating
conditions, figure 81.
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Figure 81. Operating Conditions Affect
Mixture Requirements.

if. :7:equirements Change
TerTerature.

!-2:=RE ,VEE:S CHANJE W..TB TEMPERATURE. Outside temperature
as well as engine operating temperature affects air-fuel ratio
requirements. For ease of starting, particularly in cold weather,
a very rich mixture is needed. The instant the engine starts,
tne air-fuel ratio requirement changes. The proportion of air
to fuel must be increased to prevent flooding and stalling. As
the engine warms up, fuel vaporization improves and progressively
leaner mixtures are called for, figure 82.

METING SPEED AND POWER REQUIREMENTS. Changes in engine
speed and power output also affect air-fuel ratio requirements.
At bile and during Low-speed, low-power operation, a lean mixture
is required to minimize exhaust emissions. At medium speed and
part-throttle, still leaner mixtures must be supplied for good
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Figure 23. Er..-ed and Power Affect Mixture Needs.

GASOLINE AND AIR ARE FLUIDS

Figure 84. :f it Flows, it can he Classified
as a FZuid.

fuel economy. For maximum power, a rich mixture is needed. It's
a fact that the engine uses about thirty or forty times as much
air to produce maximum power as it does when the engine is idling.
This will give you some idea of how versatile the carburetor
must be and how difficult a job it is to provide the correct
air-fuel ratio for all operating conditions, figure 83.

:F IT FLOWS It'S A FLUI:). The entire science of carburetion
is concerned with the flow of fuel and air. Scientifically speaking,
both gasoline and air are classified as fluids because they ean
be made to move or flow. For example, water is a fluid and it
flows readily through a garden hose. Sinde air can be.made to
flow through a hose, it is aiso a fluid, figure 84.
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Figure 85. A Difference in Pressure
Causes Fluids to now.

WE,4: .V.4XES FLU= .F7.zw? The flow of any fluid, either a gas
az a liquid, is the direct result of a difference in pressure.
The direction of flow is always away from the higher pressure
and tawards the lower pressure. It doesn't matter whether the
difference in pressure is created by increasing the pressure
at one end or reducing the pressure at the other end. In other
words, you can move a fluid, gas or liquid, by increasing pressure
at one end and blowing it through a tube, or you can make it flow
by reducing the pressure at one end of a tube. Scientifically
speaking, the "suction" that pulls a soda through a straw is actually
a lowering of the pressure at the mouth-end so that the hi r
atmospheric pressure acting on the delectable concoction can ugh
it up the straw and into the sipper's mouth. In the case of hither
a bean shooter or a soda straw, it's the pressure difference that
moves the fluid. Nw, let's see why it is important to understand
this principle as it applies to carburetion, figure 85.
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AN ENGINE IS ALSO A PUMP. The engine's primary job is to
produce power, but on the intake stroke it is a very efficient
VACUUM pump. The downward novae= of the piston treaties a_partial
atmospheric pressure pushes air-through the carburetor, through
intake manifold and into the cylinder, as shown inifigure 86.

This is a Matter of Principle

The venturi is one of the most tmportant devices used in
the carburetor. It is simply an hourglass-shaped reduction inthe size of a tube or passage. But let's see what a venturi
does to air flow and how it affects pressure.

11
SAME AMOUNT THROUGH ALL PARTS OF TUBE

Fit7urc 37. Air Flows Faster through the Venturi.

II'S HURRY: HURRY! HURRY! Since the same amount of air
flows through all parts of a tube, it has to speed up and flow
faster through the narrowest part. For example, if the cross-
sectional area of the ,:enturi is only half as large as the rest
of the tube, the air will go twice as fast through the venturi,
as shown in figure 87.

SPEED GOES UP AND PRESSURE GOES ZOWN. As the velocity of
the air flowing through the venturi increases, the pressure decreases.
The velocity of the air is greatest and the pressure is the lowest
at the narrowest section of the venturi. A scientific, fluid
dynamic explanation of why a venturi causes a pressure drop is
a bit complex. Hweetver, there is a simple everyday example of
how increasing the speed of air flow results in a reduction in,
pressure, figure 88,

DON'T LET THE VENTURI ACTION BUG PT. Just about everyone
has used a hand-operated bug sOrayer at one tine or another.
And you know that pumping air across the nozzle-end of the pickup
tube pulls fluid out of the tank and squirts it at the plant
or the bugs thereon. The.reason the fluid flows up the tube
is because the pressure at the nozzle-end of the tube is lower
than the pressure at the lower end of the
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Figure 88. Formulas Famplaining
Venturi Acti on.

PUMP FASTER... MORE SPRAY

NOZZLE....
LOWER PRESSURE

8.>. Increasing Air FZow Lowers
the Pressure.

You also know that pumping the bug sprayer faster increases
the amount of spray that comes out of the nozzle-end of the tube.
That's because increasing the speed of thecair flowing past the
pickup tube lowers the pressure at the top'of the tube even more,
so there is still greater pressure difference between the top
and the bottom of the pickup tube. In a carburetor, a venturi,is
used to increase the speed of the air and lower the pressure at
the throat of the venturi, figure 89.

THE FLOAT AND LOW-SPEED SYSTEMS

The Float and the Throttle Valve

So far we have covered the basic factors affecting an-internal
combustion engine's fuel mixture requirements. We have also
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discussed the principle of fluid flow and the function of a venturi.Next, we will explain how these fundamentals apply to as simple
carburetor.

'-171T-Ftte-CONTRULTTHE NEEDLE VALVE. The fuel pump takes
, gasoline from the fuel tank and delivers it to the inlet of the
.fuel bowl at a constant pressure....regardless of engifie speed.
The float controls the needle valve, which in turn, controls the
flow of gasoline so that the fuel in the bowl is always maintained
at the same level.

ntrols the 3eedle Valve.

The slightest drop in the level of the fuel in the fuel bowl
allows the float to drop and this opens the needle valve. As soon
as the level of fuel in the bowl is restored, the float closes
the needle valve, figure 90.

Under actual operating conditions, the float allows the needle
valve to remain open just far enough to meter the fuel flow and
maintain a very precise fuel level. It is impossible to over-
emphasize the importance of setting the float carefully so that
the correct fuel level will be maintained under all operating
condicic,ns.

1WfORFECT FLOAT LEVEL C4USES PROBLEA5. If the level of the
fuel in the bowl is too low, the air flowing through the venturi
will have to lift the gasoline farther. As a result, fuel flow
will'be reduced in proportion to air flow and the mixture will
be too Lean. This can cause sluggishness and similar performance
problems.

If the float level is high, figure 91, too much fuel will
be discharged into the air stream and the mixture will be too
rich. This condition can contribute to poor fuel economy and
may cause performance problems. It can also cause or contribute
to "hot starting" problems. %
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Figure 91. The FZoat Level Affects
the Air-Fuel Ratio.

THE THROTTLE IS A FLOW VALVE. The throttle valve controls
the amount of air-fuel mixture entering tht intake manifold. It
is simply an air-flow control valve. However, the design and
exact location of this valve is very important. This will become
evident when we discuss the relationship of the throttle valve
to the idle and the transfer ports.

Feeding the Engine at Low Speed

Of course there is a lot more to a modern carburetor than
a fuel bowl, float system, throttle valve, venturi end fuel discharge
nozzle. So let'. move on to the idle system and other systems
required in a practical carburetor for a car or truck.

Figure 92. Redkiced Pressure
at the Idle Port.

WHEN THE THPOTTLE VALVE IS CLOSED. At idle, air flow through
the venturi is greatly reduced by the almost closed throttle valve,
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figure 92. The preisure drop in the venturi is very slight sono fuel is supplied by the nein discharge nozzle. However, thespace below the throttle valve is outpoud CI? matfold vacuum.
there_lit-InisnammointrowitiltUtt-biolaw--Alw---usarY)t -clesetttreette .

J3. Fl Fiaw at Closed Throttle.

The idle port is located just below the edge of the closedthrottle valve.. The small amount of fuel needed to keep ,the enginerunning at idle is discharged from the idle port and mixed withthe air flowing past the nearly closed throttle valve, figure 93.

tOLE TUSE

IOLE PORT

METERINS
PlUrRICTION

Figure .14. F4eZ Flow is Limited by a Reatricti'bn.

F:"EL FLOW AT IDLE rs &TERM The-idle system is suppliedby fuel flowing through the main metering jet. tate% leaving thejet, the fuel flows upward through the Idle tube. Fuel flow islimited by the tIle system metering restriction which is usuallya calibrated opening at the lower end of the, idle tube. Abovethe idle tube, the idle passage makes two quick right-angle turnsand leads downward to the idle port, figure 94.
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Figure 95. Air Bleeds Mao Prevent
SVPhoning of Adel.

THOSE ANTI-SYPHON AIR BLEEDS. Although the idle port is located
below the level of the fuel in thefuel bowl, no syphoning action
takes place. That's because one or more.air bleeds at the upper
end of the idle passage serve as vents so there can be no syphoning
of fuel from the fuel bowl. Equally important, tiny air bubbles
enter the fuel stream through the air bleeds. Aerating the fuel
before it reaches the idle port helps the fuel mix more readily
and uniformly with the air flowing through the carburetor, figure 95.

THE TRANSFER PORT ADDS AIR, TOO. At idle when the throttle
valve is closed, additional air is/bled into the idle systeerfuel
stream through the transfer port. But we better explain _awt air
bleeds in through the transfer port at closed throttle instead of
fuel spilling out of it.

3
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Figure 96. The Traneer Port Serves-
as an Air Bleed.



For all practical purposes, at closed throttle the pressure
at the transfer port is at or near atmospheric pressure. However,
Illelow the throttle imam 4t the ilibelpert therm is monifelitImmmmme1

MtrillYNV
in through the transfer port, mix.' with the fuel and is discharged
through the idle port, figure 96.

TUE TRAMSFER PORT ALSO SUPPLIES FUEL. When the throttle valve
is opened slightly, the transfer port as well as the idle port
is exposed to manifold vacuum. This causes fuel to flow from both
the idle and the transfer port to supply the correct air-fuel
ratio for low-speed, off-idle operation.

Figure 97. Transfer Port Exposed to
ManifoLd Vacuum.

If it were not for the additional fuel supplied through the
transfer port, the off-idle mixture would be much too Lean and
a low-speed flat spot would result. That's because opening the
throttle slightly allows more air flow but there is no corresponding
increase in the flow of fuel through the idle port because of the
metering restriction at the lower end of the Ldle tube, figure 97.

:CLE MIXTURE ADJUSTMENT. So far we haven't considered the
methods used to adjust the maximum amount of fuel flowing from
the idle port. On the majority of carburetors, the mixture adjustment
is accomplished by a fuel metering'needle valve in the idle circuit
near the idle discharge port, figure 98. Turning the screw clockwise
reduces full .flow to produce a leaner mixture and turning the
screw counterclockwlswallows more fuel to flow for a richer mixture.
Two- and four-barrel carburetors have two complete idle systems
and two idle mixture screws.

ARBURETW WITH AAJUSTABLE AIR BLEED. Some carburetors,
Including some of our recent past model two-barrel and four-barrel
carburetors, have one idle mixture adjusting screw for the MO
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Figure 98. Idle Mixture Screw
Controls FUel Flow.

na id:e nrture LimiterTre .4re Sea 1ed.

Idle systems. Carburetors with this arrangement have idle mixture
limiter screws which ware adjusted, flow-tested and then sealed
at the factory. This type screw limits the maximum amount of fuel
that can be supplied at idle, figure 99.

To provide for idle mixture adjustment in service, carburetors
with sealed idle mixture limiter screws have an adjustable air
bleed, figure 100. Opening this screw lets more air bleed into
the ful in the idle pastas. to lean out the mixture end closing
the idle adjusting cuts down on that air to make the mixture richer.
On these carburetors, ehe idle mixture screw is an air bleed adjusting
screw. Incidentally, this adjusting screw has a left-hand thread.
As a result, it must be turned counterclockwise 0, increase the
richness of the mixture and clockwise to make the mixture leaner.

3q.ft
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Figurw 200. Ths Idle Mature Air &mew
Hap Left-Hand Thread.

tn other words, the direction of rotation for richer or leaner
mixtures is the same as it is for a conventional idle mixture screw.

THE HIGH-SPEED AND STEP-UP SYSTEMS

The idle and transfer ports supply the fuel needs for low-
speed power operation. However, a high-speed system, and several
auxiliary systems are needed to provide the richer mixtures required
for sudden acceleration, maximum power and cold-engine starting.

Figure 101. Fidel Plows from the Mein
Diaaharge Noma*.

The Ogh-Speed System

As the throttle Li opened beyond the transfer port, air flow
through the carburetor increases. The increased speed of the
air flowing through the venturi reduces the pressure enough to cause
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fuel to flow from the,mein discharge nozzle, figure 101. At this
point, the pressure at the end of .:,1* main nozzle is lower than
the pressure at the transfer end idle ports. As a results there
is no further flow of fuel from these outlets. As 4I matter. of

_

-

gb -speed system tends to draw the fuel out of this idle system
passages.

a

=MAROC
NOZZLE

-
Figure 102. Carburetor with a

Secondary Venturi.

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE IENTURIS. As you probably kfiow, many carburetors
-carburetors have double and triple venturis. Where multiple venturis
are used, the speed of the air flaw increases as it passes through
the successively smaller venturis. For example, if a double venturi
is used, the main discharge notzle extends into the smaller secondary
venturi where the pressure drop is greatest, figure 102.
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:HE WIN JET METERS Pin FLOW. The main jet, sometimes referred
to as the high-speed jet, wastrels or meter*

fuel_a_c.Minr_ces--------'----tha_fithirastudall-----ffiVire 1Oi. Ibfie lower endthe mal:, discharge tube extends into the main well. The high-speed system picks up its fuel supply from the main well and discharges
it into the stream of air flowing through the venturi.

The high-speed system also has one or more air bleeds. Itis common practice to provide an air bleed at the upper end ofthe main well. Holes or perforations in the main discharge tubeallow air to mix with the fuel flowing through the tube. Introducingair into the fuel stream helps break up the fuel and results inimproved
atomization---just as it does in the case of the idlesystem air bleeds.

BALANCED FUEL BOWL VENT. Up to now we have purposely avoided!any discussion of the fuel bowl vent because we didn't want the
'

vent details to complicate our illustrations of the basic fuelpassages. The fuel bowl is externally vented only at idle, whenthe throttle is fully closed. The purpose of the external ventis to relieve any vapor pressure which might develop in the fuelbowl as a result of underhood engine heat. At all off-idle
throttlepositions, the fuel bowl is internally vented through the balancetube, figure 104.

Figurc ::i. The Fuet Bol.:4: Has an
Intrnai Vent System.

The balance tube extend& from the fuel bowl to the upPer partof the carburetor air horn. As a result, the pressure is balancedWhich simply means that the pressure acting on the fuel in thebowl is the same as the pressure in the air horn. The balancetube automatically compensates for normal changes in-restrictionto air flow through the air cleaner. If the carburetor didn'thave a balance tube, a dirty air cleaner would have "choke effect"on air flow causing the mixture to be excessively
rich, filore 105.
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DIRTY AIR CLEANER...
MIXTURE TOO RICH

ear

Figure 105. ?he Balance Tube Eliminates
Choke Effect.

The Steo-Up and Power Systems

A simple high-speed system supplying a constant air-fuel ratio
would be suitable for stationary engine application where speed
irld load are'also constant. However, a fixed mixture ratio willit sa,isfy passenger car or truck requirements because both sPeed
and load vary a great deal.

A:R-FUEL RATIO EXTREMES. To provide maximum power the high-
speed system must feed the engine a mixture that is about 13 pounds
of air to one pound of gasolir4. For maximum part throttle economy
and minimum exhaust emissions, the mixture ratio must be about
17 pounds of air to one pound of gasoline. Incidentally, air-
fuel mixture ratios are normally expressed by weight...not by volume.

Figure 106. Simq)le High-Speed System.
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THE JET AND VENTURI CONTROL THE itTIO. In the basic high-
speed system we have been considering, the main,jet represents
ALlimid fully' flow =Ur/aim:timid,-1214,--11810404-41-etton4 figure-108 This airangiudOt can only deliver a fixedor constant air-fuel ratio. To produce a' variable eir-fuel ratiosome method of changing either the ffective size of the venturi
or the effective size of the main jet must be provided. In actual
practice, one of several methods are used to vary the'amount of
fuel flow depending on engine operating conditions and requireuents.

:27. Metering Rcd Providee
-;b",,e Mixture Ratio.

A ME77.72::::J RCD PROVILIES A VARIABLE RATIO. One way to provide
a variable air-fuel ratio is to use a metering rod. Where this
method is used, the main. jet is big enough to provide the richest
mixture required for full engine power. Leaner mixtures are obtainedby inserting a metering rod into the jet opening td restrict fuel
flow, figure 107.

Since engine vacuum changes with air-fuel mixture requirements,
a vacuum piston or a vacuum diaphragm can be used to control the
metering rod. Under constant speed and load conditions manifold
vacuum is high and a lean mixture is desirable for maximum economy
and minimum exhaust emissions. In carburetors equipped with a spring-
loaded piston and metering rod, high manifold vacuum pulls the
piston downwe.rd so that the lawer end of the rod extends into thejet. This reduces fuel flow through the jet to provide the required
lean air-fuel ratio.

RICMER MIXTURE FOR FULL POWER. When the throttle is wide open,
for maximum acceleration or for climbing a steep grade, manifold
'vacuum drops and the spring pushes the vacuum piston upward. 'This
lifts the metering rod out of the jet to allow more fuel flow and
provide the richer mixture needed for full engine power, figure 108.
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Figure 108. VaCUUM Cantrole the Metering Rad.

MOCTURE
LEAN

RICHER KAMER
MIXTURE

A Tt.)o-Step Metering Rod System.

:W0-3TEP METERING RODS. Some carburetors have a rwo-step metering
rod. When the large diameter extends into the jet, the high-speed
circuit delivers a lean mixture. When engine vacuum drops, the
r-,,,ston lifts the rod so that the smaller diameter is in the jet.
This provides a richer mixture for maximum pawer, figure 109.

ANL THREE-STEP METERING RODS. Some carburetors have a three-
step metering rod with a large upper diameter for lean economy mixture,
a tapered center section provides a moderately lean transitional
mixture ratio. A smaller diameter at the lower end provides the
richer, maximum power, air-fuel ratio, figure 110.

SOME C4RBVRETORS HAVE A FVWER JET. Another way to provide
a variable air-fuel/ratio is to use a power jet. This is in addition
to the main jet. The opening and closing of the power jet can be
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gurc ;12. A Three-Stec Meterina P.

VACUUM DIAPHRAGM

F-2t.lure 211. The Pcwer jet :s an Auxiliary J.

trolled by either a vacuum piston or by a vacuum diaphragm. If
a vacuum piston is used, the setup is similar to that of a vacuum
piston controlled metering rod. If a vacuum diaphragm is used,the basic arrangement is quite different so we will explain and
illustrate the operation of A vacuum diaphragm controlled power
jet.

1/.4',7UM1 CLOSES TVE POPE'? VALVE. The power valve is connectedto a spring-loaded vacuum diaphragm. Under light-load operating
conditions, high manifold vacuum moves the diaphragm against spring
prezs,ire to close the power valve, cutting off flow through the
power jet, figure 111.

SPRING PRESSURE OPENS THE POWER VALVE. When the throttle
is opened and manifold vacuum drops, the power valve is opened by
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the diaphragm spring; Puel flows through both the power jet arid
the main jet to provide the richer mixture needed for full power,
figure 112.

On

Figure 112. FueZ nale Through Power
and Main Jeto.

Auxiliary Systems and Controls

In addition to the idle, high-speed, step-up and power systems,
several auxiliary systems and controls are required in a prafltical
modern carburetor for car or truck.

AIR FLOW INCREASES

FASTER THAN FUEL FLOW

Figure 113. The heaviei. Liquid
Fuel Lags Behind.

;v7iEN THE ACdELERATOR IS FLOORBOARDED. When the throttle is
opened suddenly for-rapid acceleration, a rich mixture is called
for. However, under this condition, air flow increases faster than
fuel flow. Although the stop-up metering system or power valve
is open, the mixture tends to lean out. This would cause a momentary
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stusgle. .That's because the air is light and it speeds up easily
while the heavier ltquid fuel apostle up sievii'and lase behind

sap.tap_umummrdmiALLertAwrAd_r_4_461suleItIc

Te
PUMP PUNIER

Figure 114. A Squirt of Fuel Pram
the Accelerator PUmp.

A SQUIRT OF FUEL DOES THE TRICK. When the throttle is suddenly
opened, the accelerator pump delivers an extra squirt of fuel to
enrich the air-fuel mixture and prevent the momentary stumble that
might otherwise occur. Operation of the accelerator pump system
is quite simple. When the throttle is opened, ehe throttle linkage
releases the accelerator pump rod and the pump plunger is forced
dawnward by the accelerator pump spring. The plunger pushed fuel
out through the accelerator pump nozzle and into the stream of
air flowing through the carburetor, figure 114.

SpRING PROVIDES
SUSTAINED FLOW

Figure 115. The Pump Plunger Is
Spring Actuated.
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THE SPRING MVOS MS SQUIRT OONSISTIMT. Spring actuation of
,the accelerator pump plunger insures an even, sustained flow of
fuel, figure 115. If the plunger were operated directly by the
throttle linkage, the rate and the duration of the fuel discharge

'would vskrY, delmedleg on hew feet the throttle was opened. The
wimroliwF .met -Viuikvv,-tiL4h--Aue'e
enough extra fuel to enrich the-mixture'until flow through the
step-up system catches up with'air flaw.

Figure 116. Releasing the Accelerator
Refills the Pump WeZZ.

THE ACCELERATOR PUMP REFTLL STROKE. When the throttle is
released, the azcelerator pump arm lifts the plunger upward com-
pressing the pump spring. So, the plunger is again positioned
for instant. action. Upward movement of the plunger opens the
lower check valve allowing fuel to flow into the pump well. At
the same time, the upper or discharge check valves closes to prevent
air from entering the well on the refill stroke, figure 116.
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IT REALLY STARTS WITH THE CHOKE. When the choke valve is....49-sed and tha thrott.40 YAlVe_ is.
paatrUXeci....,44""rii-Aueute7ftectittchatit-tio
iili,the tiansfer,ort and the idle port. ,As a result of this low pressurecondition, fuel is discharged from all three of these outletsat cold engine cranking speeds. This provides the extremely rich ,mixture needed to start a cold engine, figure 117.

Fz:7ure We:l-Tpe :hoke VaZve Control.

T7iE WELL-TYPE AUTOMATIC f7HOKE. The primary choke valve controlis a thermostatic coil spring, usually located in a well in theintake manifold where it reacts to engine temperature. When themanifold and automatic choke are cold, the thermostatic spring coilsup tighter. This moves a choke rod upward, pushing the chokevalve into the closed position. As the manifold and the chokewarm up, the thermostatic coil relaxes and this allows the chokevalve to open, figure 118.

The vacuum kick diaphragm is an important secondary chokecontrol. This device pulls the choke open a very precise amountas soon as the engine is started. Opening the choke slightly preventsan over-rich mixture which would cause the engine to load up andstall.

THE CHOKE UNCHOKES ITSELF. The design of the choke valveis in itself an important secondary choke control device. Sincethe choke shaft is off-center with respect to the chgke valve, airentering the carburetor opens the choke valve when the engine
starts and air flow through the air horn increases, figure 119.

THE CHOKE OPERATES THE FAST.YDLE GM The automatic Choke
linkage also rotates the fast-idle position. The fast-idle screwrests on the cam and holds the throttle open wider than the curb-idle position. This puts the throttle in the correct positionto facilitate starting of a cold engine and helps keep the enginerunning smoothly while it is warming up, figure 120.
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rumsCHOKE

FAST- IDLE
CAM

220. The Choke Positions
the Fast-Idle Cam.

Figure 229. Air Flow Tends to Open
the Choke Valve.

A WORD ABOUT EXTERNAL LINKAGES. It is most important to under-
stand the design of the external linkages connected to the vacuum
choke diaphragm, tha fast-idle cam, bowl vent, accelerator pump,
dhoke =loader and the well-type choke. These external links are
purposely bent and shaped to produce precise movement of the levers
and parts to which they are connected without interfering or touching
other carburetor parts or links.

A certain amount of looseness is designed into each linkage.
This working clearance, particularly at the connecting ends of
each link, minimizes the possibility of sticking or jamming in
operation. Clearance at the point of connection reduces binding
or sticking caused by dirt or gum accumulation.
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A FTNAL WORD OF WARING. External carburetor linkages are
-designed to operate dry md akkottli not be_lubriteted. If oil

ot-gbivt-I -becalm- iteart-inil'intetfere with
correct linkage operation.

34 a

When setting up a carburetor, it is sometimes necessary to
bend a link in order to obtain the correct choke opening, fast -
idle cam position, charm vacuum-kick, etc. Each link hat, a curve,
a bend or a loop that was specifically designed into the rod for
the purpose of providing an adjusting or "bending point."

Figure Increasing or Deareasing
;24/47

When you adjust any carburetor linkage, bend the link only
in the place specified in your Service Manuals. For example,
when adjusting the vacuum kick, the only correct place to bend
the link is at the U-shaped loop provided in the choke diaphragm
link, figure 121.

HEAT CONTROLS

When an engine is first started, the cold metal of the intake
manifold causes part of the air-fuel mixture to condense into
a liquid an the way into the engine's combustion chambers. To prevent
this, a heat control valve or heat riser is used. This valve
is merely a butterfly valve placed in the exhaust manifold and
controlled by a 1?1-metal spring. When the engine ts cold the
spring closes the butterfly valve and causes exheust gasses to
be circulated through a special passage in the ihtake manifold.
Thus the intake manifold is heated and fuel vaporization is improved.
As the engine warms up, the heat causes the bi -metal spring to
relax and exhaust gasses are no longer circulated through the
tntake manifold, figures 122 and 123. This valve is mounted off
center on its shaft so that even when in a closed position exhaust
gasses can temporarily force it open if the engine speed is increased.
Care must be.taken when installing a new valve. If it is put
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tre 2 2 2 . Intake Mcslifold and
Neer.

00 MOM

Figure Z23. Intake ManifoZd and
Heat Riser.

in the wrong way exhaust gasses will force it closed instead of
opening it. If this valve gets stuck open, poor fuel vaporization
will result. If it gets stuck closed, it will cause and excessive
heat build up that can damage the engine.

AIR CLEANERS

An air cleaner filters the air entering the engine, acts as
a flame arrester in case of engine backfire, and silences the
noise of air entering the engine. Most vehicles today use an air
cleaner with a disposable paper element. The element should be
replaced at the manufacturer's specified interval or sooner if
the vehicle is operated in a dusty area. Care should be taken
when installing theair cleaner. Make sure the wing nut that
holds it on the carburetor is not put on too tight, as this may
cause the top of the carburetor to warp.

GOVERNORS

Governors are used on automotive engines to control maximum
engine speed and prevent excessive wear. If engine speed is not
controlled, it is possible for the speed of rotation to break the
crankshaft and cause the engine to fly to pieces. Thera are four
basic types of governors: (1) centrifugal, (2) vacuum velocity,
(3) vacuum (also called centifugal vacuum), and (4) velocity.

Centrifugal Governors

The centrifugal governor consists of two weighted arms attached
to a spindle. The spindle is connected by linkage to a throttle
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Figure 1:4. Throttle Valve Open. Figure 125. Throttle VaZve Closed by
Governor Action.

valve. The drive shaft, driven from the camshaft or accessory drivm
of the engine, drives the spindle, figures 124 and 125. Any action
on the weighted arms will affect the passage of the air-fuel mixture
from the carburetor to the engine cylinders. As the engine operates
and the spitndle rotates, the weights will tend to fly out, but
they will be held in place by the spring and the-.throttle valve
will remain open. As engine speed increases, the weights will
overcome the spring and close the throttle valve, figure 125.
A screw at the end of the spring serves as the adjusting screw.

Velocity Governors

Velocity governors are mounted between the carburetor and
the intake manifold. They contain a butterfly valve mounted off
center on a shaft. The shaft also has a spring connected that
holds the butterfly valve open. As air rushes into the engine
cylinders it tends to push the butterfly valve closed against spring
tension. As engine speed increases and more air rushes past this
butterfly valve the spring tinsion is overcome and the valve closes
to resdict the volume of air-fuel mixture going to the engine,
and reduces engine speed. An adjusting screw is provided to change
spring tension for various governor settings, figure 126.

Vacuum Velocity

This type of governor mounts and operates in the same manner
as the velocity governor except that it has a vacuum piston in
addition to the butterfly valve and spring. The vacuum piston
is subject to intake manifold vacuum and keeps the butterfly valve
from fluttering, figure 127.
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Figure 127. Velocity (Vacuum) Governor.
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Vacuum or Centrifuy\ a*V.Vacuum

4

-16fh to ihii-EYii of goverhOr.. This goiternor
uses a centrifugal situp to control the amount of vacuum metered;
figure 127, to a vacuum diaphragm on the carburetor. This vacuum
Alaphram in turn limits.the maximum throttle.opening to control
engine speed.

SUMMARY

This chapter has covered the basic construction and operating
principles of carburetors and governoti. One of the most important
aspects of carburetion is the c -ision of the'carburetor into circuits
or systems that are used to enable ;he engin% to perform a specific

. operating function. When carburetor problems occur, thir knowledge
can then be used to determine what circuit or circuits are at fadit
and what extent .of repair will be necessary.

QUESTIONS

1. How is a pressure differential used to move fluids?

2. Explain the ;inciple of a venturi.

3. Explain what happens in a carburetor while it'is changing
from the low speed circuit to the high,speed or main circuit.

4. What is the purpose of the carburetor balance tube

5. What carburetor circuits operate when the accelerator
pedal is suddenly dei5ressed?

6. During what range of engine operation is the power valve
open?

7. Why is an air bleed necessary in the idle circuit? In
the main circuit?

8. What is the purpose of a gavernor?

9. What types of governors, were discussed?

10. For each of the following ran5ssof engine operation,
list the corresponding'carburetor circuit or circuits that would
be operating:

a. Sitting at a stop light.

b. Starting a cold engine.

c. Going up a steep hill with a heavy load.

d. Cruising on the highway at a steady 60 mph.

e. Suddenly'increasing the-throttle opening.
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Vehic14 Maintenance Branch
r;hanute AFB, Illinois

3ABR4733d-SG -2018

OBJECTIVES
.

At the conclusion.of this lesson you will be able to repair,
service, and-adjust carburetors and governors to manufacturer's'
specifications.

INTRODUCTION

So far, the study of carburetion has been limited to a dis6ussion
of how carbureiOrs operate. The next step is oa explore the way .7,-

they are repaired. _Due to.the many' makes Of cirburetois and their
.similarities, a complete study of all of them would be extremely
time consuming And of'academic-value only. Therefore, the follbwing
paragraphs will accomplish Owo things: (1) quickly review the
areas that must be checked out before a carburetor is condemned,
and (2) give a specific overhaul example on one type and make
of carburetor.

:NFORMATION

Before a carburetor is condemned and removed for overhaul,
there are a number of-things that should be tested since they
affect the operation of the carburetor.

Think of an engine in terms of three operating areas: (1) cam-
pression (mechanical), (2) ignition (electrical), and (3) fuel
system. The first action to take is a thoraugh test of the areas
of compression and ignition. Ii is only after these areas have
been pronounced satisfactory that the fuel system is dealt with.,

If the fuel system is definitely at fault, then one more series
of checks must be made before the carburetor can be condemned. Check
aud test as necessary the components of the fuel supply system.
This would include such items as: (1) fuel tank and fuel level,
(2) heat control valve, (3) throttle linkage, (4) fuel lines and
filter (5) air cleaner and (6) intake manifold leaks. If no mal-
functions alm found in these areas, then move on to the carburetor.
Remember to try and identify the carburetor malfunction in terms
of the carburetor's circuits as they apply to, various ranges of
engine operation. By troubleshooting in thia manner a complete
carburetor averhaul may be avoided if the problem turns out to
be an isolated dafective part sucb, as a bad accelerator pump:

CARBURETOR REPAIR

Disassembly

Since most carburetors disassemble in a similar manner, a specific
disassembly procedure for any one type of carburetor is unnecessary

87
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at this time. A carburetor consists of three main assemblies:(1) the air horn (top of the caiburetor, also called bowl cover),
(2) the main body, and (3) dhe base or throttle flange. To disassemblea carburetor, disconnect any linkage between the three main assemblies,second remove the screws that hold the-assemblies together, andthird, after separating tfte three-main sections, disassemble each one

\according-to manufacturers procedures. .Figures 128 thru 136 illustrate-14N, the disassembly of a Rochester 2GC (two barrel carburetor). Figures128, 131, 132, 133 and 135 through 141 show the identification
of the various operating parts and the fuel and vacuum passage's).

Cleaning and Inspection

Thoroughly clean the metal castings of the carburetor in an ,

approved solvent and then blow all passages in the castings with
compressed air.uhtil they are dry. DO NOT put any plastic or rubber
parts, or gaskets ti the carburetor cleaner.' DO WaT pasg drills

-or wires.through calibrated jets or passages as they may enlarge
the orifices and seriously affect carburetor calibration.

Check all parts for wear. If wear is noted, defective partsmust be replaced. Note especially the following nine items:
(1) check float. needle and seat for wear. If wear is noted, replace
the assembly, (2) chck float lip for wear and float for dent's,
check floats for gasoline lea* by shaking, (3) check throttle

. end choke shaft boleu in throttle body and cover pastidgs for
wear or out of round, (4) inspect idle adjusting needle for burts
or ridges. Such a condition requires replacement, (5) inspect fastAdis cam - if wear is noted on steps cf the cam, it should be
replaced aa it may upset engine idle speed during the warm-up period,<44 inspect pum0 plunger leather. Replace plunger if cup is damaged,
(7) inspect paver piston and spring for burrs or distortion. Replace
if necessary, (8) dheck all lilter screens tor dirt or lint. Clean

92
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and if,therare-disiarted or plugged replace with new parts, and(9) inspect cluster,teating. 'If any parts in cas"Lago ars loose
or damaged, cluter assembly must be replaced.

Always use new gaskets for reassembly. Asessemble each ofthe three main subassemblies according to the manufacturer's pro-cedures and make the recommended adjustments, then put *the subeisemblies
together and =swot the external linkage. The carburetor is noeLready to install on the saltine before making the final adjustments.
Alen repairing a carburetor, always remember,to keep tools, working
area, and parts, neat, orderly, and clean. This will make repair
work easier, faster, and more accurate. Also Aim assembling acarburetor, be careful not to over tighten the \screws that holdit together as this will cause various pasts oCthe carburetor
to warp:,

Float Level Adjustment

CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENTS

Figure 142.

With the air horn held upside down and the gasket in place
and needle valve seated, there should be 5/8 + 1/16" clearance
between the lower edge of the float seam (shari.edge) et the toe
end of the air horn gaiket, figure 142.. To adjust, bend float
ern at the rear of the flpat..

Float Drop Adjustment

With the atr horn right side up so that the float ca hang
free, the distance from the gasket surface to the lowest.po

-of the float Should be a maximum of I 3/4" and can be measured
ustris the float gauge, figure 143. To adjust, bend tang at rear
of float towards the needle seat to decree** glopt drop and away
from the needle seat to increase float drop.
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Figure 143. FZoat Gauge.
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igure Air -atoms Mointing Ring.

4Acce1erator Pump Adjustment

Place
t(

special gauge on top of the air cleaner mounting
ring as sh ein figure 144. Then with throttle valves fully
closed, the top surface of ths pus* rod should just touch the
end of ttle gauge. Measurement should be 1

t_1 ' 4
2Z/64" 4. 1/32". Bend

)the pump rod to adjust. ,

f



Figure 145. Past Idle Lever.

FAST IDLE

C A M

THROTTLE LEVER PAST IDLE SCREW

Figure 146. Fast Idle Cam.

Choke Rod Adjustment

With the thermostat cover set at index and the choke trip
lever.In contact with the fast idle lever, figure 145, locate the
Isai.idle screw on the second step of the fast idle caw, next
to'the shoulder of the high site!), figure 146.- Finally, bend the
tang on the gest Vile lever Oct that tile ma441 end of a .080" wire
gauge or drill, pet fits berwien the inner side of the air horn
and the'upper edge of the Choke vaiie,'figure 147.

Idle Vent Adjustment '

Note: Pump rOd setting must always be made before making
the idle vent adjustment.
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Pig 147. Choke 'Valve.
..=MNW AoMmime

Figure. 148. Aetr CUaner Riog.

With the idle.vent valve just closed, bend the tang, on thepump lever as necessary to obtain a dimension of 1 17/64" + 1/64"berween top of pump rod and top.of the Air-cleaner ring, aiure 148.

Different makes, models, or years of carburetors will havesimilar adjustments-to be performed. 'They may not always be inexadtly the same loCatiomias those discussed, cr there maybe a fewadditional adjustments to be .Performed. In any case,.alweys followthe'manufacturer's procedures and diagrams as they are listed inthe appropriate manual.

After the carburetot has been installed on the vehicle it's-
operation can be checked with an air-fuel ratio gauge, a chassis

TOI%96 ,1
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dynamometer, or ehe new exhaust emission control davices., These
items will bt covered in the performance part of this lesson.

unservicable they are replaced with a now unit..

The few governors that are repairable vary so greatly in design
characteristics dhat a detailed discussion of their repair would
be impractical. Therefore a mechanic must refer to the applicable
manufacturer's manuals for repair procedures. Governor adjustments
must be handled in the same manner as dheir repair. It should
be remembered that all governors are sealed to prevent tampering..
Breaking of the seals must be done by authorized personnel onj.i.

SUMMARY. .

This chapter has been concerned withrthe repair of carburetors
and governors. The one most important thing to remember is
not to assume the carburetor is the cause of an engine malfunction
until the areas of compression, ignition, and all areas of the
fuel supply-system have been tested and found to be satisfactory.
Remember; use the procedures and adjustments as listed in the
-appropriate manufacturer's manual.

QUESTIONS

1. How is a float tested for leaks?

2. What two adjustments are made on a float and why?

3.. Explain the normal testing order used to locate an
engine malfunction.

4. Why should the testing order referred to in question
3 be used?

5. Describe the cleaning procedures used in carburetro
repairs.

6. Should carburetor passages be cleaned with a wire?

7. What carburetor parts must not be put in ikcarburetor
cleaning solution?

97
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ENGiNE DISASSEMBLY AND PEASSEMILY

3ABPA733041S-202A

Upon completion of this yams will be able to disassemble,
an

-

perform parts inspection d servic g and reassemble engine using special
tools and equipment.

EQUIPMENT

Engine assembly
Mechanics toolkit
Measuring tools and devices
Spring testers

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/2 students
1/student
1/stuAent
1/6 students

Using this worksheet filr procedures and illustrations, and with guidance
from your instructor, disasSemble, inspect and service parts and components and
reassemble an assigned engine.
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ENGINE
SIX CYLINDER

, '
iRessiov* and Rip Inc. page.
1, 2. 33 sad St Oasis section
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MODELS 110420, 10-240, 116-264
10-220, 10-241, 10-265
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MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE-MAN.UAL

4

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE MODELS: BD. 220.110-40 10-240, BO- 241 80-244,1KI465
GENERAL DATA:

Number of Cylinders . . 6 1 6 6 '
.

Bore (Inches) 3-9/16 3-9/16 3-11/16
sStroke (Inches) 0.11,/16 4.1/64 4-1/1
Displacement (Cu. In.) . 220.50 240.30 264.33
Compression Ratio . . . 7.5 7.5 .

'at
7.5

Brake Horsepower (Max.) 112.5 at 140.8 153.5 at
3800 RPM 3800 RPM MOO RPM

Brake Horsepower (Net) 91.9 at 115.1 at 130.3 at
.3400 RPM 3600 RPM 340 RPM

Torque (Max. ) (Ft. Lbs.) 194.4 at 223.5 at 248.0 at
2000 RPM 2000 RPM 2400 RPM

Torcia, (Net) (Ft. Lbs.) . 178.0 at 211.0 at 236.0 at
1200 RPM 1400-1600 RPM 100 Romweight bare (lbe.) . . . 549 570 400Weight. with standard

accessories (lbs.) . . 635 656 687 ,
Eiiiiine Serial Number

Stampedron block right side upper front corner: ,Location

CAPACITIES. Capacities vary between vehicle models. Refer to
Operator's Manual.

CYLINDER BLOCK:
.Cylinder Bore (Std.) . . 3.5593-3.5618 3.5593-3.5618 S. 6875-3.6900

TUNE UP DATA:
Firing Order 1-5-3-6-2-4 I-5-3-6-2-4 1-5-3-6-2.4

ftaliewatifelPIROPIPftwilmiSpa rk plug Illtatttlenfrir.1701.0101.010.11.71.17:70Tine 110010.rrIn .046.0/3/Cap
Distributor Point Gap:

New Points 019 .019 .019
Reset 016 .016 .016

Cam Angle (Degrees of
Dwell) Z811-35° 28*-35 28*-35

Initial Timing &ming . . 4 B. T. D. C. 4' B. T. D. C. 2' B. T. D.C.
Idle Speed Range (RPM) 350-400 350-400 350-400
Maximum Recommended

Speed (RPM) 3600 3400 3400

CRANKSHAFT:
Number of Main Bearings 4 4 4 .

Mimi Journal Diameter . 2.748-2.749 2.741-2.749 2.7414. 749
Main Bearing Clearance . .0014-.0040 .0014-.0040 . 0014.. 0040
End Play 005-. 010. . 005- . 010 .005-.010 '
Thrust taken by 3rd Main 3rd Main 3r4 Main
Rod Journal (Crankpin)

Diameter . . . 2.373-2.374 \ 2.3734. 374 2.3734.374
Rod Saring Clearance . .. 0011.. 0032 .0011-.0032 .0009.. 0032
Rod Side Clearance . . .r .007-.013 \ .007..013 .007..013 .

CAMSHAFT: \

Bearing Journal Diameter: 1 .
Front 2.109-1.110 2.109-2.110 2.109.2.119
Second 2. 0119-2. 09* . 2.011'74090 2.0894.090
Third 2t 069-2: 070 2.069-2.070 2. 0694. 070
Rear 1.4995-1.5005 1.49941.5005 1,4995-1.5005



SPEC/MATIONS (Continued)
1 kNOINE MODELS:

...,..... BD. 2Z0. SG. 220 BD-240.150441
1 4,mmi.....m...

BD-264. BG- 265--.......
. 001.. 0035
. 002-. 010
Thrust flAnge
. 004-. 007

Z. 4995-2. 5000
. 8731- . 8753
. 0009- . 0032 .
.007-.013

Aluminum alloy

. 003

. 002

.

.096-. 097

. 1255- . 1265

.1885.. 1895

. 8751- . 8752

1/2
.. 003
6-18
12

..,

.

2. 945-2. 956
.8748.. 8749

. 0002- . 0007

.00021.,-. 0004L

2

. 0930.. 0935

. 1235-. 1240

.020-.030

.020..030

. poo-.0040
.0015-.0030

1

.1795-.1875

=

ti

CAMSHArT: (Continued)
Bearing Clearance . . .
End Play
Thrust taken by
Timing Gear Backlash .

CONNECTING RODS:
Bearing Bore Diameter .
Piston Pin Bore Diameter
Bearing Clearance . . .
Side Clearance

PISTONS:
Material
Recommended Piston

Clearance:
Top of Skirt
Bottom of Skirt . . .

.

Ring Groove Size:
Top
Second-
Third

., .Pin Bore. Diametext . . .

PISTON FITTING:
(Feeler Gauge Ribbon Checking)

Width of Ribboni (Inch) . .
Thickness of Ribbon . .

Tension on Scaleli (Lbs. ) .

Desired Tension .(Lbs. ) .

/
PISTON PINS!

Length (Inches) . . . .,
Diameter
Pin Fit: .

In Rod
In Piston .

PISTON RINGS:
Compression Mrigs.

Number used per Piston
Size (Thickness):

, Top
Second

Cap; ii\ Top .
Second . . -. . . . . .

- Side Clearance (Fit in
GrOove): .

Top
. Second

Oil Control Rings:
Number used per Piston
Size (Thickness): (Total

2 Rails. 1 Spacer) . .

.001-.0035
002-.010

Thrust flange
.004-.b.07

.

2.4995-2.5000
.8751 r . 1375S
.0011-.0732
007-.0 3

-Aluminum alloy
.

003
. 002

096-. 047
1255-.1265
1885.. 1895

. 8751- . 8752
,

1/2
.003 I
6-18
12 s

2. 945-2. 956 -

8748.. 8749
.

0002, 0007
. 0002L- . 000414

..

2

0930.. 09.35
1235.. 1240

020-.030
.. 020,-030

0025- . 0040
0013-.0030

1

. l'195..! 1875

. 001 .. 0035
.002-.010
Thrust flange
. 004.. 007

2.4995-2.5000
. 8751.. 8755
.0011-.0032
007-.013

.

Aluminum alloy

. 003
. 002

. ,

. 096-.097

. 1255-. 1265
. 1885-.1895

. 8751 -. 8752

1/2
. 003
6-18
12

2. 945-2. 956
. 8748- . 8749

..000z.-.0007

. 0002 L- . 0004L

2

.0930-.0935

.1235-.1240

. 020--. 030
.020-.030

.0025-.0040

.0015-.0030

1

.1795-.1875

CTS- 2023-A



MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE MANUAL ,
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SPECIFICATIONS (Continued)

ENGINE MODELS:
.. .I.

BD.. ZZO. /SG- ZIA
_

ap..240. 3G-241
_ .

BD-164. )GA05
.

PISTON RINGS: (Continued)
A i

Oap: ,

Spring Spacer No gap at joint No gap at joint No gap at joint
Steel Rails 015-..055 .015-.055 . 015-. 055

..
Side Clearance:

(F3 in Groove) 0025.. 0040 ,. . 0025-. 0040 .0025-.0040
,

VALVES'
Intake Valves:

Face Angle 30* 30* . 30 .

- Seat Wi,c1th (Inch) . . . 3I64-5I I 3/64-5/64 3/64-5/64
Seat Run-out (T.I. A.)

(Max.) 003 .003 .093
Valve to Rocker Arm

Clearance (Hot) . . . .024-.026 . 024- . 026.024-.026
Stem Diameter . . . . .3715-.3725 .3715-. 3725 .3715-.3725 .

Stem Clearance in Guide .0015-.0040 .0015.. 0040 .0015-.0040

Exnaust ValVes:
Face Angle 30 30* 30'
Seat Width (Inch) . . . . 5/64-7/64 5/64-7/64 .5/64-7/64
Seat Run-out (T.I. R. )

(Max.) . . .003 .003 .003
Valv'e to Rocker Arm

Clearance (Hot). . . .b24-. 026 .024-.026 .024-.926
Stem Diameter . . . . . 371-.372 .371-.372 . 371-, 372
Stem Clearance in Guide .002-.0045 .002-.0045 , . 002- . 0045
Slo-Roto Valve Cap-to-

Valve Stem Clearance. .001-.095 .001-.005 .001-.005

Valve Guides:
Length (Inches) . . . . 2.41 Z. 41 2.41
Bore Dikmeter . . . . .3740-.3755 .3740.. 3755 .3740-.3755

pistance abo-te Head (Inch) . -

Intake 1-1 /8*1 /32 1-1/80 /32 1-1/8*1/32
Exhaust 3/4*1 /32 3/4*1/32 3/4*1/32,

Press Fit in Head . . . .0012-.003- .0012.. 003 .0012-.003

Valve Springs: .
Free Length (Inches) . . 2.69 2.69 Z. 69
Pressure: (Lbs.) ..

At 2. 081 Inches (Valve
Closed) . . 90-98 90-98 90-98
At 1.683 InChes (Valve
Open) 151-160 151-160 151-160

Valve Lifters (Tappets):
Diameter 9965.. 9970 .9965-.9970 .9965.. 9970
Bore Diameter in Block. .9990-1.0005 . 9990-1.0005 . 9990-1.0005
Clearance in Bore . . . .002 -.004 . 002.. 004

.
.002-.004

Rocker Anne:
Diameter of Shaft . . . . 748a 749 748-. 749 .748-.749
Bushing Bore Diameter. . . MS-. TSZO . 'MS-. TSZO . 7505-'. MO
Clearance. on Shaft . . . .0015... 004 . 00IS-. 004 . 0015- . 004

Pu'sh Rads:
Length: (Inches) . . . . 12-17/32 12-17/32 12.17/32
Outside Diameter (Inches) 3/8 3/8 3/8 .

A A
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SPECITICATICiNS (Continued)
==.,01.1111 PIN MMI m

ENGINE MCIDELS: 3D420, 15G420 D. 240, BG-241 8/3.264. ab. 265
VALVES: (Continued) , .

.Valv Timing:
.Intake Opens (Before .

"T.D.C.). . . 12' 12' 12'Intake Closes (After
, b. D. c )

Exhaust Opens- (Before
38' 38* . 38

B. D. C ) 55 55' . - 55Exhaust Closes (After
T D C ) 15*

,15' 15"
Rocker Arm Clearance For ,

Checking Valve Timing .
.

.033
...,

.033 .033 ..

,OIL PUMP
,

I .Body,Gear End Clearance .0025..0055 .0015...0055 . 00Z5- . 0055Pump Body_xo Gear
Clearance . . .. .0034-.0054 . 0034.. 0054 . 0034-.0054s Pump Shift Diameter . . .4885-.4890 . 4885.. 4890 . 4885.. 4890Pump Shaft Clearance in

, Bore 0015- . 0030 .0015-.0030 .0015..0030Body Gear Backlash . . . .003-.006 . 003- . 006 . 003.. 006Idler Shaft Diameter . . .4845..4855 . 4845.. 4855 .4845-.46414Idler Gear Clearance on
'-----Shift 0015- . 0045 . 0015.. 0045 .0015..0045

OIL PRESSURES (HOT)*:
Minimum (At Idle Speed)

.(Lbs.) . ..... . . 8-1s 8-15 8-1 5Maxifnurn (At 1500 RPM)
(Lbs.') 50-55" 50-55 50-55* (With SAE-30 oil at
zorF)

OM FILTER BASE: .

Pressure Regulator (High
Pressure)

Valve Spring:
Fr e Length (Inches) . . 1.76 1. 76 1. 76Tes Length (Inches) . . 146 1. 16 l': 16Test ad (Lbs.) . . . 28;8 28. 8 28. 8

Filter By-Pass (Low
,Pressure)

Valv Spring:
Free Length (Inches) . . 1.80 I'. so 1.80.-'. Test. Length (Inches) . . 1.02 , 1. 02 1.02Test Load (Lbs. ) . . . 9.7 9: 7 . 9.7

ir4,YW HEE L. HOUSING: ,
..'Permiseible Run-out . .:

y 000-.010.. .000.. 010 , .000-..010'
THERMOSTAT (SirD. )

Starts to Ofien at . . , . 1-58*-163' . 1.58'.163' 158*-10Fully Open at 183' 18 3' . 183'

0.

111.,ZOZ3-A 10.
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TORQUE CHART

1.0 Cation 4 Thread aims
Racesitmeaded

TOrspais ort.Lbe *

Crankshaft Main Bearing Cap Bolt. 1/2 - 13 '75 55
Cylindor Head Bolts 1/2 . 13 at- 95'Engine Front Support Bracket-To.Crankcaee 1/2 . 13 35 45Oil Tatar Shell-To-Bae. Bolt 1/2 - 13 40 SQ
Starting Motor Mounting Bolts 1/2 - 13 75 -115

. .

Camshaft Gear Nut
Crankshaft Pulley Nut

1, . 20
1 u 14

110 tZ0
90 100 .

,
Flywheel Housing Or Ad'apter Housing Bolts 7/16 14 -- 45 - 50
Flywhel-To-Crankshaft Bolts 7/16 -'20 70 - 80
Generator Bracket-To-Crankcase Bolts, 7/16 -;- 14 30 40
Oil Filter-ToCrankcase Bolts 7/16 - 14 40 50

Carburator-To-Manifold (220. 240. 241) 3/8 - 24 23 28
Camshaft Thrust Flange Bolts r 3111 -'16 2530
Connecting Rod Bolts ;3/8 - 24 45 - 55
Engine Front Support Brackats-To-Crankesae Bolts . . '3/8 16 25=30
Front Plate-To-Crankcase /11 - 16 25 30.
Gsarcase Cover-To-Crankcase /8 - 16 25 . 30
Intake Manifold.ToExhaust Manifold . . . . . . . . . 8 - 16 25 - 3C
Intake Manifelrl-To-ixhaust Manifold 3 8 a 24 23 - 28
Mandold-To-Cylinder Head Bolt. -

3 . 16 ' 25 -y 30
Water Pump-To-Crankcase Bolts 3 --- 16 25 30

CarburetorTo-Manifold (264.265) 546 - 24 9 - 11
Coil Mounting Bolts ' 5/4, - Is 14 - 16
Cylinder Head Cover Bolts S/16 - 18 14 16
Fuel Pump Mounting, Bolts 5/4 - Is s - is
Coar.Carie Cover-To-Plate 5/16\ - 24 9 -11
Generator-To*Mounting Bracket 5/16. 24 8 - 10
Generator StrapToGerierator . 5/16 \. Is 14 : 16
Oil Filter-To-Crankcase 5/16 - 18 14 - 16
Oil Pan-To-Crankcase 5/14 t 18 14 16Oil Pump Body-To-Crankcase 5/16 i 18 14 . 14
Oil Pump Cover-To-Body 5/14 A 18 14 - 16
Vibration Damper-To-Pulley 5/16 -' 18 i 16 - 18
Water Outlet (Thermostat Housing) Bolts 5/16 -111 8 10

*- Torque values based on clean threads u d with engine oil. , .
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Fig. 1 - IDsndBO

The LH six cylinder BD and BO sries engines
are four cycle. in-line, overhead valve type
engage. The cylinders are numbered from thfront. Firing order is 1.S-1-64-4.

The cylinder block and upper crankcase
are cast in one piece ead is of extremely rigid
coastreetion. Pull lonath water jackets our-
roved each'of the cylinders.

'rho oraokahoh is dreg-forged of hest-
treated steel. It is counterweighted, balanced
both statically and dynamically, sad ground to
close lignite. The shalt is supported by fear
preelaisa type 'spa/mumble lasers maia bear-
np Craakshaft mid thrust is coat:waled by

eit the third (Nes 3)-rsain bear-
limper is provided at the

traMemi 'a the ermitekaft on model 11112401 Z64
sad Wi441. 363 emits's. The flywheel is' bolted

-74114-44iweled te the crankshaft roar ilaap. The
entims tintiag mark I. located on the flywheel.

csauhaft is capported bY four re-
.plageable bushiag type bearings proofed, iato
the eynader block Camshaft ead play is con-- Welled by carnet Usage legated between tho

Masks* jeursal ant** camshaft OM.

Series Zngine

1

...4 4 .. 1.

r
trr..

.7 -

The aluminum-alloy pistons are cam
ground and have vivo compression rings and
one oil ring. The hardened and pound piston
pins are the full-floating type and are held in
the pistons by snap rinp.

The cylinder head ie.bolted to the crank-
case, and a pe-tight and water-tight seal is
maintalaed by means of a peket. The cylinder
head hss wedge-shaped combustion chambers*hick provide;more cemptt combustion of
the fuel and air mixture. With this desist coon-
bastion chamber, the valves are ms IsW at a130 angle in the cyliader heat Eximost valve
seats are of alley end me proWed inW place.
Valve seats lengthen Obo period betimes valve
reconditismiag epontioas, Vaims aad valve
seats are misled by ceittisuous cireulition of
water through the cylinder-cc/wad.

The iMake aad *Mae* maaffelde age belted
to each other and to the Kest side of the gyl-
bider head. The !make aad oshasot manifolds
oro-each cast fa ono Oft.. Manifold gaskets
are made from this steel (without aa asbeethe
filler).

reT*S013A

.,.
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Fig. I - Right item View of Lag Iasi

The seawater, fa* sad luster pump are
drives by a Vtype belt frcoh a pulleymounted
on A. from end of the crankshaft. no as- .

tributor, mouoted oa the left side of the essiao.
I. camshaft driven throagh the oil pump drive
shaft.

Engin* Lubrication System

The oil. pump is mounted on ads bottom of
the craakcas sad is driven by the camshaft.
A spring-loaded relief valve la the oil filter
base limits the MAXIMUM pre/Sure Le the ere-
tam. A $11-flow type oil Alter lifters all of
the oil eateries tho engine. The filter bast ra-
list valve which permits oil to brpass the filter
if the filter becomes clogged.

From the oil filter, oil flows tato sip masa
oil gallery. then through drilled passag s to
each camshaft Maria, sad sack msia bearing.
Comeetimg red keariage are lubriested ky

sale to comesting rod jourasis.
from pre msia bear*, jeer-

Tlie ?mbar sem ehaft-reeediee eit lime&
tin Imassill 111,11m ON* m sfyidtriar

head from the semed cameksit b.ating. 114
oil is &meted thseugh ons-Ait Ike maker .srm
dugs sapperes tifturittreurtristiimi, tio **Ow
OM shaft. Thief la far oilh vomit ksbriew
tim of oath rocket hushing sad-the valve sad
kaltielat eads-of the-- rode*, twee, Oil from
the rocker arms drains ime the push red
chunber:

CTS4432.1- Z

E1123341 MI/OVAL
lIngias removal pr.csdur.a Will vary be-

tween vehiele modal. and aka biawees individ-
' eel chassis bemuse ef various Automats aad
&c.111111101141111. Tb. pre40411,0 oeclised below
cover in rams' the engiae discomeet potato
and lifting iastructiose.

1. Draia media' system. Drain maks are
loomed in the lower radiator tank aid on the
right side 1 th sagiste.

1. Weis oil hem czaakeaei.
3. Remove hood.
4. Dissentient pouad cable from battery,
A. Remove radiator hoses. Discomect

heater .1wees treat Nights.
6. Remove faa blade sad faa belt.
7. Remove radiator aad tea shroud. ISOTZ:

On some models it is necessary to remove
battery cable clipped to faa shroud.

S. Remove air cleaner. Disconnect throttle
linkage and c.thok. control cable.

9. Discoaaect whim/ from engine:
a. Hest puge sender unit.
b. Oil page sen4er uait.
c. Generator wit**.
4. Primary ipition wiring.
R. Starter solenoid wires and battery

)cable.
f. Engine ground strap.

10. Disconnect fael *supply line from fun/
pump.

11. Disconnect exhaust pipe from manifold.
Coatinued on nem page

rigs 3 LggAotukidt.
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ta. await uniailiskure 4sissumit. ikons.%
13. Comma ogidposioat to Mins lin-

t** sad WM salasiontly to yowl ensile.

14, keno,. flywhoel housing cover or con-
verter housing Cover.

15. Disconnect clutch linkage or &encomia
clot& olavit cylinder line.

16, Disconneet* engine rams, ntoungnp.

17, Support traisinaisoilm and diosmanot
traaamiasion from.boll bowing. On voltietin
edit antentatit trasaudastia: (1) Diecoasect
,cosverter housing from adaptor platel (24 Dia-
connect coavrts: from drive plate.

18. Disconnect engin* front mountings from
41*oesmornber.

19. Pall engine foiward-trufficientlii%rclear
clutch assembly from trinsmission main ive
par idtae. CMITWN: A4oid datging clutch
drivtm: disc.

k -74

20. Tilt front of eagine-orm4d and raise
eights oat of chassis. ,Rotate-anshie as re-
quired to avoid comact betwem engin. and
chamois components.

Amp
rant

Pis, 4 *low *mad supporsir

r
41001/00

I

am, few
Marr

Fig. S - Gsnorator Mounting Bracket
21. Remove engine frost mounting brackets

to permit placing Ingias in overhaul stand.

DRIABSI)DBLY or =OMB

rot ease sad convenience when performing,
reconditioning *potations, it is recommended
that the engine be mountod in sa overhaul stand
ouch as 3Z-1434 Raging Roll-over Stand.

1. Isonove oil pan. oll filter, and fuel
pomp to permit mountiag mains in stand.

2. blood eosins in stand mini support
brackets sad adaptor plates as shown in Fig. 4.
ltentoye lifting sliag.

Discmaoct fool lasn Isms fool pomp sad
oiribwomort Dionsiotoot 'soma 110, from fie
tribotor aad fool pomp. Romero llase from
sadism

4. fleatiwo thoratostat housing and thermo-
stat.

5. Ramos, Carburetor.

6. Remove bolt from fan bolt tidjustias strap.
. Remove gostrator brothel atoostiag bolt. and

-roofer* soosratar lad bracket. Soo rig. 3.

7. Removo starting motor.
S. Remove manifold Mounting bolts and re-

move !Make and exhaust maniftdo as a unit.
Sea rig. 6.

...M--....-

Ili& 6 - Itemoving Msatifelds z

9. 'Disconnect coil wires from coil aad
distributor.

10. Remove coil from cylindsr head.
11. Disconnect wirm from spark plugs. **-

moos distributor holdbdown bolt and lilt oat
distributor.

--C1141013-Z
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13. Disconnect mister by-pese hese frees cyl-
irides head. ROMER tear mturr_pum, monatisg

and remove water pump. See Tie, 7.

a

soma

Fig. 7 - Removing Water Pump

14. Remove rocker arm covr bolts and re-
move cam and gasket.

15. Remove bolts from rocker arm shaft
brackets and remove complete rocker arm as-
sembly.

36-
I _Asa_

a .

Ttg.- 8 Ilidailitlikgrafatilliall

16. Remove valv Uttar (push) rods and keep
in order of senieval to assure reassembly in
ame location.

17. Remove surmising cyliader head bolts
and remov cylinder head sad pallet. See Fig. 9.

CTS-207.3-Z

gam

Reaterias Cyliader Kea&

111, Remove valve litter (tappet) cover and
remove lifters. Keep lifters in order of re
moval to assure reassembly ia same location.

19. Using a ridge reamer, remov the ridge
from the top a um cylinders. This should be
done before r moving pistons to avoid damaging
pistons' upon removal.

ZO. Rotate engin in stand. Rersove oil
pump mounting bolts and remove oil pump.
See rig. 10.

Zl. Remove connecting rod bearing caps.11.1M11=11
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Fig. 11 Removing Connecting Rod Searing Cape

22. Push the connecting rod and pistodis-
erablios from the cylinders. Reassemble thebearing caps to their respective connecting rods.

ASV

doe

Fig. 12 - Removing Piston and Connecting Rod

23. To remove the clutch, install retaining
clip* between the back plate and the pressure
lug or install wood blocks between the clutch
fingers and the back plate. This is to hold the
clutch compres s ed to prevent distortion ei the
*deb cOver. Petition retalaiag slip eo weedbleek pines, then loam clutchmounting belts
011ay 1111011010 Wefts the clip in place. Tomtits
nyWikeel one-thirdtarsz.nd install-the **coed clip
Ai Week in the same manner. Follow *he same/procedure for the third clip or block. Remove
aoNtah anounting bolts and rernefos clutch anddriven disc. See rig. 13. Same clutches can be
*compressed by installing three capscrews with
flat washer* throngh the back cover and engag-ing*. pressure plate. The three eapecrews
*Moab. tightened evenly to compress clutch.

4.

MOVM11111 SOW

t ,k.

1010011111 SIP

Fig. 13 - Clutch Removal

24. Remove flywheel mounting bolts. Tapflywheel with a soft hammer to remove fly-
wheel from dowel in crankshaft flange.

r-
41

-46$

it vowel.

Abram .0%,1111.

an'

Fig. 14 Flywheel Mounting

;13
0:e "_tirs

Amoy

25. Remove ersakshatt pulley nut and
washer from 'end of crankshaft. Install puller
(111,1368) and remove pulley from crankshaft.See Fig. 15.

26. Remove ben head bolts and nuts from
engthe front cover (timing gear cover) and re-move cover and gasket. Also remove crank-*bait oil stinger. See Fig. 16.

27. Straighten lock on camshaft gear nut
and remove nut. Using SS-13611 Puller, removecamshaft gear. Se. Fig. 17.

-011-1023-
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rig. 15 - PnIliui rankshaft Pulley Using
3E-13 Puller

.1
SUM

rig. 16 - Removing Engine Front Cover

MUM

Wairry:

A:

imams
Section-A,

Pass 13

..f .1- 4,4 t..7-

bolts sad remora camshaft. To prevost sickiag
aad dasnagiag camshaft boariags ass remover
teal 811-111011 libeemin rig. is;

Itmovsei 1

IN-4M

Fig. 18 - Removing Camshaft Using SE-1800
Remover Tool

NOTE: Cam:haft can also be removed without
removing camshaft gear from shaft. Gear cam
be pressed from shaft after abaft is removed.

29. Remove crankshaft gear from shaft
using SE-1368 Puller. NOTE: Crankshaft gear
can also be pressed from crankshaft after shaft
is removed from crankcase.

30. Retiove self-locking bolts and remove
main bearing caps. Main bearing caps are
numbered to identify their positions. The num-
ber three main bearing incorporates thrust
flanges to control crankshaft end play.

AMMO.

rig. 17 - koneving Camshaft Gear Using
SZ-13411 Pallor

,

rig. 19 - Rsmoviag sla lkoluisiCap

111 FLAMM

tf,_.,.,r
k

=

_

1110111L"'

abr.
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31. Remove rear ramie bearing cap using
siz-tnt Puller. Discard bearing cap glide seals
aa they should be replimed whenever bearing
cap is disturbed. See irig. 20.

r4.ss
,

rms. -P. 411.

11m._

rig. zo Removing Rear Main Bearing Cap
with SZ-1719 Puller

32. Lift crankshaft up and out of cylinder
block.

33. To rmove flywheel housing or adapter
plate, remove six bolts, drive out the crank-
case dowels, and remove the housing.

CLEANING, INSPECTION, AND RECONDITION-
ING

Except where indicated, no attempt has been
made to prescribe a particular sequence for
reconditioning the various units. Some oper-
ations can be readily performed with the engine
in the chassis. The extent of ervice 'required
will govern the r -.mit- for engine or unit
removal and the 4 of service operations.

CYLDIDIA *LOCK

An iMportant OMR. of engine reconditkoning
hi the am= clueing and inspectioa of the
relied*:

machined surfac of the cylinder
Meek should be cleaned of old peket material.
Clean both insida sad outside of block with
steam er cleaniag leivest. Remove all traces of

oil, skiedge, scale, escarbes. Dis play

which s'eal the oil passages should be removed
and all paseaps tbnioughly cleaned. Us* $IC-'
1567 Cleaning Brush Set.

Inspect cylinder block for cracks, breaks orstripped screw threads. Tine or hidden cracks
may be located by coating the suspected areas
with a mixture of light engine oil and kerosene.
After wiping the area dry, immediately apply acoat of quick drying liquid such as. sine oxide
powder mixed with wood alcohol. Wherever
cracks are pigment, a brown discoloration willappear is the white coating.

Check top aurae: of,cylinder block for true=
wogs with a straight-edge. Test by attemptingto insert a .005" feeler gauge ribbon between the
straight-edge and the cylinder block. If this is
possible, either resurface or replace the cylin-der block.

" rtr,"":' tiSOIT
. s...

MOM IOU (Wm vs

1

sa

rig. 21 - Checking CylinderBore Using Cylinder
Bore Gauge 3E-686

Each cylinder bore should be checked with
a cylinder bore gauge (SE.614) to determine
taper, out-ef-reund, or Iran condition.

Measure the diameter of the cyliader bere atthe typed the piatopringtrivel at right angles-to
the centerline of the crankshaft ("A" in Fig. 23).R ecord the must*? 'meat. Nest,measure the bor eatilt* top el tbe ring travel with the- gauge par-gild to the crankshaft ("B" in Fig. II). The
difference between the readings is the out-of-
round condition at the top of the cylinder ',ors.
Repeat this procedure at the bottom of Ow ring
travel to check for outrof-round.

C_TS.20Z3- Z



rig, 23 MOIIIN Sir ebeskiegepler
Sore Ost-etReesd

To measure cylinder taper, measure cylinder
bor. at the bosoms et the ring travel with the
puge at right angles to the crankshaft ("W' ia
ris. 33). CamPur with corresponding measure-
meet at tep ad ?Iasi:ravel ("A" hi Tig, 23). Dif-
ference between measurements is the amass
of cylinder taper.

rig. 23 - Measarement Tor Cliockiag Cylinder
Pore Tapes

To determine cylinder wear, compars
mmeasemeses et tip a rim; travel with cyl-
inder bore else listed is "Specliestiess".

U the cylinder hove wear dem 'eat aniseed
thatt.of 1102 setiiiiiiresai sat MS term,
now smadard size 4104410 OSSA rings will

rig. 24 Reboring Cylinder lisiag 80111114
Bar Machine

U CyI1ad - wear exceeds the limits, it is
recominmalte. to rebore the cylinder or cyl-
inders to within .003" of the required *vendee
diameter. This will allow mougli stock for the
final step of Immix( the bores to obtain the exact
clearance tor the elected oversise pistons.
Procedure tor fitting piston is eallined below,

!lg it a' laiterettimistitoreatissig-1114
hisehise

CTS2023-Z
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When performing the hoeing operation. the
heats should bo stroked up sind down to produce
a crosehatch pattern as shown ia Pie. 26. The
taster the bona rotates, the faseer It must be
stroked sip end doom to produce the desired
crosshatch pitters.

0.1

rig. 16 - Creesbeeteh Pattern On Properly Hon-
ed Cylinder Wall.

Pitting Pistons

When the cylinders are to be honed for use
of standard pistons or for final finishing atter
they have been rebored to within .003" of the
desired sin, they should be Unita honed and
polished. Rough stone may be used at first
and fine stones for the polishing operation.

Place the hone into a cylinder bar and ex-
pand the stones until the hone can list be turned
by head. Connect a 3/4" electric drill to the
haw and drive hone at drill speed while slowly
moving hone up and down entire length of cyl-inder until hon begins to rust free. During this
alginates, a liberal amount of honing oil should
be used as a cutting fluid to keep the st5ines ofthe hone clout.

likepand the stones Spinet. the cylMdsi bore
asd repeat the honing operation until the desir-
ed bore diameter is obtained.

. f

00Siall1sonll7 during the heniag operation*
r bore Should be thoroughly cleanedpiston selected's? the individual gift---get Check tor correct at.

4 0

To cheek fit of piatnast use a 11,ier ribbon '--botemea the piston sad cylinder 1006 from the pis-
ton pia hole sad la line with the thrust face ofthe piston. Apply tension pull on seala to the

.,feeler ribber sat sheik the clearance, (Sm "lipe-" tor dimensions ef ribber' *is*, etc.)

lettere the feeler ribbon and inverted pateninto the cylinder bore. Keep the feefar ribbon
straight up sad down lad keep the piston piaparallel with the ersakelaft axis. Se. rig. 27.,

4. -

rig. Z7 - Checking Piston-;ro-Cylinder Wall
Clearance

Pull the feeler gauge straight up and out,
noting at the same time the scale reading whichshould be within the range given in "Specifi-
cations".

If the scare reading is greater than the max-imum allowable pull, try another piston orlightly hone the cylinder to obtain the propekfits

Should the scale reading be less than the
minimum allowable pull, try another piston.
If proper fit cannot be obtained, it will be nec-essary to rebore the cylinder to the next over-ate. piston,.

Permanently mark the glisten for tho eyl-
fader to which it has bees fitted mad proceed tohens ,41ad.r.V sat4 fit the TOSittintlig pistons.

It is estreately important to thOroughly cleanbores after hoeing. N cylinders are not pro-petty cleaned, hard abrasives remain in theengine. The abrimivao rapidly-wear rings,
cylinder walls, sad bearing surfaces. Clean
cylinders thoroughly. Wipe or blew as much ofthe abrasive depoolts from the cylinder walls
a* possible. 'Then swab out each cylinder WithSAL-10 oil sad carefully wipe it out with& clam
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rag skews se s ga of disc whoa wiped
through the cyliader bore, Nver use gasoline,
kerosene, or cemenercial soiveats to clam cyl-
hider after Isaias. linth Solve*. do aot re-
move abrasives from the walls.

Core Plug Repiecement

If necessary to remove an mpansion type
014 due to water leaks, drill a 1/2" hole la the
center of the plug and remove by prying with
screwdriver or suitable tool, Whoa replacing
the expansiia pinepositioa concave side of
plug toward beerier el eyliader block. Use 112-
1725 Core Plag Distal/ow Tool with St-ISSI-111
DrivercHaadle and.a laminer to drive plugs in-
to position. See Fig. ZS. NOTE: Coat edges
of plugs with a non-bardming sealing compound
prior to installation.

Fig. ZS Iestailing Core Plug Using 11/1-1735
Installer

CAMSHAFT AND STAMM

ramitakafL.

Wash thd esmukat is (amities eeivent and
remove all *ledge or carbon. depeeis with a
soft brush.

Meager* tke amakaft journele mak s. faima.
meter to check for wear sad out-of-remd ma-
ditiem. Refer to "Speciftcaticas" for journal

CTS-1023-Z

of.roaad, the cemshaft should be replaseol.
The, camshaft should also be chocked for

aligameat. Tide ma be dose be placiarthe maim
shaft sad journals in "V".blocke sad checking
sun.out at the matey *mai with a dial iedies
tor. N raa-ent *mind@ .002", the camshaft
should be replaced.

Carefully inspect caw lobes. If worn, chip-
pod, or scored, replace the camshaft, Check
the 40.1 pump drive gear as the camshafts if
teeth are worn or damaged, the camshaft shoold
be replaied.

Camshaft Beariago

Inspect camishsft beariage for wear and
proper ruaniag clearance: fies "Speciftm-
time" If limits are excessive, replace the
health:se. The beshiags*re proclaim bored
to provide the necessary mining clearamie at
sack ad the camshaft *weals. It I. seasesary
that suitable tool equipmeet be need to install
the bushiap to elimiste the
distortiag or daznagiag the baskftg
during iastailatioa.- The 5114714 dinashaft
Busking Remover aad insane: Tool consists
of a set of *Aspers or ethers to accommo-
date seek ad the Sighs amebae bash*" !a-
side diameters a heavy poiliag bar with ant
and throat bearing and a clovis dibvice which
provess the bearing adapters trent twain,
while the Waking I. bolas inetalled. Whoa
iastalliag the bushiagd, be sore oil holes are
in &lipase*. Pull the frem bearing into
position ftrst, then repeat operation progres-
ively toward the rear. After pulling opera-

tics at me bushing is complated, leave the
bashiag adapter is position in that basking to
hold the pintas bar in &ligament until all
bookings &re fa place.

_



CRANICSHATi 'AND 114.RING6

&IMMO&
Waiih the crankshaft in amnia; solvest.

Thoroughly clean all oil passages to remove
sludge and carbon deposits.

Carefully inspect main and conaecting rod
bearing jourtials for scoria's, grooving, orcracks. Use a micrometer to cheek journals
for weer. See "Speeiftsatims" ter jowl:4
*ism. U joarnals show wear or out-d-rouad
in excess d .001" or taper of more thaa .0003"
the crankshift should be reground. for ander-
sine bsarinp or replaced.

The crankshaft should also be checked for
run-out. To check, support the craakshalt at
the frost and rear mate bearing journaLs la
"V" blocks, then check ron-out at front Inter-
mediate and rear intermediate (Ind and 3rd)
main bearing journals. U rua-out exceeds
.002", the crankshaft should be r?pleced.

Crankshaft Silesian*

The beariag *sorts used in this engine areselective fitand require ao line reaming on in-
stallatioa. The bearings are aviilable for ser-
vice la staadard and undersises for ass on
Journals that have boss reground.

If inspection reveals badly worn or scored
bearings, replace the bearing+. Uedarsise
proclaim type bearing shells should be *stall-
ed when bearing-to-crankshaft running clear-
adces are to be reduced to compensate for
wear. The installatim et new bearings must
be closely chocked to maintain the proper clear-
sacs betimes the jouraels sad beariag surface.
A coavosioat and amoral' Method ler ehecklag
the cleanses is with the use of Plastipge as
instructed ander "Checking Crankshaft Soaring
Clearance."

Whim ecielos typo menostiegor waft it is impeetent that Ike
beasint shies fit la the rod er easetore. To ea the bravingmean-

__Amour mektio ditsimerlair ripe eiteles
to the-pareing /hee ilitly ierge# then the
semi diameter of the bore into which they are

lifienibo-nsiestatitt is drive ep
tight, the bearftg I. emagreogsbd, souring a
positive contact bdwma the beariag back and
the bore, Title iseressed diameter is referred
Was bombe "oresh", Fig, SO.

C11.1023- Z
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Fig. 30 Illustrating Soaring "Crush"

To obtain proper bearing Assembly with
the correct "crush", care must be taken
when tightenbig the clamping bolts to make
sure they are drawn down alternately and
evenly, using a tension wrench and tightmingas specified.

WI Rod caps or blocks must not befiled, or reworked la any other mannerin order to reduce clearance. While such
practice will make a tighter fit at top sad bot-
tom, it will result in an out-of-round bore and
bearing shell distortion and will alter the en-
gineered fit of the bearing shells in their bores
and.destroy.the specifically desired "crush".

Main and counseling rod bearings are de-
siped with the "spread" (width across the opea
*ads) slightly larpr the* the diameter of the
crankcase bore or connecting rod bore *to
whisk they are assemble& Tor example, the
width sarosethe rod beerleg eat in place I.
approximately .030" more thas when the bear=
lag is la peonies. This condition is origiaally
desigmd *to the boariag to mese it to tend to
sweat onward * fte lino 'obis sernsks
load is applied by tiptoeing NUL awe of this
"soap" may be lost in normal use, but the
bess*kg need not be replaced because of aeon.
hug Wes of this condition.

This coaditioa catiseir the beariag to fit
gangly la the rod bore anti the bearing meet be
"snapped° or lightly fprced late its seat. Sear-
lag spread is illastrated in ris 31.

Id --/M111.11.
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.
Searing

0.0.
tastandid

Specified
Spread

Spread OE
ilearbig

lrig. 31 '

Connecting
It
e.

Rod Bee rings:

BD- 220, I3G- 220 2.300 .025 2.525

BD- 240,264.13G- 241.265 / 2. SOO .030 2.530
,

Main Bearings: . , ,-.,..

No's . 1, 2, 4

BD- 220. BG- 220 2,942 .020 2.962

BD- 240,264,13G- 241.265 2.942 - .030 2.972

, No. 3 (Thrust)
BD- 220. BG- 220 2.942 .000-.006 2.942 - 2.948

EI D- 240.264.13G- 241.265
k

2.942 .002-.012 ' 2.944 - 2.954 I

f,

I.._ O. D. Of SEARING

WHEN INSTALLED IS

THE SAME AS THE DIA. OF THE
CRANKCASE OR CONN, ROD BORE

SPREAD OF SEARING

BEFORE WISTALLATION

Fig. 31 - Mutrating Searing "Spread"

Rough handling in shipment, storage and
normal handling may came Warta. spread to
be increased ot decreased from the speeified
width. Searing spread me be safely adjoined
as instruited below, although care and judg-
ment should be exercised in dm proems. Refer
to chart for specified spread.

1. Eacsssiva Spread. U measuremant in-
dicate, that spread ts exceseirs place thick wall

Deciessto vow
(nom WALLOWING)

11040103110) MAD
NICK wait WOK*

Fig. 32 - Adjoining Deering Spread (Thick
Wal/

/ Contiased on next page

/4,4018
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bowing (mein bearia) on a wood block and
strike the side Walk_ and
sitlea. 32.Thi-spruid oa a Ala
bowleg lesosactiats rod bearing) may alter-ed via the thumb aad forefingers as shown inrig. 33. Recheck measurement and, if micas-limy, readjust until correet spread is obtained.

2. Lnsqgicient Spread, U measurement in-dicates insufficient spread, place thick wallbearing (main bearing) on a ye od block and
strike the back of the beasts; lightly. sad

PAWLwith a soft mallet, rig. 32. The
a thin wall bearing (cosnecting rodbearing) may be altered with the fingers and thepsalm of 'he hand, as shown in rig. 33. Re-

check the measurement and, if necessary, re-just until correct spread is obtained.

COCRUJIMO MAD
MOS WAIL WINO)

-

INCIRMINO "MO
01114 WPM 1111MINGI

MAIO

rig. 33 - Adjusting nearing Spread (Thin Wall
Bowing)

4....0101......111==irrlW
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Checkinf drankiksit Burin; Clearance

Main Bearings:

To obtain an accurate reading using they'
Plastipge method of checking, all bearing capemust be in place and torqued to specifications.

1. Remove cons bearing cap and bearing in-art. Remaining caps are left tight while
checking the fit of this bearing.

2. Wipe the oil from all contact surfaces.
such as crankshaft journal, bearing insert,bearing caps, etc.

3. Pface a piece of Plastigage the full widthof the bearing surface, on the crankshaft Jour-'Sal (or bearing cap insert) approximately 1/4"off center. Install bearing cap ind tighten capbolts to recommended torque.

CA.UXICW: Do not turn crankshaft whilemaking check with'Plastigage.

4. Remove bearing cap and insert.
S. Do not disturb Plastigage. Using thePlasti-envelope, measure the widest point ofthe Plastipge , rig. 34. This reading indicates

the bearing clearance in thousandths of an inch.
- 6. If the bearing clearance is not within spec-ifications, the crankshaft must be reground and

undersize bearings installed.

rig. 34 - Checking Clearanc

icosuiectiag Rod Sooriage:

1. Remove bearing cap sad wipe oil froni
face of bearing insert and exposed portion of
crankshaft journal.

l
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tag surface the fall width of the bearing about '
1/4 'off center.

3. Dubai cap atsi tighten to recommended
tortiste. tan: Do not Atm crankshaft while
Plastigags I. la place.

Fig. 35 - Checking Comaecting Rod Wearing
Clearance

4. ROMOV41 bearing cap and tail Plastigage
scale to Massurs Widest point of Plaistigage.
rig. 35. This reading indicates the bearing
clearance in thousandths of an inch.

3. Check the sonnecpag rod WA. clearance
using a feeler gauge ae shown in Fig. 36. La-
cessive clearance may require replacement of
rods or abaft The check should be made to
make certain that the specified manias clear-
ance exists. Lack of clearance could indicate
a damaged rod or perhaps a rod bearing out
of position.

4;:i

I

COMOCTING RON

Pistmet
ei

UMW. ail rings beim pistons. Use a ring

=4ellirends at the pistons..
toel to seined riags, thee slide thaws

Remove the piston pio retainers (emp rifles)
from peeves at sash sad et pis sad pea pie-
toa pin hem piston and comesting rod.

After pia is Serowe& aslant* th Pio=
from the onosectiag rod. Note markkag ea
parts to assure correct resertubly.

Thoroagbly slam the pistons. Use a ring
groove cleaner tool or a secties el pietas ring
with the end tiled to a sharp edge to clean car-
bon deposits from Aug grooves. Care should
be taken to avoid scratching the sides of the
peeve.

Carbon left as the sides ad the grooves
may prevent new ring from forming good'
seal or could reduce the side clearance ia a
rectaagular groove to the point where the new
riag mown not be free in the groove. Excess-
ive whoa deposits ea the bottom of a groom
could muse the ring to protrude fremae ring
liad. -Theo when the pietas rocks in the cyl-
Wore the rim; may be forced to carry the pis-
ton throat load. This will cause scuffing or
scoria, to occur.

Remove as much of ths carbon as possible
with the ring section, then immers the pistms
in cleaniag solvest to sates :armholes carbon
&posits. Gallialf: Never use a mastic so-

'moving
pistons. from solvents

Never use any kind oi steel brush as stag
loads or piste& skirts. Steel bristles will
crota SAM, peeve sides, snaking a goad
riog-to- poor. seal impossible, 6r they will
romd the outside, corners of the Wads, result-
ing in loss support for the rings sad poseible
breakage,

After cl&aing, inspect as 'piston ler scut-
flag er meriag, souks I. the heed er skist
mem, and for wets, beM, masked, or braso
irks Wolk -Itattese biting mini~Alm re
as aporlits *writs Awes *Ms pia hose whisk is in
NSW* erith the top el the pietist pia, Repines
say dassigai pietism. Chedt_ rlagsroovirs tor
wow. Orrowes should be ehadiel at Several
palate wood their eireteatersaeo bowies the

411" 2 ftsgoorsi Tear teseveoly, Piste* sheold be se*,
litienirrelii dog iiks arms eit- X

4 ardel4

Fig, 36 - Cheats. Canneeling Red Side csosive/y. See " for specified
Comm. ring side eleannee,



Is structions for chocking piston-to-cylinderexaclentssos are given in "Pitting Pistons,'
under cylinder block reconditioning in thissection.

Piston Pins:

Inspect piston pins for wear or etching sadreplan if worn excessively. If pin-to-piston or'pin-to-connecting rad clearance La sxcessive,oversisi pin can be installed. When fittingoversise piston pins to old pietas* it will be
noceosary to ream or keno the piston pia bossesin the piston to provido the specified clearance,as shown in "Specifications". To chock fit ofpiston pins in pistons. the pins ankpistoasshould be at room temperaturs (70,). Whoareaming or honing pistons for (worsts' pins,remember to also resits piston pia bushing in
connecting rod.

"6,,,age

'14

e'rri
faikihm.

1

ALMA&
4:aL.

MUMMY

0

The piston pin bushing should io chockedfor piston pin clearance. U clearance is ex-cessive, bashing should be replaced or raised.ovorsiso piston pias are to be installod, reamor hone bushing to obtain correct piston pinclearance.

ta

MOM MD
enuuse *et

"MOW

Fig. 38 - Removing Piston Pin Bashing With
SE-1036-4 Remover and InStaller
Tool.

To replace piston pin bushing, press bush-ing from rod using SE-1036-4 Remover andInstaller Tool and 5t-1033 Support Plate, asshown in rig. 38. To install new bushing, aire( support plate and installer tool with proper
washer, as shown in Fig. 39. Press bushing
into connecting rod until washer is firmly seat-ed on the connecting rod.

4

Fig. 37 - Honing Piston Pin Bosses For OVer-
stag Pin Using 8E41111 Honing
Machine

New Piston ansenshlies furniehod for eer-
-victireplacentent are complete with piston pins

aCcuraie/y fitted.

Connecting Rods:

The connecting rods should be thoroughly
eleasod in cleaning solvent to remove all tracesof sledge and dirt. Inspect reds carsfully foriracho and defects.

- 46.

Fig. 39 Ins-tailing Piston Pin Bushing With
SZ-1036-41 Annoyer and Installer

- TOW

C131-1023-2
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-i.
Ins Raw and SZ1033 Suppers Plus, as shown
Is rig. 40 or tw Gain tagralitste:11%rdas
asandirel meth 1121-141-1
burnishing operation team the bushing firmly
in the **meeting rad.

Z:7

'PUSS SAM4
sanimme OAR

COSSISCiple SOS

SWPOet

Fig. 40 - *burnishing Piston Pin Busithig

Ream or hone the piston pin bushing to pro-
rid* the correct piston pin-to-bushing clear-
ance. To check fit of piston pin in connecting
rod pin and rod should be at room temperature
(7001r).

Pig. 4/

14

1011
Mien

Weida*
Pia Wuelliag With IX-

Whoa of the oenneeting
has been completed, segpert the rod is a vies
amid *WO the pietist apsitatastner The a.bar* Eida-stilte rtittanet with the
throbs ado ee this pietas (eameholl 4 a sr.gise);' Pilaw are stamped to indloste whisk
aide Mt pietas lame boat. !mon the pin bee
di* pietas, aliga pietas with comeeting rod pin
busking and push piston pin into place. Metall
piston pia retainers (snap rings) at each end
of pia, making acre retainers seat fully and
with tauten in grooms.

Check alignment of cannectiag rod and
piste& assembly am m amens* CctInr rod
aligns: such ae 3Z-10W. *See rig. 42. orreet
any Misaligament.

Fig. 42 - aiecidag Aligonient of Piston aad
Connecting Rod Assembly Using
SZ-1099 Connecting Rod Aligner

The fattening of the connecting rods to the
engine crankshaft ie another important funda-
mental for mochanies to considev for engine
rebuilding. Row well this job is performed
determines to a la.kge extent what kind
of comecting rod bearing wear will bo

.realised. The correct torque application &a-
sses a good job.

There are a number of mnditiens -which =

&Beet torque and the results of torque.applice-:
yam. The Major purposo In tiglitening cm-

Continued in neat page

CTS-2023-Z
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nectial rod bolts to a specific torque is to ob-
thiatession is** bolt (Tie. 43) which, la ttultdevelops a clamping load or preload that ex-
ceeds say possible losdiat imposod oa parts
due to engine rpm. (In other words conncting
rod most "hang-on" to crankshaft and suffer all-
the strains of inertia sad cylinder combustion
impulse Without permitting the least movement
or (lexing of ais rod cap or bolts.) At the same
time torque applied mast be within the capacityof parts (bolts. caps, connecting rods) to with-
stand these loads.

FRICTION

CLAMPED

FRICTION

A-311210

Fig. 43 - Connecting Rod Cap and Bolt Details

In tig4tening connecting rod bolts to their
specified torque figure, a definite loading is ob-
tained between connecting rod and cap. Espec-
ially designed bolts manufactured from selected
materials permit the application of this loading
without undue stretching of bolts. There is a
relationship between the torque specification
and clamping effect or load to be applied pro-
viding certain conditions exist. These condi-
tions center largely around the bolt itself and
are pointed out as follows:

condition ie most int

Threads that ar dry, excessively rough,
*attired or that are filled with dirt-require
-soititiderable effortjust to rotate the bolt.
Thu when the clamping load is first develop-

, I ad, -or the bolt tension is applied, the torue
----radios mount. bsptdly (due-to -thread -frieti)

to the specified figure without approaching the
desired bolt tension and maximum clamping
effect, Under these conditions the desired
torque reading is obtained but the clamping

effect might be ter below ..qttir.rmati.lited..ing to tearing failure or to connectini rod
bolt breakage. The proper belt WWI= andclamping effect can never be attained if thebolt is dry. The bolt mast have a film of t,lubricant in the thread section end uoder at.head to be considered lubricated. A good
method of checking to detisrtnine thread con-dition is to tarn the, connecting rod bolt (la-
bricted) all the way into the connecting rod withthe ftgers. if the bolt runs in.relatively freewithout sticking or without the Weed for epply-
ing more than a very light (1-4 ft. lbs.) wrench
effort, the bolt is satisfactory for use. Du tothe doe, tit of connecting rod bolts the slight-
est thread imperfection inerosses thread fric-tion to the extent that incorrect bolt tension
is likely. The threads in the rod should also
be examined, Make certain that they aro freeof chips or hard foreign material.

Connecting rod bolts must be cleaned of allforeign mates including the anti-rart mater-
iels that may be caked in the threads. This isalso true of the connecting rod thread holes.
Apply light engine oil to the bolt Weeds to
lubricate before installation. Tighten the
connecting rod bolts alternately and finish tight-ening with the torque wrench set to the speci-fied torque. If a bolt is inadvertently over-tightened exceseively, eneugh to stretch the
bolt, it must bo replaced with a new bolt.
Good practice in major engine overhaul would
be to us new rod bolts throughout.

The application of specific torque to any
particular bolt which serves to hold or clamp
two parts together should be accomplished
with a torque wrench known to be accurate.

Piston Rings:,

Two compression rings and one oil ring
are used on each piston. The oil ring is the
three.piece type, consisting of two segmeen
(rails) end a spacer. Use rings corresponding
to the sise piston being used. Rings ars fur.
sighed in standard ead overate. diameters.

Mach ring must be checked for priper ring
pp. Push the ring dorm into the cylinder bormaking sur the ring is square with She cyl-inder wall. Zxtrom care should be used
during this operation, Chink ths apace ar gap
between the ends of the ring with a feeler
puge, rig. 44. See "Specifications" for pro-
per ring gap. Oil ring spacr dole not have a
gap, however, oil ring rails should have pp
within specified verge.

_CTS-1011-Z
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rig. 44 - Cheehing Gap

On compression rings, if the gap is less than
the limit, try another ring for fit or dress theends of the ring with a fins cut file until the
correct clearance I. obtained. The dressing
of the piston ring ends is best accomplished by
placing a file in a vice, then moving both nds
of the piston ring (one at each face of the file)
quarely across the cutting faces. tack ring
hould be fitted and checked in the cylinder in

which it is to be used and marked accordingly.

Piston rings should be checked for side
clearance in the groove of the piston on which
they are to be installed. This is dons by placing
the outer edge of the ring in the piston groove,
rolling the ring entirely around the pieta& to
make sure there is no binding and the ring isfre in the groove. With a feeler gauge chck
the side clearance of each ring in its respec-
tive groove. See Fig. 43, See "Specifications"for proper clearance.

.7"` 4[4

AL_

ENGIHICS
Sestina A

Pale as

est tools film till* of toel is recesemended to
avoid overexpanding and deo to expand the
ring to a true circle to avoid dietortiens See
rig. 46.

1

rt.r4t.'

S

,,i; 4W144- 4A!

1. 21?:., ,
....

-1 -,

4

tei,

.14

rig. 46 - Installing Piston Ring With SE1149
Ring Expander Tool

When installing piston rings, stagger the
ring gaps. Tor farther information refer to
the instructions furnished with the service
ring sets.

CYLINDER HEAD, VALVES AND RELATED
PARTS

Disassembly

To protect machined surfaces of the cylinder
head from damage by handling, mount the head
is holding fixture while performing service
operations. rig. 47 shows cylinder hand
mounting in SE-1939 Cylinder Head Holding
Fixture.

Z2M#1; Remove valve caps from ends of
exhaust valve eters sad keep in cords: before
installing head in fixture.

.t110.0.111Mp".-Nr 11- 3111pask, ..j
r 1 -rn...

41k. -

Fia. 45 Checking Rine ToGroowe did* figs 47 Cylinder Head licemited la StaltS,
Clarance Holding !bears

=IN44IIISMINIMIIM=10111MWEINNOMPONSMIM=a1M.
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Before removing valves, clean the carbondepoeitit from the combustion chambers andvalve heads with a wire brush and scraper.
. -

To remove valves. apPly a valve spring com-pressor and remove the valve keepers or locks,as shown in lrig. 46. Release compressor tooland remove spring retainer, spring, spring
damper and oil deflector boot (intake valves).It may be necessary to strike valv ends light-ly with a soft hammer to break valve keepers irloose. Repeat this operation to remove allvalves.

EM: Keep valves and their related partstogether so they may be reinstalled in their
respective positions,

Fig. 48 - Removing Valve Keepers

Cleaning and Inspection
Clean carbon deposits from the valve portswith a wire brush and scraper. Wash the-

head in cleaning solvent to remove dirt and
grease, then dry thoroughly. Make sure all
water passages ars clear and open.

The valves, spring, and keepers should.becleaned by washing in a solvent Solvent clean-ing ordinarily wiil itot remove all the deposits&ern the valves. Wire brushes will do this
job satisfactorily, but only brass wire brushes
hould be used since steel brushes may sciratch
OA swings. Such scratches arn likely to cause
localised stresses in an operating valve and
may eventually result in fatigue fractures ofthe valve. For a similar reason the use of
coarse emery paper should be avoided.

Examine the cylinder head for meter teaksor cracks in the combustion chambers, valveports and around valve seats. Use cylinderhead test plates and gasket SZ-l4464 to chockthe cylinder head passages for leakage. Inspect the machined or gasket surfaces for
scratches or mars which may r. use leakageafter assembly.

ITU KAN

1:1-V

Fig. 49 - Using Cylinder Head Test Plates
3E-1466-5

Check the gasket surface of the cylinder
head for trueness with a straightedge. Crit-
ical points for cylinder head warpage it the
section between combustion chambers. The
points should be checked with a straightedge
across (side-to-side) the cylinder head...and
head machined only when this section is found
to be more than .005" low. The cylinder head
should also be checked lengthwise (front-to-rear), to determine that no section between
combustion chamber is more than .005" lower
than the sdjoining section.

It is difficult or often times almost irn-
postible, to keep a cylinder gasket from blow-
ing or burning out between cylinders, or to keep
the coolant from leaking into the cylinders lf
the cylinder head is badly warped or if it I.
erroded around the water passages. This
condition can be torreeted by replacing the
cylinder head with a new one or-by grind's*
or milling a reasonable amount of stock off
the surface of the used cylinder head. Re-
move only .005" materiel to true up the sur-
face, otherwise contact between ,top of piston
and head if valve may result.

before resurfacing the cylinder head, an
understanding of what happens within the et.
gine should be considered. Milling or griading
material of the cylinder bead inbreases the
compression ratio of the engine. U milling or
grinding is done within Seasonable limits. theAhange in compression ratio is so slight that
it has.. little effect upon operation of the engine.

CTS-Z023-Z
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the amount of stock removed. %hider such
circumstances, ufficient stock may be re-
moved to make a noticeable change in engiai
performance. Increasing the compression
ratio of an engine by milling several ' `
thousandth* stock off the cylinder head or top
of crankcase, by using a head gasket thinner
than that recommended, or by using hiah al-
titude pistons in an engine ope ation in an
area not requiring such piston , will increase
the temperature and pressur SI In
the combustion chamber ov r that of the orig-

. inal engine, unless the changes are compensat-
ed for by changes in the grad. of fuel, ignition
timing, etc. Increasing the comprossioa ratio
of a specific engine generall) raises the min-
imum octane requirement of the fuel for that
engine. Consequently, if the fuel used just
meets the minimum octane requirement, any
increase in the compression ratio by one of the
above methods will lead to detonation, loss of
power, and premature engine failare. In en-
gine installations where scuffing and scoring of
cylinders and rings is a predominant cause for
engine failure, it is advisable to investigate to
see if significant changes haelliCbeen made in
compression ratio. This one factor alone may
not be sufficient to cause any serious effects,
but it will haVe an influence on other problems;
and if it I. combined with some other condition,
the combination can result in engine failure.

Check valve spring tension using 3E-1515
Spring Tester or similar tool, as shown in
Fig. SO. Replace springs showing improper
tension, wear, cracks or permanent sets.

7..

I

or
40114:1.1.4

Fig. SO - Checking Valve Spring Tension

compressed and *4 fro. spring length. Springs
installed with higher than recommended pres-
sures tend to overload the valve train. The.oss
of weak springs is likely to promo!. valve
bounce which in combination with high engine
peeds is a common cause of seat pomading and
valve breakage. Spring ends are designed to
be flat and square to prevent littoral loads on
the valve stem. Ont-of-square springs place
a side force on the stem and tend to promote
rapid guide wear. Because at the possibility
of fatigue creeks in valve spriegs, old springs
should be replaced on the same basis as that
recommended for valves 'which have been in
service for long periods.

Inspect each valve. Discard any valves
that show evidence of burned, warped or bent
condition. Severely burned valves (Fig. 51).
cannot be used since the metal behind the
burn has probably lost its original properties.

rIg 51 - thoverIy Bersott-Valve

Valves which show indications of naecktaes
must also be discarded.

CT34023-Z
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Necking is evidenced by a reduced die-
m**, of the valve stem 'above the port ead
oir the via: and is the result of hot corrosion
(Fig, 51). Necked valves are sesceptible to
lumbago - a most expensive rips of failure,
since the engine may be ruined when a valve
head breaks off.

Badly scuffed valve stems are still &seeker
cause for rejection. Rough stems usually pro-
mote rapid guide wear. However, where there
are cooly slight indications of scuffing at A. ex-
tremities of the guide contact area and where
there I. no appreciable reduction IX the stem
diameter, sttch valvea will continue to give
satisfactory service. Worn keeper grooves or
damaged valve tips are undesirable conditions
and are sufficient causes for discarding &
valve. Worn grooves allow cocking of the
spring retainer which tends to tip the valve in
the guide, increasieg guide wear and, in ex-
trerne cases, causing leakage across the valve
face. Si:nil/it results can be expected from the
use of valves having damaged tips.

A411203

rig. 52 - Example a a Badly "Necked" Valve

CTS-20i3-Z

Visual examination of the valves alone is riot
sufficient; certain criticel dimanstens inuet
alio be checked. First, the valve stem dia-
meter is "miked" at various locations along the
guide bearing area, and at eacWlocatton, Gov-
oral measurements art made/around the cit.-
cumference. Valves with steins having any
diameter other than given in "Specifications"
should be rejected, otherwise the stem-to-
guide clOSIZSACE1 will be incorrect. Similarly,
vtives having margins of less than about one-
half the head margin of a new valve should not
be used. Such valvei are particularly suscept-
ible to face failure due to bengal'. In addition,
the reduced depth of the margin may no longer
b able to support the impact loads imposed on
the valve head when the valve is closed, thereby
causing the rim of the head to curl up or dish.
This is called a "cupped" valve (Fig. 53).

A-.19221

9

Fig. 53 - Example of a "Cupped" Valve

One of the most important characteristics
of a good valve is concentricity - the valve head
and face must be concentric with the stem. If
the valve is bent, the face will be eccentric with
some part of the stem, or the stem will not be
straight. Face eccentricity or bent heads can
be checked during the refacing operation. A
dial indicator gauge is particularly essential in
checking for beat stems. The valve cantle set
up in a lathe or on V-blocks to make such mea-
surements, but a snore convenient method util-
ises the special valve guise desiped for this
purpose and for checking valves after refacing.
An example of commercially available equip-.
meat of this type is shows in Fig. 54. With/1E-
1800 Valve Gauge, the valves can be checkedfor
face or stem "nut-eut" quickly and accurately.
Straight stems mean that all indicator readings
around the stern at several points along the
stem be within 0.0005" total indicator readint.
Valves outside this limit have bent stems audit
is recommended that they be discarded.
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Fig. 54 - Checking Valve Stem Straightness and
Face Run-Out With SE-I800 Valve
Gauge.

It is good practice to repLace valves which
have operated for long periods of time, even
though inspection indicates no evident reason for
rejection. Old valv011 are likely to contain fa-.
tigue cracks and without the special inspection
eluipment required I. locate such cracks, re-
jection is recommended because of the likelihood
of valve breakage.

Inspect valve locks (keepers) for excessive
wear and replace in pairs as required.

Clean valve guide bores using correct sise
bore cleaning tool. There are many earn-
mercially available wire brushes sad scrapers
(Fig. 55) that clean guides very satisfactorily.

Check valve guide bore dimensions and com-
pare with Limits listed in "Specifications" to
determine condition of bores, Various in-
truments are available for measuring the
guide bore*. Fig. 34 illustratee see of SE-11126
Expending Type Bore Gauge.

Fig. SS - Cleaning Valve Guide Sores.

4,441. 4; '
"? "' , lab ,

. . f

1,,
116

agellliabk

_

Fig. 56 Cbeebing Valve Glide Sere Using
Gangs SE-1124.

laspect guide bore carefully for excessive
valve stem-to-guide clearaace, elliptical or
egg-shaped wear, aad 1.bell-mouthing". Fig.
57 illustrates the effects of worn guides.
Guides with excessive or egg-shaped wear or
which are bell-mouthed more than .0003" should
be replaced.

Valve Guide Smolacemeat

When-replacing valv guides, all guides
must be driven from, the combeettoa chamber
side (bottom of head) through the.top of the

Continued on next page
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Tig. 57 - Effects of Worn Valve Guides.

ailed. To support the head for removing end
metalling valve guides, a cylinder head holding
fixture can be made locally from sketch shown

Tig. 58.

rig. 5$ - Cylinder Wad Holding nature.

Race the cylinder head holding fingers an
the press bed. then position the cylinder head
(bottom side up) an the fixture and locate the

center movoahla support adjaceat las the valve
snide being removed. Using valve guide re.
mover tool 11.Z.1722.9 press valve guide out of
cylinder head. See rig. $9. Repeat opera....sn
to remove other guides. I. sure to position the
moveable support adjacent to the guide to be re-
moved.

mil

'Fig. 59 - Removing Valve Guide With SE-1722
Remover Tool.

To install the guides position the cylinder
head (top side up) in the cylinder head holding
fixture positioned in press. Place movesble
center support of holding fixture'under hole in
which valve guide is to be installed.

Use SE-1943 Valve Guide Installer Tool
to press guides into place. The tool is de-
signed to install both intake and exhaust guides.
This can be accomplished by adjusting the in-
staller screw in the body to a depth equivalent
to the specified height the guide are to protrude
above the head. Refer to "Specifications". rig.
60 illustrates seljusting the installer.

Tig. 64 Adjusting SE-1943 Valve Guide
. Installer.

01111.,
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cylinder head. thus obtaining correct
above head.

ISUE: Outside diameter of valve guides must
be lubricated upon installation. Use a =Ware
of white lad end =gine oil. Clain way lay
emceef lubricaat after valve guide I. installed.

Replacement guides are designed to give
proper vaive etem-to-guide clearance when
Metalled ia the cylinder head. Roaming I. met
required. but care should be talc= to Goo that
ends of guides arevot burred during irstall
atm.

Core PhiLReplacement

Cylinder head core plugs should not be dis-
turbed unless evideace of leakage exists. Re-
place plugs as inspect= warrants. The plugs
can be removd by drilling a small hole in the
center of the plug and prying the ping from its
bore. To install new plug, coat the outer
edge with non-hardening sealr and using 32-
1 725 Core Plug Installer and SZ. 1361- 12 Drive
Handle, drive plug flush with bottom edge of
charnfer in cy14der head. Se. Fig. 61.

, Tig. 61 Installing Core Plug.

Yaln-disa;usgasaisraniuL
When recoaditifting velves. the valve swat

inserts 'should be inspected. U isserts are
cracked. p153.di azaaisively Worn or in cabs;
unsatisfactory coaditim, they must be replaced.
Good practice requires that the insert coaster-
bore in the cyliader.head be machised prior to
installation of the insert. Cutterstre available

tom et the cousterbere must he stputre to assure
goo4 el the insert. Dos valve eitelNise"
sett Stele =sin'? or Ilip4Se5.

Thereaghly clogs the valve seat causer.
bare. Ideassre the elim*W4Dmasaa: et the )
tamest with a aderemeter aml select the correct
silo coasterhere cutter. Cutters are made to
cut cousterberes slightly smaller thee the O.D.
el the kasert to provide the correct press fit
of the Swett to the cauaterhoro. Rua the cutter
does until it bottoms is the origiaal eousterhere.
Clean all chips lad particles from comnterhores.

Chill inserts to be installed with dry ice fer
about tes minutes. Place chilled insert la
cousterborto.4ace side up. Thies *staler tool
from coantintere tool sot. drive laser, late
couaterbore. Peen insert securely tate place.
Use pepalag equipmeat tarnished with tool sot r
a dull.podated chisel 1/4" wide asey be used to
satisfactorily peen cyliader head metal ever the
outer edge of the insert. Check vales sem far
concentricity with valve guide.

Valves that are pitted can be refaced to
the proper angle on valve refacing machine.
All valves having bent, worn. r seriously
pitted stems should be replaced.

Good valve refacing equipmeat I. available
end nearly all present day fallacies machises,
when in proper ailjustmeat, will grind the valve
face within allowable reaeat specification's.

errhey give accurate coatrol of the face eagle
stud produce a smooth finish ma the valve face.

Regardless of the equipment used. the face
eagle mast be set accurately to the engine
specifications. It is desirable to chbck the face
eagle occasionally to assure priber adjastmeat
a the machine and the Brindisi Wheel must he
dressed at Ivey:eat intervals to maiataia the
correat surface finish. Is the saunas *per.
sties, saly the removal ef saffIciest metal S.
produce coati:measly bright surface is re-
quire& The use oi Use cuts :sly is essential
in the removal et Metal frees the face S. pre
vest overheatiag. the possibility el beading the
valve. or removal of excessive metal which
wasid redoes the margis heymmi atedittable
limits.

The anseast of griadieg aeoeseary'te tree
the valve face is as isdicatiat of warpage of
tile valve head from the center lias ad the valve

Ceatissed so *est page
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Since relaning machinse relate the
valve as it ie ground inspection for beat heads
is ma easy matter. The first contact et the
wheel with the valve taco w We the ever.
Lanced operator au immediate imcatiew of the
Ogres of face eccentricity and will allow a
determination of whether the refaced valve will
have too narrow a margin at one point or at
ail points around the head. Pig. 62. Valves
with bent stems or warped heads should ob-
viously not be used.

When. the warped head eta valve ie re-
faced. a knife edge will be ground on part or
all of the valve head because of the amount of
metalwhich must be removed to completely
reface. Maximum heaviness in a valve head
I. required for strength and to provide as
liege an area as possible for heat dissipation.
Knife-edged valves lead to breakage aad warp-
age. See rig. 62. Replace any valve that can
not be satisfactorily refaced with a definite
margin maintained.

wRONG WRONG

CORRECT PA.11011011

Fig. 62 . Examples of Improperly Refaced
Valves

Valve Refacing Procedure:

I. Set the valve refacing machine (rig.63)
to the specified angle and dress the grinding
stone.

Z. Insprt a valve in the chuck and take a light
cut across its face. Repeat light grinding cuts

Amiti-a true face of even width is obtained
around the valve. Avoid taking heavy grinding
cuts as this overheat* the valve head producing
an unsatisfactory face and damages the grind-

tzeseteee. Avoid pulsing the atone beyond the
face as this causes ridging and grooving

cf the none. Reject all valves which produce
uneven faces or which grind 4iewn to thin'
edge. Warms not apparent by visual iaepec-
tics will be clearly seen as valve is ground.
Do not remove more material than is necessary
to reinove the bunked or pitted areas and true=
up the valve face. Redress the stone frequently
to maintain * smooth even surface and the cor-
rect face eagle.

rt.

7,104.44079,6 ,55

"4.17.:24.61
1E t

;*,0

At:

..01" (gib MIME A4U310

rig. 63 - Grinding Valve Face Angle

3. After refacing each valve, inspect the end
of the stem. U wear is noticeable, reface the
end of the stem. Do not remove excessive
material. Rechamfer if necessary.

Refacing Valve Seats

The primary purpose of a valve seat is to
seal the combustion chamber egainst pres-
sure losses and to provide a path to dissipate
the heat accumulated in the valve head so as to
prevent burning of the seat and warping of the
valve head:

The location of the valve seat on the valve
face and its width controls the amount of valve
heed that protrudes into the ctrubustion cham-
ber. It I. obvious that the greater the exposure
within the combustion chamber. the higher the
valve temperature; or in other words, the
more heat it will collect. High valve tempera-
ture and poor heat dissipation also produce
excessive val., stem temperatures. This will
hasten the accumulation of carbon on the stems,
causing them to stick in the guides.

The location of the area of contact between
the valve and the seat is a very important

'7'.)
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is ia Fig. 64. ileg the valve so shows
is T4. is undecitabli. sss tha *heap
of the set testae Os isles Sase4.11drwa
wimp so to break elf ism deposits
which mayl to valve White. .111milsel1. the
lecetim of tbe appqr line et oseagaet Inn below
the top of the valve lam as *sem is Fig. OS .
&imp undesirable because a large overhang pre..
vents rapid cooling of the outer edge of the
valve.

&SOW?
Fig. 64 - Correct Valve Seat Location.

rig. 65 Valv Seat Teo Deep I. Cyliader Mad.

The valve-mats must be ground true to ,

the specified angle aad-width shown in "Spec-
ifications". The width of the exhaust seat
ehesid range between the_ average ant maids
mum specifications sad the intake seats should

mat-,
if

a

1; a gw1Mt

Tig. N Valve Prow/Ars Toe Tar.

ramie between the averag sad noininsum speci-
fic:Mime'. The Wake seats may be narrower tthan the exhaust seats beemise they are nasally
larger is diameter. This provides a total seat
are* approximately equal to the Wailer enhanst
.valve with the wider seat. Also, the less severe
heat ceaditions de lot require as large seat
ma tor heat dissipation purposes.

Correct width caa be obtaised by luting
narrowing 'stones to briag the "Ms to the do.
sired dimeasioas. Seat width is important in
maiataining a good seat; toe wide a seat may re-
sult in tee low valve dieing pressure to pro.
vent the hag er seat deposits. and
too narrow a seat ay cause rapid sem or !see

Ceatianed sem pege

TEMMIPA0111111

IMMO)
Fig. 0 - Valv Seat Width Should Caderns to

Speetheaeleat sod Castor sal Valve
Taco.

CTS-Z013-Z
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wear or grooving. Rapid face:veer or ;romp-,
lab la tune results in a gig/Aster than sorted
leen*ef valve lash. Excessive lops of valve lash(tappet clearaace) may cause the valve to hold
open at high eosin speeds and thus lead to early
failure.

Seat Refacing Procedure:

1. Remove all carbon. acids. and oil before
attempting to reface valve seats. The grinding
stone, when placed against an-oily seat, will
berme foaled. sad uneven grinding will occur.

Z Dreg. the stone to the correct angle.
Lightly lubricate and insiall the pilot of the cor-
rect size into th valve guide bore.

NOTE: Before installing tb pilot, be cl.-
tain-Mrthe valve guides are perfectly clean and
meet the engine specifications. This is impor-
tant; otherwiee. an eccentric seat will be eut.

%4')6.v

44 n.,4";4414
1_1

'

4

1

7.7

rig. 68 Grinding Valve Seat Vain SE-1631
Sest Grinding Equipment

3. Lower the grinder head over the pilot
ehankuntil the stone just clears the valve *est.

Tura. OS the power and very patty ailow the
aims to counsel the valve seat. Very littlepr.intro other than the normal, weight of the
stoI should be toot. Sudden hart pressure
can cuae cocking of the pilot in the Amide and
result eccentric-grinding. Raise the stone
fruit& y from the valve seat to prevent ever-
heating to clear away grinding &let. Grind
the seat iciently to provide an even smoothurface.

4. After iiiâiag the eats, it may be foundthat the seats aè consid rably wider than the'
width rscommend in the "Specifications".
Valve seats that a e too wide may be narrowed
by grinding the top d/or bottom edge of the
seat to reduce thew th (rig. 69). The finished
valve seat should coritict the approximate
center of valve face o reduce the height of
the valve seat use a 15. angle stone and toraise the valve seat use a 45° angle stone.

MOM
SEAT wtof,/

41/4

14k sast
30. AN04.1/
YU Is
STONE H111

U11 41°
110141 14111

HAT CIP01110
ON VALVI fACE

1411101

rig. 69 - Narrowing Valve Seat Widths.

S. Check the valve seat for concentricity or .
run-out. Use dial indicator as shoves in rig.
70. Seat run-out should not exceed limits
shown in "Specification.".

6. Check valve face contact using Prussian
Blue. Spread en extremely thin film of this blue
on the valve face and insert the valve into its
guide. With pressure on th exact center of tht
valve head, make a quarter turn rotation in the
seat. Remove the valve and inspect the im-
pression made upon the fiat by the tranafer of
blueing, and upon the valve face by the removal

crs- 2023-IA



Fig. 70 C. king Seat Ren-Ont.

of blueing. Check ;several timei to guazantee
dant no error ai midis. The finiebed sat face

Oa. of the principal* 411iNiculties saperiemesi
ia reanditioning she cyLinder hood anseenbly I.obtains,
iffilaftwit steams en
valve .smashine awl the valve seat grimi-
er ebenlitiOlgreesed Were startiag Yeses-

Joh. It wilt be onionsary Os pied am
delleatil2 name ant solo & cheek sigh a light Oat
et Piseelam Nue to deteismise boot_el000ty the
a n g l e s e t h e s e a s r a d v a l e * e r Ul s m a t i t h . If a fell
sem width cement areemi the entire circle et
seated valve I. set shank the eaglet' de an
watch. It will tire be secessary to grime the

M=11 pining stone. choosing! the eagle
to correct the attar. The .

sullgugghtg. Ne more material
removed item the valve face Mom is aosseary
to tree it up sad remove the bassei er pitted
perties. Nen eaves &wild set be refaced but
should be checked ler stenos.. Moo a satis-
factory =nab ei valve seat sad valve lace
eagles has ban obtain''', the aijestemest a both
she valve reface: mid the seat grimier isheeld
be locked (a peonies to ell:Moan this trial nal
error meshed for the other valves sad seats.

UMW
-Tig. 71 - Sectional Vire of Valves mad *slated Pane.

4101.1101
1
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Hand lapping of valves is not asoosoary for

'valves and faits reconditioned as described
here sad use of lapwing compound is not recoM-
monied. A poor grind job Cannot be corrected
by tapping. A near perfect seat often times
destroyed by attempting t* lap the valves tcr
their seats.

Agagpst Valve Rotators

The exhaust valve "Slo-Roto" caps require
special animation when *Amin valves ars rem
conditioned. The rotating valve ($lo.Rorn type
as illustrated in Fig. 7Z) I. used to reduce
exhaust valve burning by shearing off any de-
posits which might collect on the valve seat.
However, to insure this valve rotation and al-,
low for valve expansion. the valve stem face to
valve cap clearance and the valve ta rocker
arrn clearance must be mainta:ned.

VALVE TO
ROCKER.ARM

CLEARANCE (SEE
SPECIFICAT1ONSS)

CAP TO VALVE
STEM CLEARANCE
.001" TO .005"

SPRING

ROCKER ARM

SPRING
RETAINER

VALVE CAP
VALVE KEY

EXHAUST VALVE MIMS A

Pig. 72 - Cross-Sectional View of "Slo-Roto"
Valve Cap.

To see why this is necessary the principle
of operation should be understood. In brief,
the valves rotate while operating because they
are free from spring tension for a split second
during each up and down cycle. When camshaft
rotation reduces valve to rocker arm clear-
ance to zero, the cap on the vilve stem causes
the valve keys to lowar the spring retainer.
This small movement relieves the load of the
valve spring from the valve before the velve
itself te lowered from its seat end permits the
vnlve to tun% free. To accomplish this the
specified clearance between ths face of the
valve scam sad the underside of the cap must be
maintained. This is the dietance the spring re-
tsr I. lowered before the valve is moved.
The valve rotating motion is caused by vibra-
tion of the valva, tho flow of exhaust gases
around the valve heed. and a slight rotating ma.
tiro imparted by the valve spring. rig. 73 11-
lustratee the proper method for checking gip
sbatance with valve installed, rig. 74 illus-
trates the method of checking tan clearance
liaiLZIAXL.111112Ilit

rig. 73 - Using SIC.1733 Valve Gauge tor Check-
ing Cep Clearance with Valve Installed.

Fig. 74 - Using SE-1733 Valve Gauge for Check-
Ins Cap Cle arance with Valve Removed.

Since maximum service life and efficiency
of rotating exhaust valves is dependent on the
maintenance of the correct cap clearance, the
adjustment become* moot important. In ser-
vice this clearance-normally increates because
of wear baed by impact of the half.moon keys
against the shoulder tut the valve stem. As the
cap clearance iqcreasos so also does the rate
of wear increase because of harder impact from
longer key travel. To
remove sufficient matettreltiVrn eLliignifowe
skirt of cap to establish properAirnits. When
reground or new valves ars installed and it is
necessary jo increase can cle)rance it will
be necessary to grind the valve stem face.
If the valves have been Ira operatLon over an

CT111023- 4
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tem. A. loag as the correct clearance (see
"Specifications") is maintained, this wear is
not harmful.

Valve keys must be installed with the wear
facing the same direction (Fig. 75). This will
liminate cocking of the spring retainer. How-
ever. both valve keys may be reversed (worn
side turned down) to utilise the unworn face of
the keys provided the specified clearance is
maintained.

KEY WEAR KEY WEAR

RIGHT INSTALLATION WRONG INSTALLATION
A-26W

Fig. 75 - Right and Wrong Valve Key In-
stallation.

$24upl C2oled Valves

Sodium cooled valves are very much like
conventional valves in appearance. and they are
serviced and adjusted for the engine in the same
manner as covered in the foregoing paragraphs.
CAUTION: When it becomes necessary to dis-
pose of sodium cooled valves they should be
buried where they can be lett indefinitely. Be-
cause of their sodium content, these valves
must not be cut open indiscriminately.

Reef sombly

After reconditioning operations have been
performed. thoroughly clean valves and valve
seats with cleaning solveat to remove all dirt.
grindings or other foreign material. Cost
valve stemi with engine oil and iastall valves in
the same seats to which they were checked.-
Place spring dampers. springs, oil deflectors
(intake valves). and spring retainers We pest-
tion. Comp:111146valve spring with *pries coma
pressor tool sad WWI velVe keepers. Re ours
spring retainers and keepers are correctly
seated. After valves have been assembled to
the-tisad tnstall the valve'rotator caps tn the
enhaust valves to which they were checked.

CTS-2013-Z
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Fig. 76 - Rocker Arm Assembly.

The rocker arm assembly should be com-
pletely disassembled and thoroughly cleaned
and inspected. The assembly Consists of the
rocker arm shafts, shaft mounting brackets,
rocker arms and tension .springs for main-
taining proper distance between rocker arms.
When removing rocker arras, springs and
mounting brackets from shafts, keep all parts
in ordr so that if in satisfactory condition
they will be returned to their original position.

1. Remove rocker arm shaft mounting
bolts and flat washers from brackets and sep-
arate forward end rear 81)&14 from center
bracket. Remove brackets. springs, and rocker
arms from shifts. To remove shafts from end
brackets, drive roll piss from brackets.

Z. Clean all parte thoroughly in clewing
solvent, making sure all oil passages are open.
Formation of sludge in oil passages of rocker
arms and shafts will iestrict oil flow to rock-
er arm bushings and valves.

3. Inspect rocker arm shaft4 for wear from
rocker arms. Check shafts on a flat surface
for WiAll bent or warped. Replace shaft if beat
or worn-excessively.

4. Check rocker arm bushing for proper
clearance to shaft. Refet to "Ppecificatioes".
If buskins are worn beyond limits, replace
rocker 11111112s. A -

3. U rocker arm shaft bushings are Sans.
factory for.reise. inspect valve.stens contact
surfaces of rocker arms. Resurface if weer is
indicated. Do not remove more them .010" et
material wham reettirisciiii rocker same. PA-
place rocker arms having more than .010 wear.
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*. Inspect rockerarre adjusdag seTrilrs gee
weer se contact surface and for Attnaged
threads. Replace any that are defective.

7. Reilloce say defective teasi springs-

1. If necessary to replace expansion plugs
ia sad m brackets. install plug to dimen-
sion shoritstia,ig. 77.

1. Assemble rocker arm shafts to end
mouatiag brackets. Alio smell notch sear ead
of shaft with roll pin Ws in bracket. Se* rig.
77. Install roll pia with slot away from rocker
arm shaft.

Vt

EXPANSION
PLUG

MT-40110

Tig. 77 - Installation of Rocker Arm Shaft to End
Support Bracket.

10. Lubricate rocker arm bushings with
engine oil. Assemble rocker arms. prings
and brackets to rocker arm shafts. Be sure
to position bracket with oil-food passage to
index with oil-feed hole in cylinder head (third
Irons front).

Assernbio mounting bolts and weeks:* to
shaft brackets.

alit-8Mb
-----------ebsch all valve lifter push rods for straight-

ness by rolling De a flat eurface. See Tig. 71.
Check push rode for loose or worn ends. R..
place any rods which are bent. Iwo loose ends.
or WO wra

a.

V
a .6maa.

.1."1-1tAT

Tig. 71 hicking`Push Rod for Straightness

Isizalattualinatuu
Inspect sack a the 12 engine valve lifters(tappets) for excessive or irregular wear.*

chipping, cracking, or scoring. Check lifter
running clearance in block. (See "Specifica.
tions"). Replace any that may be defective.

OIL. PUMP

The oil pump is of the gear type (Fig. 79),
and operates on the principle of displacement;
that is the teeth on opposing gears displace oil
containd between teeth on opposite gears.
Since the oil I. confined to the spaces be#een
the teeth by a close fitting pump body and cover.
pressure results. Because the pump is simpleIn design it usually require, little servicing,
and all other items of the lubricating system
should be checked before determining that the
pump I. at fault. An uaderstanding of how the
pressure lubricating system works and how the
oil pump operates should be realised before
going ahead with pump service. This will also
help in finding many troubles which occasional-
ly develop in the engine or even in the pump it-
self. Coneecting rod sod main bearing 'failures
can sometime be Attributed to the oil pump for
other reasoos than a lack of okl. Tor example.
the scrsaches or flaked out areas sometimes
famed on elegise bearings can be caused by
iron or steel particles that have been worn
away from an oil neap that is mit of adjustniont..
A brief description of the lubricating system
and oil pump operation follows:

Oil ist the lubricating Oysters% is ramped
from the oil pan by means of the oil pump into
the eagise's oil gallon or oil lines. A sub.
ficient quantity is delivered to provide an ade-
quate saiety factor so that when engine wear
occurs there will still be oil and pressure in
reserve. To prevent the excess oil thus pro.
vided from being forced through the bearings or

CM/423.Z
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Fig. Tf - Oil Pump

OOP.. -

restricted oil holes a by-pass relief valve is
installd in the system. This relief valve is
spring-loaded so.as to remain closed until a
predetermined pressure is reached. At this
pressure the excess oil delivered by the oil
pump will be ,by-passed to the oil pan without
going through the bearings or oil filter unit.

When bearing wear is so great that the full
pump delivery is forced through the bearings
and restricted oil holes with no oil being by-
passe4. then a point has been reached when fur-
ther bearing wear Till cause a reduction in the
oil gauge pressure reading. Since the oil pump
has a larger capacity than is normally required.
considerable bearing wear can result before
there will be any noticeable reduction in the
gauge presure. U however. the oil pump ca-
picity is ,reduced because 'of excess wear in the
pump assemble,. and the output of the pump is
close to the normal requirements of the engine,
then a relatively small amount of bearing wear
will result in reduced oil pressure gauge read-
ings. The following items should be specially
looked for when eheching the lubricating sys-
tem.

1. Improper running clearance at engine
bearings.

Z. Weakened oil pressure relief spring or
the relief valve stuck open.

413.
Cracks in the main Oil gallery or leaks

at other places along the oil passage ways.

A study of how the oil pump operates (rig.
80) shows that pressure is developed by drawing
oil from the oil pan into the pump body at the
inlet and passing the oil armuid the outside of
ths oil pump gears to the outlet or pressure
side. From here the oil is supplied under pres-
sure to all components Of the engine lubricating

system. The pressure develops" is depend's*
-en einiesome asials_ at thavaittaalksor

coaditima of the oil pressure regulating valve
sad spring.

Te engine Oil
Gellert

CM 4 seemed wit
whoa kils fest Wesk sear

Wefts dram ees

law Geer

OM Ili yea
whs. mob es idiot
pmr bosom dissagemmi
frees spawn howees
*km ow

rig. 80 - 011 now Through Gear Type Oil
Pump.

The pressure build-up on the outlet side
of the pump exerts pressure against the oil
gears towards the inlet side of the pump. As
the pump drive shaft and its bearing in the $il
pump body wear, the clearance bemires* the
outside diameter of ths gears sad the body dim-
inishes grathially on the inlet side aad increases
on the outlet or pressure side.

After considerable operation, ths specified
or original body to gear clearance will de-
crease .on the inlet side of the pump until the
gears may actually rob against the housing.
When this happens. Salle metal particles are
removed from both parts. A part of this metal
is immediately circulated with the oil. $om.
of this metal will be stopped by the filter lf it
is kept clean. but the damage results if any of
these perticles get to the main or connecting
rod bearings.

Another eliect of the robbing of oil pump"
gears against the oil pump body is the ia
Creased wear aad load ma the pimp itself. This
results in passible breaksge of the oil pump

Costintied'ft next page
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drive gears at the top of the pump shaft and on
the csmskaft. The load on the drive pairs is
Wither IiMreased by metal particles logging
between the pump gear teeth and also between
the lower ends of the pump gears and the pump
cover. This will cause scoring of contact sur-
faces. additional friction. and finally over-
heating of the oil.

The above conditions may not be encount-
ered every time an:engine is rebuilt: however.
the effects resulting from a neglected oil pump
are serious enough to warrant a thorough
cleaning and inspection of the pump whenever
an oil pan is removed for any engine repair.

Service. The recommended inspection and
repair procedures are as follows:

1. Wash all pump parts and oil intake
screen assembly in cleaning solvent.

Z. With pump cover removed and gears and
shaft in place, exert pressure against the gears
with the thumb so as to push the gears toward
the outlet side of pump.

3. While holding the gears in this manner,
measure the clearance between outside dia-
meter of gear and bore of housing (Fig. 81).
Clearance should be within the limits given in
"Specifications".

t42
'11

AP
A.

r% A
- 44.

1.11.\-") .4111111110411.
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Pig. 41 - Measuring Pump Gear to Body
Clearance

4. If clearance is more. obtain new parts.

S. Check pump shaft clearance in bore.
To correct for wear. beyond limits given in
"Specifications". replace pump assembly.

6. Check backlash between pump body
gears. U this exceeds figure shown in "Spec-
ifications", replace gears.

7.. Letablish body gear end clearanc.
HIPaa: Oil pump cover gaskets cseltel clear-
an Tend play) between pump body gears mid
pump corer. Add or remove gaskets to obtaindesired clearance. (See "Specifications.%)

I. When installing pump gears and shaft.
parts should be oiled liberally with engine oilfor initial pump lubrication.

9. Install pump drive gear on shaft mid in-
stall dowel pia. When installing a new shaft.
it will be necessary to drill a l/8 inch di--
meter hole for the pin at the dimension shownin rig. 82.

PUMP

%
111

dirowordw, \v.\\x,

l'..17111,ArtY/WW:M.
Fig. 82 - Oil Pump Drive Gear installation.

10. Place new "0" ring seal on screen as-
sembly. Lubricate seat with engine oil. As-
semble screen to pump carefully to avoid dam-
aging seal. Install cotter pin.

OIL. PAN

The oil pan should be thoroughly cleaned in
solvent. Remove all old gasket material from
the oil pan flanget

Inspect pan for crKke or deformations.
Weld or repair as needed. Check the mounting
flange carefully to make sure it will make a
tight seal when installed on crankcase.

Check oil pan drain plUir and drain plug boss
for fit and thread wear. If the plug is loose or
the thread* are damaged, repair the threads or
replace the oil pan.

CTS- 2023- Z
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The full-fLow oil filter utilises a paper ele-
ment which filters all oil entering the engine
oil passages from the ail pump. The ail filter
base contains two valves. The pressure reg-
ulat (high pressure) valve controls rosisinium
oil. venous, in the system. The filter by-pass
(jdw pressure) valve permits oil to by-pass the
lter if the filter element becomes clogged.
reby maintaining a supply of oil to the engine.

IL

k

',IsiSiisa

Fig. 83 - Oil, Filter.

*TR 11100Y

itiTAININI4100

The high pressure valve controls the max-
imum oil pressure in the system at 50-55 psi.
Oil relieved by the regulator valve is directed
back into the oil pan.

The low pressure valve by-passes oil to the
engine Oil passages when filter element be-
comes contaminated and operates at 12-15 psi
pressure differential. Oil pressure in the main
oil gallery is determined by the pressure reg-
ulator valve less the oil pressure drop through
the filter element. Approximate pressure drop
with a new element is 1 to'2 psi. As filter el..
ment becomes clogged oil gallery pressure con-
tinues to dro'p until 12-15 psi difference in pres-
sure s reached. At this point, low pressure
4by-paail) valve permits the oil to by-pass the
filter element and enter the engine ail
unfilte red.

The high pressure (pressure regulator)
valve and the low pressure (by-pass) valve can
be -identified by the letters "H" and "L" adjacent
to the valve bores in the filter base.

ponds etaisety *with* type et ape:Mien,
road canditielet mechanical coalition et se-
rer." "MIT tor typ oil being used.
they element life cannot be determined by

mileage ea hours a operation gene.

Should changing the oil filter element be
neglected whin the cartridge becomes filled
with contaminants, the filter will cease to Inac-
tion. permitting unfiltered oil to ester engine
and contaminants to accumulate within the en-
gine. This will shorten the life of future ele-
melds and new oil, until such time as the engine
ii again clean. ,

=Low
1. Remove drain plug in bottom of filter

body. and drain oil from filter. Reinstall drain
Plug.

Z. Loosen filter body retaining bolt and re-
move filter body and element. Cheek condition
of filter body to base gasket; replace if iteces
eery.

3. Wash filter body in cleaning fluid making
sure all the sediment is removed from inside of
filter body.

4. Position new element on filter base with
seal in end of element away from base, as
shown in Fig. 84.
CAUTION: Element must be seated on pilot of
filter iiass to avoid damaging element when
filter body is installed.

Fig. 84 - Sectional View of Oil Filter.

CTS-20Z3-B
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-fithre-bograrid tat *1th-spring
assembly to filter; make sure filter body seats
on seal in filter base. Tighten filter body retain-ing bolt to specified torque.

6. Start engine and run for at least fire min-
utes to warm oil and check for leaks.

7. Check engine oil level. Lubricant capa-
city of the full flow oil filter is approximately
one quart.

5ejvicina Oil Filter

At the time of engine overhaul, the oil
filter assembly should be thoroughly cleaned
and inspected.. Replace any parts showing
wear or damage. Disasembly and reassembly
instructions are outlined below. Work area
should be clean.

1. Drain oil from filter. Remove filter
shell bolt and separate shell from filter base.
Remove and discard filter element.

2. Thoroughly clean filter shell and ex-
terior of filter base.

3. Remove spring retaining ring 'from high
pressure ("ti") valve. Look for small tang on
spiral type retaining ring and pry ring toward
center of valve bore. After ring has started
from valve bore, pry with screwdriver between
valve bore and ring until ring is completely
removed from bore. On filters that have snap
ring type reta:ners, use snap ring pliers for re-
moval.

cAUTION: Cover valve bore opening with wip-
ing cloth prior to complete removal of valve
spring retaining ring to keep valve components
from scattering and to avoid possible injury.

4. Remove low pressure ("Li valve com-
ponent.. Use procedure given in step 3 above.

5. Clean valves, valve springs and valve
bores to remove accumulation of dirt or foreign
material.

6. Inspect yahoos for wear. Replace if
wear is indicated. Test springs for proper ten
sion. See "Specifications". Replace springs
showing improper tension, wear, or damage.

7. Insert valves "H" and "L" into their re.
spective bore. Install high pressure and low

pressure springs in their respective bores withsmall end of springs over shoulders of valves.

Out
1.;

-.-aosa MAIM' rag", CsAp

i04040 eree:Ir Ca
' woc /owe /Kg.

4

4 1
t

neAr dmi-404,0,4

44.'
IkArr. midge room ----socirr srfet oe

r valligra

1.-i 411

3
4 C44.4901

MI.3113

Fig. 85 - Spring Compreor Tool to Assist in
Valve Spring Rntaining Ring In-
stallation.

8. To assist in installing valve spring re-taining rings, a tool, as shown in Fig. 85. canbe maca,

9. Place filter base in drill pres. ,Placeplate of spring compressor tool over spring.
Place retaining ring over tool. Align tool with
chuck of press and depress spring into valve
bore until top of spring and plate of tool re-
cede below retaining tint groove. See Fig. 86.

10- /listen retaining ring in ring groove.
making sure it is correctly seated. Relieve
press pressure on spring. To remove com-
pressor tool, press on tool and tip to side and
remove.

11. Install new filter element. Install
stew filter shell-to-base gasket. Assemble
filter shell to base and install shell bolt.
Tighten bolt to specified torque. See "Torque
Chart" on pate 7.

CTS-ZOZ3-13
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; 1 Separate intake and exhaust manifolds.

in the tstet alSij iiMbtS. Nor..
=ally it doss set regUire piacasisat ogees
it becomes imperative due to easseseive cer
retina or damage.

lastructiess for replacing the heat central
valve are aa follows:

116 - Installing Valve Spring Retainiag
Ring

FLYWHEEL AND RING GEAR

Clean the flywheel and ring gear with clean-
ing solvent, removing all traces of oil and
grease. Inspect flywheel for cracks, heat
check, or other defects that would make it un-
fit for service. Inspect the flywheel ring gear.
LI teeth are damaged or if ring gear is loose
an flywheel, replace ring gear. Check fly..
wheel mounting bolt holes for wear. Also
check mounting face of flywheel for looseness.

To replace the flywheel ring gear, heat the
gear with a torch and remove it from the
wheel with a hammer and drift. Heat the new
ring geir with a torch, heating evenly all the
way around. While gear I. hot. install it on
the flywheel and allow it to cool.

MANIFOLDS

Intake and exhaust manifolds are bolted to-
gether as a unit, and must be further dis-
assembled for service or replacement. To
separate the manifolds, remove the bolts and
nuts from the center section of the assembly.
The intake manifold has a threaded inlet to
furnish vacuum for accessory units.

Clean the manifolds of all carbon deposits
and inspect carefully for cracks and evidence
of leakage. Replace any cracked or damaged
parts. Mace maaifolds on surface piste or
use straightedge to check for warpage. If
slightly warped, true up on surface grinder.
If warped more than 1/32 inch. replace mak-

2. &afore removing the control valve note
position of counterweight in Matton to valve
plate.

3., Lamm thermostatic spriag from end
of shaft.

4. Using a hatheaw blade or acetylinit
torch. cut the shaft on both sides of the valve
plate. Remove the valve and shaft pieces.

CAUTION; Avoid damaging shaft bearing
bores when cutting shaft.

5. Clean the bashing, of corrosion and re-
pair aay damage. Replace the bushing U nec-
essary. When new bushings are installed.
there should be a distaace of 2-5til tacks*
from the inside edge of one bushing to the in-
side edge of the other bashing. The bushing
should equally be spaced within the bores.
After installation. inside diameter of bushing
should be .3175 - .310. Ream if necessary.

b. Insert new shaft through the bushings
and new valve plate. Lubricate the shaft and
bushings with a mixture of penetrating oil and
graphite. With valve in 'ifisat-on" (closed)
position, rotate shaft until counterweight is in
correct location. See Irig. $T.

MP NUMIPINIF

rig. $7 - Details of Manifold Heat Control
Valve

CTS-2023-A
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'T. Tack weld the valve piste to the shaft.
thou move the assemb/y back and forth to

.-- chock for binding. U there tie no binding.weld the valve to the shaft in the origioalr.

Instail the thermostatic spring in theshaft slot. Wind the spring about 1/2 to 3/4
turn and hook the end of the spring over thestop pia. The spring should hold the valve inthe closed or "heat-on" position (the proper
position to direct flow of exhaust gases intothe heat riser).

9. Lubricate the bushings while operatingthe valve rnaimally to replace lubricant lostby the welding operation.

Assembling Manifolds

When assembling intake and exhaust man-ifolds. it is important that they be aligned
properly. This can be accomplished asfollows:

I. Position intake manifold to exhaust man-ifold using new gasket.
fiZ. Install intake m old-to-exhaust man-ifold bolts and nuts, but jio not tighten.

3. Assemble m&nUQL1 to cylinder head
with intake manifold pilot 'icings in position.

4. Install manifold mounting bolts and
tighten only snug. Tha will align manifoldswith correct relation to cylinder head.

S. Tighten intake ma.nifold-to-exhaust
manifold bolts and nuts to specified torque.

THERMOSTAT

The thermostat in the cooling system re-stricts water flow through the radiator duringthe warm-up period. When the water in the
cylinder block approaches the temperature ofefficient engine operation, the thermostat
valve will open slightIrto permit a partial
flow of water through the radiator. As the
water temperature increases, the' valve opens
further. Maximum water flow is allowed when
the valve is fully open. UK* a low operating
temperature will result in lbs. of power and

_ 4444401My. only the specifid temperature rangethermostat should be used. The thermoseittshould not be removed ill an attempt to lowerthe operating temperature.

11 the thermostat is believed to functionimproperly, it should be removed sad checked.Place the thermostat in a pan of water. Heatthe water sad* using an accurate thermometer,check the temperature of the water when thethermostat starts to open. The thermostatshould start to open at the specified tempera-ture given in "Specifications". U thermostatis defective, it must be replaced.

When installing the thermostati positionthe valve eiid of the thermostat into the wateroutlet housing and mak0 airs thermostat isseated. U. a new gasket when assemblingwater outlet housing to cylinder heat.

WATER OUTLET

THERMOSTAT

CYLINDER MEAD
MY I5QE

Fig. 88 - Thermostat Lnstallation_

WATER PUMP

To disassemble the water pump, the fol-lowing steps are necessary:
I. Remove three screwy from back coverplate and take off plate and basket from pumpbody (Fig. 89).

2. Remove snap ring from front of waterpump shaft bearing.
3. Support water pump on an arbor pressand push shaft and bearing out of body and

impeller (fig. 90).
4. Place shaft assembly in press and pressfan hub from shaft (Fig. 91). CAUTION: Donot attempt to remove bearing or slinger fromshaft as these are factory installed, in theproper location.

CTSZ0Z3-Z 4.1.0.110=.1=
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020- TO OW MARA

Fig. 89 - Sectional View of Water Pump

11111iffr

Fig. 90 - Pump Shaft aad Bearing Removal

rig. 91 Tat Bab Itamaeal

3, Remove soal from body through back
side of watr pump. Use a drift sad drive
the &sal from pump body. To determine
worn or darnagsd part to be replaced. chock
as follois:

b. laspect pump shaft aad bestial/ as-
,

Nimbly for wear mad replace U necessary&
c. lamniao impeller seal east surface.

If seat face is scored4 it must be rowarfaced
or impelier must be replaced te prevent
leakage.

d. Always sae a new soil whoa rebuild-
lag tins pump since the old seal may bays been
damaged em removai.

t
.7.11 .9 1

411,6-ti

rig 9 2 Wait, Pomp Seal Installer Tool -
SE-1721

To reassemble pump. proceed as follows:

1. Place the new water pump seal assem-
bly on installing tool. SZ-1721. (Fig. 92).
Place pump body in press and. aftsr aligning
seal and installing tool. press seal into body
(Fig. 93).

MU RAM

ris. 91 .P iMitialleginiter. Rasp sea

CTS- 2023- Z
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L Prone fan hub ea end of shaft so that
the sanaller diameter at hub faces to the
leer* (rig. 94).

. r : "ou'r

WAI* nirrP,

haitu
rig. 94 - Installing Tan Hub an Shaft

3. Install shaft in housing from front end
by pressing shaft, bearing, flinger, sad fan
hub in as one unit. Install snap ring in place
behind fan hub.

4. Mount assembly in press and install
impeller on rear end of shaft. Place a straight-
edge acroes the back of the water pump hous-
ing and chick the CiearkU2Ce betWeen straight-
edge and impeller (Fig. 95).

t

--111C 95 Measuring uWatei P nip Cover.To.
Impeller C saraac

5. Place gasket and cover plate on pump
ead ecure with three round head screws.

RZASSIMBLY AND INSTALLATION

RZASSZSIBLY or ENGINZ

iiiimoss

Whoa assembling the engin.. refer to the
"Torque Chart" and use a torque wrench to
tighten all bolts and nuts to specified,torque.
Correct tightening of bolts is very important
to avoid distortion or damage to engine parts
by overtightining and leakage or loosen...
from undertightbning.

1. After all parts hay* been thoroughly
cleaned and retanditioned. and the necessary
replacement parts have been procured, mount
cylinder block in engine stand in position for
assembly. Rotate engine stand so bottom of
block faces upward.

2. Mak. sure all core plugs and drain
plugs. are in place in cylinder block.

3. Coat the camshaft lobes, journals and
bushings with heavy duty hypoid axle lubricant.
This is to provide initial lubrication.

Kurd Threughout the assembly procedure
instructions are given to pre-lubricate engine
bearing and sliding contact surfaces with en-
gine oil. When aseembling engines which will
not be used for a period of time, lubricate the
bearing surfaces with a greas such as "Lub-
riplate 630AA". This lubricant will not drain
from the bearing surfaces during the storage
pe riod .

4. Insert the camshaft into position ilk the
camshaft bearings. To help prevent nicking
and damaging camshaft bearings, use instal-
ler tool SE- 18110. as shown in rig. 96.

Fig. 96 Installing Camshaft using SZ-11100
Installer Tool

CTS- 2023- Z



9. btstall camshaft thrust flange and
mounting bolts. Tighten bolt to specified

6. Us dial indicator to check camshaft
end play. If end play exceeds limits listed in
"Specifications". repiacs dm camshaft *rust
flange .

a

" .
- whim

. t

SIM %'-

"MAM-

,) 1. 4

4,

rig. 97 Checking Camshaft End Play

7 . Position camshaft gear key in keyway
af shalt. Lubricate I.D. of gear with engine
oil and position gear on shalt to align with
key. Us. installer SZ1900 and adapter 3E-
1900-2 to press gear into position. Install
lock plate and camshaft gear nut. Tighten nut
to specified torque and bend lock down over
on. face of aut.

PC0TE: Camshaft gear may be pressed on..
to shalt before camshaft is installsd. Bo sure
to position thrust plata on shaft before instal-
ling gear.

8. Position crankshaft gear key ia keyway
of crankshaft. Lubricata LD. of gear with an-
ions oil and popitioa gear an shaft te align
with key. Press roar into position. Installer
SZ-1900 and adapter SZ.1900-4 can be used to
install gear when crankshaft is mounted in
crankcase.

P. Install oil seals in crankcase and rear
main bearing cap. Lisa ST.-1720 011 &sal Com-
pressor Tool to press or roll seals into
place. After seal is seated in crashes.. or
cap, trim off ends of seal that project above
cap surface level. See Tig. 100. Lubricate
face of seals with grease ouch as "Lubriplate".

4

rig. N. In.tIIing Canssitait Gear Using =-
1900 haetaller Tool

rig. 99 - Installing Crankshaft Gear tieing ST.-
1900 Installer Tool

116._

NM OM

rig. 100 - lasta111m Uppyr On Seal Crank
cams ming 1/2-1720 Oil Seal Com-
pressor Tool

CTS-2023-Z
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Ciiiiiiteree crankcasete tereeve say dnet et djjt Race tlie ripperhalves of the bossing Weide in the bearing
heiree. 'Make mire *it Mimi are algae& titsinserts ars *tined the berm sa4 dot the
Mega- et Mt, die ritsteseee. 'Wiled?. wirebearing cape emit install lower halves el bear.inserte.

II. Lubricate bearing inserts with engineoil. Lift the crankshaft late position in the
bearings, aligniag the timing marks on creak-shaft and camshaft gears.

IL Place main belaying tape (with bearing
inserts) over the crilakahatt main beariagjournals. 3. Imre numbers are en camshaftside of engine. Lubricate threads of bearing
cap bolts with engine oil aad install bolts and(tat washers. Tighten bolts evenly until snug(sot to specified torque). tieing a soft ham-
mer, tap each bearing cap until both faces ofthe cap are flush with the machined faces ofthe crankcate. Atli/erne:4 of the faces will
assure proper cap location. Check alignmentat both sides (left and right) of the bearingtap.

13. Tighten main bearing cap bolts to
specified torque.

14. Chock crankshaft end play with a dial
indicator, as shown in rig. 101. End play
should be within Limits listed in "Specifica-tions".

IS. Rotate craskahaft awl camsbaft tedote:mitre that gears do not hind er intestate.Owe* timing gear hacktaik with a dial indica-ter, as shown in Pig. 102. Backlash shouldbe within limits listed to "Specifisatien0.

rig. 102 Checking Timing Gear Backlash

16. Place front cover oil seal ia engine oiluntil seal is completely saturated. Work oilseal into channel of front cover. Be carefulnot to damas.-. sr.te. See Tig. 103.

asPgit4

Fig. 101 . Chsaiag C!aakohaft Bad Play .

CF114023-Z

171 Pi/O411 crankshaft oil slimmer over enda crankshaft. Inetall crankshaft pulley keyin keyway of s Assemble engine fronttiming gear cover gasket to crankcase.
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nig. 104 - Aligniag Thetas Gear Cover with
SZ-1714/ Aligning Tool

19. Position creakahaft pulley on crank-
shaft. aligning keyway with Way. Ileiag U.
1900 Installer Tool and SIC-1900-4 Adaptor.press pulloy into position. Install creakehaftpulley nut aad washer and liable& to speciliod
torque.

AIN.2101,

416.16LIMMNII"
IOWrf

nig. 103 - Litanies evenksksit Palley

10. install rear meta hoariag amp side oil
*ode. ifse an installer toel made ham VP
welding tat. To make tho Mel. paddle a bell
oa the end of the red sad Mho is agprenissetelysiisr, diameter. So. nig. 101.

Tig. hboin ft... Weis Searles CapMa Oil fogs

Z1. Place flywheel housing or adapter ia
position over croakers*" dowole and tog latepalish* with a soft Mame:. WSW
bolts awl lockwashors mod tightes totoripte. MIS If necessary to replace cyLia-
dor block. eaepieco flywhoel hassle, or
adapter. the flywhiel heaslag &Ultimata willhave to be ro.,estabLished sad dowel piss roamed
for overstate dowels. U possible, align fireboat
kosslag with the engine is vortical mettles (flp.wheel hosilag ap). Prosodare for establishing
correct aligmasat is as follows:

a. Remove present dowels from crash-case. So careful eel to damego craakeser.
b. Assemble flywheel bowleg or adapt-or to crsak/ase. Tiede" meantime holts oily"snug" to permit movement of the howelag.

Cbo two.piice housing. sesombis flywheel es
convener housiag to adaptor sad tightsa
mounting bolts s*cusely.

c. Iastall hissing aligniag Amara (IX-
1134) with dial indicator sato crawkshaft
neap. Soo nig. 10T.

4. Route oagiu sat chock hawk* ten.out. The permissible 1.eat (es* "lipscifi-caties0) can he °Maimed Ivy %Wag a soft loasl
lot to shift the heaaing sr the crankcase.
After correct sligamist is obtaised (nuasat'dada limits). gbsss the hassleg (or adapter)
totesionaes belle to spesifted brew. P.
move aligaiag flataro.

a. Workbag treat mike side. swam
dowel Woe with 1111.11413 teemer (.030 lack
overshoe).

1. Deter new dowel pine late essokosso
sod Missing (or adapter). Dowel pins masthe trivia is from aegis* side to avoid yrs.
ilds damage to maims*.

11MINIMM11110MOIMMISIIMMIIIIIIMMIIMIIMP.MMe
CTII .1013.Z
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g. On two-piece housing, remove fly.
wheel or converter from adopter to
permit initallation of sag clutch.

/1.1IM111....._

mINIMAsia

v.

g -

4":42.0,454
,4..,Ot

4.

Fig. 107 - Checking Flywheel Housing Align-
ment

22. Assembly flywheel (with ring gear) to
crankshaft flange. Apply sealing compound to
threads of bolts and install bolts. Bs sure
flywheel is eested squarely on flange. Tighten
mounting bolts alternately and evenly to spec-
ified torque.

23. Install clutch pilot bearing into the
flywheel. Rear of bearing should be flush with
rear of flywheel at bearing bore.

24. Assemble the clutch driven disc to the
flywheel so that the long part of the hub is to-
ward the rear. Use an aligning arbor or
transmission main drive gear shaft to align
the driven disc. Install clutch assembly on
flywheel with spot of white paint on clutch as
near as possible to "L" stamped on flywheel.
Start all mounting bolts. Tighten mounting
bolts alternately and evenly to specified torque.
Remove retaining clips or bolts used to hold
ditch compressed.

as. Wipe cylinder bores to remove any
dust or foreign material.

-
lb. Install pistons, rings and connecting

rods as follows:

a. Rotate engine until No. I creakpia is
at time bottom of its stroke.

b. Place upper half of connecting rod
bearing insert in No. I connecting rod. Make
sure insert is correctly seated. Lubricate
bearing surface with clean engine oil.

9

f

Sf

4.

rig. toe - last Clutch

c. Dip piston assembly in clean oil to
lubricate rings and install ring compressor.
Install piston assembly in cylinder with arrow
stamped on piston pointing toward front of en-
gine (number on connecting rod toward cam-
shaft). Do not strike top of piston during ins
stallation. Piston assembly should be pushed
from ring compressor into cylinder bore.

46.

40

illf7_4411.111`.7.

rig. 109 - Installing Piston sad Connecting Rod

d. Place lower half of bearing insert in
No. 1 connecting rod cap and lubricate with
oil. Assemble cap to connecting rod with
number on- csp md on numbereil side of rod.
Lubricate threads of rod cap bolts with oil
and install bolts. Tighten bolts evenly to
specified torque.

. Repeat above steps to install r-
maining piston and connecting rod em-
blies.

CTS.2023-2
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f. Recheck comiecting rod side clear-
anon ail instructed wide, "Crankshaft Meg

head belie latinefily install all shoot head
bebla wedheirs.

Install oil puznp. $et engine co firing
position for No. 1 cylinder. Position oil
puny mounting gasket on cylinder black. In-
sert oil pomp into block sad wok gears $o
that tang of pomp shaft I. at 30' eagle wish
centerline of engine as shown in Fig. 110.
when pomp I. installed. This placs oil pump
drive shaft in correct position for distributor
installation. Install pomp mounting bolts and
lockwashers and tighten to specified torque.

Hi*

- 911121119404

MOWN 0. NOM

us ON
041 11.904 faun

C114f19UOM
0110,04 r' apartv

frig. 110 - Oil Pump Installation Diagram

Z7. Coat valve lifters (tappets) with oil
and install lifters in bores of crankcase.

Z8. Install valve lifter cover and gasket.

VAiVI TAM idiNisik,_

Fig. lil Installing Valve Lifters

29. Plac cylinder head gasket en Millk .
case and align bolt holes. Install cylinder head
on crankcase being careful not to damage or
shift gasket. A pair a auiVastuds to hold
the gaaket in position. and the cylinder

Iris. 113 Wits& natatMaikehead ran be made locally from long cylinder

head. making acre they enter thee
valve lifters.

111. Instill rocker arm aseembly kite
position en cylinder bead, making sure that
dowel saws. ar in place * anonbar Z. 4 AM
4 breams.

32. Install loas cylinder head holt. through
rocker shaft brackets. Tighten cy(inder head
halts evenly following wisest. shown in Tig.
lig. Do not tighten halts tally the first time.
his go ever them several limes. Tighten bolts
esuly in correct order, working in snore*.
mately 30 foet.pound steps until all belts have
been tightened to ermined torque.

4 1 ) 7 II 13

0 0 ,...., _......_
o o le o 04

% / t \
a r -,

I
,, ,, , , ,

.. , .. -I .......,, \.,.....,. ......., _,,.,....., ........ . 0 0 . .
1

4 1 r 9 13
4.4299

rig. 112 Cylinder Heed Bolt Tightening
Sequence

33. Adjs.t recker arm-to.valve stem
clearance as instructed below. To obtain car.
via clearance, make adjusts's* at each cyl.
*der with its piston en top deedcenter el the
compression stroke.

a. Tarn engine crankshaft until No. 1
piston is ea top dead cnter of censpreseioa
troke (both wolves closed) sad timing mark
co flywheel is in line with pointer on flywheel
ousing, (rig. 113).

;Aft4"!
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'ilAtfost clearance on both valves of
No. I cylinder to correct specification. Was.
sure clearance with a feeler gauge between
vale* *tem end rocker erns. Loosen lock nut
cad turn agklustirig screw until correct clear-
MK* is obtained. Tighten-adjusting nut andrecheck clearance.

c. Turn crankshaft one-third revolu-
tion and adjust clearance of valves of No.
c ylinder .

d. Adjust the valves of the remaining
cylinders by continuing to rotate the engine
one-third revolution at a time and following
the firing order sequence.

e. Temporarily-install rocker arm
cover to keep dirt from engine while finish-
ing assembling and installation operations.

NOTE: Yalve.to-rocke, arm clearance
should be rechecked with engine at noral
operating temperature.

34. Install intake and exhaust manifolds.
The manifolds must first be bolted together.
Insert pilot ;info and position the gasket on
side of cylinder head. Start hex head bolts
end washers into the mounting holes for
outside ends of intake manifold. Slide the
manifold straight up between cylinder head
and washers until the manifold is lined up
with the pilot rings and gasket. Tilt bottom
of manifold out at tbe top to bind against the
two bolts. This will hold the manifold lit
position until the front and rear bolts can be
tightened down. Install the remaining bolts
and tighten down to thtir specified torque.

33. Place water pump gasket over open-
ing in front of crankcase and install water
pump to crankcase. Secure with four hex head
bolts and lock washers and tighten to proper
torque.

56. Install thermostat. thermostat housing
and gasket on cylinder head.

37. Install generator mounting bracket
(with generator) and fan belt adjusting strap.

38. Install 'starting motor.

39. Install carburetor on intak manifold.

40. Install distributor, as follows:

a, Turn crankshaft so as to position No. 1
piston-at T.D.C. on compression stroke. This
will cause timing dot on flywheel to appear at
pointer on flywheel housing

- .^, , ,n.,«-

b. Tura tile shaft of the distributor as-sembly so that the rotor is positioned in the
distributor to contact with the No. 1 terminalinside the distributor cap. (It may be neces-
sary to mark the distributor to positively lo-cate rotor for No. I position.)

c. With rotor p.sitioned as above, in-sert distributor assembly into mounting holeon left aide of crankcase. Allow groove ofdistributor coupling to engage with tang on end
of oil pump drive shaft so thatthe distributor
will bottom in its mounting. Make certain
that screw hole for hold-down bolt is in centerof slot in distributor vacuum control unit.

4. Recheck rotor tjtake sure it is inposition for contacting o. I terminal.

e. The above procedure appliee to Utz,
itial timinj of the engine only. Final timing
should be accomplished after the engine has
been installed and operated i.ft as vehicle.

41. Install distributor can and spark plugcables.

42. Install isnition coil to laft side of cyl-
inder head and connect high tension cable and
primary ignition wire between coil and dis-tributor.

43. Install fuel and vacuum lines on en-
gine and connect-vacuum line to carburetor
and distributor vacuum control unit. Connect
fuel line to carburetor.

44. Install oil pressure gauge and temper-
ature gauge sender units.

4S. Attach chain sling and crane and lift
engine from rebuild stand.

46. With engine supported by hoist equip-
ment, assemble the following:

a. Install the oil pan And gasket. Be
sure oil drain plug is tight.

b. Install oil filter and gasket.
c. Install fuel pump and connect fuel

line to pump.

d. Install engine front mounting bracketor struts.

C'TS- 2021- Z
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ENGINE INSTALL4TION

r13rmed Iii tNet reverie or4-er of-removal.

1. Install lifting sling on engine and connect
hoisting equipment.

Z. InatalL engme front mounting bracket or
struts on engine, if not installed previously.

3. Raise engine sufficiently to start two post-
tion in chassis. Tilt front of engine upward
and lower engine into position.

4. Be sure clutch releas bearing is in posi-
tion. Align clutch driven disc with trans-
mii:sion main drive gear shaft. Push en-
gine back into position. Connect transmis-
sion to engine, flywheel housing to adapter
plate or transmission to flywheel housing.
Install mounting bolts and tighten snug.
Assemble engine rear mountings. Do not
tighten at this time. On vehicles with auto-
matic transmission, align adapter housing
'Adith converter housing. Push engine back
into position. Install housing-to-adapter
plate mounting bolts and tighten snug. In-
stall converter-to-converter drive plate
ao/ts and tighten to specified torque.

5. Connect engine front mounting to vehicle

4111,-
frame. ,Do not tighten at this time.

b. Be sure engine is correctly seated in
mountings. Tighten front mountings, fly-
wheel housing-to-adapter plate or transmis-
slon-to-flywheel housing bolts, and re r
engine mounts to specified torque.

7. Diiconnect hoisting equipment and remove
lilting sl.ng.

8. Crmect exhaust pipe, fuel lines, control
'41 res, and electrical wiring and linkage
which were disconnected for engine remo-

a 4 .

NOTE. Be sure all controls and linkages
are adjusted to operate correctly.

. Install radiator shroud and other parts
Arhich were removed. Install radiatorlind
heater hoses. Replace hoses if necessary.

10. Be sure all drain cocks are closed. Fill
cooling system with clean water or anti-
freeze. Check all hoses and connections
for leaks.

1I. Fill crankcase with proper grade of engine
oil.

L. Start engine and allow it to warm up to

operating temperature. Observe od pre..
sem and to altre /IOW 4100441V1 overheat.

13.Connect timing light to eftgine sad- check
timing. U necessary, loosen Aistributor
retainer bolt and adjust timing. Refer to
"Specifications" for timing setting. Timing
marks are illustrated in Fig. 113.

14.After engine is warmed up. retighten cy-
linder head bolts to specified torque. Re-
adjust valve-to.rocker arm clearance.
Make final adjustments.

1S.Instali hood.

NOTE: Warn operator that a qiwly over-
hasiTaM a replacement engine rgres
"breaking-in" similar to a new vehicle. Ad-
vise him to follow recommended "break-in"
precaution for the first 1.000 miles of opera-
tion.

ENGINE MOUNTINGS

Front Mountings.

Engine mountings vary between vehicle
models. Various types of front mountings
are shown in Figs. 114, I IS, 116, 117, Ili
end Ili.

When assembling front mountings of the
type illustrated in Fig. 114, 113 and 116.
assemble components as showa and tighten
elastic stop nuts until there is no perceptible
looseness, then tighten 1 to-1-1/2 additional
turns.

Moil MOW
MOON

011111Meleeeee

MOLT

sal IMMO

INIMWOIN

RAI WNW,

MINN WNW= MOI Mid&
111111111111011111 11111141

Ina abases

Fig. 114. Engine Front Mounting With 5-
Piece Insulstor(Light Duty Trucks).
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MOON FRONT COVU

ItTAINSIS

LOCKNUT

CTIOSSAIIIMUI
TIONTOI NUTS SNUG. THEN

I TO 1-1/2 ADDITIONAL MINS-
SOLT

NAT NAOMI

INSULATORS

NAT WARNER

Fig. 115 Engine Front Mounting With 5-Piece
Insulator (Medium-Duty Models).

ENGINE FRONT COVER

ENGINE ;

FRONT
SUPPORT

*STAMM
*RACKET

LOCKNUT

- 1PQA

SOLT

FLAT WASHER

INSULATORS

fLAT WASHER

TIGHTEN NUTS SNUG, THEN
I TO 1-1/2 ADDITIONAL WINS

llo Engine Front Mourning With S-Piece
Insulator (Cab Forward Models).

The engine front mounting shown in Fig.117
utilizes a two-piece insulator with sleeves.
When assembling, position components as
shown and tighten elastic stop nuts to 39 ft. lbs.torque.

Figures 118 and 119 illustrate strut type engine
front mountings. Assemble as shown and tighten
all 1/2 inch bolts to 35-40 ft. lbs. torque.

-.Rear. Mountings

Two types of engine rear mountings are
shown in Fig. 120 and Fig. 121.

When assembling rear mountings shown in
Fig. 120, place upper insulator and retainer
between crosemember and flywheel housing.Make sure holes in insulators and retainer
align with holes in flywheel housing and cross.
mernper. Position sleeve through crossmember

TIGHTEN NUTS TO VP LIS. FT.
TORQUE (THREADS LUBRICATED) Nv-iI

Fig. 117 Engine Front Mounting With i-Piece
Insulator.

MAW

.1.-Lort

40004141 COW ,

SUPPOSI4SION '

, --141111811
INSINAMO

MOON MONT
SUPPOITtiln

'SLIM

MIAMI

- ;

-
filmy

eliCUMAATAPPOn

OrCa01
01.-14441

Fig. 118 Strut Type Engine Front Mounting
For Chassis With Box Frame.

Maui

, AIL

Weft( f ION!
SUPP011 I -MKT

csosuAtose Plt AP/4

M-,1148

Fig. 119 Strut Type Engine Front Mounting
For Chassis With Channel Frame.

and into upper insulator. Install lower insula.tor under crossmernbcr and attach to flywheel
CI'S. 2023
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housing with bc1.. flat washr and lockwasher.
._.111:rithteilt bolt to. 03-.1C..lbe4 toritne... . The rear .

piece mounting insulator. When assembling
this type, the insulator must be properly seat-
ed in the retainer. Install retainer with two

trWINIIL NOUSWG

\ SUM
INSULATOR-LOVAR

INSULATOR MTN
IITAINIII-UPPIC

CROSSAWASII

LOCKWASNIR

MANOR
PLAT WARM

ROLT-TTONTHI TO
ai RT. UM TO0001

11143114

Fig. 120 Engine Rear Mounting With 2-Piece
Insulator.

bolts, nuts and lockwaeht re. Install inaulator
bOit Irani fat hottem . of the croessiensheii. 'end

CIONSAROARN

Fig. 121 Engine Rear Mounting With One-
Piece Insulator.

TROUBLIC SHOOTING
P R OB AB LE CAUSE

ENGINE WILL NOT TURN OVER

1. Cranking motor inoperative.

(a) Battery weak or faulty.

(b) Cables a.nd terminals faulty.

(c) Starting switch defective.

(d) Cranking motor defective.

2. Engine oil too heavy for operation in
1ow temperatures.

3. Internal seizure.

ENGINE TURNS OVER BUT WILL NOT START

1. Cranking speed too low.

(a) Batteiy weak or faulty.

(b) Cables and terminals faulty.

(c) Cranking motor defective.

2. Fuel system faulty.

(a) No fuel in tank.

REMEDY

Char ge or replace battery.

inspect battery cables wiring and wiring
connections. Replace cables if necessary.
Replace starter switch.

Check motor and make necessary corrections.

Use grade of oil specified in Operator's
Manual.

Determine cause for seizure and correct.

Charge or replace battery.

Inspect battery cables.

Check motor and make necessary corrections.

Fill tank with fuel

Continued on next page
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PROBABLE CAUSE

TROUBLE SHOOTING (Continued)

ENGINE TURNS OVER BUT WILL NOT
START - Continued

2. Tuel system faulty - Continued

(b) Carburetor flooded.

(c) Fuel pump bowl screen clogged.

(d) Water in, gasoline.

(e) Fuel U1111111 clogged.

(f) Vent hole in fuel tank cap plugged.

(g ) Fuel pump clefective.

.3. Air intake restricted or exhaust
systems restricted.

4. Ignition system faulty.

(a) Wet or fouled spark plugs.

(b) Cracked or broken spark plug
insulator.

(c) Spark plug or ignition wiring
loose or defective.

(4) Point gap incorrect.

(e) Moisture in distributor.

Broken distributor rotor.

Condenser shorted or. open.

Brokn distributor cap.

Dirty or pitted distributor cep
terminal*.

Short or open circuit in distributor.

(k) Ignition coil defective.

(1) Ignition switch defective.

REMEDY

Open choke valve. Wait a few minutes
before again attempting to start engine.
Clean bowl and screen.

Drain tank, fuel pump bowl, and carburetor.
Refill with clean fuel.

Clean fuel lines.

Check, replace cap if necessary.

Test fuel pump. Replace if necessary.

Service air cleaner. Check for restric-tions.

Remove and dry plugs. Remove carbon.
Reset plug gap.

Replace damaged plugs.

Check for loo. or corroded terminals.Check for cracked or broken wiring.

Check and readjust points.

Remove cap and dry rotor. cap and distributor
with compressed air.

Replace rotor.

Replace condense r.

Replace cap.

Clean terminals. Replace cap if necessary.

Locate short or open circuit or correct
as asedod.

Test coil. Replace U necessary.

Connect Jumper wire from "eat" to "Ign"
terminal of switch. Try to start engine.
If engine *tarts, switch is defective and
should be replaced.

"CTS- 2023- Z
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TRCH311L2 SHOOTING (Cosbissad

MISSING AND BACKFIRING BUT
FAILS TO STAILT

I. Water in gasoline.

Z. Air leeks around intake manifold.

3. Improper firing order.

4. Distributor not correctly timed to engine.

S. Moisture in distributor.

6. Distributor cap shorting out.

MISFIRING OR CUTTING OUT AT
HIGH SPEED

1. Ignition system faulty.

(a) Spark plugs fouled or worn.

(b) Point gap incorrect.

(c ) Weak point spring tension.

(d) Primary lead loose or broken.

(e) Distributor advance not operating.

(1) Distributor plate not grounded
properly.

(g) Defective coil.

Z. Fuel system faulty.

(a) Partially closed choke platiu.

(b) Defective fuel pump.

(c) Dirt in main jet.

(d) Aocelerating pump inoperative.

(e). Float level too low.

gyi)3. gine compression low..

UY

Drain tank, fuel pump howl and carbur-
etor. Till with class gasoline.

Check maaifold gaaket. Tighten manifold
bolts to specified torque.

Check ignition cables for correct installation
at spark plugsread distributor cap In accord,-
mace to engine firing order.

Check asd adjust tinting.

Remove cap sad dry rotor, cap and
distributor with compressed air.

Check for loose or corroded terminals, dirtor cracks.

Clean amid test spark plugs. Replace if
necessary.

Readjust points.

Adjust spring tension or replace points.

Check lead wire and terminals.

Repair as needed. Replace worn or damaied
parts.

Check ground lead wire and terminals.

Test coil. Replace if necessary.

Check and readjust choke control.

Test fuel pump. Replace if necessary.

Clean carburetor.

Repair or replace.

Check float level aad reset if *occpy.

Refer to "Loss-of Compression".

Continued an next page
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TROUBLE SHOOTING (Continued)

PROBABLE CAUSE

EXCESSWE DETONATION (PING)

1. Low octane fuel.

Z. Ignition system faulty.

(a) Fouled spark plugs.

(b) Spark advanced too far.

(c) Point gap incorrect.

3. Fuel system faulty.

(a) Float level set too low.

(b) Main metering system too lean.

4. Engine overheated.

S. Cylinder head not bolted down tight.

ENGINE DOES NOT OPERATE
SMOOTHLY

REMEDY

Use a good grade of gasoline.

Clean and map plugs. Replace if necessary.

Check and adjust timing.

Check and readjust points.

Check float level and adjust if necessary.

Correct as necessary.

Refer to "Engine Overheated".

Tighten cylinder head bolts to specified
torque following correct bolt tightening
sequence.

1. Pitted distributor points. Clean and readjust points. Replace if
necessary.

2. Cracked distributor cap. Replace cap.
3. Worn or bent distributor shaft. Replace shaft and shaft bushing.
4. Worn breaker plate hub. Replace breaker plate assembly.
5. Worn distributor cam. Replace distributor shaft assembly.
6. Improper point spring tension. Adjust spring tension or replace points.
7. Leak in vacuum advance diaphragm or Replace diaphragm. Check allconnections. connections.
8. Carburetor float level too high. Check float level and rest if necessary.
9. Fuel mixture too rich. Adjust fuel mixture.
ENGINE DOES NOT DEVELOP
TULL POWER

1. Intake sir restricted.

Z.- Exhaust system rstricted.

3. Ignition system faulty.

(a) Ignition timing incorrect.

Clean air cleaner. Check for restrictions.
Remove restriction.

Check and adjust timing.

CDS- Z023- Z
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MOTOR TRUCK SERVICE MANUAL.

ENGINE DOES NOT DEVELOP
FULL POWER Continued

3. Ignition system faulty - Continued

(b) Spark plugs fouled or worn. Clean and regap plugs. Replace if necessary.

(c) Point gap IIICOrreCt. Check and readjust points.

(d) Distributor advance mechanism not Repair as necessary. Replace worn or
operating damaged parte.

(e) Defective coil. Test coil. Replace If necessary.

4. Fuel system faulty.

(a) Fuel pump defective. Test fuel pump. Replacq if necessary.

(b) Throgle linkage restricted. worn Check linkage. Repair s needed.
or out 'of adjustment.

(c ) Choke plate partially closed. Check choke control linkage. Readjust if
necessary.

(4) Float level set too low. Check float level and reset if necessary.

(e) Accelerating pump inoperative. Repair or replace.

(1) Power or economiser valve inoperative. Replace.

S. Air leaks around intake manifold. Cheek manifold gasket. Tighten manifold
bolts to specified torque.

6. Incorrect valve timing. Check valve timing.

7. Engine compresion low. Refer to "Loss of Compression".

LOSS OF OIL PRESSURE

1. Low oil level. Add oil to correct level.

2. Clog.ge4 oil filter element. Change filter element.

3. Oil pressure indicator defective. Repair or replace as needed.

4. Oil leaks, Check for leaks and connect as needed.

S. Oil pump screen clogged. Clean pump screen and oil pan.

6. Oil pressure relief valve sticking or Clean valve or replace spring.
broken relief valve spring.

"P. Oil pump worn.

8. .Worn main connecting rod or camshaft
bearings.

Repair or replace.

Replace worn bearings.

Continued z next page
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TROUBLE SHOOTING (Continued)
PROBABLE CAUSE

EXCESSIVE OIL. CONSUMPTION

1. Oil leaks. Check for leaks and correct as needed.
Z. Incorrect grads oi lubricating otl. Us. grade of oil specified in "Operator's Manual".
3. Engine overheated. Refer to "Engine Overheated".

REMEDY

440

4. Excessive oil in crankcas. Drain to correct levl.
5. Stuck oil control rings worn valve guides. Replace worn parts. Rebore cylinder blockpistons rings and cylinder walls. if necessary.

LOSS OF COMPRESSION

1. Valves sticking. Clean valve guide and stems. Replaceworn parts.
Z. Valve mechanism parts worn or broken. Replace worn or damaged parts.
3. Cylinder head not bolted down tight.

4. Damaged cylinder head gasket.

S. Worn or damaged pistons, rings and
cylinder walls.

ENGINE OVERHEATED

I. Coolant level low.

(a) Radiator cap loose or missing.

(b) Leaks in cooling system.

(c) Leaking cylinder head gaskets or
cracked head or cylinder block.

Z. Engine overloaded.

3. Dirt and trash on outside of radiator.
4. ran belt slipping.

3. Cooling system clogged.

6. Thermostats inoperative.

7. Water pump defective.

S. Low oil pressure.

EXCESSIVE FUEL CONStrUPTION

Tighten cylinder head bolts to specified
torque following correct bolt tighteningsequence.

Replace gasket. t

Replace worn parts. Rebore cylinder blockif necessary.

Add coolant to correct level. Check for
cause of coolant loss.

Tighten or replace cap.

Correct as necessary.

Replace cylinder head gasket. Check forcracks. Replace head or block if necessary.
Reduce load on engine. Use lower gear.

f
Clean radiator fins with air or water pressure.
Check belt tension and adjust if necessary.
Drain and flush cooling system.

Replace thermostats.

Repair or replace.

Refer to "Loss of Oil Pressure".

1. Air cleaner restricted or air cleaner oil Service air cleaner.lebvel too high.

CTS-Z0Z3-Z
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TROUBLE SNOOTING (Continwsd)

PROBABLE CAUSE

EXCESSIVE FUEL CONSUMPTION
Continued

2. Leaks in fuel system.

3. Ignition system faulty.

(a) Spark plugs fouied or worn.

(h./ Ignition timing incorrect.

(c) Point gap incorrnct.

(d) Low voltage to spark p/ugs caused by
defective coil.

4. Fuel system fealty.

(a) Fuel pump pressure too high.

(b) Choke plate partially' closed.

(c ) Leaking needle valve.

(d) Float level too high.

SMOKY EXHAUST

1. Engine overloaded.

Z. Air intake restricted or air cleaner
oil level too high.

3. Ignition timing incorrect.

4. Incorrect grade of lubricating oil.

5. Fuel mixture too rich.

6. Defective fuel pump.

7. Engine compression low.

8. Stuck oil control rings; worn valve guides.
pistons, rings and cylinder walls.

ENGINE NOISES

I. A sharp rap.at idle speed indicates a
loose piston pin. The pin at fault can be
found by shorting out the spark plugs one
at a time. The noise will diaappear when,
the cylinder with the faulty pin is shorted
out.

CTS- 2023 Z

REMEDY

Check for leaks. Repair as needed.

Clean and regap plugs. Replace if ascesearv.

Check and adjust timing.

Check and readjust points.

Test coil. Replace U necessary.

Check fuel pump. Replace if necessary.

Check choke control linkage. Readjust if
necseary.

Replace needle valve and seat.

Check float level and reset if necessary.

Reduce load on engine. Use lower gear.

Service air cleaner. Check for
restriction.

Check and adjust timing.

Use grade of oil specified in Operator's
Manual.

Adjust fuel mixture.

Check fuel pump. Replace if necessary.

Refer to "Loss of Compression".

Replace worn parts. Rebore cylinder
block if necessary.

Replace piston pin.

Continued co next page
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PROBABLE CAUSE
ENGINE NOISES (Continued)

TROUBLE SHOOTINC(Continued)
REMEDY

*4:2_

-111r-
1110.1En. alMIN.

2. A flat slap, when advancing engine speed Replace piston and rebore cylinder block ifundr load, indicates a loose piston. necessary.
3. A metallic knock when idling er retarding

engine speed, which disappears under loadindicates worn or loos* connecting rod
bearings. The bearing at fault can be found
by shorting out the spark plugs one at a
time. The noise will disappear when the cy-linder with the faulty bearing is shoned out.

Replace worn bearings. Check for crankshaftjournals for wear.

CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
(Closed Type)

The ventilation system consists of a venti-
lation valve, a hose and fittings connecting the
vent opening in the tappet cover to the intake
manifold and a hose from the air cleaner to
the cylinder head cover. 'A sealed oil filter caps used with the ventilation system. The func-tion of the valve ts to regulate the flow of
crankcase ventilation at various throttle posi-tions.

The ventilation system will operate effective-
ly as long as normal maintenance is applied.
Due to the nature of the materials carried by
the ventilation system, the valve and piping
are subject to fouling with sludge and carbon
formations. The ventilation system should be
cleaned periodically and at the time of engine
ove rhaul .
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ing valve. h
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NOTE:
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mi es or 300 hrs, or les
n operating conditions) the meter..
es and fittings should be removed

ne. disassembled and thoroughly

der cold weather operating condi-tions when v idles are operated at slow speeds
with low eng.ne temperatures, more rapid ac-
cumulations of harmful fumes may be present

- a the engine. Under these conditions of opera-the yalve and tule must be cleansd_mork
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frequently than specified above. However, nospecific mileage recommendation can be madeunder these conditions. Freggency of cleaning
must be dictated by experience.

Disassemble the valve (Fig. 113) and cleanthe valve pand with any good solvent cleaner
and blow dry with compressed air.

When reassembling the valve parts, be sureto attach the spring on the valve by pushing theend coil over the tapered end of the valve,
over the ridge and into the groove machined
just under the head of the valve. This is veryimportant. Unless the spring is properly as.sembled, the valve will not contact the valve
seat squarely and will not close properly.
Consequently, the engine will not idle properlydue to the entrance of too much air into theintake manifold. If-the spring has been
stretched, the same trouble may occur. Freelength of the spring is approximately 9/16 inch.If improper action of the spring is suspected
due to spring being distorted, bent or etchedfrom corrosive action, the valve assembly
should be replaced.

Inspect oil filler cap and gasket for sealing.
If necessary, replace gasket as ventilating
system efficiency depends on a sealed cap.In-
spect for and correct any air leaks at valve
.rocker arm cover gaskets, tappet cover gas-kets and ventilator hoses and fittings to pre-vent entry of dirt-laden air.

1100Y SPRING VALVE

414. vo

/.
MU 21170

raft LENGTH

CONNECTOR

APPROX. 9/16 1N04

Fig.123 Exploded View of Ventilation Valve.
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Vehicle Maintensnsa Branch
Mamma Aill tIlir4Ots#

OBJECTIVES

1411147232-46-.

MINE DISASSEMBLY, ENGINE COMPONENTS tNSPEcTION
AND PARTS SERVICING, ENGINE REASSEMBLY,

OPERATION AND VALVE ADJUSTMENT

When you have completed the exercises in this worksheet, youwill be able to:

1. Remove, inspect, service and reinstall engine components.

2. Perform valve adjustments.

3. Perform required adjustments for satisfactoryperformance.

EQUIPMENT

Engine Trainers

Mechanics Handtools
Special Tools
Measuring Tools
Spring Testers
Timing Lights
vacuum Pressure Gauge
Engine Tachometer
Compression Gauge
Rod Alignment Testers

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/2 students
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/6

1/2

1/2
1/2

1/2

1/6

students
students
students
students
students
students

engine

Note: As each item is completed check it off in the space
provided.

Exercise 1

1. Disconnect the battery% (Some of the lab engines havea disconnect switch.)

2. Drain engine oil. (Use proper container. Replace oildrain plug.)

3. Drain engine cooling system, including cylinder blockdrain

Supersedes 3A3R47330-WS-202, 17 November 1971.
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/mow azhauat pip* and muffler Ask your Um-ea*
.for 41114.)

5. Remove air cleaner.

8. Disconnect:

a.

'b.

c.

d.

a.

f.

8.

h. Upper radiator hose lindar head.

7. Remove:

Choke wire from carburetor.

Throttle rod fias throttle liakeir.

Vacuum line from-carburetor.

Fuel line at the fuel filter.

Water temperature bulb or..ifire lead.

Primary ignition wires at coil and distributor.

Bypass cooling hose

4111

ater pump.

a. Intake and exhaust manifold assembly, with
carburetor attached.

b. Distributor assembly.

411
c. Ignition coil.

d. Rocker arm cover and gasket, being careful to
preserve the gasket.

e. Valve side cover and gasket, being careful topreserve the gasket.

f. Rock arm assembly. (It's two pieces - be careful.)

g. Push rods and lifters (keep them inoorder.)

h. Head bolts. (Us* a hinge handle and socket.)

i. Cylinder head and gasket.

Oil pan and gasket, preserving gasket if possible.

Note: During actual field operations, all gasketp would be
replaced.

B. Inspect cylinder walls for rxdges above the top of Tingtravel.

3



Note: In normal shop operation, the ridge would be removed
each time, since the disassembly would be infrequent. On lab
engine. there is very.short operating time,betweem classes,

-loo--ths-_-ricliwtoultababliy-segOas-ss4isimblikr_=-11-sibees-sa-
a ridge, consult the instructor for the proper tools and
procedure for removil.

'9. Removal of piston and connecting rod assemblies:

a. Install handcrank wrench on the engine crankshaft
pulley.

Note: Do not turn engine by the fan.

b. Turn crankshaft until any pair of connecting rod
journals are at BDC.

c. Remove the nuts securing the bearing cap to the
connecting.rod, and carefully push the piston out the top of the
cylinder wall, first removing 4he bearing insert and setting it
aside.

d. Assemble the inserts and bearing cap with the
connecting rod, and tighten the bearing cap nuts finger tight.

e. Wipe off excess oil from the assembly, and
place it on the parts rack.

10 Remove all carbon deposits from the cylinder head, using
a putty knife and carbon scraper; take care not to &Mega the head.

Exercise 2

1. Upon completion of engine disassembly, consult your
instructot and he will help you visually inspect your engine and
its component parts.

2. After your visual inspection is completed your instructor
will assign you to a test engine and assist you while you perform all
the inspection measurements described in your student text, number 202.

Exercise 3

1. Engine assembly (pistons, connecting rods, and bearings.)

a. Lubricate piston cylinder wall, crankshaft and
bearing with engine oil.

b. Remove bearing cap from connecting rod. (Be
careful of bearing inserts.)

.c. Position ring end-gaps at least 90 apart.

d. Install ring compressor on piston.

40
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e. Start piston in cylinder bore, after making
sure that proper crankshaf, journal is at ADC, and that piston is
positioned correctly.

f block of masOL wit** AWL
I/1th light Ulm, until the piston 14- to tAs bcittom of its
travel.

Install bearing cap and bearing and tighten to
specified t.44544.

h. Repeat above procedure for all other piston and
rod assemblies.

2. Engine assembly (crankcase)

a. Inspect oil pump strainer and oil pan for
foreign matter. If dirty, clean.

b. Install oil pan and gasket and tighten.

3. Engine assembly (cylinder head, push rods and lifters, and
rccker-arms.)

a. Install headgasket (make sure it's right side up.)

b. Install head alignment pins.

c. Install cylinder head.

d. Install lifters and push rods in the same holes
from which removed.

e . Install rocker arm assembly.

Remove alignment pins and install head bolts.

g. Loosen adjustment screws on rocker arms.

h. Tighten headbolts in proper sequence, to the
srecified torque wrench back to its lowest setting.

4 Engine assembly (intake and exhaust manifolds, etc-)

and gaskets.
a. Install intake and exhaust manifold assembly

b. Tighten manifold bolts to specified torque.

c. Insta...l side cover and gasket.

d. Install exhaust pipe &Ad muffler assembly.

e. Connect throttle linkage.

5
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carburetor.

5.

f. Connect choke wire.

Install air cleaner and fuel line from pump to

Engine assembly (cooling system.)

a. Install hoses.

b. Install or connect temperature gauge sending unit.

c. Fill system with coolant and check for leaks.

d. Fill crankcase to specified level.

6. Cold valve adjustment

a. Turn engine with handcrank until both valveson #1 cylinder are CLOSED (companion cylinder valves in overlap.)

b. Adjust valves according to specifications.

c. Adjust valves on remaining cylinders accordingto firing order, (1, 5, 3, 6, 2, 4) spotting the engine by the valveoverlap method.

7. Engine assembly (ignition system)

a. Turn engine with handc,rank until number 1 cylinderbegins its compression stroke.

b. Continue turning until timing marks line up.

c. Install distributor with rotor pointing at thenumber I spark plug contact in the distributor cap.

d. Move distributor housing until points start toopen, lock in place.

e. Install spark plugs.

f. Install distributor cap and high tension sparkplug wires.

S
+40. Install ignition coil and coil secondary wire.

h. Connect primary wiring to coil and from coil todistributor.

i. Connect vacuum spark-advance line to distrtbutor.

8.
Pr.tat..,11_3.....t, check

a. Check coolant and oil level.



b. Check all electrical and fuel connections.

Remove all tools from trainer.

4. Close thok.

e. Open throttle slightly.

Note; Do not open throttle very far, or your engine will over-
speed and damage and injury may result.

9. Start engines

a. Turn ignition switch "ON."

b. Depress starter button.

c. Do not crank engine for more than 30 seconds.
A

If it does not start wait at least 2 minutes before repeating.

10. Initial engine checks

a. As soon as engine starts, check oil pressure.
If no oil pressure develops, STOP ENGINE IMEDLATELY and call
instructor.

b. Check ammeter to see if generator is charging.

c. Set throttle for a fast idle, choke open, end
allow engine to reach normal operating temperature.

d. During warmup, inspect engine for fuel, oil,
and coolant leaks.

Hot valve adjustment

a. Reduce engine speed to a slow idle.

b. Locate specifications in the appropriate shot
manual.

c. Call your instructor and he will show you how
to perform the hot valve adjustment.

d. When finished stop engine.

e. Install valve cover and gasket.

12. Final ignition timing

a. Call your instructor for a demonstration of a
tack-dwell unit and a timing light.

b. When finished stop engine.

c. Remove, clean, and store teat equipment.

7
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Note: Make sure tachdwell unit is shut off.

13. CompTessicn test (dry)

a. Engine must be normalized and battery must befully charged.

b. Remove all spark plugs end air cleaner.

c. Ground the secondary lead from the coil.

d. Open throttle valve.

e. Open choke valve.

f. Install remote starter switch.

g. Insert compression gauge into spark plug hole
and crank engine for at least four compressian strokes.

h. Record reading on chart below.

i. Repeat steps g and h for cylinders

1 2 3 4 5 6

`..mamIng=0.nmw

14. Compression test (wet)

a. Squirt about 1 tablespoon of oil in each

b. Repeat steps 13g and 13h.

cylinder.

1 2 3 4 5 6

c._ Reassemble removed parts with the except:ion ofthe secondary coil lead.

15. Cranking vacuum test

a. Back out throttle stop screw so throttle platesare tightly closed.

b. Install a vacuum gauge as 'close to the center ofthe intake manifold as possible.

$

8
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c. Block off all other vacuum openings in the
intake manifold.

Crank *stint sod oirstrve-itleutsi readtag.

Record reading below.

f. Compare these test results with compression
test results and diagnose any mechanical problems in the engine.
(Record your eiagnosis below.)

.1111M1.1Milill,.

g. Reassemble all removed parts.

16. Carburetor adjustment

a. Install tachdwell and turn meter to low RPM range.

b. Start engine and allow it to stabilize.

c. Adjust idle mixture screw until the highest
reading possible is attained.

d. Adjust idle speed screw until engine idles
at 500 rpm.

e. Remove all test equipment, clean, and return to
its storage place.

f. Clean and store tools.

Clean engine trainer, and report to instructor.
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0 WE CTIVE4

Given a soldering gun or iron, a piece of wire and solder, you willbe able to:

a. Prepare the soldering gun or iron for soldering.
vo. Prepare the wire to be soldered.

Solder a wire connection. Acceptable performance will be to thesatisfaction of your instructor.

Given a piece of tubing and the necessary tools, you will be able to.cut, flare and bend the tubing. Acceptable performance will be to thesatisfaction of the instructtor.

PROCEDURE

Obtain the materials and tools you will need to complete this lesson fromyour tistructor.

Du.the work as directed by the program, working through the program asa regular text.

Each of the frames bordered by question marks has a group of statements
from which you are to select the correct answer. You may underline orcIrcie the letter representing your answer. On the last page of this text isprinted the correct answers. Any time you A re in doubt as to the correctnessot vour choice, make your choice first, then refer to the last page for
coniirmation.



The following precautions should be observed while performing the
soldering and tubing tasks:

1. Remove all rings, watches, and other jewelry before operating
any equipment.

2. An electric soldering iron should not be left connected for
long periods of time. This not only wastes electric current
but it may destroy the heating element.

3. Do not throw an electric soldering copper inOo the toolbox
with your other tools. The point of the iron or the cord
could be damaged.

14. Do not solder a gasoline container with an electric solder-
iron because a short circuit of the cord could ignite the
fumes.

5. Burned electric wires can cause short circuits 50 keep the
electric cord away from the heated parts of the iron.

6. Hold articles to be soldered with pliers or clamps as metal
transfers heat quickly and can cause serious burns if the
items are held in the hand.

7. Don't tighten the hand screw on a tube cutter too fizhtly or
the tubing may be crushed or split.

Use caution when bending stainless steel tubing as she tubing
may break or the tube bender may be damaged.

Be sure to place all of the fittings necessary on the tubing
before the ends the tubing are flared.



454:"'

A soldering gun is often used when
the soldering job is not too large. To use
this gun, pull back on the trigger, as you would
with a pistol. Many of the guns in use have two
trigger positions -- the first will bring the heat

.

up to one level and the second to a higher level.
When the trigger is p:itathe gun will heat in about
three seconds. Some vet only one trigger posi-
tion. The soldering gun uses 4 transformer type heat-
ing element. It heats quickly but cannot be used for
long periods of time or it will overheat and the tip
will be burned and become useless. Luckily, this tip
can be replaced.

JJF3TICN 1.

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Thich ,)f these r,tatements is correct?

a. All soldering guns have two positions of the trigger
cause heating.

b. .3o1iering guns take a long time to heat.

'- Eoldering guns cannot ha used for long periods of soldering.

1. The tips for soldering guns cannot be replaced if they be-
come

'7 1 1 1 ? 1 ? 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? ? 1 1 1 ? ? 1 1 1 1 9 1 ? ? ? ?

i)
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Select a soldering gun from those tools with which you have teen
provided and take it to your work area.

1. Connect the gun to the proper electrical

Pull the

3. Pul- l the
to reach its top heat.

outlet.

trigger to the first position. Allow it to heat.

trigger to the second position and allow the tip

11. Release the trigger and disconnect the gun.

:f the z,oldering job is too large for a gun or if no Tuns are
ilable you will probaoly use an electric solderinq iron.

rhe complete preparation of an iron for soldering would include
heating, annealing, filing, and tinning of the tip.

If -.11-.? 5oldering iron will not heat properly, it. should be annealed.
This is done by heating the tip with a blow torch /7,0 3 cherry red
,clor and immediately plunging the tip into cold water. This pro-
.1±ure softens the copper tip and allows more heat to be transferred
to the work.

kn iron does not need to be annealed very often, in fact you may
never have to anneal an iron. Information is provided in the pro-
cedure step at the top of the next frame to direct you if the opera-
tion is required.



Pram 14-

If you ahould ever

1. Heat the tip
red color.

4/577

need to anneal an iron, follow this pr9cedure:

with a torch or outside heat source to a cherry

2. Plunge the tip into cold water. This softens the copper tip.

QUESTION

'7 / '7 9 / / 1 '71 ? 1 ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? How is a soldering iron tip annealed?

a.

5.

.

The tip is filed to a sharp point.

The tip is heated to a cherry red color and then plunged into ?,
cold water.

A. new tip ts installed to replace the old tip.

A Every condition is corrected so that nothing will ever have
to be done to the soldering iron.

el '7 ? 1 1 7 ") 9 9 '7 7 ? ? 9 / 7 ? ? ? 9 7 9 / ? ? 9



After the tip is an-
nealed, it should be
smoothed by filing. Use
a 4ine file to give a
flat, smooth surface for
tinning. Do not change
the shape of the tip.
Use light strokes while
filing. Smooth each
face of the tip, and
complete by polishing
with fine sanclpaper.

. mamml

'tJESTION 3.

After the tip of a soldering iron is annealed, it should

1. be. ,Ised immediately to see if the solder stic?.s to it.

be replaced if it shows any rough spots.

laid to ane side to permit it to season.

d. smoothed with a fine file and then with sandpaper.

or.)

9 1'7 99???? "???? 9 99 99 99? 999 91/ 9999/919
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7.1

A pliin soldering iron or copper iS used Ahere there iic electrio
Available or when it is not dangerous to use a flame-producing

s.ear. source. An iron of this type is heated in a gas furnace or by a
-.4torn. Condition the tip of the soldering iron is you would dhe

ip an eleotric soldering iron.

.)ne can teaoh you to know when 3 soldering iron has reached the
:Lrr,?ct temperature. Only experience can teach you this. but you can
t: in iron by applying solder to the tip.- When the iron is too hot,

I .,he solder will sputter and spread too quickly whereat-, if the iron is
the solder will not flaw readily.

and 6.

') .3 ."3 '3 n7nnn 77'7 17 7 n 7 77 7 7

:in eU if a soldering iron hao reaohed the :=,r*per tempera-?

a. watching the oolor of the tip.

iripping water an the tip.

applying solder to the iron.

'naiing your instructor show you 4the thing:, to lock f)r.

--" '-rin,7 iron i3 *Armed to

1. provi.r. for tetter h.nt transfer.

7rovide for :70-,ter solder transfer.

nrlvi ir? for neater appearing work.

4 nae the work f soldering much easier.

"?':" t:,7 7777 77 97 77777 n^ "77 7 7 ?

7



raw B.

Regardless of the type of .soldering device yau use, a neat job
should result. The solder must have melted quickly, dlowed into and
around the union, and then forzen into place without including air
bubbles, oxides, carbon particles, or other foreign materials. Any
impurities weaken a joint and build up the electrical resistance ofthe joint.

The soldering iron or its teip must be designed to give up its heat
rapidly and to channel this heat directly into the working area. Re-member, heat rises, so hold the iran under the work to be soldered
not o7er it. If at all possible, let the solder soak in.

Material to be soldered must be cleaned as carefUlly as the solder
ing iron. Cleanliness is of the utmost importance. If possible, 411soldering should be done in an area that is reasonably clean and free
from excessi7e cALIst. Draft areas should be avoided so that the solder-
ing iron will not cool.

Parts contaminated with dirt, oil, grime, grease, etc., cannot be
soldered successfully. "Bright - clean" these parts mechanically by
cleaning with a cloth or brush which has been dipped in alcohol orin some other approved cleaning solvent. --.

71d1y 2orroded parts may be cleaned with fine abrasive paper, a
wire trush, or by scraping with a pocket knife.

ZJEST:CN 7.

%
'!" 'Y 9 7 9 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 1 ? 7 '7 7 7 9 9 7 7 7 9.,

Material to be soldered must be cleaned because

a. they will look much better an a completed job.

b. dirty material cannot be soldered successfully.

c. the part to be soldered can be seen more easily.

? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 'I 7 ? *7 ? ? 7 7 7
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iy wftich have been thoroughly cleaned shuld be Are-tinned
'oefore being joined together. To pre-tin a cleaned parts a thin layer

sol.aer is applied to the cleaned part. Thi3 keeps the part clean
:nly a small amoar., of a*iitienal sQlder to f-cr.plete the

well to, pre,tin the ends of wires .dlicza :_.re to be'
a re.neptadle or R pThe, ?re-tinning may e done with a

soldering iron if there are on)y a few wires.

:f there are a large number of wire's to 'De tinned, it jf be worth
a 53ldering pot. Solder may tt. placed ir soldering

Kept heated to a pre-determined temperature. Instead of pre-
eaon wire or cohneotion with 'an iron, dip several in the pot

at one time lnd save time..

,, 2 2

..1sing zoldering pot to pre-tin -Ares and or,hr

nre-tinr..Lng will be uniform.

71t1J.r. timP.

.Tsf D-e-tir.r.in Z.11

'7 7 7 7 7

_
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Solder is a ;......zture of tin and lead. There are as many kinds of
solder as there'are tin and liad combinations. More tin added makes
the solder harder but it All crystallize and break easily, while
:3 older with nor? 1.,?ad than tin will be soft but not very strong.

`N.

Soft solder is the type used for wire splicing, radiator repairs,
and .jcbs requiring small amounts of solder. Soft solder is often
7.ade in plain :solid wire form), or it may be hollow enclosing a -!ore

acid or

Hard 3 older, often called "brazing solder," is a silver.alloy whichi
i

13 used when 3reater nechani-_-.al strength or exposure to higher tem-
ratures is nr.a.ired. Hard solder includes a 7. emain percentage of

, 10
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.This programmed text was developed for use in 3ABR47330. Automotwe
Repairman Course.

OBJ ECTIV
Upon completion of this programmed text the student will be able to explain:

1. The Jervicing of Air Force vehicles oPerating in variou's climates.

Z. The storage of Air Force vehicles.

3. The shipment of Air Force mehicles.

4, Corrosion Control of Air Force vehicles.

An accuracy of 70% must be attainid on the criterion test which -

measures the text.

INSTRUCTIONS

Note: L. Read each bit of information carefully. Answer the question(s)
ifter each bit of information. Record iour answers in the
appropriate spice on the answer sheet given to you. In some
cases you are required to match a series of questions with
at, least three (3) atternatives. -In such cases, consider the
alternatives as part of each question and select your answers

2. If you have any questions, ask your instructor.



The UnitS4 States Air Force is 4i:format trim any commercial or
civilian concrn you have ever had contact"with. Where civilian bus-
inesses are concerned with servOing your vehicle for local, uiage, the
Air Force is'concerned with world-widercperAtionat AS 0 multi the
Air Force mechanics are generally more versatile in their servicing
procedures than are their civilian counterparts.

In the next few frames of this lesson we will be discussing the.
types of servicing required for vehicles operating in various clieates!
Primarilg, we will be concerned with climates where the temperatures
reach 32 F. cr below. Consequently, the titl of this sub-sequence
will be "Winterization."

AwIIMI10

4.=.1WINfamlIMERMr=

o
As you know, when the temperatures are below 32 F. water mill

freeze, oil flows slower, and moving parts .that have been lubricated
are harder to operate.

JESTION 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

%7ehicies operating in temperatures below 32aF. require

a. different servicing than vehicles operating in temperatures ?

above 32°F.
?

b. ths same servicing as vehicles operating in temperatures above
32 F.

?

C. no special servicing.

d. special servicing-of the lubricated parte on.1:y.

'?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ?

1



Primarily, the purpo4 of winterizing a vehicle is to insuie the
'safety ofthat vehicle. .0f course, satisfactory operation of the,vahlcle would not te.obtained if the vehicle wasn't wintrized. Fail-ure to winterize a vehicle could resat in added expense to the AirForce and possible damage to the vehicle. 40 in mind that we are
discussing areas where the temperature is 32"7 or lower.

QUESTION 2.

/ 77 7 77777177 777 ?7?9??????????????????
?. Wliat does "winterization" mean?'

a. The vehicle has been serviced to operate in moderately cool
temperatures.

b. The vehicle is equipped and serviced to operate in extremely
cold temperatures only.

c. The vehicle ha.3 beenserviced to perform safely and satisfac-
? torily in extremely cold temperatures.

d. The velecle cannot operate under extremely cold temperatures.

1,

9 '7 '7 9 9 9 ? ? 9 7 9 9 9 1 ?

QUESTION 3.

'? ? " ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

kny vehicle that has been serviced to operate in temperatures below ?
32°F. (extiseiely cold temperatures) has been

cold treated.

winterized.

cold weather serviced.

climatized.

? ? ? ? ? 4?' ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 ?
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Answers: . 3. 1, Frame 3.

It is virtually impossible to memorize all of the procedures neces-
sary to.accompltah all the servicing required on Air Force vehicles.
The most important thim, to remember is, "Tt you don't khow, consult
the appropriate Technical Order.r.

Although winterization means that a vehicle has been serviced so as
tH1 operate safely and satisfactorily rft extremely cold tempsraturet.
it must be noted that varying degrees of cold climates dictate varying
degrees of winterizition. Forvample: If a vehicle is tolm operated
in temperatures varying froi 32 . to lAr. it is safe to assume-that
the winterization process would diffti from that,for a vehicle being
operated in temperatures constantly.below -30°F. Technical Ofder
36-1-7 explains specifically how a vehicle will be winterized in order
to meet certain climatic conditions.

3
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T.O. 36-1-7 explains the for types of winterization. Vehicles
are serrIced for Type "A" winterization when the tempeiature ranges
from -ler to -69? when pre-heater facilities are available. Because
pre-heater facilities ire available, Type " " wintorization is con-
sidered to be "normal.°

cf.TESTION 4.

.7 7 7 7 " 99' 97 9??????7 ?7 ????????7 ?????
? Which of the following areas require Type "A" winterization?

a. Extremely cold and do not have pre-halter facilities.

b. Extremely cold but do not need pre-heater facilities.

c. Extremely cold and have pre-heater facilities.

? d. Not below freezing but have pre-heater facilities.

??9 9

IXEsTION

99

5.

1 1

999

1 1 ?

????????????????????????????

? ? 7 ? 1 7 ? ? 7 ?9???????7 ????????,

.at

? Which type of winterizationis perforged on vehicles operating in 7
,

temperatures ranging from -1011. to -65-1. where pre-heater facilities
7 are available? ?

7

a. Type "A" winterization.

b. Type "B" winterization.

c. Type "C" winterization.

d. No winterization.

? 7 7 ? ? ? 7 ? 7-? ?.7-? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ?'? ? ? ? ? ?

oD
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ccording to T.O. 364-7, Type "BP winterization is similar to
Type "A" except that Type "EP is conducted in areas that,do not have
pre-heater facilities Foi exasple: Thaw vehicles which operate
on ma ice cap where there are no electrical facilities would have to
be given Type "B" winterization. This type of winterization is
called "abnormal."

411=1.=.... N.M=.1..M.MIMMINMOMME..MMEN.1=1
AMMO.

QUESTION 6.

/ 0 9 9 1 9 ft '7 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * ? 9 ? ? 9 9 / 9
What is Type "B" ,winterization?

a. Servicing a vihicle to operate safely agd satisfactorily in
temperatures ranging from 40°P. to -65 F. where.there are ?..

no pre-heater facilities.

b. Servicing a vehicle to operate safely and satisfactorily in
temperatures above 320F.

c. Servicing vehicles to operate safely and satilfactorilyoin
areas wheie "la temperature range is from -10'F. to -65 F.
where pre-heater facilities are available.

d. Servicing vehicles to operate in areas so they will not
freeze when the vehicle pre-heater is used.

WESTION 7.

What type of winterization is given t8 a vehicle that is to operate
in a temperature naive of -10'F. to -65 F. where no electrical or
pre-heateefacilities are available?

a. Type "A" (normal).

b. Type "B" (normal).

c. Type "B" (abnormal).

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? r? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 1 9



Still another type of winterization explained in- T.O. 364-7 is
known a:, "partial" winterization. Partial winterization is Tyiars "C"
and is used generally for areas that are warmer than are Types "A"
and "18". Tht temperatares for Type "C" winterization range frog'
32°F. to -WT. Therefore, Type "C" winterization is for areas with
temperatures different than for-Types "A" pui "M.

QUESTION 9.

9 7 777779999? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

1 Which range of temperatures are for Type "C" winterization?

a, 6q°r. to 320V. 7

b. 32°F. to -65°F.

c. 3:7°F. to -10°F.

d. -10°F. to --605°F.

7 7 7 7 7 . 9 ? ? ? 9 ? ? ? ? 7 ? 9 ? ? 7 7 7

QUESTION 9.

9

Vehicles wtich are required to operate in temperaturns ranging from
320r. to -10 F. will be given which of the following types of
winterization?

a. Type

b. Type

C. Type

a. No winterization.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?. ? ? ? ? ?

6



Answers: 8.

QUESTIONS

=7,

9. 'b

10 thmugh 12.

? Ar-t -T-Ar

For each question select either a, b, or c for the correct answer.

10. "Abnormal" because no pre-heater
facilities,are available and the
temperature is fror. -100F. to
-65°F. t,

11. "Normal" because pre-heater
facilities are available and Ihe
temperlture range_is from -10wF.

_ to -465111.

12. "Partial" because the tesperature
ranees from\32°V. to -10 F.

a. Type "A"
tion.

b. Type "BP
tion.

c. TYPe't!C"
tion..

winterize-

winterize-

winterize- ?

44, w

Th.1 fourth and last type of winterization we vill discuss is Type
"D". This winterization process does not involve any special servi-
cing. It is ueed for materials handling equipment Which is to be
used inside a heated building at all times. Electric and hydraulic
forklifts are among the types of equipment. which require this type
of winterization.

7 4 9



Frano ,8 G Ana-Afers: 101 b 11. a 12. c

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7-? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 1 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ?
4.

For wh.it type of vohiCies is Typ "pm winterisation designed?

L. Vehicles which are to be used outside only.

Vehicles which ire to be used inside mostly but occasionally .?

are used outside.

c. Vehicles used inside only and which do not require special
servicing.

d. Vehicles which are not affectea by cold temperatures.

? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7
-7

QUESTION U.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9 9

? What type of winterization is required for vehicles that are to be ?

used inside hosted buildings at sal times? This type of winterize-
? tion does net require special servicing.

a. Type "B" winterization.

b. rype

C. Type

d. Type

"C"

nx
"D

winterization.

winterization.

winterization.

'?

? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? 7 ? 7 '7 '7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? 7 ?

8
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Answers: L. c 14. d

Winterization of a vehicle includes servicing the cooling system
with solutim to prevent its freezing. Ethylene glycol is the type
of anti-freeze generally used by the Air Force. When Types !A"- end
"B" winterization is performed, the cooling system will be filled
with a pre-mixad solution that doesn't require water. This mixture
is an arctic compound that is specified in T.O. 36-1-7.

11.1

QUESTICW 15.

9 99799 9/79999 9.99?9???9 ??9 /999999711 /9
What type anti-freeze is aged for Types "A"

a. Ethylene glycol.

b. Alcohol.

Arctic compound requiring water.

and "EM winterization?

d. Arctic compound that does not require water.

-) 99799197999?79?"97979/99,/,',11

In arctic areas where the temperature ranges from -10 F. to 60 F.
it is extremely difficult to have an anti-freeze Which contains ,

water. When operating vehicles in these temperature ranges, a pre-
mixed solution is used.

z

9



'From 10.

11? 711119911?., 911111 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Pre-mixed solutioni of anti-freeze is ased for Which Vipe(s) of
winterization?

a. Type "D".

b. Types PA" aad "B".

c. Type "C".

/?/791??? 9 99 7 11/ ?.?????.??????????

v.slyI..mlrmmIlromwm.iirmmmal111MMIli=

On types of winterization other than Types "A" and "B", ethylene
glycol may be added to the vehicle's cooling system. *len ethylene
glycol is used, no other anti-freeze solution may be added. Mixtures
of ethylene glycol and alcohol are not permitted.

QUESTION ly.

1 7 7 7 1 1 7 1 1 9Ill/19/9919999999 9919999'71')
Whit is the acceptable solution for Type "C" winterization?

a. Alcohol and water.

b. Alcohol arid ethylenp glycol.

c. Alcohol without water.

d. Ethylene glycol and dater. '?

9 9')? 7?7 77777777???????7????????????

10
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Answers: 16. a 17. d

QUESTION 18:

i
, When may Alcohol and ethylene glycol be mixed? ?

,-,

I a. Never.
.

. ?

b. Anytime. ?

, c. On special occasions. . ?

d. In vild temperatures. ?.

-, / / . / " 4" ." 47 " ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

=

',-OESTION 19.

", '7 7 '1 ? '1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 9 1 '1

Ethylene glycol and water is an anti-freeze solution used for which ?
type of winterization?

a. Type "C".

b. Type "D".

c. Type "A".

d. Type "B".

?*

`' 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 99 7 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
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Frame 12. Aaumers: 18. a 19. a

In any type of vehicle winterization, the cooling system dhould be
protected to a level that would prevent it from freezing. If you are

located in an area where the lowest expected temperatuse ie 4i0°F.
the cooling system should be protected tco at least -50 F. If the
lowest expected temperiture is to be 32 F. then the cooling system
should be protected to 220F.

QUESTION 20.

Using the information given above, salsa* the correct statement. ?

a. Cooling systems ihould be protected to at least 50 degrees
below the expected low temperature.

b. Cooling system should be protected to at least 40 degrees
below the expected low temperature.

c. Cooling system should be protected to at least 10 degmes

ahove the lowest expected temperature.

d. Cooling system should 1De protected to at least 10 degrees
below the lowest expected temperature. ?-

12



Alibwer: d ?rano 13.

animoimilmwommiwwwNwmillowElmiNwallaimilONWWw1Man

or

In a cold climate, all,vehicles should be winterized and have their

I
radiators .protected with anti-freeze.

ZiEXION 21.

, 9 9 / '7 '7 9 / / 9 9 / 9 ? ? 7 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 '7 '7 '7 /- / 9 /

The protection for a vehicle's cooling system Should be

? a. le below the expected low temperature. ?

1 b. 20
o

below tht expected low temperature. ?

. ,
.-,

c. 30- below the expected low temperature. ?

d. 40° below the expected low temperature. /

1 1 1 .1 / 7 / 7 / '7 '7 '7 9 / / / 9 9 7 / 9 9 7 / / 9 /

Now that you are familiar with the term "winterization," let's
move on to another very important aspect of vehicle servicing, "The
St)rage and, Shipment of Vehicles."

1 3

3,
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Frame 114.

The United States Air Force and other governmental agencies have a
tremendous supply of vehicles. At any given time there may be more
vehicles available at a given base than are needed. Therefore, it
becomes necessaxy to store these excess vehicles for future use. All
suCh stored vehicles must be protected to guard against rust, corro-
sian, pilferage, and other such losses.

QUESTION 22.

,
A logical thing to say, then, would be that

. vehicles are stored so as to prevent deterioration.

b. vehicles are stored so as to cause deterioration.

9

'?

'?

? c. vehicles-cannot be 'stored. ?

? d. the Air Forte.has too many vehicles available. ?

471

WANE*

, , ?1, , 91,199/99////, 999 ? ? ' 9 ?/99197199

QUESTION :3.

1? 9 1 "19 f)1119 ??? ? ? ? ? ?f? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

When vehicles are stored for possible future use, thehe vehicles
must be protected againat

a. ottside air.

b. inside heat and humidity.

c. rust, corrosion, ,amd pilferage.

d. nothing.

9- 9/11,1 ? 1/191/1999/9/71/79/?/999 9 ?9,

7:7417.7,777-7-777.7.77=77,77777

1 4
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Answer.-E'22.

QUESTION 24.

? ? ?

VetLcles are protected Against Nst., corrosion. and pilfeirage when ?
they are to be

a. winterized.

b. protected.

c. overhauled.

d. stored.

'7 /9999119???????9??.-?9???????,7191I.

There are thre levels af storage for governaant-owned /ehicles.Level "A" is accomplished on vehicles to be stored tn excess of90 days.

IJESTION 25.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 9 9991999/
Of the types of storage used an government vehicles, the one that 1

affords protection for 90 days or more is :allied

a. Level "B".

1"

%

b. Level

C. Level "All.

d. Level DOI ;

9 "4999999 999 997 7 7 117.7



1c Tram DS.

"'---7---;±-121fitSTICS- 26.-

worm

Animate: 24. d S. C
413.0

?.? ?////17/1/1/717 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? ? ? ?'? ? ? ? ? ?

? If you process a gavernment vehicle for storikernto guard against
, rust, corrosion, sad pilbrage and you give the vehicle Level "A"
? processiug, the 7ehicle ib then protected for

a. 90 days. or more.

h% 90.days or less.

c. indefinite periods.

d. immediate use.

'?

/7 /"3/ //?71/ 99 9 /9?? 799?? 9?9,1? 799 99 91

QUESTION 27.

7 771', 7 //?// 9 997 9 991799', ? 977/9 97?????
Select the correct statement from those listed below: '?

a. Level "A" storage protects vehicles for 90 days or less while ?
in storage.

b. Level "A" storage protects ored vehicles for an indefinite
period.

c. Level "A" storage protects stored vehicles for 90 days.or
more.

d. Level "A" storage does not protect storec vehicles.

n ' .> ') ? 9 9 9 9 ? 9 9 9 / 9 7 r 9 9 '7 9 9 9 7 9

16
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Answers: 2b. a 27. c

_

4'

Fralwe 17.

fl

OCCesiOhallY it 13 necessary to store &vehicle for lees than 90
days. This storage is known as Level "OP storage. Althoogn it is for

I a shorter-period, these vehicles must also be treated 90 that they are
protected vgainst rust, ,corrosion, and pilferage.

4UESTiON 28.

n 1 '7 '7 '1 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ?
? Level "B" storage is for vehicles stored for

a. 490 days or more.

5. 90 days or less.

C. indefinite periods .

d. immediate use.

/

;.UESTION 29.

n n n

'?

* 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

7 7 7 ') ? ? ? 9 9 '7 IP 9 ? ? ? 9 9

When a vehicle is to be protected against rustr corrosion, and
pilferage for storage periods not to exceed 90 days, it is given

1. Level "A" storage.

b. Level."8" storage.

c. no storage.

d. no protection.

/ 9 / 7 7 7 * 7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 7 ? ? 9 .;

17



Irmo, 18.

,-QA4N.STION 30.

Answers: 28. b b

7779 971994' 99999 9997?7777.777777777777
coriect statement about vehicle storage is that,

a. Level "A" storage is used fosstortng vehicles for 90 doers
or less.

b. Level "8" storage is used for storing vehicles for 90 days
or more.

c. Levels "A" and "Er are not terms asociated eith vehicle
storage.

d. bevel "B" storage is used for storing vehicles for 90 days
or less.

/ 77777771799 9797711779997977 91977797

If you found it necessaryto store a vehicle for an extremely short
period of time you would process this vehicle for Level "Z;"`storage.
This type of storage might only involve removing the battery from thevehicle until the vehicle is ready to be used. Storagefacilitiesand time is very limited on this type of storage.

QUESTION 31.

77797777777 /79997777/7779 797777797794'
"Limited" storage is ca1led

a. Level "A" storage.

b. Level "B" storage.

?' c. Level "C" storage.

d. 'Level "D" storage.

9997777797999199977997979999719177777

18
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Answers: 30. d 31.

QUESTION 32.
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

a the mialaimic, find it neoeseery to order a partsor ?
a vehicle whieh u are repairing. It mill take approximately four

7 (4) dmye for this part to arrive. You most precise, thlaovehiolo for ?
storage. What level of storage will you perform?

a. Level "Br.

b. Level "C";

c. Level "A".

d. Level "D".

n 11 /11.9 99/9
QUESTION 33.

? ? ? ?, 7 2 7 ? ? 7 ? ? .? ? ? ? 7 2 ? 7 ? ? ? ?

7 7 19119/797 9911?1911 /9 9911979 / /?9
The reason you would process the vehicle described in the precteding?

:*ralrie for Level "C" storage is because Level "C" storage is for

3. 90 days or less.

b. 90 days or more.

I.. all vehicles.

d. "limited" service or storage.

QUESTION 34.
1 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 0 '7 1 1 9 7 9 9 1 1 1 ? ? 1 1 1 /

Xny vehicle which 2an be driven away an short notice, or one that
is deadlined waiting for parts, is-stored in

3. Level

D. Level

c. Level

s,-,orage.

stocage.

storage.

d. any level storage.

1

n n 7 a, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 2 22?722 2? ???9'79 9,9

19
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F ream 20. Answers: 32. b 33. d 34. 1.

? ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? 1 ? 1 ? ? 11 1 ? ? 11 ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 'V? ? ? ?

? ,Let's see if you remember all of the different levels of storage.
Match the right column below with the lft column.

35. Level "A" stoiage.

36. Level "Er storage.

37. Level "C" storage.

a. 90 days or less.

b. 90 days or more.

c. Limited etorsge;

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Because there are so many different service items to perform in
preparing a vehicle for storage it is virtually impossible to nemem-
ber them all. The important thing to remember is that the Air Force
has a Technical Order which gives a step-by-step breakdown o
servicing required. Always be sure to consult the appropria
technical order before attempting to store a vehicle.

Level "A" stored iehicles are subject to periodic inspections to
deterMine their condition. Every 90 days, all Level "A" stored
vehicles will have an inspector walk by and take a look at them to
determine if any physical damage exists.

20



Answers: 3S. b 36. a 37.

QUESTION 313..

Frame 21.

9 This Inspection of Level "A" stored vehicles is called a

a. visual inspection.

b.
4
complete inspection.

c. partial inspection.

drive-via inspection.

? 1 ? .. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

QUESTION 39.

1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Visual inspections are conducted every 90 days an Level "A" stored
vehicles to determine

? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? I ? ? ? ? 7 ? I 7 9 I, 9 9 9 9

a. physical condition.

b. internal condition.

c. engine condition.

d. all of the above.

'" 9 9 II 9 ? ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ?

QUESTION 40.

9 9 9 9 9 7 7 7 7 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Inspections that determine the general physical condition of Level
"A" stored vehicles are called

a. physical conditioning and are conduited every 90 days.

b. complete inspections and are conducted every 90 daye .

c. internal inspections and are conducted every. 90 days.

d. visual inspections and are conducted every 93 days.

? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ?, ? ? ? ? 7,7 ? 7 ?

21 50;



Frame 22.

456

Every 6 *rails (180 days) 1% of .Jle Level "A" stored iehielei mill
be taken out of storage amd put into running condition to determine
if they function properly.

QUESTION 41.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
This type of inspection is called a

a. functional inspection.

b. partial inspection.

c. visual irtispeptUC-

? d. physical,inspection.

1 1 1 1 "1 1 1 1 '7 7 / '7 9 9 979999 9 9 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

At the end of the 180 days, if the 1% of the inspected vehicles
runction properly, they are re-processed for Level "A" storage and
left until the next 180-day cycle when another 1% will be functional-
ly inspected.

Z2

-t
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Answetrt 41. a

QUESTION 42.
? Y ? ? ? ? ? 1 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

7-

,. . : . . . : . - -

a. Level "A" stored vetecles are functionally inspected every
three months.

b., 1% of the Level "A" stored veticles are visuallx inspected
eery 90 days.

c. 1% of the Level "A" stored vehicles are functionally inspected
every 180 days.

d. All Level "A" stored vehicles are functionally inspected every?
180 days.

? ? 9 9 9 9 47 9 ?

QUESTION 43.

)911/ 9,1 991719? 99'7 91999 9999999 999 ???
? A funr:tional inspection of stored vehicles means that the vehicles ?

ll be

a. looked at carefully.

b. restOred to a running condition.

Overhauled.

d. left alone for 180 days.

'?

" 7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 999999999 99 9 91/9 519'7'7
QUESTION 44.

A A

A

of Level "A" stored vehicles will be functionally inspected
every

a. 90 days.

b. 60 days.

,c. 180 days.

d. 30 days.

? / 9 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 1 9 9 ? 9 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

23



?rm. 21a. Answers: 42. c 43. b 44. C

0

When available, buildings are used to store 'vehicles. Vehicles
may be stored outside when inside storage areas are not avilable.
Where a vehicle is stored depends on the existing requirsente.

QUESTION 45.

? 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?.?.? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 7 ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ?

Vehicles may be stored

a. inside only.

b. outside only.

c. mostly inside.

d. inside or outside.

/1111/ 99 719 7'79'7:7.9 99 999797 77 777,?? ??? ?

24



Answer 45. d Frame 25

When vehicles are stored outside the, are subjected to all the

natural weather elements. This means, of course, that the bodies and

hulls will collect water, snow, and other forms of moisture. One end

of the vehicles must be raised Slightly to allow collections of water

and moisture to drain cut.

cumloN 46.

/ 9 91 7999 999 9 7 7 ? 7 7 7 ? 7 ? ? ?i? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Vehicles, then, that are stowed outside will have

a. both ands jacked up level.

b. neither end elevated.

c. one side elevated.

d. one end elevated.



Frame 26.

:

If vehicles, are stored outside on natural.terrain, the area must
shed water rapidly and remain fairly'solidlnder all weather conditions.
As a fire safety precaution, all grass and weeds vill be kept to a
minimum in the storage area.

QUESTION 47.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? Select the correct statement:

a. Vehicles may be stored on soft ground but the grass and weeds ?
must be cut..

b. Vehicles may be stored outside an set ground as long as the
terrain has good drainage.

c: Vehicles should be stored on solid soil with good drainage,
and weeds and grass will be kept to a minimum in the area to
prevent 2 fire hazard.

d. Vehicles should be stored on hard ground with good drainag . ?
but weeds and grass should be Termitted to grow as tall as
they will.

/ / / '7 / / '7 9 7 9 ? ? 47

1
_
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Answer 47. c Pram 27:

Most vehicles-can be safely stored outside. However, IMO vehicles
should be stored inside. Vehicles such as fire trucks, vehicles con-
taining electronic eqUipeent, and fork lifts re among those that

till
should be stored inside. If it is necessary o store these types of
vehicles outside they will be afforded pro tice equal to inside
storage.

i

QUESTION 48.

Select the oorrect statement:

Eih

a. Vehicles such as fire trucks, forklifts, and vehicles contain-?
ing electronic equipment should never be stored inside.

5. Vehicles such as fire trucks, fcrklifts, And vehicles with
electronic equipment or st be stored inside.

c. Vehicles such 4111 forklifts, firs trucks, snd vehicles with ?

electronic equipment ihould be stored inside but they may
be stored outside if equal protection is taken to protect '?

them from the weather.

A
. Vehicles such as fire trucks, forklifts, and vehicles with,

, electronic equipment cannot be stored, either inside or out- ?
side.

' 7 7 7 I 7 7 ' 7 9 7 9 ' 7 ' 7 9 9 9 ? ? 9 9 9 ? 7 9 1 9 9 9 '7 7 9 9



Answer; 48. e

V. know that anything stordd inside a building has better protec-
tion than whin it is'stored outeide. The sene is tree for vehicles.
When inside storage areas are available, they should be used first.
This applies to all typos of vehicles to be stored. As was just dis-
cussed in the previoua.frane, consideration for inside storage should
be given to special type vehicles first.

QUESTION 49.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 7 ? ? ?

A true statement isf

? a. All vehicles should be stored inside when possible.

? b. All vehicles should be stored outside.

? c. Vehicles should never b stored inside.

? d. Vehicles should never be stored outside.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

28
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Aniwert 49.

Corrosion voetsel includes ail

for overseas shipment, vehicles going into storage, and, as necessary operational
vehicles. Particular interest will be shove to the underside amd interior
surfaces of the vehicles, as s vehicle normally rusts from the inside out.
The clueside surface oust also be inspected and serviced.

/rams 29.

QUESTION 50.

7 1 7 7 ?' ? ? 7 7 7 7

Which of the following statements best describes corrosion control?

a. Corrosion control is performed oja. in the Air Force.

7 b. corrosion control is rust Control of Air Force vehicles.

c. Commercial vehicles always have adequate corrosion treatment
before delivery.

d. corrosion control is not important because it effects only the
vehicle body.

7

QUESTION 51.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Which of the following vehicles are not normally processed for corrosion ?

a. Vehicle being shipped.

o. Operational vehicles as necessary.

4C. Vehicles being processed for storage.

d. All vehicles on a yearly basis.f,

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 71 ? ? ? 7 7 7 7 1 ? ? ? 7 7 1 7 ?

_Apia
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Answers: SO. b 51. d

Corrosion control will indlude cleanintand preparing vehicle surfaces
for-coating and the appliiation of. applicable preserwatiVes. Cleeniniand
preparing will'consist of washing With soap and watei,,and if necessary the
removal of mud, gravsl, rust; and other foreignaaterials with a wire- '

brush, putty knife or sandpaper.\-Jipplying preservatives will be in accordance
with TO 36-1-52, Preparation and Corrosion Treatment Of Vehicles. .Some general
items 'include; !axing the extirior surface of the vehicle, do not buff unless
necessary for appearance sake; spot painting any bare metal surfaces;
undercoating the vehicle.

QUESTION 52.'

7 7 7 7 7 7 7: ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 ? ? 7 7 ? ? ? ?

Which of the following preparation steps is .always necessary when proces?
sing a vehicle for corrosion control?

a. Sanding the vehicle

b. Brushing the vehicle.

c. Washing the vehicle.

d. , Scraping the vehicle.

30
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Climatic conditions *Patink
_

,

normacorros-ion. Ciose attention 'must be maintalmod in
vehicle operator and the maintenance men.

the

QUESTION 53.

NIPS.

7 7 7 7777 ?i??? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? Under highly corrosive conditions who would be most likely to observe
vehicle deterioration?

a. Vehicle operator and motor pool dispatcher.
?

?
b. Motor pool dispaicher and passengers.

7
c. Vehicle operator and maintenance control personnel.

7

d. Vehicle operator and vehicle maintenance men.

7

410
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Prams 32. imemert 53, 4

There are two types of corrosion control, type "A" sad type Type
"A!" includes complete sorviging of all body surfaces, for example; under floor
sets, underleadlines, inside vindigrad posts, inside truflks and complete
underbody and emtmrior of the vehicle. Type "I" le complete underbody servicing
end a followup to a type "A" servicing.

QUESTION 54.
1

? ? ? ?, 7 ? ? ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 ? 7 7 ? 7 7 ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 ?

? Which of the following would normally be performed on class "2"
corrosion treatment?

a. Undercoat the vehicle underbody.

b. Spray ttme windshield poets.

c. Remove the headliner.

d. Treat all tires for corrosion.

? ? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? .? 7 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 7 ? ? ? ? 7' ? 7 7 ?
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on j as authoritative references in pref-erence to Technical Orders or other official publications.

FOREWORD

This programmed text was prepared for use in 3A3R47330, Automotive Repair-
man Course. The text was validated in 1964 using 'V students from the course.90% of the students adhieved the objettives as stated. The text has been in
use since 1964 and is considered to be valid.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. List the components of a typicai vehicle fuel system.

List the purpose of each component of a vehicle fuel system.

Objectives to be accomplished without error.

Vas text is also used in 3AAR42173 Course.



Frame I

INSTRUCTIONS

This Programmed Instructional Packige, with its answer sheet is designed
to be used dither as a home-study projector a classroom project. The manner
in which you will go through the package is the same in either case. You wili
Place your answers to the questions on a separate piece of paper. The correct
answers, or oonfirmatipn as it is called, are located at the top of the page
f.'llowing the questions. Since you will be working on your awn, it will be pos-
sible for you to simply copy the correct answers. If this is your desire, be
our guest. However, if a test,is given at the completion of this package you
would be in a rather embarassing position. The BEST way is to carefully read
the material in the'information section, read the question and write your
answer to the question on a separate piece of paper. Your answers need not be
exactly ;he sane as the answers in the confirmation section, but the MEANING
must be the same. If,you should not have the correct answer to the question
then goIrack to the information section and read it again. It is essential
that you understand each bit of information given before you go to the next
frame. Mere is no time limit except that set by the instructor if this package
is used as a classroom project. If you should not achieve a high enough score
on the test that is given you will be required to "retake" the package until you
s'an achieve a satisfactory score.

Does the information above definitely say that there will be a test given
when you complete this package?



NO! But it implies that one MIGHT BE GIVEN.

Tqe fuel system of a vehicle serves two basic functions. The first ofthese is to store enough fuel to provide an operating range of two or threehundred miles. The second is to move the futl from the storage tank, clean it,vaporize it and deliver it to the coMbusiion chambers of the engine, in a com-bustible form. There are variations, but,the main units of a vehicle fuelsystem are the storage tank (A), fuel filter (B), fuel pump (C), carburetor (A),rigid and flexible tubing which connect the units (E) and the intake mani-fol4(F) which delivers the fuel in its finer combustible form to the enginecylinders.

1. Discounting the Intake Manifold and the.Carburetor how many units4muld be left in the typical fuel system?

2
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Frame 3 ruloc

51V
1. 3 - fuel storage tank, fUel filter, fuel pump.

The fu.. lines are a IMMO by which rho fuel pasties from one unit

The first Of the units in th fuel system is the storage tank. The tank .may take on a variety of shapes, whh may have been dictated by the vehicle
or the capacity it is intended to have.

rhe tank is lead lined to prevent corrosion. (A) Baffles are arranged inthe tank in such a manner as to strengthen the.structure and prevent the fuelfrom sloshing during vehicle operation. (B) Sloshing Of the fuel would createvapors in the air space above the fuel level in the tank (C), and since fuei is
highly,volatile, these vapors would escape through the tank_vent (0) ceeating
an unnecessary waSte. The tank vent serves two purposes in that it serves asan overflow vent for expanding fuel during hot weather and as an air vent. Airpasses through the vent into the tank displacing the fuel as it is being used
by the engine. Unsatisfactory engine performance could result if this vent
should become clogged.

Why is the fuel tank lead-coated on the inside?

3. What ia the purpose of the baffles inside the tank?

4. What is the purpose of the vent?

5?1
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2. Prevent corrosion.
3. Prevent fuel from sloshing and strengthen the structure.
4. Overflow for expanding fuel, and to allow air to enter the tank as

fuel is being used.

It was mentioned in the previous frame that a clogged tank vent\could cause
some problesi. Consider, for a moment, the air which is drawn into yur lungs
when YOU EXPAND THEM. The void you created in your lungs when you expand your
lungs is REPLACED by air. If you should close all passages to your lungs you
could not draw air into your lungs, and you know what will happen if the aituation
exists for very long.

Now, what happens when the fuel pump takes in a charge of fuel? It creates
a void in the tank in the same manner as expanding lungs. Air must be allowed
to replace this void. Otherwise a vacuum will be created in the tank, and the
fuel pump is not designed to pull fuel out of a vacuum. In fact the air tkat is
allowed to bleed in through the vent actually PUSHES the fuel from the tank to
the fuel pump.

The air that is vented into the tank is at ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. As the
punp ?removes a given amount of fuel from the fuel line, atmospheric pressure
will)force the same amount of fuel to take its place (A). If the vent is
clogged% air pressure cannot enter to work on the fuel in the tank. Fuel will
not be pushed to the fuel punp and the fuel pump will not be able to deliver
fuel to the carburetor in constant and sufficient amount to give satisfactory
engine operation (B).

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

A

VENT CLOGGED

5. Qhat is the force that pushes the fuel from the tank to the fuel pump?

6. What effect does,a clogged vent have on fuel flow from the tank?

7. What is one chtAg to check when looking for trouble in the fuel
system?

)



5. Atmospheric pressure.
_ scrtgmt_telpriefeariv(orimainact)_fuitt-flow-fmiAthit

7. Clogged fuel tank vent.

1n,

Rigid and flexible_lines (or tubing if you prefer) are used to provide a
:lath through which the fuel can flow from the fuel tank to the other units in
the fuel system. Generally the fuel lines are large enough so that dents caused
by rocks will not restrict fuel sufficiently to cause trouble. However, severe
dents or kinks in the line may restrict fuel flow aufficiently to effect engine
performance. (Just like a clogged vent.) Large amounts of foreign material
could accumulate in the low spots of the fuel line with the same effect on fuel
flow as a dented or kinked line.

1

NORMAL

NORMAL

NORMAL

COPPER TUBING

(

DENTED

BENT OR KINKED

CLOGGED

8. What is the purpose of,the fuel lines?

9. When looking for the trouble that light be caused by the fuel system
what should you consider, other then a clogg:a tank vent, as a possible cause
of the trouble?

5
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S. Provide a path through whcch fuel can.flow from the fuel tank to other
units in the fuel system.

9. Dented, kinked ur clogged fuel line.

Before we proceed to the other units in the fuel system let's dwell a little
longer on other fuel line troubles.

Remember the effects of atmospheric pressure on the fuel in the tank? It
pushes the fuel to the punp but the air never reaches the pump. (Unless the
fuel tank is empty.) It is always a good idea to physically check the fuel
quantity when trouble in the fuel system is suspected. (Never trust the fuel
gage.) Air can enter the fuel line through a loose fitting, a punctured or
cracked line or fitting. Usually this problem can re.dily be discovered by the
presence of fuel on or near the loose fitting, puncture or crack.

P U NC TUNE

PUMP

10. While inspecting the fuel system what other possibilities, other
than clogged vent, dented, kinked or partially clogged fuel lines, should you
inspect?

-0

11. What effect would air in the fuel line have on vehicle operation?

40 1-
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Frame 8

am

Remove- -14arvIsti-piretttles
13. Clean or replace them.

The next unit in the fuel system to be considered is the fuel pump. Its
purpose is to pump fuel to the carburetor. Fuel pumps are of several different
designs but are either medhanically or electrically operated. The mechanically
operated pump works on the principle of differential pressure. An eccentric (a)
on the camshaft (b) moves a lever (c) whidh is connected to a disiihragm (d) by
linkage. -As the eccentric rotates, the lever will move first in one direction
then'the other. This movement in turns moves the diaphragm. As the diaphragm
moves down it creates a lower-than-atmospheric pressure in the chaMber (e).
Since atmospheric pressure is exerting a force on the fuel in the tank, dhe fuel
will offset the inlet valve (f) and flow into the partial vacuum created by the
diaPhragm. As the diaphragm is moved upward it exerts pressure on the fuel
in the Chamber (e). The fuel, under pressure, exerts pressure on the intake
valve closing it. At the same time the fuel, under pressure, offsets the ex-
haust valve (g), and flows out to the next unit in the fuel system. Remember
that the fuel on the "outlet" side of the fuel pump is under greater pressure
than the fuel entering on the "inlet" side of the pump.

A

1

ropmr01,

14. What is the purpose of the fuel pump?

15. On what principle of operation does the mechanically operated fuel
pump work?

16. What forces push the fuel into the partial vacuum created in the
Chamber by the downward movement of th-e diaphragm?

17. What happens to the inlet and outlet valves when the diaphragm is
moved upward?

8



10. Fuel quantity in teak, loose or cracked fitting*, punctured or

11. Air bubbles will reduce the quantity of fuel reaching the fuel pump
which in turn cuts down on the fuel being delivered to the carburetor.

The fuel filter is sometimes a separate unit as illustrated in the figurebelow (1). Its main purpose is to remove all foreign matter from the fuel,be-
fore it reaches the pump. Sometimes the filter is an integral part of the
fuel pump. (2) Some automobile manufacturers inetall an additional filter
immediately after the fuel punp or in the intake fuel fitting to the car-
buretor (3). Since sone filters are designed to remove water from the fuel
in addition to dirt, rust particles end anything else that may find its way
into the fuel, it becomes a necessity to clean (4) or replace them periodically.

PAPE4 MESH

2

4

SCREEN

DISC CERAMIC

Water was mentioned in the paragraph above. Water enters the fuel by acci-dent, but ?ore likely by condensation. While water settles to the bottom ofthe filter, lowest parts of fuel lines or fuel tank it still can become a prob-lem especially if it freezes.
r-

12. What is the purpose of the fuel

13. What action should be taken on

...

filter?

filters periodically?
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16. Atmospheric preespre working os tke fuel in the fuel tank.
17. The intake valve is closed amd,the exhaust valve is epened.

In a later lessou you will learn that the carburetor will not accept all
the fuel the pump sendirsme.to it. What happens to this excess fuel?- If you
will notice the spring wider the diaphragm (a) in the illustration below its
eain purpose is to reture the diaphragm ti origiaml positfon. The olnly
thing the lever does (b) is pull the diaphragm DOWN. If the carburetor will
not accept fuel the diaphragm, will STAY DOWN. The lever will continue to move.
As the fuel is cousuli4 by'the vehicle it must be replaced. The-spving, ender
the diaphragm, gradually pushes the fuel out of the chamber to the carburetor.
When the diaphragm reach its original position the action of the lever pulls
it down again pulling charge of fuel in from the tank. Another method of
disposing of the xcess fuel is to return it to the tank. (c)

CHECK
VALVE

TO CARBURETOR

FUEL PUMP

18. Does the diaphragm move continually with the action of the lever?

19. What is the purpose of the spring under the diaphragm?

20. Mar does the spring 'rider the diaphragm affect th: fuel flowing to
the carburetor?

21. Whet othitr method is used to dispose of excess fuel being pumped to
the carburetor?

9



18. No.

19. Return the diaphragm to its original position.
20. It presses agalnst the diaphragm creating a constant pressure on the

fuel in the chamber. As the fuel in the carburetor is consumed it
is replaced by fuel under pressure from the fuel pump chamber.

21. By-pass the excess fuel back to.the 'bank.

Some vehicles utilize a vacuum booster to increase the efficienty of the
windshield wipers and to operate vacuum controls. Since the trend is over-
whelmingly toward the use of electric windshield wipers, the vacuum booster
will be only mentioned here. Like the punp mentioned on the previous frame,
it contains a diaphragm. The action of the diaphragm (a) opens the inlet checkvalve on the downward stroke, the diaphragm return spring (d) forces the outlet
check ,valve (e) open and moves the fuel out of the chamber toward the carbure-or.The operation of the vacuum portion (f) of the pump is identical to the opera-tion of the fuel pump portion. Instead of pumping fuel ir pumps air.

FUEI. OUTLET-ow -44--FLIEL INLET

10
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Frame 11

'Loire screws on the fuel pump are easily,discovered siace fuel wfal
leak ouC, around them. 'Loose screws say be 'enough to cause the fuel pump to lose
its efftileacy. Failure,of interest parrs is mote frequently the cause for fuel
pump malfuactioas. The diaphragm may be ruptured, valves may net be operating
properly, a broken or weak spriag or oven a briskest lever will time the pump
to be inoperative. A worn eccestric may even cause the fuel pump to be blamed
because of its inability to deliver fuel to the carburetor. Tests such as vacuum

/ tests, pressure tests and volume tests are performed to determine a malfunction
when the cause is het readily apparent. The illustratioa below is a "blowup" ,view of the typical mechanically operated fuel pusp.. It should be evident that
given the internal parts of the pump, repair can easily be affects4 in the
field.

p3PPET vAt'vE

413

LEIVER

:NTAKE PORT

HOUSING

DIAPHRAGM

IIHAuST PORT

fiLTER

22. *initiate are performed ea a sechsaically operated fuel pump?
#

23. Ot4r than internal failure what could cause inefficient fuel pump
operation?

13.
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22. Vacuum, pressure and volume test.\
23. Loose screws, worn or broken lever or a worn eccentric on the

camshaft.

Electrical fuel pumps are not in common usage è general purpose Air Force
vehicles. Their principal use is as fuel-transfer p s. They are usually
fully submerged in the fuel tank. The driving unit i usually an electric
motor driving an impeller (a). Some elettric pumps co ist of a motor operating
a set of.bellows (b) which operate much the same manner \as the diaphragm
mechanical pump. The nature of their construction is suh that a defective
electric pump will seldbm be repaired in the field.

24. , How are electric fuel pumps usually mounted? ,v

25. Whgare the two main types of electrically Operated fuel pumps?



24. Loads the tag'.

The next unit in the fusl system is the carburetor. It say be a one, two,
or four barrel carburetor or nay be lastalled in multiplee. (More thee one
carburetor.) Regardless of its size its primary purpose is the ame. Before
the engine can consume the ras fuel that is in the tank theLl: smst be turned
into a vapor form or atomised and proper proportions of it with the air
dram tato the carburetor. The carburetor must also supply th* correct fuel -
to -air ratio throushout the full range of engin* operation. While the car-
buretor is probably the most important item in-the fuel system it mill be
discussed in some detail in a later lesson. A typical carburetor is shown
below.

oft

26. What is the purpose of the carburetor?

13



IP*
4

Delivered the fuel in vapor form from the"carburetor to the cylinders.
An unwanted air leak (from disconnected vacuum lines, broken intake
loose mounting bolts, cracked, warped or punctured eienifold).
Thc fusi air aistur is- 4111414 visu1-tins- In Asqnsairtartiry-_en*/

30. B .

One other unit, which is not partof the fuel system but is part of the air
induction system and thus should be cohbidered it das Lime is the air cleaner.
There are several types of air cleaners, rangingofrom the copper gauze, or
'chore girl" type, to the wet-type or "oil bath" cleaner. The simple, "chore
girl" cleaner is cleaned periodically by rinsing the element in clean solvent,
soaking it in clean engine oil and re-installihg it. The "oil bath" cleaner
is washed in solvent, the oil is replaced with clean _oil, and it is replaced on
the carburetor. The almost cniversal applicatioti ongthe modern vehicle is the
dry-type paper (or fiber) replaceable element cleaner. Regardless of the
design, the purpose remains the pame,.that of preventing dirt from entering theI
engine. The filtering element is cleaned or replaced because as it becomes
'clogged with dirt it "chokes olf" the supply of air and iftreases fuel consumption.

J

gime

Oly All CtIANIII

31. What is the purpose of the carbUv!tor si

32. What are the rdo ties of air filters?

15
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31. Clean uir entering the carburetor.
32. Dry and wet type.

4

%shave covered the foul system briefly. 'We know the basic components of
the system, their functions, and their locations in the fuel-flow sequence.
Each of the units we studied will be discussed in greater detail in the class-
room sometime in the next few dafs. Most of the units rill,be given you to
disassemble and inspect, so that you will become more far/iliac with them.

If you have completed this program as a hoes study project, your instructor
will test you in the classroom. If you have completed the program in class,
review it as necessary at this tine and notify your instructor.
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